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"At the far end of town
where the Srickle-grass grows
and the wind smells slow-and-sour when it blows
and no birds ever sing excepting old crows...
is the Street of the Lifted Lorax.

" I am the Lorax," he coughed and he whiffed.
He sneezed and he snuffled. He snarggled. He sniffed. 
"Once-lerl" he cried with a cruffulous croak.
"Once-lerl You're making such smogulous smoke!
My poor Swomee-Swans...why, they can't sing a note!
No one can sing who has smog in his throat.

"And so," said the Lorax,
"-please pardon my cough- 
they cannot live here.
So I'm sending them off.
Where will they go?...
I  don't hopefully know.
They may have to fly for a month , or a year...
To escape from the smog you've smogged-up around here."

"But now," says the Once-ler,
"Now that you're here,
the word of the Lorax seems perfectly clear. 
UNLESS someone like you 
cares a whole awful lot, 
nothing is going to get better.
It's  not.

SO...
Catch!" calls the Once-ler.
He lets something fall.
"It's a Truffula Seed.
It's  the last one of all!
You're in charge of the last of the Truffula Seeds. 
And Truffula Trees are what everyone needs.
Plant a new Truffula. Treat it with care.
Give it clean water. And feed it fresh air.
Grow a forest. Protect it from axes that hack. 
Then the Lorax 
and all of his friends 
may come back.""

From "The Lorax" by Dr. Seuss (1971)



SUMMARY

EU legislation requires Ireland to set ambient air quality objectives, assess the ambient 

air quality, gather information on ambient air quality and make it available to the 

public, and to maintain or improve the ambient air quality. These ambient air quality 

objectives are specified in the Daughter Directives of the Air Quality Framework 

Directive (CEC, 1996; 1999; 2000; 2002). The Irish EPA considered that NO2 and 

PM 10 would present the greatest challenges in meeting the EU standards and warned of 

the implications for traffic management and transport policy (EPA, 2000). “Road 

traffic has replaced stationary combustion sources as the greatest threat” to air quality 

in Ireland, according to the EPA (2000). The transport sector is estimated to contribute 

50% of total NOx emissions and 80% of total CO emissions in Ireland. Sources of 

PMio in Ireland are under investigation. Although classified as priority pollutants, 

there has been no historical national monitoring campaign for CO, NO2 , PMio and 

benzene, as there has been for smoke and sulphur dioxide.

Air quality modelling can be used to complement monitoring networks, and at a lower 

cost than that of monitoring. Modelling can be used in conjunction with monitoring for 

the estimation of present air quality. Unlike monitoring, modelling can also be used for 

the prediction of future air quality. Air quality modelling is used to predict the future 

impact of road improvements, often as part of an Environmental Impact Assessment. 

The accuracy of such modelling is dependent not only on the quality of the data used, 

but also on the methodology o f the model and its user. The air pollution dispersion 

models in common usage in Ireland, DMRB and CALINE4, were both developed 

outside the country and have not been validated for use in local conditions. The novel 

aspect of this work is to validate the use of such models for road and motorway 

situations in Ireland, although the results will also be o f wider international interest.

Two sites were identified for monitoring and modelling which satisfied the criteria for 

proximity to a national primary route with high and quantifiable traffic flows, power, 

security, accessibility and with the receptor location downwind o f the source for the 

prevailing wind direction. Databases of traffic flows, meteorological conditions and 

pollutant concentrations were collated for each site. The database o f hourly traffic, of 

meteorological conditions from the monitoring site and from Met Eireann at Casement 

Aerodrome, Dublin and Shannon Airports, and of concentrations for CO, NO, NO2 ,
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total NOx and PMio by TEOM and Partisol (daily) was analysed diumally, 

directionally, seasonally and statistically for 8786 hours between 15* September 2001 

and 15* September 2002. Concentrations for comparison with the limit values were 

predicted by DM RB m odelling for both sites. Hourly concentrations were predicted by 

CAL1NE4 m odelling for both sites, and analysed diumally, directionally, seasonally 

and statistically for the entire monitoring period. A  collaborative modelling exercise 

was designed and executed, culminating in a m odelling workshop, from which the 

techniques, data sources and assumptions o f  four modellers were assessed. Predictions 

using four different models were compared with observed concentrations and with the 

limit values set by the EU Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000).

The absolute values o f  concentrations o f  CO, NO 2 and PMio were low  at both sites 

compared to the limit values, except for PMio at the roundabout which will require 

monitoring to comply with the EU Daughter Directive (CEC, 1999). The source effect 

was clearly discem ible but often low, thus the background concentrations were crucial 

for accurate predictions. The databases (o f  traffic flow s, meteorological conditions and 

pollutant concentrations) collated for the motorway and roundabout are a valuable 

resource. Irish databases o f  calibrated background concentrations (for rural, urban and 

suburban situations) and o f  regulatory emission factors (comparable to the US 

MOBILE and the UK EFD and DM RB) would reduce the disparity between m odellers’ 

assumptions.

DMRB m odelling predictions were within 1% to 436% o f  observed concentrations 

(relative to the limit values). CALINE4 m odelling predictions were within -45% to 

20% o f  observed concentrations (relative to the limit values). Predictions by other 

modellers (using ADM S and CAL3QHCR in the collaborative m odelling exercise) 

were within -48% to 30% o f  observed concentrations (relative to the limit values).

M odelling performed better for prediction o f  NO 2 and PMio than o f  CO. 

Concentrations o f  NO 2 and PMio are o f  more concern than concentrations o f  CO since 

NO 2 and PMio are closer to their respective limit values than CO is. NO 2 and PMio are 

thus considered by the EPA to present the greatest challenges in meeting the EU  

standards (EPA, 2000). Therefore it is o f  great interest that m odelling o f  NO 2 

(specifically the 19* highest hourly NO 2 concentration or 99.8*percentile) and o f  PMio 

(specifically the annual mean PMio concentration) were shown to be the most accurate.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter sets the context in which this work is relevant (Section 1.1) and outlines 

the objectives proposed (Sections 1.2), the methodology o f  the research undertaken 

(Section 1.3) and the structure o f  the thesis (Section 1.4).

1.1 Context

Air is essential to life. It is virtually impossible to choose what air we breathe. It is 

therefore o f  the utmost importance that air quality is protected and maintained. This is 

true not only for comfort, since “no one can sing who has sm og in his throaf’ (Seuss, 

1971), but also to reduce the risk to human health and vegetation, which has an 

economic cost.

The assessment and management o f  air quality is required under the European Union  

(EU) Air Quality Framework Directive and its Daughter Directives (CEC, 1996; 1999; 

2000; 2002) which specify the limits for certain pollutants, including carbon monoxide 

(CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ) and particulate matter o f  diameter less than 10|j.m (PMjo). 

The Irish Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) considered that NO 2 and PM]o 

would present the greatest challenges in meeting the EU standards and warned o f  the 

implications for traffic management and transport policy (EPA, 2000).

“Road traffic has replaced stationary combustion sources as the greatest threat” to air 

quality in Ireland, according to the EPA (2000). Concern in urban areas has shifted to 

those pollutants which are primarily due to this increasing traffic, such as CO, NO 2 , 

PMio, and benzene. Although classified as priority pollutants, there has been no 

historical national monitoring campaign for CO, N O 2 , PMio and benzene, as there was 

for smoke and sulphur dioxide.

N ew  or extended monitoring networks are being established for the main traffic-related 

pollutants, but air quality modelling can be used to complement these networks, and at 

a lower cost. M odelling can be used in conjunction with monitoring for the estimation 

o f  present air quality. Unlike monitoring, modelling can also be used for the prediction
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o f  future air quality. Air quality modelling is used to predict the future impact o f  road 

improvements, often as part o f  an Environmental Impact Assessment (ElA).

“All models are wrong; some are useful.” (Box, 1979). “All animals are equal but 

some animals are more equal than others.” (Orwell, 1945). To paraphrase Box and 

Orwell, all models are wrong, but some models are more wrong than others. This may 

be due to the model theory, to the quantity and quality o f  information available to 

operate the model, and to the skill o f  the model operator.

The roadway air pollution dispersion models in common usage in Ireland, the Design  

Manual for Roads and Bridges (DM RB) and CALINE4, were both developed outside 

the country and have not been validated for use in local conditions. In this context, the 

Irish EPA proposed the investigation o f  air pollution dispersion modelling from road 

sources. This resulted in a joint EP A/National Roads Authority (NRA) project under 

the aegis o f  which the monitoring and some o f  the modelling that are included in this 

thesis were carried out.

The novel aspect o f  this work is to validate the use o f  such models for road and 

motorway situations in Ireland although the results will also be o f  wider interest. The 

models are assessed using air quality data collected over fifteen months at two sites: a 

free-flowing motorway near Dublin and a periodically congested roundabout junction 

on a dual carriageway in Galway. The main objective o f  the project is to determine 

how close model predictions are to the measured concentrations.

The US National Com m ission on Air Quality found in 19 8 1 that models may typically 

overpredict or underpredict from actual concentrations by a factor o f  two. Even twenty 

years later the UK Department o f  the Environment, Transport and the Regions (DETR, 

2001) agreed that “If the prediction o f  an annual mean concentration lies within ±50%  

o f  the measurement, a user would not consider that the model has behaved badly .” The 

EU Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000; 2002) allow 50% uncertainty in modelling 

o f  the eight hour average concentration o f  CO, 50% to 60% uncertainty in modelling o f  

the hourly average concentrations o f  N O 2 and NOx, 30% uncertainty in modelling o f  

the annual average concentrations o f  N O 2 and NOx and 50% uncertainty in modelling 

o f  the annual average concentration o f  PMiq. A primary aim o f  this work is to compare
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these tolerances with the differences between observed concentrations and those 

predicted by air quality modelling of the dispersion of emissions from road traffic.

1.1.1 Atmospheric poliution

Atmospheric pollution may be defined as air which causes damage or discomfort to 

vegetation or animals, particularly humans. It is important to distinguish between 

contamination and pollution. The atmosphere may be contaminated when even an 

insignificant amount of a substance occurs, if that substance is not naturally present. 

Once the concentration of that substance exceeds a certain concentration, known as the 

limit value, the atmosphere may be considered polluted. The limit value varies with 

the pollutant and jurisdiction. Limit values are usually set with regard to the effect of 

pollutant concentrations on human health or on vegetation.

“Most air pollutants are principally of concern because of their effects on human 

health.” (EPA, 2000) They also damage ecosystems and materials, giving rise to 

acidification of soils and surface waters and to increased levels of tropospheric (ground 

level) ozone.

1.1.2 Impacts of atmospheric pollution

As Vesilind et al. (1994) pointed out, the constituents of scientifically pure air may be 

listed, “but the clean air found in nature has more components.” While episodes of 

pollution usually “result from some human activity, and are called 

anthropogenic...occasional natural phenomena, like volcanic eruptions and lightning- 

caused forest fires, can also pollute the air to an unwanted extent.” (Vesilind et a l, 

1994).

Atmospheric pollution can reduce visibility and solar radiation, alter temperature and 

wind distributions, and form fog and precipitation (Seinfeld, 1986). “Although some of 

these effects are specific and measurable, such as damage to vegetation and materials, 

and reduced visibility, many are difficult to measure, such as health effects on human 

beings and animals, and interference with comfortable living.”
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Zannetti (1990) noted the change in impacts on air quality due to changes in fuels from 

wood to coal in the 14'*' Century, thence to oil and particularly to petrol in the 20* 

Century. London’s episode of December 1952 was due to sulphurous coal, whereas 

petroleum products cause Los Angeles’ summer smog, which is photochemical. He 

warned that anthropogenic activities often generate short-term episodes o f harmful and 

sometimes lethal, localised air pollution, such as occurred in London in 1952, but that 

poor air quality also has long-term effects on human health, vegetation and materials.

The emphasis has changed, with knowledge, from localised effects to studies o f long- 

range and transboundary air quality (Zannetti, 1990). Primary pollutants such as 

sulphur dioxide which cause photochemical smog also produce secondary pollutants, 

such as sulphuric acid, as acid deposition (acid rain). Evidence of long-range transport 

o f pollutants from North America to Ireland has been found by measurement at Mace 

Head in Co. Galway of pollutants such as ozone (Evans et a i ,  2000). Governmental 

interest has developed from reaction (to accidents) to proactive emissions reduction 

strategies. In Ireland this has largely been driven by EU legislation, though we still fall 

short too often o f the standards required (Mahony, 2004).

1.1.3 Atmospheric pollution from road traffic

Air pollutants may be classified as natural or anthropogenic and as gaseous or 

particulate. Anthropogenic pollutants may be classified by their source (such as 

transport, stationary combustion, industrial processes and waste disposal) and whether 

this is a line (mobile), area or point source. Emissions differ in composition and 

volume for road, rail, air and sea transport. The more important atmospheric pollutants 

emitted from motor vehicles are:

• CO and carbon dioxide (CO2 );

• oxides o f nitrogen (NOx), especially nitric oxide (NO) and NO2 ;

• particulate matter, especially PMio;

• volatile organic compounds (VOC), including hydrocarbons (HC) such as 

benzene;

• SO2 .
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While the contribution o f  the transport sector to total SO 2 emissions in Ireland is small, 

approximately 50% o f  NOx, 60% o f  VOC and 80% o f  CO em issions originate in 

transport sources (EPA, 2000). M ost o f  these pollutants are involved in chemical 

transformations (such as the oxidation o f  NO to N O 2 ) which cause the composition o f  

pollutants in the air to differ from those emitted from vehicle exhausts. CO is produced 

in all combustion activities but the overwhelming proportion o f  em issions o f  CO to air 

comes from petrol engine exhausts. The EPA’s assessment is that air pollution 

associated with SO 2 and smoke emissions from stationary combustion sources has been 

almost eliminated in Ireland and that road traffic has now becom e potentially the 

greatest source o f  air pollution (McGettigan et al., 2000).

In addition to exhaust em issions, evaporative emissions o f  fuel hydrocarbons also 

occur, as do particulate emissions due to wear and resuspension. Boubel et al. (1994) 

classified em issions from road transport vehicles as crankcase, evaporative and exhaust 

emissions. These exhaust em issions have been quantified in laboratory and on-road 

tests, and represented as emission factors (in g/km). The em issions vary with such 

parameters as vehicle type (car, heavy goods vehicles [HGV]), fuel, age and 

maintenance condition, ambient conditions (meteorological and roadway), speed and 

driving mode (idle, acceleration, cruising, deceleration).

1.1.4 Legislation

EU and national legislation have set regulatory limits for air quality requirements. The 

Air Quality Framework Directive (CEC, 1996) on ambient air quality assessment and 

management states that the measurement o f  sulphur dioxide, oxides o f  nitrogen, 

particulate matter and lead is mandatory in agglomerations (population >250,000) and 

wherever concentrations are above a lower assessment threshold (CEC, 1996). As 

McGettigan et al. (2000) outlined in the Draft National Air Quality Monitoring 

Programme, this mandatory measurement has since been extended to ozone, benzene, 

carbon m onoxide, polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) and some heavy metals.

More monitoring is required wherever concentrations are above an upper assessment 

threshold, since the limit value is approached or exceeded. Where concentrations are 

between the two thresholds, less intensive measurement combined with other
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assessment methods, such as air quality modelling, will suffice. Dispersion modelling, 

objective estimation and indicative measurement alone are deemed sufficient for 

general assessment in zones with concentrations below the lower assessment threshold.

1.1.5 Models

Models may be physical, such as a wind tunnel, or mathematical, using a set of 

algorithms to describe the problem (Zannetti, 1990). Mathematical models may be 

sub-divided into deterministic models and statistical models. Deterministic models 

describe “cause and effect” or source and receptor, using mathematical descriptions of 

atmospheric processes. Statistical models use historical data to derive semi-empirical 

statistical relationships between parameters. An example o f this is Venkatram et al.’s 

statistical model for long-range transport and long-term concentrations o f SO2 and SO4 

(1982a and 1982b).

Zannetti (1990) observed that modelling and monitoring provide relatively cheap 

information for air quality management when compared to the expense of the control 

strategies which are often required. He cites Seinfeld’s model uses (1975):

• the establishment o f limit values;

• the evaluation of emission control proposals;

• the location o f future sources (to minimise their impact);

• the avoidance or warning o f air pollution episodes;

• the evaluation o f source-receptor relationships.

Eulerian, Lagrangian and Gaussian models

According to Zannetti (1990), “The basic difference between the Eulerian and 

Lagrangian view is... [that] the Eulerian reference system is fixed while the Lagrangian 

reference system follows the average atmospheric motion.” “Gaussian models... can be 

seen as both Eulerian and Lagrangian.” The Eulerian ‘box’ is fixed (and air moves 

within it), whereas the Lagrangian ‘box’ follows the average wind trajectory.
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Figure 1.1: (a) Euler ian and (h) Lagrangian reference systems fo r  atmospheric motion 

(from Zannetti (1990), Figure 6-2, p. 109)

Eulerian models are based on the conservation o f mass o f a single pollutant species of 

concentration relative to position and time; c(x,y,z,t). Lagrangian models also include 

“all models in which plumes are broken up into “elements”, such as segments, puffs or 

fictitious particles.” (Zannetti, 1990). Examples of Lagrangian models are Lagrangian 

box models (often used for photochemical simulations since they assume constant wind 

speed and direction), Gaussian segmented plume models, Gaussian puff models and 

particle models. The advantage of Eulerian models over Lagrangian is that Eulerian 

statistics are measurable, whereas there may be difficulty in determining Lagrangian 

particle statistics (Seinfeld, 1986). However the disadvantage o f Eulerian models is 

that there is no closure solution, whereas closure is possible for Lagrangian models.

The Gaussian plume describes the concentration generated by a source under stationary 

meteorological and emission conditions (homogeneous conditions) and often assumes 

total concentration reflection at the ground surface. As Seinfeld (1986) expressed it, 

“for stationary, homogeneous turbulence, the mean concentrations o f a species emitted 

fi-om a continuous, elevated point source have a Gaussian distribution.” The standard 

point source Gaussian formulation has been extended to cater for other source types, 

such as roadway line sources.

Screening and short-term modelling

Dispersion models fulfil two roles. Firstly, they provide standard representations o f the 

physical and chemical processes. These representations are normally semi-empirical 

and simplified. They include information such as the rate at which pollutants disperse
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under different conditions. Secondly, dispersion models facilitate the execution o f large 

numbers of repetitive calculations.

Models differ in the amount o f input they require from modellers. For example, the 

DMRB model assumes the emission rates based on the stated vehicle flow, whereas 

CAL1NE4 requires the modeller to calculate a composite emission factor. Two types 

of dispersion model may be used in environmental assessments: screening models and 

short term models. The latter are also known as scoping models. Screening models, 

such as the DMRB, calculate conservative estimates o f key statistical concentrations, in 

an efficient manner that places minimum demands on modellers. Often, the role of 

screening models is to determine whether monitoring and more accurate modelling are 

required. Short term models, such as CALINE4, calculate the hour by hour variation in 

ambient concentrations due to corresponding variations in meteorological and traffic 

conditions.

1.2 Objectives

The main objective o f this thesis was to compare the predictions from screening and 

short term modelling with monitoring results from the motorway and roundabout sites. 

The main objectives of the original EPA project (for which the monitoring data were 

gathered) were to carry out a validation study o f models that are currently used in 

Ireland, to determine the levels o f emission to air from road transport sources and to 

predict their impacts and dispersion patterns.

The specific objectives identified were to:

• assess the utility o f current air pollution dispersion models in determining the 

impacts on ambient air quality o f emissions arising from road traffic on national 

primary routes;

• generate new air quality data for improved management o f the environment, 

through the measurement of ambient air quality levels in the vicinity o f dual 

carriageway or motorway sections o f national primary routes;

• validate predictions of selected screening and short term air pollution models 

using roadside measurements o f air quality, meteorological conditions and 

traffic flows;
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• compare predictions from both screening and short term modelling by the 

author and by the participants in a collaborative modelling exercise;

• make recommendations on the future use o f these models in Irish conditions, 

with particular emphasis on national primary routes.

1.3 Methodology

The main tasks o f this thesis were to;

• review the available models and assess their suitability;

• investigate the current practice o f modelling in Ireland, particularly for the 

environmental impact assessment o f road schemes;

• locate two sites for monitoring o f air quality: a free-flowing motorway and a 

periodically congested roundabout junction on a dual carriageway;

• monitor pollutant concentrations and meteorological conditions at the 

motorway site;

• liaise with the monitoring team at the roundabout site for data collation and 

coordination o f analysis;

• source and analyse traffic flow data for both the motorway and roundabout 

sites;

• analyse the monitoring data from the motorway site;

• model air quality at both the motorway and roundabout sites;

• compare monitoring data with modelling predictions to ascertain the 

applications of modelling for the assessment o f air quality, and to investigate 

the accuracy o f such applications;

• design and coordinate a collaborative modelling exercise, including collation 

and analysis o f input parameters and predictions;

• organise and host a modelling workshop for international and domestic 

practitioners to discuss the modelling input parameters and predictions for the 

motorway and roundabout sites, to assess the current state o f Irish modelling 

and to make recommendations on dispersion modelling for EISs for Irish road 

schemes.
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The Hterature on emissions, emissions models, dispersion models and model validation 

was reviewed to assess the most suitable models for the prediction o f CO, NOx and 

PMio concentrations within 50 m of the roadside. These are the most significant 

pollutants fi'om road traffic (Section 1.1.3) and this radius o f influence was chosen with 

regard to the EU requirements for microscale siting o f monitoring locations (Section 

2.2.1). This information was then cross-referenced with a survey o f Irish EISs for road 

schemes from 1989 to 1999, which established current practice in Ireland (Section 3.7), 

to identify suitable models for further investigation. The survey o f EISs also served as 

a guide to potential participants in the collaborative modelling exercise.

Two monitoring sites were chosen according to the criteria discussed in Section 4.1, so 

that the distinct modelling scenarios o f both free-flowing traffic on a rural national 

primary route and congested traffic on a (sub)urban national primary route could be 

investigated. In both cases the traffic volumes were required to be high enough that the 

source contribution would be significant compared to the background contribution to 

ambient concentrations. The NRA database o f national traffic volumes was an 

invaluable aid to identifying suitable roads, which could then be surveyed to isolate the 

sections of these roads where the road alignment allowed for the location o f a 

monitoring unit downwind o f the prevailing wind direction, as established by analysis 

o f Met Eireann records. Once the main criteria for traffic volume and wind direction 

had been satisfied, the site accessibility, power supply and security could also be 

considered (Section 4.1).

The EU Air Quality Framework Directive and its Daughter Directives (CEC, 1996; 

1999; 2000) provided the legislative standards against which the monitoring and 

modelling could be assessed. Both the EU limit values (Section 2.2) and a range of 

statistical analyses identified by the literature review (Section 3.6.3) were used in the 

comparison o f observed concentrations with predictions. A crucial part o f the 

collaborative modelling exercise was the workshop (Section 10.2), which was attended 

by local authority representatives as well as by the consultants who had carried out the 

modelling. Thus, the modellers could explain the data requirements and assumptions 

required by modelling to those responsible for the monitoring networks, and those who 

make decisions based on such modelling predictions could better assess their reliability 

and limitations.
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1.4 Thesis structure

This thesis consists o f eleven chapters plus references and appendices. After the 

introduction, the work is presented under three main sections: Parts A, B and C, which 

consider the literature review, monitoring and modelling respectively.

This “Introduction” (Chapter 1) is followed by Part A, the “Literature Review”, which 

contains Chapters 2 and 3. “Air pollution and emissions from road transport” (Chapter 

2) is a literature review, which assesses the context, legislation and emissions relevant 

to road traffic. The second half o f the literature review, “Air pollutant dispersion 

models for road sources” (Chapter 3) considers dispersion models, validation studies 

and environmental impact statements.

Part B on “Monitoring” contains Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Chapter 4, entitled “Monitoring 

sites and programme”, details the study sites and the instrumentation. The “Results for 

the motorway” from monitoring o f traffic, meteorology and pollutant concentrations 

are presented in Chapter 5. The “Results for the roundabout and comparison with 

results for the motorway” follow in Chapter 6, including conclusions from all o f the 

monitoring considered in Part B.

Part C on “Modelling” contains Chapters 7 to 11. Chapter 7, on “Dispersion 

modelling”, outlines the models used, the input parameters and the pollutant 

concentrations predicted. The “Summary of modelling results” in Chapter 8 ends with 

conclusions from both sites and both models. In Chapter 9, the “Model sensitivity 

study” develops the analysis o f modelling by investigating the influence of parameters 

such as stability, emission factors, link geometry and wind direction. The “Validation 

o f modelling” is discussed in Chapter 10, which uses the findings o f the collaborative 

modelling exercise, together with the modelling results presented in Chapters 7 and 8, 

in assessing modelling practice. In Chapter 11, “Conclusions” are drawn, the work is 

summarised and directions for further work are suggested.
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PART A LITERATURE REVIEW

2 AIR POLLUTION AND EMISSIONS FROM ROAD TRANSPORT

This chapter is the first o f the two chapters which make up “Part A” o f this thesis. Chapter 

2 is a literature review, which assesses the context (Section 2.1), legislation (Section 2.2) 

and emissions (Section 2.3) relevant to road traffic. The rest o f the literature review (Part 

A, Chapter 3) considers dispersion models, validation studies and environmental impact 

statements.

2.1 History, health and air pollutants

This section provides the context for the project, comprising a review of historical episodes 

and the reactions of the authorities to each (Section 2.1.1). The health effects of 

atmospheric pollution are outlined (Section 2.1.2), and the pollutants o f concern due to 

road traffic are introduced (Section 2.1.3) and then classified by source and type (Sections 

2.1.4 and 2.1.5).

2.LI Episodes and reactions

As early as the 12*'’ Century, the English Parliament passed several Acts relating to air 

pollution due to coal burning (Henry and Heinke, 1996). In 1661, “a scholar named John 

Evelyn wrote a lengthy report on air pollution in London. He proposed zoning of 

domestic, commercial and industrial activities, with green belts between them and location 

o f the strongest sources downwind in the direction o f the prevailing winds. He was far 

ahead o f his time, and his analysis and recommendations went unheeded.”

Air pollution episodes in London that were noteworthy on medical grounds occurred in 

1873, 1880, 1891, 1922, 1939 and 1952. In the 1952 episode, which was one four-day 

period, 4,000 excess deaths were attributed to air pollution. In the Meuse Valley, 

Belgium, “63 deaths were reported and about 8,000 people became ill during a period of 

intense smog” in 1930 (Henry and Heinke, 1996). Meanwhile in the USA, “in October 

1948, a five day weather stagnation confined pollutants from heavy industries in the river
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valley town o f  Donora, Pennsylvania. Twenty deaths occurred and thousands o f  people 

experienced m ild to severe respiratory distress. The event revealed a general lack o f  

knowledge about the causes and effects o f  air pollution.” Rubin (2001) identified Donora 

as the stimulus that prompted the first US air pollution control legislation, which was 

passed in Oregon in 1952. In the same year Haagen-Smit (1952) published an explanation  

o f  Los A n geles’ air pollution that was causing respiratory irritation, reducing visibility and 

damaging materials to the extent o f  cracking rubber tyres; attributing it to secondary 

pollution by oxides o f  nitrogen and thereby identifying photochem ical smog.

The UK  Clean Air A ct (CAA) was passed in 1956. This was follow ed, in 1963, by the US  

federal CAA , which launched studies to identify five “criteria air pollutants”: PM, SO2 , 

CO, N O 2 and ground level O3. The 1970 US C AA established the U S EPA and set US 

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (N A A Q Ss) for the five criteria pollutants, and 

these N A A Q Ss were updated in 1997, including limits for lead, which had been added to 

the list o f  criteria pollutants in 1978. The Canadian CA A  was passed in 1971, but it was 

not until 1987 that Ireland gained an Air Pollution Act. The EPA A ct o f  1992 allowed for 

the creation o f  the Irish EPA, which was established in 1993. Irish legislation is discussed  

in more detail in Section 2.1.2.

Setting standards obviously does not preclude their exceedance, and indeed, Henry and 

Heinke (1996) lamented that “despite the implementation o f  air pollution control 

legislation, further serious air pollution episodes have occurred in N ew  York, Pittsburgh, 

Birmingham, Los A ngeles and San Francisco in the USA; Toronto in Canada; several 

cities in GB and Europe; Tokyo, Japan; and other heavily industrialised areas o f  the 

world.”

Legislation to control air quality has been proven to work in Ireland. The ban on the 

marketing and distribution o f  bituminous coal which was introduced in the Dublin area in 

1990 has resulted in a dramatic reduction in smoke concentrations (EPA, 2002a). When 

the ban was extended to other urban areas, such as Cork City (1995), Arklow, Drogheda, 

Dundalk, Limerick, W exford (1998), Celbridge, Leixlip, Naas and Waterford (2000), 

significant improvement in air quality was observed for each. The verdict o f  the EPA
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(2000) was that “air pollution problems in Ireland associated with coal buming have been 

virtually eliminated”.

Engine technology

One technological success story is the removal o f lead from petrol, and the corresponding 

reduction in emissions o f lead from road traffic. Analysis by Barfoot et al. (1984) had 

strongly indicated that automobile exhaust was the major source o f lead in particulate 

matter measured in Mexico City over the winter o f 1980-81. Lead is significant since it 

may impair mental function and visual-motor performance, and damage nerves, memory 

and attention span, particularly in those who are pregnant or very young (DCC, 2003). 

Although emissions from petrol motor vehicles were still considered to be generally the 

primary source for lead in air in Ireland in 2001, lead concentrations were measured to be 

less than 5% of the NAQS limit value o f 2 |.ig/m^ (McGovern and McGettigan, 2001).

The solution o f one issue, however, often creates others. The trade-off between pollutants 

due to the “improvement” o f both engine and fuel technology is described by Salvato et al. 

(2003): “The use o f automobile catalytic converters to control carbon monoxide and 

hydrocarbon emissions causes some increase in sulphates and sulphuric acid emissions, but 

this is considered to be o f minor significance. The elimination o f lead from gasoline has, 

in some cases, led to the substitution o f manganese for anti-knock purposes with the 

consequent release o f manganese compounds, which are also potentially toxic.”

In Ireland, the benefits o f catalytic converters have been offset by the increase in vehicle 

numbers and in vehicle kilometres travelled per annum on Irish roads (EPA, 2000).

2.1.2 Health effects of atmospheric pollution

A review by Wilson et al. (2004) o f studies which included data from more than 100 cities 

in Europe and North America, found that short-term exposure to air pollutants was an
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important predictor o f increased hospital and emergency room use. Ozone, particulate 

matter (PM), nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and sulphur dioxide (SO2) were o f particular 

significance, with seasonal ozone effects and synergy between PM and SO2 .

The review (Wilson et a l ,  2004) stated that “air pollution has been associated with acute 

reductions in lung function, aggravation o f  asthma, increased risk o f  pneumonia in the 

elderly, low birth weight in newborns and death”, citing Anderson (1999), Bates (1999) 

and Lee et al. (2003). It continued, “In addition, long-term exposure to particulate matter 

(PM) has been associated with an increase in lung cancer and cardiopulmonary mortality 

(Pope et a l ,  2002). In clinical studies, ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulphur 

dioxide (SO2) and particulate matter have been shown to exacerbate asthma, primarily by 

augmenting airway inflammation (Peden, 1999). Overall, there is overwhelming evidence 

that anthropogenic air pollution is detrimental to human health (CEOH, 1996; Samet, 

1999).”

Zannetti (1990) referred to synergistic effects, for example, that “SO2 damage to the 

human respiratory system can be greatly enhanced by the presence o f  fine particles.” He 

noted that air pollutants may be mutagenic (ozone), carcinogenic (benzene) and affect the 

human respiratory system, mentioning bronchitis, pulmonary emphysema and lung cancer, 

citing work collected by Stem (1986) and in the October 1988 edition o f Atmospheric 

Environment.

Davis and Cornwell (1998) provide an excellent explanation o f how air pollutants affect 

human health. The examples o f the river valleys o f  Meuse, Donora and London, which 

were suspected to be due to SOx with PM from industry (for the Meuse and Donora) and 

from domestic heating (for London), were used to demonstrate that four ingredients must 

be combined to provoke an episode: a large number o f  pollutant sources, a restricted air 

volume, a lack o f reaction by the authorities and the presence o f water droplets o f a certain 

size. Three days o f  stagnation were cited as the minimum for creation o f  such an episode.
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2.1.3 Air pollutants

Henry and Heinke ( 1996) defined air pollutants as “substances which, when present in the 

atmosphere adversely affect the health o f  humans, animals, plants or microbial life; 

damage materials, or interfere with the enjoyment o f  life and the use o f  property.” 

Pollutants m ay be classified by type (whether gaseous or particulate) and by source 

(whether natural or anthropogenic). Pollutants m ay also be prim ary or secondary. 

Primary pollutants are those that are present in the atmosphere in the same form in which 

they were em itted from their source. Secondary pollutants are those formed in the 

atmosphere, by  such reactions as hydrolysis, oxidation and photochem istry.

Carbon m onoxide (CO) is an example o f  a prim ary pollutant. In the context o f emissions 

from transportation, nitric oxide (NO) and particulates are predom inantly prim ary 

pollutants, though they can also be secondary pollutants when produced from other 

substances by transform ation in the atmosphere (e.g. NO from NO2 and PM as organic 

particles from organic compounds (Zannetti, 1990)). For road transport, resuspension is 

also a significant source o f  particulate matter, which is not necessarily accounted for by 

prim ary emissions. Nitrogen dioxide is predom inantly a secondary pollutant; the majority 

is not emitted directly from vehicles but is formed by the photochem ical reaction o f ozone 

(O3) w ith NO. Secondary NO2 production is enhanced by  the presence o f  species which 

contain carbon, as described by Zannetti (1990), citing Seinfeld (1986). NO2 is also of 

significance as a precursor o f ground level, photochem ically form ed ozone. Ozone can 

also be considered an anthropogenic secondary pollutant; produced by  the photochemical 

dissociation o f  NO from NO2, which releases an oxygen atom  (O) that combines with an 

oxygen m olecule (O2) to form ozone (O3) (Zannetti, 1990).

Formation o f NO2 

Production o f secondary NO2:

2 N 0  + O 2 ^  2 N O 2 (Equation 2.1)

Production o f N O 2 from the reduction o f ozone by reaction with NO from combustion:

NO + O 3 —> N O 2 + O2 (Equation 2.2)
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This latter process is highly effective at night due to the absence o f  solar radiation which 

might cause further dissociation o f NO 2 . Such photochemical dissociation is described in 

the following equation on the formation o f ozone.

Formation o f  O3

Photochemical dissociation o f  NO from NO 2 :

NO2 + h v ( k <  430 nm) ^  NO + O (Equation 2.3)

hv =  sunlight 

X =  wavelength 

Combination o f  oxygen atom and molecule to form ozone:

O + O2 —> O3 (Equation 2.4)

The NOx balance is further complicated by the conversion o f  NO 2 to HONO in the absence 

o f sunlight, and thence from HONO with sunlight to NO. Thus, overnight, NO is reduced 

by conversion to secondary NO 2 , while NO 2 is reduced by conversion to HONO, but from 

dawn, HONO is reduced by photochemical conversion to NO. Concentrations o f  NO may 

therefore increase before any significant traffic source is observed.

2.1.4 Sources of pollutants

Pollutant sources may be natural, like a volcano or sandstorm, or anthropogenic, like 

vehicles or power stations. A natural source such as a volcano might produce a range o f  

pollutants in varying concentrations: CO, CO2 , SO2 , VOCs or PM. Emissions from natural 

sources may depend on the location, geology, season and meteorological variation. 

Anthropogenic sources can be categorised as agricultural, commercial, domestic, industrial 

or mobile. Mobile sources are also known as transportation sources and are the focus o f  

this work. Anthropogenic emissions depend, by definition, on human actions but their 

effects can be exacerbated or mitigated by meteorological conditions. Pollutants can in 

turn influence meteorological conditions, since PM, NO 2 and O3 affect visibility and 

heating rates due to the attenuation o f  solar radiation, absorption o f  light and particle light
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scattering (Zannetti, 1990). A natural example might be a volcanic eruption but an 

accidental fire (anthropogenic) might have a similar effect.

The significance o f  emissions from  transport

In Ireland, emissions o f SO2 , NOx, VOC and CO, which are mainly produced by 

combustion, showed a general decrease from 1990 through 1995 but have since risen 

(EPA, 2000). This rise was attributed to the increase in consumption of primary fuels 

since 1995. SO2 emissions are predominantly from power stations (60%), with much more 

significant contributions from residential, commercial and industrial sources than from 

transport. For emissions of NOx, VOC and CO, however, the contribution from transport 

is highly significant, estimated at 50%, 60% and 80% o f total emissions respectively.

Emissions o f NOx increased by nearly 9% between 1995 and 2000, mainly due to 

increases in road traffic, since technological advances in power stations reduced their 

contribution to emissions by 25% between 1992 and 2000 (EPA, 2002a). Emissions of 

VOCs decreased by 10% between 1990 and 2000, though the reduction per unit vehicle 

due to catalytic converters was offset against the increase in vehicle numbers. CO 

emissions decreased by 30% from 1990 to 2000. This was attributed to reductions from 

transport (due to catalytic converters) and from residential sources (due to an increase in 

gas to replace solid fuel heating). Source apportionment o f PM in Ireland is still under 

investigation, though solid fuel combustion and road traffic are considered to be the main 

sources, particularly diesel vehicles (EPA, 2002a). Although the trend amongst the EU-15 

was a distinct reduction in PMio from 1990 to 1999, monitoring in Cork and Dublin 

indicates that the EU limit values will be exceeded.

Road traffic was second only to coal-fired electricity generation as a source of CO2 

emissions in 1998, having a greater effect than both oil and gas-fuelled electricity 

generation (EPA, 2000). CO2 is significant as a greenhouse gas and Irish emissions must 

be reduced to comply with the Kyoto Protocol. However, as it is not regulated by EU or 

Irish limit values in terms o f its effects on human health or vegetation, it is not considered
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within the scope of this work. The greatest threat to the quality of air in Ireland has been 

identified (McGettigan, 1998) as potentially changing from stationary combustion to road 

traffic. The situation in Ireland can be compared to Canada, where transportation is 

responsible for one-third of total VOCs, lead and NOx but more than two-thirds of total 

CO emissions (Henry and Heinke, 1996).

2.1.5 Types of pollutants

Pollutants may be classified by type, whether gaseous or particulate. Pollutant types are 

detailed below for those pollutants which are of interest for this study since they are 

emitted by road traffic.

Gaseous pollutants: CO, NOx, VOCs, O3 and SO2

In general, gaseous pollutants reduce the growth rate of vegetation and impair the cardio

pulmonary system of humans.

Carbon monoxide (CO)

Carbon monoxide is a colourless, odourless gas produced by incomplete combustion, 

which reduces the oxygen capacity of the blood, thereby limiting oxygen delivery to 

organs and tissues, causing “shortness of breath and dizziness as the body’s oxygen 

delivery system is choked off.” (Rubin, 2001). Exposure to elevated levels of CO may 

result in fatigue, chest pains, breathing difficulty, loss of vision and manual dexterity, and 

ultimately, loss of consciousness and death (DCC, 2003). It has a lifetime of months 

(Evans et a l, 2000). The main anthropogenic sources are domestic (heating, cooking), 

industrial (power stations and low oxygen combustion as for iron production) and 

transportation (inefficient combustion). CO is produced to some degree in all combustion 

activities but the overwhelming proportion of emissions to air comes from petrol engine 

exhausts (McGettigan et a l, 2000). It causes chronic pulmonary disease, cardiovascular
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and circulatory illness. Asthmatics, the young, pregnant, elderly and those with heart or 

lung disease are particularly susceptible (DCC, 2003).

NO, NO2, NO,

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is a reddish-brown gas. Oxides of nitrogen (NOx) are formed 

during high temperature combustion by the reaction of nitrogen and oxygen in air. Rubin 

(2 0 0 1 ) warned that oxides o f nitrogen can react chemically in the atmosphere to form fine 

nitrate particles that contribute to PM. They also contribute to photochemical production 

o f ground-level ozone. Short-term exposure can cause an increase in respiratory illness in 

children and decreased lung function in those with respiratory illness, while long-term 

exposure can increase susceptibility to respiratory illness (DCC, 2003). Anthropogenic 

sources in Ireland are predominantly power stations and transportation, but other sources 

are domestic (heating, cooking) and industrial (high temperature combustion). Exposure 

to NOx can be toxic, causing bronchitis and respiratory irritation (particularly o f the 

alveoli), resulting in reduction o f pulmonary function, “increased susceptibility to 

pulmonary bacterial infection and symptoms o f emphysema” (Seinfeld, 1986). It also 

leads to eutrophication o f vegetation, textile fading, acidic deposition (HNO3) and 

reduction in visibility (DCC, 2003).

VOCs, particularly HCs, specifically benzene (CeHi)

Some explanation o f and references to VOCs are included in this work, since road traffic is 

a significant source, since their interaction with the pollutants examined may be significant 

and since the DMRB screening model includes predictions o f benzene. Comprehensive 

measurements and analysis of HCs at the motorway site are available in Broderick et al. 

(2004c). Benzene is an organic chemical, which is a constituent o f crude oil. It is emitted 

from petrol tanks and engines, since it is present in unleaded petrol, and also from 

exhausts, since it is produced by combustion. The Daughter Directive on benzene (CEC, 

2000), states that, “Benzene is a human genotoxic carcinogen and there is no identifiable
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threshold below which there is no risk to human health”. According to the DCC (2003), 

“Long-term exposure to benzene can cause leukaemia, with the risk being estimated [no 

source was cited] at about four cases per million among people who experience lifelong 

exposure to benzene concentrations o f 1 fxg/m  ̂ in air.” Anthropogenic sources are 

agricultural (pesticides), commercial (dry-cleaning), industrial (plastics manufacturing) 

and transportation (inefficient combustion).

Ozone

Although ozone in the stratosphere is seen as positive and too scarce, excess ozone at 

ground level can have a negative impact on humans, vegetation and materials. For 

example, it causes respiratory irritation in humans, agricultural losses and textile 

deterioration such as cracking o f rubber. Weschler (2004) warned o f the health effects of 

ozone, with particular emphasis on its potential to initiate indoor chemical reactions, 

resulting in damage to health by other compounds thus formed. The EPA (2000) judged 

ozone to be significant for Irish vegetation (in terms of crop damage) rather than for 

human health.

Sulphur dioxide

While the contribution o f the transport sector to total SO2 emissions in Ireland is small 

(EPA, 2000), the EPA’s assessment is that air pollution associated with SO2 and smoke 

emissions from stationary combustion sources has been almost eliminated in Ireland and 

that road traffic has now become potentially the greatest source o f air pollution. 

Restrictions on solid fuels in urban areas and the reduction o f the sulphur content in fuels 

have reduced the risks of respiratory illness, corrosion o f buildings, acidification of lakes 

and reduction in visibility due to SO2 emissions. Humans most susceptible to the effects of 

SO2 include the young, elderly and those with existing medical conditions such as asthma, 

cardiovascular problems or lung diseases such as emphysema and bronchitis (DCC, 2003).
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Particulates

Classification is by particle size. Rubin (2001) referred to the variation in size of PM, 

whereby “some particulates can be seen as dust, smoke or haze, while the smallest can be 

identified only with an electron microscope.” He warned that the chemical nature of PM 

was also “important in determining health and environmental impacts; for example, heavy 

metals or pesticide residues are o f greater concern than less toxic materials”, and that 

“particles may take on additional potency by serving as carriers that adsorb other 

pollutants”.

The scope and severity o f impacts vary with the size of the particulate, as well as its 

chemical composition. PMio is defined as particulate matter with aerodynamic diameter of 

less than 10 microns (10 |j,m = 10 x 10'^ m). It is significant because it does not easily 

settle out of the air by gravity; rather it is easily resuspended, as by road traffic, 

particularly HGVs. It is also significant since PMio can penetrate into the lungs. Larger 

particles are retained in the upper respiratory tract but PMio are respirable. PM2.5 is 

defined as particulate matter with aerodynamic diameter o f less than 2.5 microns (2.5 |^m 

= 2.5 X 10'^ m). It is significant because it is easily respirable, penetrates deeper than the 

portion of PMio that is greater than PM2 .5 , and can be retained in the lungs. The smaller 

the particle, the deeper the penetration of the respiratory system and the longer the 

retention period in the lungs. Neuberger et al. (2004) found acute impairments of 

respiratory function and health in the elderly and children, which are associated with fine 

particulates and specifically those subfractions o f particulates related to motor traffic. 

Exposure to PM, particularly PM2 .5 , has been found to be higher in summer than other 

seasons, and higher for city centre residents than those in the suburbs (Koistinen et al., 

2001).

The UK Expert Panel on Air Quality Standards (EPAQS) has acknowledged that PM2.5 

may be more relevant for acute health impacts, but that the two size fracfions are very 

highly correlated (ENDS, 2001; 2004). The UK Air Quality Expert Group (AQEG) 

argued that PM2.5 comprises well over 50% of PMio and that shifting to PM2.5 would lose 

continuity with existing monitoring data unless there was significant and costly duplication
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of monitoring (Pilling, 2004). The EPAQS pointed out that “even if a limit value for PM2.5 

were to be set [as recommended by the WHO and CAFE in 2003 (ENDS, 2003)] there 

would still be a need for separate targets and monitoring of the coarse fraction of PM 10. 

This might lead to considerable additional expense with no additional public health 

benefits.” (Holgate, 2004).

Particulate matter may be produced by combustion and industrial processes. The EPA is 

currently studying source apportionment of PM emissions in Ireland

(http://www.epa.ie/r_d/default.htm, viewed 29.ix.2004). Their project on the nature and 

origin of PM in urban air is being carried out by Dublin City Council (DCC), the National 

University of Ireland at Galway (NUIG), the University of Birmingham, University 

College Cork (UCC), and Cork County Council, as part of the Environmental Research 

Programme of the National Development Plan 2000-2006. Natural sources might be a 

volcano, beach, soil or organic matter, whereas anthropogenic sources might be 

agricultural (harvesting, threshing), commercial (spray-painting, construction), domestic 

(heating, cooking, washing), industrial (combustion, mining) or transportation. Humans 

may suffer respiratory and cardiovascular disease including damage to lung tissue and 

carcinogenesis. Effects on materials or services include abrasion, deposition, corrosion 

and reduction in visibility.

2.2 Irish legislation

In Ireland, the Air Pollution Act was passed in 1987. The EPA Act of 1992 allowed for 

the creation of the Irish EPA, which was established in 1993. The EPA is responsible for 

the management of the national air quality database, though McGettigan et al. (2000) 

reported that not all data were included due to the disparity and lack of coordination of the 

existing monitoring systems. Much of the monitoring in Ireland is maintained and collated 

by local authorities, with guidance from the EPA. The application of stringent quality 

control to ensure data quality, comparability and consistency was a fundamental aim of the 

proposed national monitoring programme (McGettigan et a l, 2000).
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Future ambient air quality assessment requirements in Ireland will be determined on the 

basis o f new responsibilities under the EU Framework Directive on Ambient Air Quality 

Assessment and Management (CEC, 1996). This Directive and its Daughter Directives 

(CEC, 1999; 2000; 2002) outline the monitoring, modelling and objective assessment 

activities to be performed in areas of varying air quality. The objectives o f the Framework 

Directive (CEC, 1996) are:

• to define and establish objectives for ambient air quality in the European 

Community that will avoid, prevent and reduce harmful effects on human health 

and the environment;

• to assess ambient air quality in Member States on the basis o f common methods 

and criteria;

• to obtain adequate information on ambient air quality and ensure that it is made 

available to the public by means of, inter alia, alert thresholds;

• to maintain ambient air quality where it is good and improve it in other cases.

The EU Directives were integrated into Irish legislation as the Air Quality Standards 

Regulations 2002 (S.I. No. 271 of 2002), which were introduced on 5* June 2002 (DCC, 

2003). These Regulations also require the EPA to disseminate information to the public on 

ambient concentrations o f pollutants and exceedances o f limit values and alert thresholds. 

The regulatory limits on pollutant concentrations are shown in Table 2.1 and referred to in 

Section 3.7 on Irish EISs. These pollutant limits are not comprehensive and therefore 

other regulatory guidelines have been in use in Ireland, such as the US National Ambient 

Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and those of the World Health Organisation (WHO).

Each member state is to be divided into zones for monitoring, assessment, management 

and reporting o f air quality (McGettigan et a l,  2000). Ireland has been divided into four 

zones, as shown in Table 2.2. The extent of monitoring and assessment in any zone will be 

determined mainly by population size and air quality status. Measurement is mandatory in 

agglomerations (zones with a population of more than 250,000 inhabitants) and wherever 

concentrations are above the lower assessment threshold.
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m odelling w ill need to be performed. In particular, when ambient concentrations exceed  

the low er assessm ent threshold level, at least som e monitoring w ill be required. B elow  this 

level, m odelling or objective estimation techniques alone w ill be sufficient. It is clear, 

therefore, that there w ill be an increased need for reliable atmospheric dispersion 

m odelling techniques for all sectors, including road transport. The directive, however, does 

not provide guidance on this, nor specify a reference m odelling technique.

Table 2.2: Air quality zones fo r  Ireland (from McGettigan, 2001)

Table 4.7. Zone Definition

Zone Coverage Type Population (000s) Local Authorities

A Dublin Conurbation Agglomeration 970 4

B Cork Conurbation Large Urban Area 180 2

C Towns with population 
>15,000 inhabitants

Medium-sized 
Urban Areas

440 19

D Remainder of the Country All towns of less than 
15,000 inhabitants 
and non-urtan areas

1910 27

The Daughter D irectives define limit values and both upper and lower assessment 

threshold (U A T  and LAT) values for each pollutant, including CO, NOx, PM and benzene, 

which are all com ponents o f  road traffic em issions. The relationship between the limit 

values and assessm ent thresholds is shown graphically in Figure 2.1.

According to a survey looking at European environmental law in 2003, Ireland was the 

worst o f  the 15 old EU member states at setting out plans, classifying sites and providing 

monitoring data (M ahony, 2004). The European C om m ission reported that Ireland was 

among the five countries “clearly much worse than the re sf’ o f  the member states, and that 

“laws relating to...environm ental impact assessm ents had been the most neglected by 

member states”. The Com m ission stated that “As in earlier years, the environmental 

sector in 2003 represented over a third o f  all complaints and ongoing infringement cases 

concerning non-com pliance with EU law”. Eurostat (2004) found that Dublin city had the 

second-highest levels o f  N O 2 pollution out o f  the 31 European city populations surveyed.
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Figure 2.1: Limit Value, Margin o f Tolerance, UAT and LAT (from McGettigan, 2001)

In Ireland, air pollution complaints are considered under the Air Pollution Act of 1987. As 

an indication o f the response to Irish episodes, or rather to problems perceived by the Irish
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public, Dublin City Council’s Air Quality Monitoring Unit reported that, “a total of 184 

complaints were dealt with directly by the Unit between January and December 2002, 

compared to 157 received in 2001, and 198 in 2000. Written warning to alleged 

offenders...is issued where required. No court proceedings were initiated under the Air 

Pollution Act during 2002...Commercial or industrial processes accounts for 54% of 

complaints investigated in 2002.” (DCC, 2003).

2.2.1 M onitoring location

The requirements for the location of sampling points for the measurement of 

concentrations o f pollutants are set out in the Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000; 

2002), with regard to both macroscale and microscale siting. The main requirements are 

that on the macroscale, locations should be representative and that on the microscale, the 

sampling inlet should be between 1.5 m and 4 m above the ground, at least 25 m from the 

edge o f major junctions and at least 4 m from the centre o f the nearest traffic lane.

For NOx and CO, inlets should be no more than 5 m from the kerbside. This is not the case 

at the motorway and roundabout sites (described in Section 4.1), however the monitoring 

data were collected for modelling purposes rather than for air quality regulation. The 

directives include the release that the guidelines should be met “as far as practicable” . 

Inlets for PM (and benzene) should be sited so as to be representative o f air quality near to 

the building line. The draft National Air Quality Monitoring Programme (McGettigan et 

a l,  2000) described roadside monitoring sites (on city streets and along main roads) as 

having a typical radius o f representation o f 25 to 50 m. The closer the inlet to the road, the 

stronger the source effect compared to the background, allowing for vertical dispersion 

from the height of exhaust and resuspension to the height o f sampling, and for 

photochemical transformation of NOx.

Work by Colls and M icallef (1997; Micallef and Colls, 1998) showed that different height 

groups of the population are exposed to different concentrations that may vary by 35%. 

This has implications for the human exposure assessments upon which air quality
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standards are set, and therefore for the siting of monitoring systems. Sampling intakes are 

often at least 2 m above ground level, mainly for security, and standard meteorological 

data is measured at 10 m, but children and infants who are closest to exhaust pipes are 

among the most susceptible to their emissions.

Fuller and Green (2004) were wary that local impacts from construction would result in 

misleading exceedances of PMio limit values for agglomerations such as London, where 80 

monitoring sites were examined for 1999 to 2001.

2.3 Emissions from road transport

This section refers to motor vehicle emissions, to the factors which affect these emissions, 

to databases o f emission factors, to emissions models based on those databases, and to 

comparisons o f those databases and models.

2.3.1 Motor vehicle emissions

Emissions from motor vehicles are quantified for two purposes: to compile national, 

regional or local emissions inventories, and to generate source parameters for atmospheric 

dispersion modelling. For the latter case, pollutant sources can be classified as points, 

lines, areas or volumes, examples of which are a carpark ventilation vent, a single road, a 

network o f streets or an urban agglomeration. Reynolds (2000) emphasises the distinction 

between actual emissions, as monitored from a stack, for example, and the potential 

emissions predicted for the worst case conditions. Emissions can be estimated by ‘bottom 

up’ or ‘top down’ inventories. The former uses local scale information to give regional 

predictions; the latter uses national scale information to be compared with regional 

estimations.

Motor vehicles emit a variety o f pollutants into the air. The type and quantity of pollutant 

emitted depends on the number and type of vehicles present, their age, engine type and 

operating conditions.
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2.3.2 Factors influencing motor vehicle emissions

This section considers the general factors influencing motor vehicle emissions (Section 

2.3.2.1), and then focuses on more specific factors, such as vehicle kinematics and driving 

cycles, vehicle characteristics, traffic and vehicle operation, hydrocarbon emissions and 

emissions reduction strategies (Sections 2.3.2.2 to 2.3.2.6).

2.3.2.1 General factors influencing motor vehicle emissions

Boubel (1994) classified vehicle emissions as crankcase, evaporative and exhaust 

emissions. The exhaust emissions were found to vary with the fuel, the air/fuel mix and 

the engine condition, performance, speed and load. The relative quantities of individual 

pollutants in exhaust emissions are highly dependent on vehicle operation mode, as 

described qualitatively in Table 2.3. Seinfeld (1986) comprehensively explains variations 

in emissions during different combustion conditions. He concurs with Seshardi and 

Harrison (1993; Table 2.3) on variations in CO and NOx emissions with driving mode: that 

CO emissions are high during idling, deceleration and high power requirements, such as 

rapid acceleration, rather than cruising, when CO emissions are at a minimum; and that 

concentrations o f NOx are highest during acceleration and cruising. CO and NOx were 

identified as exhaust emissions, since they are products o f combustion, whereas HC 

emissions may also be due to crankcase and evaporative emissions.

Table 2.3: Qualitative effect o f vehicular modal operation on emission production (from 

Seshardi and Harrison, 1993)

Vehicle mode Type CO HC NO

Cruise Low speed Low Low Low

High speed Very Low Very Low Moderate

Acceleration Soft Low Low High

Hard Moderate High Moderate

Deceleration Average Very High High Very Low

Idle High High Very Low
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The contribution o f individual vehicles to overall pollution levels can be expressed in 

terms o f emission factors. These seek to quantify the mass o f a pollutant emitted by a given 

vehicle under set operating conditions, and are combined with vehicle activity information 

to obtain emissions inventories. Such inventories may be local (referring to an individual 

road or street, or network o f streets), regional (referring to an urban area), national or 

global. Table 2.4 (Guensler, 1993) summarises the different vehicle activities that need to 

be considered.

Table 2.4: Vehicle emissions production, by activity (from Guensler, 1993)

Activity Type of Emission Produced

Vehicle Travel Running Exhaust Emissions 

Running Evaporative Emissions

Cold Engine Starts Elevated Running Exhaust Emissions

Warm Engine Starts Elevated Running Exhaust Emissions

Engine Hot Soaks Evaporative Emissions

Engine Idling Running Exhaust Emissions 

Running Evaporative Emissions

Exposure o f Diurnal Temperature Sweep Evaporative Emissions

Refuelling Evaporative Emissions

Modal Behaviour Elevated Running Exhaust Emissions

Reynolds (2000) reviewed the literature on vehicle emissions, and divided the factors that 

affect emission rate into four categories: vehicle parameters, vehicle operating 

environment, vehicle operating conditions and fuel parameters. Individual factors are 

categorised in Table 2.5.

Emission factors are determined through vehicle testing programs. Both on-road and 

dynamometer measurements are used. In the latter case, vehicles are subjected to a 

predefined set o f operating conditions called ‘driving cycles’. A number o f driving cycles 

have been developed which seek to represent the different driving conditions experienced 

in urban/rural areas, and from one city or region to the next. The combination of
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information from a number o f different emission testing programmes has led to the 

establishment of harmonised databases, which are discussed in Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4.

Table 2.5: Factors that influence vehicle emissions (from Reynolds, 2000)

Vehicle Vehicle Operating Vehicle Operating Fuel Parameters

Parameters Environment Conditions

Vehicle Mass Roadway Gradient Driving Behaviour Fuel Type

Engine Size Ambient Temp. Throttle Position Oxygen Content

Engine Type Altitude Cold or Hot Start Fuel Volatility

Vehicle Power Humidity Average Speed Sulphur Content

Fuel System Diurnal Temp. Speed Variation Benzene Content

Catalyst Type Pavement Type Modal Activities Olefin and Aromatic

Transmission Type Surface Conditions Trip Length Content

Tyre Type and Size Trips per Day Lead and Metals

Tyre Pressure Load Content

Wheel Alignment Engine Temp

Vehicle Shape Air/Fuel Ratio

Vehicle Age

Service History

Emissions models represent an extension of these databases which allow users to assess the 

overall emissions rates on a road or network of roads by combining emission factors with 

input data. No model attempts to include all of the factors identified in Table 2.5. Most 

attempt to include factors such as service history and driving behaviour implicitly rather 

than on a case-by-case basis. In a review of the available road traffic emissions models in 

the context o f the UK Air Quality Strategy Latham et al. (2000) state that all models are 

empirical and make use o f data obtained in chassis or engine dynamometer tests, hence 

true on-road conditions are neglected. Chassis tests are most common for light-duty 

vehicles (LDVs), while engine tests are used for heavy-duty vehicles (HDVs). In some 

cases, emission factors are based on regulated tests that are unrepresentative o f on-road 

vehicle operations.
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Kiihlwein and Friedrich (1999) investigated the uncertainty o f emission calculations by 

statistical analysis. They considered hot and cold emissions o f NOx and non-methane 

hydrocarbons (NMHC) for urban and rural areas. Uncertainty in the hourly emissions 

depended strongly on the time of the day and week and also on the road category. It varied 

from 10% to 70% for light duty vehicles and from 15% to 100% for heavy duty vehicles. 

Kiihlwein and Friedrich also found that systematic errors in input data affected motorway 

emissions modelling especially.

Latham et al. (2000) state that there is considerable uncertainty associated with the basic 

data on vehicle emission rates, and that the amount and quality o f data varies between 

vehicle types, pollutants and type o f operation. According to Cloke et al. (1998), few 

measurements have been made of emissions under non-standard operating conditions, even 

for passenger cars. Further, for other types of vehicle, the data available is probably 

insufficient to give a reliable estimate o f standard, regulated pollutants such as CO and 

NOx.

Ntziachristos and Samaras (2001) warned that “estimating emissions from road traffic is a 

permanent task” since they need to be continually updated. To illustrate their own theory, 

while they found in 2001 that “diesel technology has practically exhausted its capabilities 

as regards CO and HC emissions”, Shields and Chang-Ran (2004) have now reported the 

development o f a diesel hybrid engine that incorporates an electric motor and battery to 

achieve cleaner (and quieter) driving than with a conventional diesel fuelled vehicle.

2.3,2.2 Vehicle kinematics and driving cycles

Vehicle kinematics

Vehicles exhibit very different emission characteristics in different operating modes -  

cruising, accelerating, decelerating or idling. Pischinger et al. (1998) investigated the 

effects o f different driving patterns on emissions calculated for real world driving 

conditions. Instantaneous emissions data were used to create matrices which are based on
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the driving cycle not on average speed. CO and HC emissions were measured to be much 

higher in real world driving conditions than emissions calculated using data from standard 

(legislative) driving cycles. The variability of emissions with driving patterns was found 

to be difficult to describe due to the diversity in engine models.

Andre and Pronello (1997) calculated instantaneous and integrated pollutant emissions of 

CO, CO2 , NOx and HC for diesel and petrol (catalyst and non-catalyst) vehicles and for the 

whole French car fleet. The driving cycles used were non-standard but were representative 

o f real world driving conditions. Speed was observed to have a significant influence on 

emissions but acceleration to have a relatively low impact, except for catalyst vehicles. In 

contrast to what is widely reported, average speed had a greater effect on emissions than 

acceleration. Emissions from catalyst vehicles were more sensitive to acceleration than 

emissions from other vehicles. The authors argued therefore that improving traffic 

conditions could only have a relatively limited impact on emissions.

Washington’s doctoral thesis (1995) from UC Davis derived an ordinary least squares 

regression “modal” CO emissions model, DITSEM. The model used variables such as 

acceleration, positive kinetic energy and idling, to give improved CO predictions over the 

combined use o f CALINE4 and EMFAC7F (the Californian Air Resources Board emission 

factor database). Barth et al. (1999) o f UC Riverside (US) developed a modal emissions 

model for light duty vehicles to evaluate emissions for different operating modes such as 

idling, steady state cruising, acceleration and deceleration. Over 300 cars were tested. The 

model predicts emissions for 23 vehicle and technology categories but requires adaptation 

from US fleets to European fleets since emissions controls are much stricter and since 

diesel vehicles are not considered. Diesel is used in less than 1% o f light duty vehicles in 

the US, compared to approximately 14% in Europe.

Driving cycles

Joumard et al. (1999) compared unit emissions over 34 driving cycles, for petrol and diesel 

cars, with or without catalysts. Cycles were classified as standard or representative (of real
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world driving conditions). They showed that the representative cycles agreed with each 

other to within approximately 10%. Standard cycles were found to underestimate hot 

emissions by almost 50% for petrol engines and 30% for diesel, when compared to the 

representative cycles. Emission variations with speed were shown to be sensitive to the 

weighting o f different cycles (and therefore different emissions) within traffic flow.

De Haan and Keller (1999) in Beme (Switzerland) used “instantaneous” emission data for 

twenty EURO-1 petrol cars equipped with three way catalytic converters. They showed 

that standard cycles significantly underestimated real world driving cycle emissions since 

up to half o f the total emissions for a cycle can be emitted during short peaks above the 

low basic emission level. Emissions were modelled for driving cycles o f similar average 

speeds but different “dynamics” . Catalyst passenger car emissions modelling was found to 

be complicated by fundamental differences in the emission reduction strategies of different 

car manufacturers.

Ergeneman et al. (1997) used speed transition matrices to establish driving cycles from 

measured traffic data. European standard driving cycles cannot accurately represent 

emissions because traffic density, vehicle age and maintenance and driver behaviour vary 

from region to region. Therefore the speed and duration o f operating modes (acceleration, 

deceleration and idling) were measured for vehicle categories such as private cars, taxis, 

buses and minibuses.

Turpin et al. (1998) used an electric vehicle to compare actual emissions (from 

instantaneous speed and energy consumption data) with emissions calculated from average 

speed using the DMRB. The difference was greatest for congested traffic flow. The aim is 

to refine emission inventories to reflect real world driving cycles.

Vehicle speed

According to Latham et al. (2000), speed dependent emission factors are normally derived 

by comparing the results o f measurements obtained during driving cycles tests with
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different average speeds. However, the variation in speed about these average speeds will 

be different for each driving cycle, leading to variable modal emissions effects.

Pillot (1999) found that emissions o f CO, CO2 , HC, NOx and particles from EURO-1 

vehicles do not all vary in the same way for variations in speed and that NOx emissions 

have a linear relationship with gradient, independent o f speed. Reynolds (2000) pointed 

out that emissions o f NOx correlate well with the temperature and pressure in the cylinder, 

whereas emissions of CO, CO2 and HC correlate well with speed. Bailey et al. (1990) 

developed emission factors for individual HCs as a function o f speed, using 25 vehicles. 

They then deduced the contribution by vehicle exhaust emissions to ambient HC 

concentrations at two London sites.

Andre and Hammerstrom (1999) demonstrated the sensitivity o f  emissions to speed. They 

went on to examine the sensitivity of speed to factors such as the time o f day, city size and 

population, trip origin/destination and vehicle type, using information from COST319 

research. They proposed estimated speeds and ranges o f speed for urban, rural and 

motorway driving. However they questioned the use o f single average speeds since they 

found little correlation in the speed data collected, yet great sensitivity to speed in 

emissions estimation.

Ntziachristos and Samaras (1999) examined the variability in hot emission factors with 

speed for real world driving cycles. The most important factor was found to be vehicle 

performance. Specifically they showed that CO, NOx and HC depend on vehicle mileage 

but not on engine size, and vice versa for CO2 .

2.3.2.3 Vehicle characteristics

Vehicle classification

According to Latham et al. (2000), the emission control legislation under which a vehicle 

is designed and approved is perhaps the most important aspect determining its emissions
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performance. For this reason alone, emissions data obtained outside the EU are 

inappropriate for use in Ireland. Similarly, the user guide for the CAL3QHC dispersion 

model (described in Section 3.2) recommends that in the US, carbon monoxide emission 

source strength be estimated using the US EPA mobile source emission factor model 

MOBILES. However, in California the most current version o f EMFAC (Emission Factor 

program for California) should be used to account for the different automobile emission 

standards that apply in that state (US EPA, 1995). In the EU, separate standards exist for 

different vehicle types, such as cars, HDVs etc., hence this normally forms the first level in 

a vehicle classification exercise. These vehicle types are further subdivided according to 

vehicle age (to account for changing legislation) and engine size or vehicle weight.

Official vehicle classification schemes tend to mask the large variations which exist 

between nominally similar vehicles. Bishop and Stedman (1996) measured CO, CO2 , HC 

and NO and smoke opacity from cars on a single lane in Colorado and California. Half of 

the pollution was found to come from less than 10% of the cars. Maintenance was shown 

to be more significant than age and fuel. A remote sensing system, initially developed to 

estimate fuel consumption efficiency by measuring CO in exhaust emissions, was 

advocated to identify “gross polluters”.

Emissions from  Heavy Duty Vehicles

Cloke et a l  (1998) report that there is insufficient emission data to determine the impacts 

of HDVs with any certainty. Some HDV emissions models use estimates of engine power 

demand to calculate emissions, which has the benefit o f allowing features such as vehicle 

load and roadway gradient to be explicitly included. These parameters are especially 

important for HDV emissions. However, as these models make use o f emission data from 

specific vehicles, they are not readily applicable outside the area in which they were 

developed (Latham et al. 2000).

Sams and Tieber (1997) presented a new semi-empirical method for calculating emissions 

from heavy-duty vehicles. Their systematisation o f data according to emissions and 

driving behaviour used the German/Swiss “Heavy duty vehicle emission factors
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programme” (UBA, 1995). A basic comparison with the “Handbook for Emissions 

Factors” resulted in good correlation, except for emissions o f NOx.

Albergel et al. (1999) examined emissions of CO, NOx, SO2 , CO2 and particulates for two 

meteorological situations, worst case and most frequent, to evaluate the environmental 

impact o f goods traffic in Bordeaux for the French EPA (ADEME) and the Ministry of 

Public Works. CORINAIR 1990 (Eggleston et a l ,  1993) and ENRETS (1990) fuel 

consumption and emissions data were used. Rather than an emissions balance or “vehicles 

x kilometre” estimation, dispersion calculations were recommended for air quality 

evaluation.

Reynolds (1999) compared emissions o f CO, CO2 , NMHC, NOx, SO2 and PMio from 

public service vehicles fuelled by diesel with those fuelled by two alternatives; bio-diesel 

(rape methyl ester and sunflower methyl ester) and compressed natural gas. Preliminary 

results using various operating modes indicated a significant reduction in emissions 

through the use o f these alternatives to diesel.

Sawyer et al. (2000) identified HDVs as the dominant mobile source of NOx, since NOx 

emissions are higher from diesel than petrol vehicles. Their review o f mobile source 

emission inventories for the US concluded that the uncertainties in the inventories 

compromised the development of air quality management. Vehicle kilometres travelled 

per annum and fuel consumption were both projected to increase, partly due to Sports 

Utility Vehicles (SUVs), but were offset against the emissions reductions due to cleaner 

fuels and vehicle technology as fleets were updated.

Emissions from  motorcycles

In Taiwan, Tsai et al. (2000) used a dynamometer to monitor emissions o f CO, NOx, THC 

and VOCs from 7 new and 12 in-use motorcycles, with and without catalysts. Emissions 

o f CO and THC (but not NOx) were significantly lower for new motorcycles. Emissions of 

THC and VOC (but not NOx) were significantly lower for 4-stroke than 2-stroke engines.
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Emissions of THC from 2-stroke engines, even with catalysts, were higher than from 4- 

stroke engines without catalysts. Installation of a catalyst on a 2-stroke engine was shown 

to reduce emissions o f CO and THC (but not NOx). Emissions o f VOC were significantly 

lower for new motorcycles than in-use ones for all five operating modes tested. O f these 

five, emissions were higher for deceleration and idling than for acceleration and cruising at 

30 or 50 kilometres per hour. Maintenance was cited as an important influence on 

emissions from motorcycles.

2.3.2.4 Traffic and vehicle operation

Vehicle operating parameters

Shenouda’s doctoral thesis (1994) from the University o f Wollongong, Australia, modelled 

CO2 , CO, NOx and HC emissions for spark ignition and diesel vehicles over a standard 

driving cycle, by considering the instantaneous power generated by each vehicle. Previous 

work on such a power-based model had been done by Post et al. (1981). Emission rates of 

CO, HC and NOx (for 0° slope) were similar to those from the Californian Air Resources 

Board’s EMFAC7.

Lenner (1987) determined NO 2 /NOX (v/v) fractions and NO 2 emission rates for diesel and 

petrol cars and a diesel truck, for various engine loads and speeds and for two emission 

control systems, exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and air injection. EGR recirculates some 

exhaust gases into the cylinder with the air intake to reduce both the combustion 

temperature and NOx emissions. Air injection systems add air to the hot exhaust gases 

leaving the cylinder to “afterbum” the HC and CO. Three way catalysts were then 

unavailable in Europe since leaded petrol was still the norm. He concluded that larger NO 2 

fractions are formed at low speeds and that catalytic converters and particle traps lowered 

the NO 2 emissions from petrol and diesel vehicles respectively.
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Traffic characteristics

Road transport em issions were estimated by Buckingham and Sadler (1999) from transport 

m odels and traffic data. The em ission inventories were used for dispersion modelling, 

which predicted concentrations for 2005. The predicted concentrations could then be used 

in planning to achieve air quality objectives, by identifying the relative contributions o f  

different sources. Road traffic was found to be a significant source o f  NOx and CO, but 

not o f  SO2 (when compared to industry). According to the U K  Airborne Particles Expert 

Group (APEG, 1999) less than half o f  total particulate matter can be accounted for in an 

em issions inventory since it is highly mobile. It is therefore argued that reductions in PMio 

from road traffic would have no significant effect on ambient levels.

Reynolds and Broderick (1998) developed a computer model to calculate m obile source 

em issions using the SATURN traffic model o f  Dublin and taking into account the fleet 

profile (factors such as fuel, engine type, age and operating m ode). The em issions were 

then com bined with m eteorological and site information in a dispersion model, 

CALINE4R, which predicts pollutant concentrations.

Kohoutek et al. (1999) have com bined five m odels into one software package. These five 

m odels calculate traffic demand, route choice, traffic flow , traffic em issions (TUV  

Rheinland) and air quality (M ISKAM ). The combination o f  m odels allow s for traffic 

optimisation with regard to air quality.

R o a d  gradien t

Sturm et al. (1996) highlighted the uncertainties in em ission computation and how  (as with 

dispersion m odelling) the results can vary significantly with small changes in inputs, which  

may lead to “considerable errors in interpretation”. The influence o f  altitude and road 

gradient on em issions calculation was emphasised, since the “quality o f  the input 

data.. .has a noticeable impact on em ission results calculated”.
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Hassel and Weber (1997) calculated emission factors for different road gradient classes 

and vehicle categories. The influence of gradient on emissions and on fuel consumption 

was investigated within the German Emission Factor Programme (Hassel et a l, 1997a and 

1997b). Gradient was found to be more influential for heavy than for light duty vehicles 

because of the higher vehicle mass. For light duty vehicles, nine cars with three-way 

catalysts and controlled air/fuel mix, three conventional spark-ignition cars and three diesel 

cars were tested in a laboratory for four standard driving cycles, one German, one 

European and two from the USA. The heavy duty vehicle emission factors were calculated 

as analogous to those for the light duty vehicles but depending on various road categories, 

traffic flow conditions, gradients and load factors.

Traffic calming

Boulter (1999) described the equipment and methods of a remote sensing system 

developed by the University of Denver (Bishop et a l, 1989). This system, known as 

FEAT (Fuel Efficiency Automobile Test) was employed in the UK by the TRL to assess 

changes in emissions due to traffic calming measures and to car parking regulations 

(Boulter and Webster, 1997). Only the test results for CO were reported, though remote 

sensing can measure a number of pollutants. Traffic calming measures included 

roundabouts, road humps, chicanes and speed cameras, while car parking regulations 

considered factors such as space availability and pricing. For the limited monitoring 

period (July 1997 and September 1998) at the four traffic calming sites, the average mass 

of CO emitted per vehicle-kilometre increased by between 50% and 73%, despite the 

increase in catalyst-equipped light duty vehicles in the fleet during the study period. 

Boulter (1999) anficipated the more widespread use of remote sensing, having established 

a good correlation between parking durafion and CO level from the vehicles exifing the 

three car parks studied.
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2.3.2.S Hydrocarbon emissions

Some literature on hydrocarbon emissions has been reviewed since information on 

hydrocarbons (specifically benzene from DMRB modelling) is referred to in later sections. 

Further information on HCs is available in Broderick et al. (2004b and 2004c).

In urban areas, motor vehicles represent one o f the main sources o f hydrocarbon emissions. 

These emissions tend to be either unbumed or partially-oxidised fuel components, and 

many, such as benzene and 1,3-butadiene, are known carcinogens (Mamane, 2000). Wliile 

a number o f studies, in both the US and Europe, have sought to relate fuel hydrocarbon 

content with exhaust emissions, many o f  the complex reactions which take place during 

fuel combustion have not yet been fully investigated. Although vehicle emissions are 

diluted by a factor o f at least 1000 within a few seconds o f leaving the exhaust pipe (Ye et 

al ,  1997), no significant atmospheric reactions occur within this time.

The main chemical transformation processes for hydrocarbons in ambient air are reactions 

with the hydroxyl radical (OH), photolytic processes, reactions with nitrate radicals (NO3), 

and reactions with O3 (Atkinson, 1995). However, if  an air sample is collected near a 

roadway, the hydrocarbon concentrations are high enough to suppress the ambient O3 and 

OH chemistry, and the reactive hydrocarbons will remain preserved in the air sample (Ye 

et al ,  1997). This implies that the proportion o f  each hydrocarbon in an ambient sample 

should be similar to that measured in an exhaust sample, except for the contribution of  

non-traffic sources.

As most vehicle exhaust hydrocarbon emissions are composed o f  unbumed or partially- 

burned (partial oxidation) fuel components, a good correlation between fuel and exhaust 

constituents is generally observed (Hochhauser et a l ,  1992; Leppard et al ,  1992). 

However, the introduction o f  catalysts has reduced the strength o f  this correlation, as 

catalytic efficiency is greater for certain hydrocarbons (McCabe et a l ,  1991; Shore and 

Tonkin, 1991). Comparison o f  fuel content and ambient hydrocarbon concentrations has 

been carried out, by Smith et al. (1978), for example, but most o f  the more recent studies 

have used tunnel hydrocarbon measurements to give an approximation o f the average
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vehicle exhaust content (Duffy and Nelson, 1996; Zielinska et a l, 1996; Staehelin et al, 

1998; Touaty and Bonsang, 2000), ignoring the effects of non-traffic sources.

Hasanen et al. (1981) investigated the concentration of benzene, toluene, m-xylene and o- 

xylene in city air and in passenger car exhausts from 107 ECE-15 test drives using 31 cars. 

Petrol consists of 20% to 50% aromatic compounds, mainly benzene, toluene, m-xylene, o- 

xylene and p-xylene. The authors found that 3% to 4% of these aromatic compounds were 

expelled unbumt and suggested that the most efficient means of reducing ambient 

concentrations of aromatic compounds would be to lower the benzene concentration in 

petrol and to promote the use of catalytic afterburning of exhaust.

Subsequent studies have found that relative to the fuel composition, exhaust composition is 

depleted, or at a similar level, for alkanes and aromatics but is enriched in alkenes (Nelson 

and Quigley, 1984; Hoekman, 1992; Hochhauser et a l, 1992). A contributing factor to this 

increased alkene content is the fact that alkenes are partial oxidation products of alkanes. 

Hence, it can be expected that any increase in fuel alkane content will lead to exhaust 

emissions with a high alkene content (McGinty and Dent, 1995; Jemma et a l, 1992).

2.3.2.6 Emissions reduction strategies

One of the effects of the National Car Test (NCT) has been to reduce emissions, by 

implementation of emissions standards so that vehicles with high emissions are removed 

from the national fleet, or their emissions are lowered through maintenance. The DMRB 

(1994) cited results from a 1982 UK fleet survey that indicated an average reduction of 

approximately 40% in CO emissions at idle when a group of 64 cars were tuned in 

accordance with their manufacturers’ specifications, compared with levels measured 

before tuning. However a more recent fleet emission survey was also cited, which 

indicated a lesser degree of variation between the emissions before and after tuning, 

perhaps indicating better engine design.
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In Dublin, the lack of a viable alternative to private vehicles has been addressed by 

improvements in public transport, such as the provision o f cycle and bus lanes, and the 

establishment o f the DART and LUAS lines. However, pressure on housing in the Dublin 

area has resulted in expansion of the commuter belt into neighbouring counties, which 

sustains pressure on the road network and on air quality, particularly at high volume 

junctions, such as the Red Cow roundabout, and during construction of improvements to 

transportation, such as the Dublin Port Tunnel, which has reduced the N l/M l from a dual 

carriageway/motorway to single lane traffic restricted to 30 mph.

Thus far, banning or tolling o f private or single-occupancy vehicles have not been deemed 

necessary but future air quality management may require restrictions such as the 

congestion charge in London (BBC, 2001), or incentives to transfer commuters onto public 

transport, whether permanently or as air quality conditions demand. In Denver, Colorado, 

Blanken et al. (2001) suggested the reduction or elimination o f public transport fares on 

days when air quality was projected to be poor, since recommendation alone had no effect 

on commuter behaviour, as measured over the winter o f 1999.

“Indirect mobile-source pollution abatement methods, such as the use o f oxygenated fuels, 

emission check programs and the use o f more fuel-efficient vehicles could lessen the 

impacts of an increase in air pollution based on the projected increase in population and 

vehicle use. A decline in sole-occupancy personal vehicle use will only occur when it 

becomes less convenient than alternative transportation methods. Incentives such as 

subsidized public transit passes, improved transit schedules and routes, improved bicycle 

and walking paths, or tax rebates for fuel efficient vehicles could be implemented to reduce 

mobile-source air pollution.” (Blanken et a l,  2001)

2.3.3 Vehicle emissions databases and models

Latham et al. (2000) identify a number of characteristics common to all vehicle emissions 

models:

• they are all empirical;
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• their structure is based on grouping vehicles into categories or classes whose 

technical features are similar;

• they consider the basic operation of the vehicle in some way;

• they may take additional environmental or operational conditions into account.

The following sections describe the features o f some o f the more important emissions 

models or databases: CORINAIR/COPERT, UK EFD, HBEFA, MOBILE and the DMRB.

2.3.3.1 CORINAIR/COPERT

COPERT (com puter Programme to calculate Emissions from Road Transport) is a 

software program for the calculation o f air pollutant emissions from road transport. 

COPERT has been developed by the CORINAIR (CORe INventory o f AIR emissions) 

working group to estimate emissions from road transport to be included in official annual 

national inventories. It is financed by the European Environment Agency through the 

European Topic Centre for Air Emissions. However, it is available and free for use in any 

other research, scientific and academic applications and can be used to define vehicle 

emission source parameters.

COPERT III is the third update of the program. The initial version was COPERT 85 

(issued 1989) which was followed by COPERT 90 (1993) and COPERT II (1997). The 

current version draws its main principles from several European activities:

• the COST 319 action on the estimation of emissions from transport (COST is a 

European programme o f cooperation in scientific and technical research);

• MEET (Methodologies to Estimate Emissions from Transport), a European 

Commission (DG VII) sponsored project in the framework o f the 4'*’ Framework 

Programme in the area o f Transport;

• the Inspection and Maintenance programme, a European Commission (DG XI, DG 

VII, DG XVII) sponsored project in the framework o f the Framework 

Programme in the area o f Transport.
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COPERT III estimates emissions of all regulated air pollutants (CO, NOx, VOC, PM) 

produced by different vehicle categories (passenger cars, light duty vehicles, heavy duty 

vehicles, mopeds and motorcycles) as well as CO2 emissions on the basis of fuel 

consumption. Emissions are also calculated for an extended list o f non-regulated 

pollutants, including CH4, N 2 O, NH3, SO2 , heavy metals, PAHs and non-methane VOCs 

(NMVOCs). More detailed information is available on the COPERT website.

Emissions are generally estimated from three sources: emissions produced during 

thermally stabilised engine operation (hot emissions), emissions occurring during engine 

start from ambient temperature (cold-start and warming-up effects) and NMVOC 

emissions due to fuel evaporation. The total emissions are calculated as a product of 

activity data provided by the user and average speed-dependent emission factors calculated 

by the software. The data used to develop the model came from various European projects, 

mostly being obtained in chassis dynamometer and test bed emission measurements 

(Latham et al., 2000). Some account is taken of national variations. Reduction rates for 

future vehicle technologies are based on EU exhaust legislation. According to Latham et 

al. (2000), COPERT allows greater control over vehicle fleet composition and provides a 

considerably more disaggregated set o f speed-emission factors than the UK DMRB, while 

its weakest areas are evaporation and cold starts. By comparing COPERT II emission 

factors with on-board measurements and modelled traffic flow rates with observations, 

Mensink et al. (2000) found indications of large uncertainties in traffic emission factors. 

The uncertainty was attributed to lack o f measurement precision but also to external factors 

such as driving behaviour and vehicle maintenance, which concurs with Ergeneman et al. 

(1997).

2.3.3.2 UK Emission Factor Database (EFD)

Previous studies

Ball and Bernard (1978) described the methods, reasoning and expenditure involved in the 

compilation of the Greater London Air Pollutant Emission Inventory, which relates
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primarily to SO2 , but also to smoke and NOx. This allowed for air quality management 

using the inventory and simple modelling at little expense compared to maintaining a 

monitoring network.

Buckingham and Sadler (1999) described the UK National Air Quality Strategy initiative 

to provide local scale spatially disaggregate emissions inventories for major 

urban/industrial areas. The UK DETR sponsored the UK Urban Inventories Programme 

which was led by the London Research Centre and took over four years to complete. The 

information on the sources of major air pollutants was much more detailed than that in the 

UK National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory (NAEI). Further information is provided 

by the DETR (1997,1999), Hutchinson and Clewley (1995) and Buckingham et al. 

(1997a/b/c, 1998 and 1999).

Emission Factor Database

The London Research Centre, in collaboration with RSK Environmental, prepared an 

emission factor database for the UK DETR. The UK Emission Factor Database (EFD) 

website is at http://www.naei.org.uk/emissions/index.php (viewed l.ix.2004). The EFD 

consists of emission factors and actual emissions. The database was designed for local 

authorities undertaking local emissions inventories. Road traffic emissions are classified 

with other modes o f transport under Line Mobile Sources. Other classifications are Area 

Sources, such as agriculture and fuels, and Point Sources, which are mostly industrial.

The EFD covers the years 1997 to 2005. Speed related emission factors are listed. The 

emission factors for urban areas, rural single and dual carriageways, motorways and cold 

starts, in eight classes o f vehicle/fuel combinations, can be searched under fourteen 

categories: SO2 , NOx, NO2 , CO2 , CO, CH4 , NMVOC, 1,3-butadiene, benzene, PMio, black 

smoke, fuel, hot soak and diumal loss, and total UK vehicle kilometrage by type. The 

vehicle/fuel combinations are: petrol cars, diesel cars, petrol light goods vehicles (LGVs), 

diesel LGVs, rigid heavy goods vehicles (HGVs), articulated HGVs, buses and 

motorcycles.
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2.3.3.3 Handbook of Emission Factors for Road Transport (HBEFA)

The “Handbook of Emission Factors for Road Transport” (UBA, 1995) was first produced 

for the German and Swiss vehicle fleets in October 1995. An updated version, which 

included Austria, was released in January 1999. The handbook is available in German, 

English and French from INFRAS in Beme (Keller, 1999). Options provided are:

• emission factor type (hot, cold start...);

• vehicle type (light or heavy duty vehicle...);

• traffic composition [fleet profile] for Germany and Switzerland 1980-2020;

• components (VOC, CO, NOx, PM ...);

• traffic situations (highway, urban centre...);

• gradient for hot emissions;

• other parameters for cold start emissions (ambient temperature, trip length...);

• other parameters for hot soak and diurnal evaporative emissions (ambient 

temperature, trip length...).

The HBEFA combines instantaneous emissions and driving behaviour based on a database 

of emissions measurements on over 400 vehicles (Latham et al., 2000). These data are not 

directly accessible by the user, instead the emissions factors are presented in four ways:

i) weighted (vehicle category);

ii) by concept (conventional, catalyst, diesel...);

iii) by fuel type (petrol or diesel);

iv) by segment (conventional light duty vehicle <1.41itre engine...).

Not all types of emissions factors are available for all vehicle categories. However, the

HBEFA is probably the most comprehensive collection of emission data available in 

Europe. It also provides good treatment of HDV emissions which are defined as a function 

of the steady-state and transient components of engine power (Latham et a l, 2000). 

Hausberger et al. (2003) used road tunnel measurements from an Austrian tunnel to 

validate an HDV emission model and showed that emissions of NOx from HDVs are 

underestimated by the HBEFA.
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2.3.3.4 MOBILE

The website of the US EPA Support Center for Regulatory Air Models (SCRAM), at 

http://www.epa.gOv/scram001/ (viewed l.ix.2004), refers to the emission factors compiled 

in their publication commonly known as AP-42. SCRAM recommends that the latest 

version of the MOBILE (mobile source emission factor) model be used for intersections 

and for highways characterised by uninterrupted traffic flow (Appendix W, 1999).

The model provides average in-use fleet emission factors (of CO, NOx and HC) for eight 

vehicle categories, expressed as grams of pollutant per vehicle per mile travelled. These 

take into account parameters such as vehicle speed and ambient temperature. The model is 

periodically updated to take into account new test measurements and increased knowledge 

(Latham et al., 2000). Most of the data on which the model is based comes from emissions 

measurements during the driving cycle used in the US Federal Test Procedure (FTP). 

According to Latham et al. (2000), this driving cycle is based on a typical 7.5 km long 

urban trip in Los Angeles which includes starts and stops. Much of the data is quite old (up 

to 20 years).

2.3.3.S Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB)

The UK Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) contains guidance on the 

environmental assessment of new road schemes, including a method for predicting air 

quality impacts. The method is a combined emissions and dispersion model which 

provides estimates of ambient pollutant concentrations from traffic data (vehicle flow and 

speed) alone. Corrections are applied for different percentages of LDVs and HDVs. 

Concentrations in the vicinity of both highway links and roundabouts can be determined. 

The emissions data is based on dynamometer and test bed measurements in a number of 

projects, and from the CORINAIR working group (Latham et a l, 2000). Average 

emissions are employed which are based on the combination of an assumed vehicle fleet 

composition and both assumed and measured emissions rates for the different vehicle 

classes.
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2.3.4 Comparisons and validations of emissions databases and models

According to Latham et al. (2000), comparisons between the predictions of various 

emissions models often show reasonable agreement, but that this could be expected as the 

models use similar (or even the same) assumptions, techniques and sources o f data.

HBEFA and COPERT

Zachariadis and Samaras (1997) compared four European motor vehicle emissions models: 

the Handbook o f Emission Factors (HBEFA), the DRIVE-MODEM model, the Digitalized 

Graz Method (DGV) and the Computer Programme to calculate Emissions from Road 

Transport (COPERT). This was a follow-up to the comparison of the latter three models by 

the same authors in 1996 (Zachariadis and Samaras, 1996). Measured data and general 

emission factors were used. The Austrian model, KEMIS, distinguishes between road 

types (rural, urban and highway) but was not compared because its emission factors are 

based on the HBEFA.

Niederle (1999) compared the parameters, assumptions and limitations of 

C0ST319/M EET and the HBEFA. The differences in database and methodology made 

correlation of results difficult. Niederle called for the harmonisation of European 

methodologies, particularly considering use by the European Commission. The 

comparison showed that predictions of hot emissions were generally in good or fair 

agreement. Differences could be due to the following:

i) DGV has a limited experimental database (12 cars).

ii) HBEFA and DGV used measurements from German, Swiss and Austrian 

vehicles, whereas DRIVE-MODEM and COPERT used measurements from 

vehicles from other European countries too, where vehicle fleets would not be 

so well maintained and therefore emissions would be higher despite similarities 

in age and mileage.

iii) COPERT contained no current emission data from pre-1991 three way catalyst 

vehicles.
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M ensink et al. (1999) m odelled hourly emissions o f  CO, NOx, VOC, PM, SO2 and Pb in 

Antwerp, using a traffic flow model and emissions derived from COPERT II. They also 

compared COPERT II emission factors with on-road m easurem ents o f CO, NOx and VOC 

from closed loop, controlled, three way catalyst, petrol cars. This showed the seasonal 

difference (due to temperature) in cold start emissions and that NOx emissions are 

overestim ated while CO and VOC are underestimated by m odelling.

European emissions models

Bielli et al. (1998) reviewed international research into transport-environm ent interaction, 

including air pollution prediction models particularly focussing on programmes for 

European co-ordination and on Italian projects. They noted the efforts o f DRIVE/ATT, 

THERM IE, PROM ETHUEUS, SAVE, COST, CORINE, EURET, STEP and LIFE 

towards the integration o f the European scientific community. In Europe the CORINAIR 

project and INRETS have both produced emissions models, which would be equivalent to 

the U SA ’s MOBILE.

Negrenti (1998) reviewed the availability and accuracy o f  emissions models as a 

conclusion to the E U ’s COST319 project and parallel initiatives such as DRIVE II KITE 

and DG VII COM M UTE. The 39 models reviewed were:

TEEM M ODEM TAPEM PREM IT

PREDCO ROADAIR AAQUIRE AIRVIRO

BENZ EMIL KOSKINEN COLDSTART

EVA VETO EM94 HEF

NETSIM AEA VISSIM VISUM

NEMIS EM ISM OB LIISA CAREM IS

TEE ASHDOW N DGV KEMIS

SCRAP TEE-TURBAN VERSIT ROADFAC

VEMI M ADI-EM EMOD COPERT

TEDM AN TREM OD CITAIR
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The main body o f the review was a table giving the following information for each model:

• owners

• spatial scale

• time scale

• traffic input

• pollutants

• traffic models included

• fleet description

• vehicle kinematics

• other parameters influencing emissions

• output

• assessed model sections

• sources o f data for assessment

• assessment criteria

• experimental data sources

• computer requirements

• anticipated applications

• users

• language and model availability.

COST319 also identified two complementary ways o f classifying emission models: 

according to application and to aggregation o f emission factors.

Salles et al. (1996) applied a road traffic emission inventory model for emissions of VOC, 

CO and NOx to the Paris region. The inventory used street scale measurements of speed 

and traffic flow, in conjunction with regional scale statistical information, such as daily 

traffic migration from commuter zones. Emissions were based on real driving modes and a 

representative vehicle fleet. Suggested applications o f the inventory were sensitivity tests 

and vehicle evolution impact studies. The emissions inventory was compared with 

ClTEPA’s inventory o f SO2 , NOx, dust, NMVOCs and CH4 (Fontelle, 1992) for the He de 

France area surrounding Paris. The results compared well though the models have 

different temporal and spatial scales.
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Reynolds and Broderick (1999) used real time data (from induction loops and closed 

circuit televisions) with statistical data to calculate emissions o f CO, NOx, VOC, SO2 , 

PMio, C4H6 (1,3-butadiene) and CeHe (benzene) at a junction in Dublin. The emissions 

calculated using available European emissions data were employed in a modified version 

of the CALINE4 dispersion model. The concentrations thus predicted were compared to 

the concentrations measured simultaneously using on-line air quality monitoring 

equipment. Both the concentrations and the traffic data showed reasonable agreement 

between measured and predicted values for that site.

UK Transport Research Laboratory

Latham et al. (2000) reviewed 11 road traffic emission models and 5 comparisons of 

HBEFA, DGV, the Graz holistic method, VERSIT, MODEM, and other light duty vehicle 

emission models. The development, data requirements and applications of each o f the 

following emission models and databases were discussed:

• DMRB

• COPERT

• MODEM

• HBEFA

• DGV

• Semi-empirical holistic calculation method

• EMS (which is under development at Graz)

• VERSIT HD

• Vehicle motion simulation model (from Finland)

• ARFCOM (from Australian Road Research Board)

• MOBILE (from US EPA).

Comparisons were described for:

1) HBEFA, MODEM, DGV and COPERT (Zachariadis and Samaras, 1997);

2) HBEFA with measured data (Latham and Hickman, 1990);

3) HBEFA with the Graz holistic method (Sams and Tieber, 1997);

4) VERSIT with the Graz holistic method (COST319, 1996);
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5) MODEM with other light duty vehicle models, including HBEFA and DGV 

(Joumard e/fl/., 1998).

The appendices of Latham et al. (2000) list the following information for each model, 

where available:

• owners/developers

• spatial scale

• time scale

• traffic input

• pollutants

• traffic models included

• fleet description

• vehicle kinematics

• other parameters influencing emissions

• output

• assessed model sections

• sources o f data for assessment

• assessment criteria

• experimental data sources

• computer requirements

• anticipated applications

• users

• language and availability

• cost

• contact details.

MOBILE

Robinson et al. (1996) compared measured concentrations o f CO, CO2, NMHC and NOx 

with concentrations predicted by M0B1LE4.1 and MOBILES, for two tunnels. The 

Tuscarora tunnel in Pennsylvania is level and the Fort McHenry tunnel in Maryland has a
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gradient. Both models usually agreed to within 50%, with MOBILES consistently 

predicting higher concentrations than M0BILE4.1. MOBILES overpredicted emissions 

for the tunnel with a gradient, whereas M0BILE4.1 underpredicted. Both overpredicted 

emissions for the level tunnel. This concurred with the work o f Hassel and Weber (1997), 

described in Section 2.2.2, who observed that emissions are lowest when vehicles are 

cruising. Hlavinka and Bullin (1988) compared emission factors calculated using the 

principle o f conservation o f mass, with predictions from the US EPA’s emissions model, 

MOBILES. The former were 1.5 to 2.2 times the latter, for the two scenarios modelled. 

Both o f the dispersion models, CALINE3 and TXLINE, performed better in predicting CO 

concentrations using the mass balance emission factors than with the MOBILES emission 

factors.
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3 AIR POLLUTANT DISPERSION MODELS FOR ROAD SOURCES

This second half o f the literature review considers dispersion models, in general and by 

origin (USA, Europe, UK; Sections 3.1 to 3.4), model catalogues (Section 3.5), validation 

studies (Section 3.6) and environmental impact statements for Irish road schemes (Section 

3.7).

3.1 General

Air dispersion models seek to determine ambient pollutant concentrations due to 

combinations o f known or estimated emissions and relevant meteorological conditions. 

Misstear et al. (2001) provide a comprehensive review o f the available approaches to 

atmospheric dispersion modelling, describing the atmospheric processes that affect 

ambient air pollution concentrations and their treatment by different model types. This 

section describes a number o f dispersion models specifically developed to address the 

problem o f pollutant dispersion from road sources. Three classes o f model are not 

described because they do not appear to be used in practice (c f Section 3.7 on EISs):

• general models which, although not specifically designed for road source problems, 

could be so applied;

• numerical models (e.g. Eulerian or Lagrangian) and statistical models;

• urban air quality models.

The fundamental interactions behind all air dispersion models are described by the 

transport equation for the conservation o f mass in a fixed volume, given by Lamb (1980)

as: ^ - ^ - ^  = - C 7 - V < C > - V < C ’t / ’ > + Z ) V ' < C >  + < 5 >  (Equation 3.1)
5t

where D is molecular diffusivity for air (D~l .5 x 10'^ m^/s);

V = SlSx + S / ^ + S / S z  (gradient operator);

=5^/&c^ +d^ldy'^ +5^ldz^  (Laplacian operator);

U' = 7̂ (w ,v , w ) is the variation in wind speed;

S  = S{x , y , z )  represents the contribution o f sources;

U =  u{u,  V , w) is the mean wind speed.
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Many models have been developed which do not become widely used. To pick three 

examples, Zannetti (1986), Gryning et al. (1987) and Ulke (2000) presented models which 

were variations on the Gaussian plume model, but which are not widely used nor 

recommended for regulatory purposes. This work has focused on those models identified 

by the literature review, particularly by the study of EISs (Section 3.7) as being:

• useful for regulatory purposes, and

• commonly used in Ireland.

The models described are nearly all variants o f the Gaussian plume model for a line 

source. The models vary in the manner in which input and output data are handled, in the 

assumed dispersion effects close to the roadway, and in the specific pollutants and time 

averages which they calculate. Gaussian dispersion is described by the following equation:

C{ x , y , z ) ^

where

2ma^.a.
exp

2c7
exp

2 a l

1 \  /  

- + exp 
)

(Equafion 3.2)

C is the pollutant concentration (g/m )

X is the downwind distance (m) 

y is the crosswind distance from plume centreline (m) 

z is the vertical distance above ground (m)

Q is the source emission rate (g/sec) 

u is the mean wind speed (m/sec)

H is the effective height of the source above ground level (m)

is the standard deviation of a statistically normal plume concentration in 

the lateral direction (m) and

cr. is the standard deviation o f a statistically normal plume concentration in 

the vertical direction (m).

According to Sharma and Khare (2001), the passage o f the Nafional Environmental Act of 

1969 initiated applied modelling of pollutants due to vehicles in the US. However, 

theoretical work in the field had begun earlier. Sutton (1932) presented a solution to the 

dispersion problem for the specific case of a wind perpendicular to an infinite line source. 

This work was later extended to cover a wider range o f wind angles, and models were
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developed for the case o f finite line sources with perpendicular winds. In the absence of a 

solution for the general case o f a finite line source with oblique winds, many operational 

models such as CALINE (Section 3.2) effectively approximate the roadway as a series of 

point sources; a procedure that can greatly increase solution time. Luhar and Patil (1989) 

have developed the required general finite line source model (Section 3.3) and this has also 

been implemented in the more recently developed CAR-FMI model (Section 3.3).

To provide a solution, all Gaussian dispersion models require dispersion coefficients 

dependent upon atmospheric convective and mechanical turbulence. For elevated point 

source problems, these coefficients are largely dependent on meteorological conditions, 

especially solar insolation and wind speed. The dispersion o f vehicle emissions from a 

roadway, however, is heavily influenced by mechanical turbulence and variations in the 

local wind field due to the motion of the vehicles on the road. Exhaust emissions also have 

an influence on convective turbulence. Much of the best information on this behaviour was 

obtained in the General Motors Sulfate Dispersion Experiment (Chock, 1977b) which is 

described in Section 3.6.5.

Zannetti (1998) stated that plume, grid and particle models were all suitable for modelling 

pollutant transport. Various scales were suggested; from near-field (<1 km from source to 

receptor) and short-range (1-10 km), through intermediate (10-100 km) to long-range (100- 

10,000 km) and global (>10,000 km). Pollutant dispersion from road traffic sources is on 

the local scale; near-field or possibly short-range according to Zannetti’s definitions. 

Suggested uses o f models are for past, future and potential situations, but also for resource 

optimisation; whether the limiting factor is the air quality standard or the financial budget.

Schulze (1990), o f Trinity Consultants (USA), emphasises the changes in modelling 

practice due to the widespread availability of personal computers. An overview of the 

contemporaneous state o f computer dispersion modelling was given. Schulze highlighted 

the advantage that specialists were freed to focus on model development since users with 

less specialised knowledge or training had gained the capability for routine modelling.
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Bielli et al. (1998) classified dispersion models as source-receptor and statistical. 

Gaussian (source-receptor) models were most widely used for common applications since 

the more complex models did not improve results significantly. The most relevant models 

for urban areas were identified to be CALINE4 and HIWAY2.

Kukkonen et al. (2001b) stated that most frequently, various versions of the Gaussian line 

source model have been used for dispersion evaluations from a road. This is due to the 

simplicity and direct applicability o f these models, amongst which they identify the Simple 

Line Source model, HIWAY2, CALINE4, GFLSM and CAR-FMI, all o f which are 

described in this chapter (Sections 3.2 to 3.4).

Kupiszewska (1997a) gave three assumptions inherent in all Gaussian models:

i) the wind field is homogeneous (but the wind speed cannot be close to zero);

ii) the emission rates, wind velocity and strength o f turbulence are constant in 

time;

iii) pollutants are not subject to chemical reactions and deposition might be 

neglected.

Matzoros (1990) pointed out that Gaussian theory was developed for stationary sources, 

whereas vehicles are mobile sources. The UK Transport and Road Research Laboratory 

(Hickman and Colwill, 1982) introduced empirical modifications to allow for this. 

Matzoros’ model (Section 3.4) recognised the effect o f vehicle movement on pollutant 

dispersion.

Buckingham and Sadler (1999) pointed out the discrepancy between the detailed input 

parameters required for local scale dispersion modelling and the standard outputs from city 

scale transport models. Similarly local emissions inventories describe a larger area than a 

single street being modelled.

Klaeboe et al. (1999) suggested that modelling of air and noise pollution should take into 

account human factors such as annoyance levels, severance, health and stress. They 

advocate an holistic approach to traffic management and air pollution modelling.
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Engineering skills would be combined with knowledge o f medicine, psychology and 

economics.

3.2 USA models

Simple Line Source M odel (GM  Model)

Chock (1978) proposed a simple line-source dispersion model, which avoids the need for 

numerical integration but allows for plume rise due to the heated exhaust. The model was 

developed from the results o f the GM Sulphate Dispersion Experiment, described in 

Section 3.6.5, and is often referred to as the GM model. The model takes into account the 

effects of mechanical mixing and plume rise due to heat exhaust observed in that 

experiment. The model results were compared with the experimental data and with output 

from the US EPA HIWAY model, which was at that time the regulatory model for the US.

Chock stated that the HIWAY model possessed a number o f deficiencies and limitations 

including inadequate dispersion parameters, no treatment o f plume rise, a tendency to over 

predict when the wind is parallel to the road and poor performance at low wind speeds. 

The HIWAY model also required a cumbersome numerical integration when the angle 

between the wind direction and roadway was small. The new GM model was developed to 

address each of these issues. The model takes the form o f a modified Gaussian line source 

model which uses:

• a variable effective height, ho, being the height o f the centreline o f the plume at any 

distance from the road;

• an effective crossroad wind speed, U, which is the sum of the ambient wind 

component, Ua, and a wind speed correction factor, Uo. This wind speed correction 

takes into account the observation that the wake generated from the traffic provides 

an effective advection o f pollutants away from the source and was obtained from 

least squares analysis of the experimental results;

•  a vertical dispersion parameter, Oz, also obtained from analysis o f the experimental 

observation.
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Chock compared the values o f the vertical dispersion parameter employed in the GM 

model with those used in the HIWAY model, and found that the effect of variations in 

atmospheric stability was much less in the GM model. This was attributed to the fact that 

due to the influence of mechanical mixing in the traffic stream, stability tends to neutral 

downwind of the road. However, mechanical turbulence should not be expected to 

dominate very close to the road where convective turbulence will be enhanced due to 

exhaust gases. The vertical dispersion parameter, Oz, is further modified to take into 

account the observation that when the wind is nearly parallel to the road, the pollutants 

from the upwind portion o f the road will have greater time to disperse before they reach 

the receptor.

HIWAY and HIWAY2

HIWAY (Zimmerman and Thompson, 1975), developed by the US EPA, divides the 

roadway into an equivalent set o f finite line sources. HIWAY2 (Petersen, 1980) represents 

an improved version of HIWAY, and gives more accurate concentration estimates under 

stable atmospheric conditions, during parallel winds and at low wind speeds due to an 

updated dispersion algorithm (Sharma and Khare, 2001). Both models have been widely 

used, including in Ireland, as shown by the survey of Irish Environmental Impact 

Statements (EISs) presented in Section 3.7 and Appendix B.

CALINE and CAL1NE2

Benson (1992) describes the original California Line Source Dispersion Model (CALINE) 

as a series of tables and nomographs that enabled the user to predict CO concentrations 

near roadways based on estimated meteorology and traffic. The transport and dispersion 

element of this model was a modified form o f the Gaussian puff model. Separate equations 

are used for crosswind and parallel wind conditions (Sharma and Khare, 2001). CALINE2 

was an updated computer-based version o f CALINE, and was able to compute
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concentrations for depressed sections, and for parallel winds. However, it was found to 

seriously over predict concentrations during stable, parallel w ind conditions.

CALINE3

CALINE3 is one o f  two versions o f  CALINE currently in use (Benson, 1992). It retains the 

basic Gaussian formulation o f  CALINE and CALINE2, but uses improved vertical and 

horizontal dispersion curves modified for the effects o f  surface roughness, averaging time 

and vehicle-induced turbulence. The model divides roadway links into a series o f  elements 

from which incremental concentrations are computed and summed. Each segment is 

modelled as an equivalent finite line source, positioned normal to the wind direction. The 

finite line source formulation requires solution by numerical integration. The atmosphere 

immediately above the roadway is m odelled as a m ixing zone in which the vertical 

distribution o f  concentrations depends on the crossroad wind speed (Benson, 1992). Up to 

10 finite line sources and 20 receptors can be accommodated.

CALINE4

CALINE4 represents a refinement and extension o f  CALINE3 (Benson, 1992). It can 

predict concentrations o f  CO, N O 2 and particulates, and allow s intersections to be 

modelled, by including sub-m odels for reactive plum e chem istry and modal em issions o f  

CO. The model uses a semi-empirical solution to the Gaussian diffusion equation. The 

Pasquill-Gifford dispersion coefficients em ployed are m odified for vehicle-induced  

thermal turbulence. Horizontal dispersion coefficients are estim ated from the wind-speed  

standard deviation - rather than the conventional stability classification schem e em ployed  

in CALINE3 -  using a method developed by Draxler (1976).

In the intersection option, modal em issions representing average deceleration, idle, 

acceleration and cruise em issions in each signal cycle are calculated using algorithms to 

convert a standard com posite em ission factor into modal factors. These algorithms are
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based on the vehicle acceleration-speed product and are calibrated against measurements in 

California and Colorado. The plume chemistry model operates separately from the 

dispersion model, using the concept o f a discrete parcel. According to Benson (1992) this 

model is valid only when the assumptions of fully mixed initial reactants and short travel 

times are satisfied, and its use is questionable under parallel wind or strongly convective 

conditions.

CAL3QHC and CAL3QHCR

In 1985, the US Transport Research Board developed a hybrid methodology (CAL3Q) to 

calculate CO concentrations near congested intersections. This was based on signalised 

intersection analysis and deterministic queuing theory (Sharma and Khare, 2001). 

CAL3QHC is a revision o f CAL3Q which can handle over-saturated traffic conditions. 

According to the CAL3QHC user manual (US EPA, 1995), CAL3QHC is a consolidation 

o f the CALINE3 line source dispersion model and an algorithm that estimates the length of 

the queues formed by idling vehicles at signalised intersections. The contribution of the 

emissions from idling vehicles is estimated and converted into line sources using the 

CALINE3 link format. CAL3QHC requires all input parameters necessary to run 

CALINE3 plus the following additional inputs: idling emission rates, the number of 

"moving" lanes in each approach link and the signal timing o f the intersection. In 1989, 

CAL3QHC was seen to perform best in a comparison o f the ability o f eight models to 

predict CO concentrations near congested intersections in New York (US EPA, 1995).

CAL3QHCR is a revision of CAL3QHC, which can process up to a year of hourly 

meteorological data, vehicular emissions, traffic volume and signalization data, in one run, 

using the basic algorithms from CAL3QHC. Daily to seasonal runs can also be made. 

Output from the model consists of calculated running 8-hour and 1-hour averaged CO or 

24-hour and annual block averaged PM -10 concentrations. Modelling caveats, such as the 

use o f wind flow values (which are at 180° from wind direction values), are contained in 

the CAL3QHCR user's guide which is an addendum to the CAL3QHC user's guide.
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IMM

The Intersection Midblock Model (IMM) is an operational regulatory model in the US that 

accounts for the influence o f modal traffic behaviour (acceleration, queuing etc.) at 

intersections. Only CO concentrations may be modelled. Dispersion parameters from the 

GM Sulphate Experiment are employed (Sharma and Khare, 2001).

TEXIN (Texas Intersection Model)

Hlavinka et al. (1987) described TEXIN2, an updated version o f TEXIN, the Texas 

Intersection Model for air quality near street intersections. TEXIN was improved to 

include T-junctions, one way streets, four way junctions, inspection and maintenance 

capabilities, anti-tampering programmes and a shortcut emissions algorithm, using 

MOBILES emission factors rather than M0BILE2. TEXIN2 used a traffic model (CMA) 

for traffic flow, MOBILES for free flowing traffic cruise emissions and CALINE3 for 

dispersion modelling. The new model showed improved accuracy and versatility without 

complicating the input data, but for non-street canyon scenarios only.

Models-3

Dennis et al. (1996) provided an overview o f the development by the US EPA of a third- 

generation model, Models-3, to be used by regulatory analysts and scientists. The two 

goals o f the Advanced Air Quality Modelling Project were stated to be the provision of an 

effective decision support system and a support framework for the evolution o f models. 

Further information is available at http://www.epa.gov/asmdnerl/models3/announce.html 

(viewed 8.ix.2004).
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RAM  and UAM (Regulatory Air Model and Urban Airshed Model)

Kelly (1993) outlined three objectives for air quality modelling:

i) regulatory purposes (planning and potential impacts);

ii) emergencies (real time analysis of accidental emissions);

iii) design o f monitoring networks (resource allocation).

Kelly acknowledged the assumptions behind the RAM model developed by Turner and 

Novak (1976) for point and later for area sources, which has been used in modelling TSP 

for Dublin Corporation.

3.3 European models

CAR

Eerens et al. (1993) describe the CAR (Calculation o f Air pollution from Road traffic) 

model as a simple parameterised model for the determination o f air quality alongside roads 

(including street canyons) in cities. The model was developed for use in the Netherlands 

and is calibrated annually against measurements from the Dutch National Air Quality 

Monitoring Network. It can calculate annual percentile and average concentrations of non

reactive air pollutants and NO2 at a height of 1.5m at the kerbside.

The model seeks to overcome the limitation o f many other models (including the GM 

model and CALINE) that, because they assume a homogeneous terrain around the source, 

they may only be applied in relatively flat terrain or where the effects o f buildings and 

trees can be described by aerodynamic terrain roughness. The model makes use of the 

observation that although the presence of buildings may affect short-term concentrations 

significantly, they will have less influence on long-term averages. The model parameters 

are based on a series o f wind tunnel tests which are categorised into five different street 

types. The street types are distinguished by the presence or absence of buildings close to 

either side of the road. Local on-street emissions are calculated from speed-class- 

dependent emission factors. Ambient concentrations are determined as the product of these
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emissions and three empirical factors representing a street-type dependent dilution factor, 

wind speed, and the presence o f trees. NO2 calculations employ further empirical 

relationships representing chemical transformations.

CAR-FMI

The CAR-FMI (Contaminants in the Air from a Road -  Finnish Meteorological Institute) 

model was developed for regulatory purposes, and consists o f an emissions module, 

treatment o f  meteorological time-series, an atmospheric dispersion module and statistical 

analyses o f  computed concentrations (Harkonen et a i ,  1997). The dispersion model is 

based on the analytical solution o f the Gaussian diffusion equation for a finite line source 

presented by Luhar and Patil (1989). This approach avoids the need for numerical solution 

procedures employed in HIWAY2 and CALINE3/4 (Kukkonen et a i ,  2001b). The 

chemical transformation o f  nitrogen oxides is modelled using a version o f the discrete 

parcel method employed in CALINE4, revised so that the size o f  the reaction volume is 

dependent on receptor location.

CAR-FMI employs a meteorological preprocessing model MPP-FMI which uses synoptic 

and sounding observations to estimate turbulence parameters (Monin-Obukhov length 

scale, friction velocity and convective velocity) and boundary layer height. Lateral and 

vertical turbulence parameters are computed as the sum o f  contributions due to 

atmospheric and traffic-induced turbulence. Atmospheric turbulence is modelled as a 

function o f  the above parameters, while the traffic-induced turbulence model is based on 

the results o f the GM Sulphate Dispersion Experiment (Chock, 1977b). The General Finite 

Line Source Model for vehicular pollution prediction (Luhar and Patil, 1989) which forms 

the core dispersion element o f  the CAR-FMI model is formulated so that it could be used 

for any orientation o f  wind direction with roadway without assuming that the line source is 

infinite in length. The mathematical approach is based on co-ordinate transformation 

which reconciles the local highway alignment with the wind direction.
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Hermes

Dispersion o f NOx and CO from motor vehicles and domestic heating and of SO2 from 

industrial sources was modelled for the urban area o f Lille, France, using the Hermes 

model from Aria Technologies by Wroblewski et al. (1999). The hourly concentrations 

observed over one summer and one winter week compared with the simulated 

concentrations to the authors’ satisfaction.

Graz Lagrangian Model, GRAL

Rebolj and Sturm (1999) designed a graphical user interface, including a geographical 

information system (GIS), for use in combination with an emissions model. The emissions 

model, which includes a dispersion model, had been developed at the Technical University 

in Graz (Sturm et al. 1997) based on the German/Swiss/Austrian emission factor handbook 

(HBEFA) and on real world driving patterns. The Graz dispersion model was based on the 

General Motors Sulfate Dispersion Experiments written up by Chock (1977b) and Wilson 

(1977). The results of modelling were stated to be applicable up to 500 metres from the 

roadside. GRAL is a Lagrangian dispersion model, specifically adjusted to allow for 

enhanced horizontal dispersion in low wind conditions (Oettl et a l ,  2001).

AURORA

Mensink et al. (2003) used the AURORA model to assess pollutant concentrations in street 

canyons, showing the variation in CO, NO2 and PMio through the city o f Antwerp. The 

model predictions were close enough to observations to satisfy the EU directive guidelines 

for all pollutants except NO2 .
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3.4 UK models

DMRB (Design Manual fo r  Roads and Bridges)

The DMRB model (DMRB, 1994) is a screening model derived from a Gaussian 

dispersion model developed by the UK Transport and Roads Research Laboratory (TRRL - 

now the Transport Research Laboratory, TRL). It consists o f a number o f charts and tables 

that allow ambient concentrations to be determined at distances downwind of a road or 

roundabout. Carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, PMio and benzene concentrations can be 

calculated. Only road geometry and traffic data are required, as standard vehicle emission 

factors have already been employed to produce the ambient concentration charts, and the 

results correspond to worst-case meteorological conditions. It was developed to produce 

approximate pollutant concentrations from new and improved road schemes, and thus 

indicate whether further air quality assessments are required (Sharma and Khare, 2001). 

Spreadsheet-based versions have also been developed (DMRB, 2000).

Matzoros ’ model

Matzoros (1990) developed a model to predict air pollution concentrations from road 

networks at any receptor. The model consists o f three parts; a queuing model, an 

emissions model and a dispersion model. It was designed especially for urban areas, to 

take into account the spatial variability in emissions; that, due to queuing, emissions are 

highest near junctions. Matzoros states that conventional models, such as M0BILE2, 

HIWAY2 and URPOL/POLDIF consider roads to be line sources with constant emissions, 

which is inaccurate near junctions, where vehicles spend time queuing, accelerating and 

decelerating (Taylor and Anderson, 1982). Emissions are generally higher for these 

“transient” operating modes than for cruising. Gaussian dispersion modelling o f CO, HC, 

NOx and Pb concentrations was applied to both signalised and prioritised/roundabout 

junctions. CO emissions and concentrations showed the highest spatial variation, NOx the 

lowest. Maximum emissions generally occurred before the stop line for signalised 

intersections but at the stop line for prioritised/roundabout junctions. Emissions and
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concentrations were lower for signalised junctions than prioritised/roundabout, for 

junctions o f  equal flow  and capacity.

M U PPETS

Kupiszewska (1997b/c) described MUPPETS as a computer m odelling tool made up o f  

two sub-m odels, MUPPET and MESS. MUPPET, standing for “M odelling and mapping 

o f  Urban Pollutants Em issions from Transport”, used the transport model SATURN in 

estimating em issions o f  CO, NOx, HC and Pb from road traffic for a Ikm^ resolution. 

MUPPET can also be linked with a GIS such as M aplnfo. M ESS, standing for “M odelling  

and mapping o f  Em issions from Stationary Sources” was designed for dom estic, industrial 

and biogenic sources. The MUPPETS model w as tested for data from morning peak trips 

in Leeds in 1993.

ADM S-Urban

ADM S-Urban is an extension o f  the basic ADM S 2 industrial m odel, com bining a line and 

area source model with a street canyon model, a chemistry m odel for nitrogen, sulphur and 

ozone and a traffic em issions database (M cHugh et a l ,  1997). For urban areas, major roads 

are m odelled as line sources, w hile minor roads are m odelled as area sources. Traffic 

sources are defined using the follow ing parameters: location o f  the road, road width, height 

o f  buildings along road, vehicle type, vehicle count, average vehicle speed and 

monthly/hourly variation o f  em ission. The default values o f  the em ission factors are those 

em ployed in the UK DETR’s DMRB model (described previously). N O 2 formation is 

calculated using a semi-empirical model formulated as a series o f  seven chemical 

reactions. The street canyon option is based on the Danish OSPM  model. A  validation 

study in Cambridge has been reported by M cHugh et al. (1997).
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3.5 Model catalogues

This section considers model catalogues by origin (USA, Europe, UK).

3.5.1 For the USA

The US EPA, in conjunction with the Office o f Air Quality Planning and Standards, 

maintains a website at http://www.epa.gov/scram001/ (viewed l,ix.2004). SCRAM is the 

Support Center for Regulatory Air Models. The Technology Transfer Web and the US- 

EPA’s Office o f Air and Radiation websites can be searched from the SCRAM site. 

Modelling tools (including dispersion models, receptor models and meteorological data) 

and support services are provided. CAL3QHC is recommended for analysing CO impacts 

at roadway intersections, unless TEXIN or CALINE4 have already been established in the 

area. CALINE3 is recommended for analyses o f highways characterised by uninterrupted 

traffic flows (Appendix W, 1999).

The section on dispersion models is divided into five parts:

i) preferred/recommended models;

ii) screening tools;

iii) alternative models;

iv) related programs;

V) tutorials.

Eight preferred or recommended dispersion models can be downloaded with their user 

guides. One o f these models, CALINE3, is recommended for emissions from highways. 

The eight models, plus the Emissions and Dispersion Modelling System (EDMS), appear 

in Appendix A o f Appendix W, which can be found under the “Modeling guidance” 

section o f “Support and guidance”. Appendix W contains the “Guideline on air quality 

models”. This is a comprehensive, 92 page explanation o f 28 models. Appendix A of 

Appendix W lists 9 preferred models, while Appendix B lists 19 alternative models. 

Appendix B includes the PAL-DS and Simple Line Source models. 

CAL3QHC/CAL3QHCR are listed as screening tools, with COMPLEX!, LONGZ,
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SHORTZ and VISCREEN. Information is provided on availability, approximate cost, 

regulatory use, data input, output format and options, simulation of atmospheric physics 

and accuracy. References are made to evaluation studies o f the models and to the 

summary of these comparisons made by Moore et al. (1982). The section on alternative 

models has a similar list to Appendix W ’s Appendix B. Explanations o f 30 models are 

given, but not all can be downloaded nor have user guides. The final sections are for 

related programmes, referring to programmes which support the recommended models 

listed above, and for model tutorials.

3.5.2 For Europe

Moussiopoulos (1997) reported on the European Topic Centre for Air Quality’s (ETC-AQ) 

task MA3-2, to investigate air pollution models: their data requirements, the suitability of 

models for applications and the trends in model development. Moussiopoulos concluded 

that the accuracy o f modelling could be improved, especially modelling for regulatory 

purposes, by better coinmunication between model users and designers. He identified the 

need for an experimental database on pollutant levels throughout Europe. The ETC-AQ 

developed the Model Documentation System (MDS), which uses internet technology to 

provide objective, reliable and comparable information on air pollution models 

(Moussiopoulos et al., 2000a and 2000b). It was built “with the aim o f providing guidance 

to any user o f air pollution dispersion models in the selection o f the most appropriate 

model for their application. Inclusion in the system is by no means a recommendation o f a 

model, and the model suppliers provided information about the individual models”, which 

allows for argument against the MDS’s objectivity.

The first version o f the MDS (Moussiopoulos, 1997) was developed at Aristotle 

University, Thessaloniki, Greece, based on a proposal o f NERI (Olesen, 1995a) and a third 

update was developed by 2000. The MDS is a database o f 110 models, giving brief or 

comprehensive descriptions of each. It can be found on the internet at 

http://pandora.meng.auth.gr/mds/mds.php (viewed l.ix.2004), and allows searches by 

model classification or keywords. Models are classified by policy issue, application,
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output, source type and duration, scale, simulation, pollutants, processes and by computer 

requirements. This information has been supplied by each model’s developers, and some 

important models are not listed. The database includes CALGRID, CALINE4 and ADMS- 

Urban but not the DMRB.

A sample search for models suitable for road traffic emissions specified the source type to 

be ‘line source’, ‘array o f line sources’ or ‘area/general’. Specifying the spatial scale to be 

‘local’ further narrowed the search within the MDS, identifying 42 models from its 2001 

database o f 96 models. The models can be compared according to the following criteria:

Basic information 

Model limitations 

Input

Previous applications

Portability and computer requirements

Model description summary

Solution technique

User community

Frequently asked questions

Model type and dimension 

Schemes

User interface availability 

Validation and evaluation 

Intended field o f application 

Resolution 

Output quantities 

Documentation status 

Availability.

3.5.3 For the UK

Information on air and environmental quality; monitoring, emissions and modelling in the 

UK is available from the Local Air Quality Management (LAQM) website 

(http://www.airquality.co.uk/archive/laqm/laqm.php, viewed 8.ix.2004). It provides a list 

o f twenty-seven dispersion models, classified as screening, intermediate or advanced. A 

short explanation is given for each model. Eighteen of these models are then compared in 

a table o f source type, meteorological data, software costs, hardware requirements, terrain, 

building, time and expertise requirements. Eleven o f these eighteen are capable of 

modelling emissions from road traffic since their source types are line, volume or area, 

however most o f these contain no additional features specific to road traffic. The eighteen 

models are also described on the website of the University o f the West of England at
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Bristol (UWE; http://www.uwe.ac.uk/aqm/centre/model.html, viewed 20.iv.2005), who 

maintain the online Air Quality Management Resource Centre.

Kupiszewska (1997a) examined existing models for transport, air pollution, land use and 

population modelling, on the urban and regional scales. Distinctions were made between 

the theories and applications o f stochastic, receptor and dispersion models. Kupiszewska 

pointed out that while receptor modelling requires less input data than dispersion 

modelling, it can only evaluate an existing situation and cannot model secondary 

pollutants; whereas dispersion modelling requires more input data and can describe 

pollutant fates between source and receptor, thereby allowing predictions of pollution 

concentrations. Dispersion models were classified as Eulerian, Lagrangian, the simpler 

Gaussian or the simplest, the box model. Twenty two models were reviewed and a table 

drawn up giving the purpose, a brief description, the inputs, outputs, price and contact 

details of each. The Gaussian dispersion models listed as suitable for road transport 

emission sources were:

ATDM CALINE4 Indie Airviro

ADMS2-Urban IIASA-Urban FLUIDYNPANACHE

3.6 Validation of dispersion models for road sources

This section is concerned with the validation of models; by reference to statistical analysis 

and previous validation studies, both the methodology and past practice are examined. A 

number o f studies are reviewed that sought to validate the road dispersion models 

described in the previous sections.

3.6.1 General

Ellsaesser (1982) queried the balance o f our trust in models as opposed to observations. 

He warned against disregarding data as erroneous when it seems to be at variance with the 

theory, since it may be the theory that is erroneous. Venkatram (1984) emphasised that 

since model input values define an ensemble o f observations, the prediction “will always
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deviate from any one of these observations.” Rao et al. (1986) emphasised Venkatram’s 

(1984) point that model predictions will almost always differ from the corresponding 

observations even if  the models and the input data are perfect. This was because the 

“models predict the ensemble mean whereas any given observation reflects a single 

realization or an event from a population.” In their evaluation o f roadway models, the 

variability in observations of tracer gas, due to the random nature of the atmosphere, was 

found to be about 30% and therefore differences between predictions and observations of 

less than 30% were not considered to be significant.

Moussiopoulos (1997) reported that even though dispersion models are used for regulatory 

purposes in most European countries, the accuracy o f these models is only rarely 

discussed. In the majority o f applications, required model accuracy is not specified (de 

Leeuw et al., 1997). According to Schilze (1995), several validation studies should be 

performed before a regulatory model is designated for use. However, these studies will 

cost many times more than the original model development.

From responses to a questionnaire sent to 38 European countries and by reviewing EU 

legislation, de Leeuw et al. (1997) evaluated model applications for regulatory and general 

assessment purposes by various users such as scientists, air quality managers and policy 

makers. It was emphasised that uncertainties in model results may be large since they are 

introduced both by the model concept and by the input parameters such as emission data 

and meteorology. This distinction between scientific and operational performance is 

discussed in Section 3.6.4 on model evaluation. De Leeuw et al. (1997) continued by 

recommending a European effort to establish the reliability of models, and that 

documentation o f models should include:

• specification o f the scientific concepts, and their limitations;

• results o f validation procedures and sensitivity analyses;

• discussion o f input and output;

• description o f computer hardware requirements, and

• examples o f model applications.

This model documentation would be similar to information available from the US EPA’s 

SCRAM website (Appendix W, 1999) and indeed in 2000, de Leeuwe addressed his own
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recommendation in his work on the MDS with Moussiopoulos and other colleagues 

(Moussiopoulos et a l,  2000a), which was discussed in Section 3.5.2 on model catalogues 

for Europe.

EU initiatives such as COST provide a framework for scientific and technical cooperation, 

allowing the coordination o f national research on a European level (Schatzmann, 2000). 

The COST programme CITAIR (Science and research for better air in European cities) for 

example, included COST 615 as one o f its four ‘actions’. COST615 focused on 

“Database, monitoring and modelling o f air pollution”, and combined activities from 18 

European countries (http://www.mi.uni-hamburg.de/, viewed 28.ix.2004). In practical 

terms it has resulted in more active cooperation, exchanges o f information and even 

exchanges o f modelling software, as demonstrated by the use o f the Danish street canyon 

dispersion model OSPM in Finland, and the analysis o f Danish measurements by the 

University o f Hamburg.

Kukkonen et al. (2001b) stated that there is an urgent need for good quality experimental 

data that has been produced specifically for model validation purposes and which 

combines air quality data with measurements of traffic flow and meteorological 

parameters. Because traffic and meteorological characteristics vary from region to region, 

local validation studies conducted in one area may have limited significance in others. 

Ulke and Andrade (2001) also wamed that the emissions and meteorological parameters 

affecting dispersion, transformation and removal of air pollutants have temporal and 

spatial variations. They found that the formulation of a modelling system was difficult, 

due to the non-linearity o f the processes and the necessary balance between an accurate 

representation and reasonable computational cost.

3.6.2 Accuracy

Even in carefully controlled conditions, the dispersion models described in Sections 3.2 to 

3.4 can only achieve limited accuracy. Elsom (1992) cautioned, “The accuracy o f models 

varies considerably because o f the ability with which various models can handle the
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emission information and the complexities of physical and chemical relationships and 

atmospheric dispersion”. The US National Commission on Air Quality (1981) typically 

found that models may overpredict or underpredict from actual concentrations by a factor 

of two. This concurs with the UK DETR opinion that “If  the prediction o f an annual mean 

concentration lies within ±50% of the measurement, a user would not consider that the 

model has behaved badly”(DETR, 2001).

For the purposes o f air quality management with regard to EU standards, the model 

accuracy is specified by the EU Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000). According to the 

Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000), accuracy for modelling is defined as the 

maximum deviation o f the measured and calculated concentration levels, over the period 

considered by the limit value, without taking into account the timing of the events. The 

Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000) concerned with CO, NO 2 and PMio allow 50% 

uncertainty in modelling o f the eight-hour average concentration o f CO, 50-60% 

uncertainty in modelling o f the hourly average concentration o f NO 2 and NOx, 30% 

uncertainty in modelling o f the annual average concentration o f NO 2 and NOx and 50% 

uncertainty in modelling o f the annual average concentration o f PMio.

Kukkonen et al. (2001b) identify five reasons for differences between measured and 

predicted concentrations in studies evaluating road pollutant dispersion models:

• inaccuracies in traffic flow data and emission estimates;

• inaccuracies in measured concentrations and meteorological data;

• deficiencies in the modelling of dispersion and chemical transformation;

• deficiencies in the meteorological preprocessing;

• the stochastic nature o f turbulence.

3.6.3 Statistics

Willmott et al. (1985) used a complementary set of difference measures to estimate model 

accuracy and precision. The use of bootstrap estimates of confidence and significance to 

determine the reliability o f these estimates of accuracy and precision was also suggested.
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The difference measures include root-mean-square error (RMSE), systematic RMSE, index 

o f agreement, mean absolute error (MAE) and a modified index o f agreement.

Cox and Tikvart (1990) presented a statistically oriented procedure for model comparison, 

using a composite performance index involving bootstrap resampling. The composite 

performance measure combined the evaluations o f scientific and operational performances. 

The uncertainty of the composite performance measure was estimated by bootstrap 

resampling. The significance o f the difference in the composite performance measure was 

determined using the standard error. Various US EPA projects were cited which sought to 

establish a statistical evaluation of models but the difficulty, due to the diversity of 

statistical methods, in achieving objective overall model comparisons was emphasised.

Kelly (1993) drew on the work o f Fox (1981), Downton and Dennis (1985), Cox and 

Tikvart (1990), Cirillo and Poli (1992), Thrall (1992) and Wilson (1993) in his discussion 

o f the statistical evaluation o f models. From a list of thirty statistical approaches to 

measuring model performance, the most useful were stated to be correlation, regression, 

bias and fractional bias, mean absolute deviation, fraction within a factor of two and 

normalised mean square error.

Irwin and Lee (1997) expanded on their earlier work (Lee and Irwin, 1994), which used 

bootstrap resampling for objective comparison of models, by assessing the use of the 

Robust Highest Concentration against the median o f the upper quartile o f values, and 

found that the latter was less sensitive to natural variability (which is not generally 

represented in modelling).

Sofiev et al. (1997) presented a methodology for quality assurance of models, but as yet 

had only applied it to long-range models. Seven models for long-range transport were 

compared with each other and with a limited dataset of measurements. The model- 

measurement comparison used the “factor o f two” analysis.

In comparing a second generation Gaussian dispersion model, POLARIS, with 

measurements and with two other models, POLUX and ISCST, Borrego et al. (1997) used 

NMSE, FB, correlation coefficients and FAC2. The second generation Gaussian dispersion
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model is described as being significantly different from traditional Gaussian dispersion 

models because its dispersion parameters have a continuous variation with the atmospheric 

stability. While comparison with measurements showed improved predictions by 

POLARIS over the two other models, it requires more meteorological data: twice daily 

temperature profiles and several measurement heights for synoptic data. As always, the 

quality o f the input data dictates the quality o f the model results.

Haggkvist (1997) tested a Gaussian model and a Eulerian grid model against 

measurements at three Stockholm city centre locations, and found differences between 

measured and modelled concentrations of NOx to vary from a few % up to 60%. A 

summer week and a winter week, and summer and winter averages and extreme 

concentrations, were compared using bias (the difference between observed and predicted 

concentrations), the normalised mean difference (bias divided by the predicted 

concentration) and the normalised root mean square error (root mean square error divided 

by the observed concentration).

Mensink and Maes (1997) studied the sensitivity o f eight models to variations in eight 

input parameters. As for the model sensitivity study outlined in Chapter 9, the participants 

included the UK ADMS model operated by CERC. The model response was evaluated 

using the maximum value of the 98"’ %ile o f the hourly averaged concentration. 

Carruthers et al. (2000a) used BOOT statistical analysis, including mean, bias, NMSE, 

correlation, FAC2 and FB. Foster et al. (2000) classified predicted and observed data pairs 

into three groups for separate analysis: non-zero predictions with non-zero observations, 

non-zero predictions with zero value observations, and zero value predictions with non

zero observations. However these procedures were found to lead to poorer statistical 

results than would have resulted from many alternative protocols.

3.6.4 Evaluation

Bencala and Seinfeld (1979) reviewed six model evaluation studies and opined that “air 

quality modeling has reached the stage o f maturity at which there now exists a need to
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develop a uniform framework for the evaluation o f the performance of models.” Twenty- 

five years later Olesen (2004), Spanton et al. (2004) and their colleagues are still working 

on the issue.

Bencala and Seinfeld (1979) distinguished between model accuracy and validity. 

‘Accuracy’ referred to “the ability o f the model to replicate known conditions”, whereas 

‘validity’ referred to the “adequacy o f the representation o f the physics and chemistry of 

the system”. The difficulty in achieving a “single quantitative index o f model accuracy” 

was emphasised. The point was also made that, “air quality models are sufficiently 

complex that accuracy must be assessed by a variety o f methods.” This distinction 

between scientific and operational performance was later highlighted by Kelly (1993). 

Scientific performance referred to the accuracy in modelling the interaction of factors 

(such as wind speed, wind direction, turbulence and emissions) affecting concentrations. 

Operational performance referred to the accuracy o f the data and o f the predictions by the 

model. Willmott et al. (1985) had also evaluated models by their scientific and operational 

performance; defining scientific performance as the model behaviour compared to the 

theory and defining operational performance as the model accuracy, comparing the 

predictions with the measurements. Kelly’s approach can also be compared with that of 

Negrenti (1998), discussed later in this section.

Abbott et al. (1995) reviewed the environmental assessment o f traffic management 

schemes. The review referred to Negrenti’s 1995 report on the KITE project, which 

examined approximately 30 dispersion models and concluded that current models were 

unable to predict pollution concentrations accurately. This conclusion was then qualified 

by the assertion that the accuracy required varies with the application and that often the 

comparative values predicted by modelling are useful even if  the absolute values are 

unreliable. In his report on emissions models, Negrenti (1998) emphasised the dependence 

o f model accuracy on the quality o f the experimental data. Negrenti’s statement on 

emissions modelling also applies to dispersion modelling; “Sophisticated models are 

potentially more accurate but need more input data, while simplified models require less 

input but usually do not represent complex processes correctly” . Total error was reckoned 

as the sum of the errors due to the limitations of the model, o f the input data and the
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application o f the model to situations other than those for which it was designed and 

validated.

Bielli et al. (1998) reported that PFT2, the second Special Project on Transport, established 

in 1992 by the National Research Council of Italy, includes model validation experiments. 

More information is available on the PFT2 website 

(http://ginevra.dibe.unige.it/ISIP/Projects/pft2.html, viewed 8.ix.2004). Olesen (1995a, 

1995b, 1995c, 1996, 1997b, 1997c, 2000, 2004) has been refining a standard methodology 

for evaluation of short-range models. It uses experimental datasets in conjunction with 

software for statistical model evaluation which had been originally developed by Hanna et 

al. (1991).

McCrae et al. (2000) reviewed traffic management during high pollution episodes for the 

UK-TRL and included a synopsis o f 9 evaluations o f dispersion models. The models’ 

theory, accuracy and utility are investigated using studies o f ADMS by Carruthers (1994), 

of ADMS-Urban by Carruthers et al. (1998), o f GRAM, CALINE4 and ADMS by Sokhi et 

al. (1998), o f ADMS and AERMOD by Hanna et al. (1999), o f  the Photochemical Box 

Model (PBM) by Schere and Demeijian (1984) and by Chiaramonti and Martelli (1995), of 

the Complex Terrain Dispersion Model (CTDM) by Karali and Tombrou (1995), of 

EUMAC zooming model (European Modelling o f Atmospheric Constituents) by 

Moussiopoulos and his colleagues (Moussiopoulos, 1994; Moussiopoulos et a l,  1995) and 

of BOXURB and NAME by Manning (1999). McCrae et al. concluded that pollution 

modelling was currently insufficiently accurate to satisfy their requirement for advance 

warning o f 1 to 3 days before a “pollution episode”. It was hoped that with greater 

confidence in model predictions, road traffic arrangements could be altered to minimise 

pollutant impacts.

3.6.5 General Motors Sulfate Dispersion Experiment

Chock (1977b) reported on an important experiment conducted on and adjacent to a 4-lane 

test road in October 1975. The purpose of this experiment was to study the influence of
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traffic on the dispersion of pollutants near the roadway. The experimental results and 

observations have since been implemented in a number o f dispersion models. Three 

hundred and fifty two cars were driven in packs at 80 kph at 29 second intervals. At the 

same time, sulphur hexafluoride was released as a tracer gas from the roadway. Wind, 

temperature and pollutant concentrations were recorded at a variety o f heights between 0.5 

and 10 m using eight monitoring towers located between 2 and 200 m from the roadway. 

Meteorological conditions were recorded at 1 or 5 second intervals, while pollutants were 

sampled over half hour intervals.

The wind field in the vicinity o f the roadway was seen to be affected by the traffic flow. 

Close to ground level, the wind tended to move upwards as it approached the roadway and 

downward as it left the roadway due to the obstruction to wind flow caused by the 

presence of the vehicles. At very low wind speeds (1 m/s), plume rise due to the buoyancy 

effect associated with warm exhaust emissions was discernible. The horizontal wind 

component parallel to the roadway was also altered substantially by the traffic movement. 

The traffic wake was seen to produce an outward flux o f momentum with an effective 

velocity o f nearly 1 m/s. Significant additional mechanical turbulence due to the traffic 

flow was observed for at least 15 m (and up to 50 m) downwind of the roadway. This 

effect was less significant as the mean wind direction moved closer to that o f the road. At 

higher elevations (4.5 m or 10 m) the conductive turbulence effect described above led to 

the atmosphere downwind o f the road being significantly more unstable that that upwind 

(where near ambient conditions applied). Closer to ground level (1.5 m), however, the 

additional mechanical turbulence dominated, and the atmospheric stability here was 

invariable neutral.

Close to the roadside (2 m to 6 m), downwind ground level concentrations were greater 

than those at higher elevations. Further from the roadside, however, the ground level 

concentrations decreased, while those higher up increased. This was attributed to the 

combined effects of plume expansion due to increased mechanical mixing and plume rise 

due to convective effects. For crossroad wind speeds below 1 m/s significant 

concentrations were observed at the bottom level o f the upwind roadside tower due to the
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outward flux generated by the traffic wake. Elevated upwind roadside concentrations were 

also noted when the wind direction came within 40° o f the road direction.

Dispersion factors

Benson (1982) used four independent dispersion studies to estimate the Gaussian vertical 

dispersion parameter Gz for vehicular emissions near a roadway. Further to work by 

Dabberdt (1976), Chock (1977b), Rao et al. (1979) and by Lane and Stukel (1976), the 

rapid dispersion o f emissions due to turbulence in the wake of vehicles was observed. The 

initial roadside vertical dispersion was found to be relatively insensitive to surface layer 

stability but to increase significantly with decreasing wind speed. This is because 

decreasing wind speed corresponds with increasing residence time within the turbulent 

mixing zone. The residence time for initial vertical dispersion was related to existing 

passive release vertical dispersion curves and the results were verified.

3.6.6 Simple Line Source Model

Chock (1977a) compared experimental results from the General Motors Sulfate Dispersion 

Experiment (GMSDE) with predictions from the US EPA HI WAY Gaussian model. The 

following limitations were identified:

1) inadequate dispersion parameters;

2) no treatment for plume rise;

3) tendency towards severe overprediction when the winds are parallel to the road;

4) applicability not extended to very low wind speeds;

5) neglect o f asymmetry due to the wind direction relative to the traffic direction;

6) inadequate treatment of dispersion upwind o f the road;

7) cumbersome integration especially for wind directions close to the road.

Chock (1978) also compared the results of the Simple Line Source model with those from 

the GMSDE. Because the model was developed from measurements obtained in the
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GMSDE, it was expected that reasonable agreement would be obtained, and the object of 

the comparison was to determine whether there were any systematic biases present in the 

model. The results were presented as the ratio o f measured to calculated concentrations, 

for various combinations o f wind direction and wind speed, at distances of 3.8 m, 30 m and 

50 m from the road. Generally, ratios in the range 0.6 to 1.1 are observed. The author 

claimed that these indicated a higher level of accuracy than was achieved by the HIWAY 

model, although the equivalent HIWAY results were not presented. This improvement was 

manifested in two ways: no decrease in accuracy with distance from the road and no 

significant increase in predicted-to-observed ratios as wind speed decreases. A systematic 

bias was observed in that these ratios tended to increase as the direction of the wind 

approaches that o f the road. The benefit of including plume rise in the Gaussian equation 

was demonstrated: typically a 10% improvement in accuracy was achieved.

3.6.7 HIWAY and CALINE

Noll et al. (1978) compared HIWAY, the California Line Source (CLS) model and 

CALINE2 by sensitivity analysis and by validation. The sensitivity analysis showed the 

dependence of normalised concentrations on a variety o f input parameters. HIWAY was 

found to predict higher pollution concentrations for oblique and crosswinds than CLS or 

CALINE2. CLS was found to predict higher pollution concentrations for parallel winds 

than HIWAY or CALINE2. The validation showed the difference between measured CO 

concentrations and those predicted by the three models: that all three o f the models 

overestimated concentrations for parallel winds and underestimated concentrations for 

oblique and crosswinds.

In Australia, Shenouda’s doctoral thesis (1994) from the University o f Wollongong, 

compared concentrations o f CO2, CO, NOx and HC predicted by HIWAY and CALINE to 

measurements at arterial roads and highways. The monitoring was carried out at locations 

o f up to 60 m downwind and heights of up to 10 m above the ground. Traffic flow, speed 

and profile were recorded by camera. No conclusions on the validation were given in the 

abstract examined, however in a paper with Schmidt (Shenouda and Schmidt, 1997),
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Shenouda compared roadside CO2 concentration predictions by CALINE4 and HIWAY2 

with concentrations measured over eight days at locations o f up to 60 m downwind of the 

roadside and 10 m above the ground. A power-based emissions module was used for both 

models. They concluded that CALINE4 and HIWAY2 are potentially useful tools for 

highway planners since the predicted concentrations compared satisfactorily with the 

measured concentrations.

Rao and Visalli (1981) identified a lack o f both field data and well-defined measures of 

performance, which are especially important when models are used for regulation. Four 

models were investigated: HIW AYl, AIRP0L4, HIWAY2 and CALFNE3. It was 

observed that the arbitrary screening o f data could adversely affect the model performance; 

that if the extreme values were not associated with the worst-case conditions it was not 

advisable to remove the model estimates for worst-case conditions. Rao and Visalli 

suggested that the meteorological and emissions data should be screened, to find the 

frequency o f combinations of meteorological and emissions characteristics which led to 

high observed and predicted concentrations. If the combination were a “rare event” then 

the screening o f these high concentrations could be considered. With other colleagues, 

Rao later evaluated HIWAY2, ROADWAY and CALINE3, and found that all three 

models successfully predicted extreme concentrations o f tracer gas to within 30% of 

observations (Rao et a l,  1986).

Dabberdt et al. (1995) compared HIWAY2, CALINE4 and a hybrid Lagrangian model 

with measurements from a wind tunnel o f tracer gas flows at an urban intersection between 

uniform, low-rise, rectangular blocks. The Gaussian models (HIWAY2 and CALINE4) 

were judged to be less suited to urban intersection modelling due to the lack of explicit 

consideration o f the effects o f buildings on dispersion.

In Japan, Okamoto et al. (1999) studied dispersion for various highway conditions: flat, 

viaduct, cutting, embankment and with noise barriers. They concluded that most roadside 

vertical concentration distribution could be considered as Gaussian, that with noise barriers 

initial dispersion Gzo is higher and less dependent on atmospheric stability. They rated the
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effect o f road structure to be more significant for dispersion than the traffic conditions. 

Their experimental data was then used to validate CALINE3 and HIWAY2.

lonel et al. (1999) used CALINE3 to quantify the effects o f traffic sources, modelled as 

CO imission, as opposed to the effects of other sources o f pollution. Real meteorological 

and topographical data were determined for the city o f Timisoara, Romania. The 

background pollution due to non-traffic sources, such as the power plants and industrial 

units, was measured. CO concentrations were calculated for two receptors at an 

intersection. CO imissions were measured to be approximately three times the Romanian 

standard o f 1.67 ppm. The monitoring period was acknowledged to be short, but 

CALINE3 was judged to be a valid, useful and necessary tool for such an analysis.

HIWAY2

Kono and Ito (1990) compared the HIWAY2 model with two Japanese models, using SF6  

tracer concentrations measured at three locations in Japan. The HIWAY2 model displayed 

a strong bias towards overestimating concentrations in calm conditions.

CALINE4

Benson (1992) described five independent studies employed in the validation of 

CAL1NE4:

• the GM Sulphate Dispersion Experiment (described above);

• the Illinois Freeway/Intersection study (CO measurements adjacent to a freeway 

and a major intersection close to Chicago);

• the EPA NO2/O 3 Sampler Siting Study (NOx and O3 samples collected at six sites 

close to a major freeway in Califomia);

• the Caltrans Intersection study (CO concentrations averaged over 1 hour measured 

at 15 locations in the vicinity o f an intersection in Sacramento);
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•  the Caltrans H ighway 99 Tracer Experiment (SF6 tracer concentrations sampled 

50, 100 and 200 m from a highway in Sacramento).

Benson (1992) em ployed six separate statistical measures to compare the performance o f  

CALINE3 and CALINE4 in the above studies; an overall figure o f  merit based on the 

weighted sum o f  these six statistics is also defined. O f the highw ay studies, CALINE4 was 

seen to perform better than CALINE3 in the GM and Caltrans experiments, w hile the 

Illinois results were inconclusive. In the Caltrans experiment, less than 15% o f  the 

CALINE4 predictions fell outside a factor-of-two envelope, with nearly all o f  these 

occurring when the wind speed was less than 1 m /s or the roadway-wind angle was less 

than 15°. Both m odels were seen to predict the spatial distribution o f  concentrations better 

than the temporal variation. The performance o f  CALINE4 at intersection sites was similar 

to that at highway sites, but the higher winds in these studies probably masked inaccuracies 

in modal em issions factors. CALINE4 also performed w ell in the N O 2 study, but again 

m eteorological conditions were favourable.

CAL3QHC

The US EPA evaluated the performance o f  eight intersection m odels in simulating CO 

concentrations at six intersections in N ew  York City. The eight m odels evaluated included 

the CAL3QHC, CALINE4, TEXIN2, and IMM m odels described in Section 3.2. 

M eteorological and CO air quality data were collected at two background sites and at each 

o f  the six intersections The m eteorological data collected at each intersection included 

wind direction, wind speed, temperature, and the fluctuation o f  the wind direction (oe). 

These data were generally measured at two towers per intersection at a height o f  10 m ±1 

m. A  series o f  video cameras were also used to record three months o f  continuous traffic 

data at each site. The videotapes from the top 50 hours o f  CO concentrations were 

examined to obtain detailed information about the local traffic. A ll traffic data were 

obtained from videotapes except for the acceleration/deceleration rates and the cruise 

speed, which were obtained through the use o f  a vehicle fitted w ith a travel-log machine.
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CAL3QHC was seen to perform better than the other EPA intersection models. The 

average difference between the top ten observed concentrations and their time-paired 

predicted values was as low as 6%, but as high as 65% depending on the site. Comparing 

individual observed and predicted values, differences as low as 10% but as high as 150% 

occurred.

3.6.8 RAM and UAM

The Guldberg and Kern (1978) evaluation of the RAM and PTMTP models was reckoned 

by Kelly (1993) to be dubious in its conclusions but useful in stimulating debate on model 

evaluation. Guldberg and Kern compared SO2 concentrations measured at five locations 

with those predicted by the models. The overprediction of 24 hour average SO2 

concentrations by RAM was refuted by the model’s developers, Turner and Novak (1979) 

and also by Trout and Lazaro (1979) as consistent with the use of maximum emissions as 

input parameters. The limited number of test locations in the Guldberg and Kern study 

meant that their evaluation was not considered by Tumer, Novak, Trout and Lazaro to be a 

comprehensive validation.

Ku et al. (1987b) evaluated their model by comparison with RAM, which is a Gaussian 

plume model. Using paired and resampling analyses the models were compared for SO2  

and sulphate concentration distributions on 10 summer and 10 winter days from the St 

Louis Regional Air Pollution Study (RAPS). Other statistical analyses such as index of 

agreement, systematic and unsystematic mean square error analysis were also applied. The 

model performed better for summer than winter data and was more accurate than RAM. 

Area sources were found to be important in the limiting meteorological conditions (small 

mixing height and eddy diffusivity) but point sources were found to account for the peak 

observations. This suggested that not only emissions but also the relative contributions of 

point and area sources should be used for concentration predictions.

Sistla et al. (1996) investigated the sensitivity of ozone concentrations predicted by the 

Urban Airshed Model (UAM) to variations in wind and mixing height parameters, for the
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New York metropolitan area. Results are presented for variations in NOx and VOC 

emissions. Further work is stated to be necessary to ascertain the uncertainty (due to the 

meteorological parameters) in UAM predictions o f ozone concentrations.

3.6.9 TEXIN

Nelli et al. (1983) compared four models for two sites in Texas and one in California. The 

models were TEXIN (Texas Intersection Model), IMM (Intersection Midblock Model), 

MICRO and ISG (Indirect Source Guidelines). TEXIN, which the authors had developed, 

was found to perform best. IMM performed almost as well as TEXIN but required more 

input data and computer time. The accuracy o f TEXIN and IMM were independent of the 

wind angle and receptor location.

Hlavinka et al. (1987) compared TEXIN2 with the TEXIN, IMM and MICRO models for 

two sites. One site had scattered single story buildings, the other was surrounded by 

buildings, which were up to 24 stories high. The effects o f changes in the receptor height, 

the wind speed and direction were evaluated. TEXIN2 was found to perform somewhat 

better than the other models.

3.6.10 CAR-FMI

Harkonen et al. (1997) compared the predictions of CAR-FMI with measurements 

obtained in a suburban part o f the city o f Espoo, Finland. Concentrations of five gaseous 

pollutants (CO, NOx, NO 2 , O3 and SO2) were measured at three heights, together with 

traffic flow and meteorological parameters. Vertical concentration profiles were 

determined by varying the sampling height at 10-minute intervals. Good agreement was 

achieved for NOx, NO 2 and O3 although NO 2 and O3 concentrations were slightly 

underestimated. This study was hampered by significant but uncertain background 

concentrations. Details o f the CO results were not given.
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Kukkonen et al. (2001b) performed a second validation study of CAR-FMI, this time 

beside a rural highway. Air quality (NOx, NO2 , O 3), traffic and meteorological 

measurements (wind velocity and direction, temperature, total solar radiation and relative 

humidity) were obtained over a 6  week period at three sites, 17 m, 34 m and 57 m from the 

roadway and at heights of 3.5 m, 6  m and 10 m. Mean traffic flows of 300 vehicles per 

hour were observed. Due to these relatively low flows and the high vehicle speeds on the 

road, the measured concentrations of CO were too low to be useful. Kukkonen also 

collaborated with Oettl et al. (2001) to evaluate CAR-FMI and the roadside data set against 

ORAL, a Lagrangian dispersion model specifically adjusted to allow for enhance 

horizontal dispersion in low wind speed conditions. ORAL was found to simulate better 

than CAR-FMI for cases o f low wind speed and winds near parallel to the road. The 

comparison o f predicted and measured NOx, NO2 , and O3 concentrations was based on five 

statistical parameters: index of agreement, normalised mean square error, Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient, fractional bias and factor o f two. The first three o f these assess the 

level o f agreement in the temporal variation o f the two data sets, while the fractional bias 

compares the means.

The General Finite Line Source Model for vehicular pollution prediction (Luhar and Pafil, 

1989) which forms the core dispersion element o f the CAR-FMI model was evaluated by 

its developers through statistical analysis of predicted and observed CO concentrations in 

Bombay, and particulate concentrations in New York. In the CO evaluation, the GFLSM 

was seen to perform better than the GM, CALINE3 and HIWAY2 models. In the 

particulate evaluation the GFLSM outperformed the GM model slightly.

3.6.11 Other studies (ADMS-Urban, Matzoros’ model, CAR)

ADMS-Urban

McCrae et al. (2000) report results o f a comparison o f PM 10 and NO 2 measurements at two 

sites in Birmingham with predictions using ADMS-Urban. Good agreement was achieved, 

with the predicted mean and 99*'’ percentile concentrations being within 20% to 30% of
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those observed. Summary results were also given from an investigation in which the 

ability o f ADMS to predict measured concentrations at roadside locations adjacent to the 

M25 was evaluated. The maximum 8 hour mean CO concentration was measured as 17.0 

ppm, but modelled as only 8.5 ppm. CALINE4 modelling predicted an even lower value of 

4.4 ppm. GRAM (a model developed at the University o f Greenwich) performed best, 

predicting a value o f 14.3 ppm. ADMS overpredicted the observed PMio concentrations:
T ■>

the annual mean concentration was predicted as 52 |ig/m , but measured as only 11 ^g/m ; 

the 99'*’ percentile o f the 24 hour means was predicted as 113 |J.g/m^, but measured as only 

52 )ag/m^.

Whereas Irwin and Rosu (1988) and Olesen (1997a) developed methodologies for model 

validation using concentrations along the centreline of plume dispersion, Timmis et al. 

(2000) used crosswind transects of modelled and measured ground-level concentrations to 

compare regulatory models in the UK, including ADMS. Substantial development of the 

method was recommended for a more complete assessment o f crosswind model 

performance, as this pilot study used only one hour o f the Kincaid dataset from the Model 

Validation Kit. ADMS as operated by CERC was also included in a comparative 

sensitivity study by Mensink and Maes (1997), which was referred to in Section 3.6.3 on 

model validation statistics.

Carruthers et al. (2000a) found good agreement between ADMS model results and daytime 

measurements of SFe tracer gas from the Indianapolis dataset (Hanna and Chang, 1993). 

The night-time results were consistently underestimated, which was attributed to 

significant anthropogenic heat sources that were not modelled but were responsible for 

dispersion. Carruthers et al. (2000b) compared measured data with contour concentration 

plots and time-series o f concentrations predicted with ADMS-Urban o f SO2 , NOx, benzene 

and PMio at London, Belfast and Neath/Port Talbot and Swansea. These three examples 

from 14 authorities designated as pilot areas for air quality management highlighted the 

importance o f using local meteorological data, especially for wind direction, and that 

modelling traffic sources in low wind speed conditions can lead to overprediction.
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Matzoros ’ model

As described in Section 3.4, Matzoros (1990) validated a model using measurements from 

intersections in Manchester and Leeds. The model performed satisfactorily at both 

signalised junctions and prioritised/roundabout junctions, except for predictions of NOx 

concentrations. The presented statistics for the model validation show that peak hour 

agreement was generally better than that off-peak.

CAR

Eerens et al. (1993) compared results from the CAR model with measured concentrations 

o f CO, NOx, and NO 2 , from 11 stations in the Dutch National Air Quality Monitoring 

Network. Differences between average modelled and predicted concentrations were in the 

range -18%  to +9% for CO, -24% to +45% for NO* and -5%  to +17% for NO. A second 

independent study was also reported in which Eerens et al. (1993) compared model results 

and measured concentrations on 10 streets in Amsterdam. In this case, the differences in 

98‘̂  percentile concentrations were found to be in the range -10±12% for CO and +6±10% 

for NO 2 .

3.7 Air quality monitoring and modelling in EISs for road schemes in Ireland

This section consists o f an explanation of the requirement for an EIS followed by a review 

of the EISs, between 1989 and 1999, which related to road schemes. The review refers to 

the models and emission factors, to the calculation and monitoring o f pollutants, and to the 

air quality standards used. The EISs are presented in a table for further comparison 

(Appendix B). Archives o f Irish EISs are maintained in Dublin by ENFO on St Andrew’s 

Street and by CAAS (Environmental Services) Ltd. at 6 Merrion Square.
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3.7.1 The requirement for an EIS

Council Directive 85/337/EEC and the amending Directive 97 /ll/E C  are concerned with 

the effects o f certain public and private projects on the environment. Article 4 o f these 

directives refers to the requirements for and of an EIS. For projects listed under Annex I, 

an EIS is mandatory; for projects listed in Annex II, an EIS is discretionary, to be 

determined on a case-by-case basis or by the thresholds or criteria set by the Member 

States (Directive 97/ll/E C ). Projects of relevance to this study fall under Category 7 of 

Annex I and Category 10 o f Annex II, of both directives. Draft guidelines on the 

preparation o f EISs in Ireland were published by the EPA in 1995 and have since been 

updated (EPA, 1995a; 1995b; 2002b; 2003).

The EC Directive 85/337/EEC was implemented in Ireland under the 1989 Regulations. 

The 1989 Regulations First Schedule Part II described Section 10 (d) i):

Construction o f  a new road (other than a motorway comprehended by the 

European Communities (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Motorways) 

Regulations, 1988 CSI No. 221 o f  1988) o f  four or more lanes, or the realignment 

or widening o f  an existing road so as to provide fo u r  or more lanes, where such 

new, realigned or widened road would be eight kilometres or more in length in 

rural areas, or 500 metres or more in length in an urban area. (EPA, 1995)

The EC Directive 97/11/EC then refined Category 7 o f Annex I to read:

7.(b) Construction o f  motorways and express roads [For the purposes o f  the 

Directive, ‘express road' means a road which complies with the definition in the 

European Agreement on Main International Traffic Arteries o f  15 November 

1975.]

(c) Construction o f  a new road o f  fo u r  or more lanes, or realignment and/or 

widening o f  an existing road o f  two lanes or less so as to provide four or more 

lanes, where such new road, or realigned and/or widened section o f  road would be 

10 km or more in continuous length.
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The amending Directive (97/11/EC) has been implemented in Ireland under the “European 

Communities (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Amendment) Regulations 1999”, 

published by the Stationery Office (S.I. No. 93 o f 1999). These hov^ever do not cover 

motorways or roads, so the previous (1989) Regulations would still apply.

3.7.2 Review of EISs from 1989 to 1999

Twenty-six EISs relating to road schemes were found from the archives for 1989 tol999. 

While the EISs were readily available, the information provided varied in both content and 

format. The earliest EISs examined did not use dispersion models nor emission factors, or 

did not state their use. However the more recent EISs were more detailed. Often the local 

authority themselves compiled the EIS with the aid o f State bodies (such as the 

Environmental Research Unit, Eolas and Forbairt) or commercial consultants (such as RPS 

Cairns, Ove Arup and McCarthy) for their specialist knowledge o f air quality analysis. 

The date o f submission, the consultants, models, emission factors, prediction and 

monitoring of pollutants, the standards and averaging time were all reviewed. This 

information is tabulated for the twenty-six EISs in Appendix B.

3.7.3 Models and emission factors used

Two of the earliest EISs examined, from March 1990 (Northern Cross Motorway) and 

June 1991 (North Road, Finglas Bypass), used the Dutch Ministry of Health and 

Environmental Protection’s Handbook o f Emission Factors. The later EIS also used the 

US EPA’s HIWAY2 model, but the earlier one did not state the use o f any model. 

HIWAY2 had previously been used in April 1991 (Southern Cross Motorway), but from 

March 1995 (Northern Motorway) the UK DETR’s DMRB model and emission factors 

came into use. In June 1996 the DMRB and the US EPA’s PAL2.1 were both employed 

for the Dublin Port Tunnel. The CALINE4 model with CORINAIR and COPERT 

emission factors appeared twice between 1997 and 1998 (South Eastern Motorway and 

M50 2nd Liffey Valley Bridge). One o f the same consultants then used the US EPA’s
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BREEZEWAY and CAL3QHC in June 1998 (North King Street) but the DMRB was still 

the most common method.

O f the twenty six EISs, the DMRB was cited in ten; HIWAY2, CALINE4 and PAL2.1 in 

two each; BREEZEWAY and CAL3QHC together in one and one EIS referred to an 

unspecified “state o f the art computer model developed by the US EPA”. Ten of the 

nineteen EISs submitted between April 1993 and June 1999 used the DMRB.

3.7.4 Calculations

The pollutants calculated included CO, HC (as total and benzene), VOC (as toluene), NOx, 

NO2 , SO2 , Pb and smoke. Smoke is latterly substituted by suspended particulates, 

particulate matter and PMio. The concentrations are averaged over various times: 

maximum hourly, average peak hour, annual average peak hour, maximum peak, mean 

annual concentration and annual maximum 8 hour average. For NOx and NO2 the 98*'’ 

percentile o f hourly concentration is given. In general the averaging period was calculated 

to enable a comparison with the standard quoted.

CO was calculated most often (20 EISs out of 26); followed by HC, VOC and benzene (17, 

2, 2 respectively); NOx and NO2 (13, 7); SO2 (12); Pb (10); and smoke, particulates, 

particulate matter and PMio (7, 6, 2). The pollutants calculated for the first six EISs were 

the same: CO, HC, NOx, SO2 , Pb and smoke. Information on the model and emission 

factors used was given for two o f these six. In both cases the model used was HIWAY2 

and the emission factors were those in the Dutch Ministry o f Health and Environmental 

Protection’s Handbook o f Emission Factors.

3.7.5 Standards

The Irish Air Pollution Act (APA) of 1987 was cited in seven out o f the 26 EISs examined. 

WHO, UK and US NAAQ (for CO) and EC/EU standards were all used with the DMRB.
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WHO (for CO) and EC standards were used with H IW AY2. W HO (for CO and HC/VOC  

as toluene), the A PA  and EU standards were used with CALINE4. US N A A Q  and EU  

standards were used with BREEZEW AY and CAL3QHC. O nly one EIS stated that a 

standard had been exceeded, when NOx concentrations were predicted, using HIW AY2, to 

exceed the Irish and EU standard for maximum hourly concentration.

3.7.6 M onitoring

The same range o f  pollutants was monitored as w as calculated (see Section 3.7.4). 

H owever in 19 o f  the 26 EISs, the calculated pollutants differed from those monitored and 

in 13 EISs no monitoring at all was reported. The m aximum measurement period was 

from 1973 to 1985 at a permanent SO 2 monitoring station. Dedicated monitoring varied 

from 3 months at 10 locations to 3 hours over 3 days at 2 locations. A s stated above, half 

o f  the EISs reported no monitoring.

Three o f  the 10 EISs using the DM RB did report som e monitoring: BTX was monitored at 

two locations over three days for the N8 in Co. Cork; six pollutants were monitored at two 

locations over an unspecified period for a m ixed use developm ent at Fassaroe in Co. 

W icklow; six pollutants were monitored over three seasons from 1993 to 1996 at 23 

locations for the Dublin Port Tunnel, where the DM RB was used in conjunction with 

PAL2.1.
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PART B MONITORING

4 MONITORING SITES AND PROGRAMME

Chapter 4, entitled “Monitoring sites and programme”, details the study sites (Section 4.1) 

and the instrumentation (Section 4.2). Chapter 4 is the first o f the three chapters in Part B 

on “Monitoring” . The results for the motorway from monitoring o f traffic, meteorology 

and pollutant concentrations are presented in Chapter 5. The results for the roundabout 

and comparison with results for the motorway follow in Chapter 6, including conclusions 

from all o f the monitoring considered in Part B.

4.1 Description of Study Sites

The criteria for site selection are outlined in Section 4.1.1, followed by descriptions of the 

motorway and roundabout sites (Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3).

4.1.1 Site Selection

The project brief, from which this thesis was developed, required that air quality 

monitoring should be carried out in the vicinity o f dual carriageway or motorway sections 

of national primary routes. As explained in Chapter 1, the broad strategy adopted for site 

selection was to identify one monitoring site with relatively free-flowing traffic and a 

second site with congested, interrupted-flow traffic conditions.

The following specific criteria were also used in the site selection:

i) traffic flows (the source of the emissions) should be sufficiently high to provide 

a source effect capable o f being monitored;

ii) traffic flows should be quantifiable;

iii) it should be possible to position the monitoring equipment close to the side of 

the road and downwind o f the prevailing wind direction;

iv) there should be no buildings or other large structures between the road and the 

monitoring unit;
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V) there must be a power supply;

V I) there must be reasonable security for the equipment;

vii) permission should be available from the site owners;

viii) the sites should be easily accessible to the project partners based in Dublin and

Galway, to facilitate:

a) regular checking and maintenance of equipment, and

b) downloading o f data.

To select the site where it was intended to monitor free-flowing traffic, a survey was 

carried out along the National Route roads and motorways radiating from Dublin. A 

suitable location was identified along the M4 motorway about 15 km west o f Dublin city 

centre, within the grounds of the Leixlip Water Treatment Works (Figures 4.1 to 4.4). This 

location met all the requirements noted above and had the major advantage that continuous 

traffic flow data were available from the National Roads Authority. The second 

monitoring site was chosen alongside the N6 in Galway, close to a major roundabout 

(Figures 4.5 to 4.8). This also satisfied the desired site selection criteria except that traffic 

flow data were not already available and therefore would have to be collected during the 

project.

In terms of modelling, the two sites presented different challenges. The M4 motorway 

represents a classical modelling situation -  a single line source with simple, well-defmed 

traffic conditions. In contrast, the N6 roundabout represents a more complex situation: a 

number of distinct line sources with variable fraffic conditions, including queues. The 

modelling required a lack of other sources, quantifiable traffic and meteorological 

conditions, and proximity o f source (road) and receptor (monitoring unit). For modelling it 

was crucial that at each site the road source was the most significant influence on the 

concentrations measured at the monitoring units. At both the motorway and roundabout 

sites, the monitoring units could be sited close to the road source and downwind of the 

prevailing wind direction. The NRA already had continuous data for the motorway, and 

made data available for the roundabout. The meteorological conditions were monitored on 

site and information was also provided by Met Eireann from their synoptic stations at 

Dublin, Casement and Shannon.
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4.1.2 The motorway site

Figure 4.1: Monitoring site by the M4 motorway at Leixlip (view north). The unit is the 

white caravan at the south western comer o f the group o f buildings in the centre o f the 

aerial photograph, which appeared in Volume 3 (Summer 2002) o f Base Magazine.
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The M4 motorway at Leixlip has two lanes in each direction, running almost due east- 

west. The NRA’s automatic traffic counter on this section o f the M4 showed a peak 

traffic flow for an average weekday of 2690 vehicles per hour (vph; Section 5.1.1 on 

motorway traffic data). The prevailing wind direction measured at Dublin Airport (18 km 

northeast of the site) is from the southwest, and therefore emissions from the roadway 

were expected to influence concentrations at the monitoring unit which was sited to the 

north o f the motorway. The monitoring unit was located at a distance o f 20 m from the 

nearest kerbside, as shown in Figure 4.3. The road ahgnment is straight for a distance of 

1.25 km to both the east and west of the monitoring location. Typically, vehicle speeds are 

in the range 60-70 mph.
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T
20m
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Figure 4.3: Location o f monitoring unit by the M4 at Leixlip

Figure 4.4: Leixlip site (view east south east) Figure 4.5: Interior o f monitoring unit
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Fingal County Council gave permission to locate the monitor within the site o f the Leixlip 

Water Treatment Works and also provided the power supply.There is a small aerodrome 

(Weston) immediately to the south o f the M4 and the town o f Leixlip is centred about 1 km 

to the north o f the site. Meteorological data were available from Casement Aerodrome and 

Dublin Airport for comparison with data recorded at the site (Section 5.1.2).

4.1.3 The roundabout site
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Figure 4.6: Location o f the Galway roundabout site on the N6/N84 road
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The air pollutant monitoring instrumentation was located beside the N6 in Galway, 

adjacent to the Headford Road roundabout (Figures 4.6 to 4.10). Permission for the 

monitoring site was given by Galway Corporation, and Barry Motors supplied the power. 

The roundabout is the second busiest roundabout in Galway city with the total number o f 

cars peaking at 3900 vph (Section 6.1.1). There are five arms to the roundabout, the three 

main ones being the N6 Dublin Road to the east, the N84 Headford Road to the north- 

northeast and the N6 road towards Galway city centre to the south-southwest. Both N6 

arms are dual carriageways. The detailed layout of the road network at the roundabout is 

shown in Figure 4.7. The monitoring unit was located 15 m from the southern kerb of the 

Dublin Road arm, about 25 m from the roundabout. The wind data sensor was set at 

approximately 5 m above ground level. The nearest source of regional meteorological data 

was Met Eireann’s synoptic station at Shannon Airport, 70 km to the south. Some 

meteorological data were also available from the NUT Galway campus, collected on the 

roof o f a 15 m high building, about 2 km southwest o f the site, and these data were also 

used for comparison with site data (Section 6.1.2).

Sketch o f Galway N84/N6 roundabout monitoring site

5m

6m

5m

Sm

Castlelawn/ 
Menlo Rd.

8m

N6

7.2m44m

.2m

15m
25m

N6/Headford Rd. Monitoring
unit

6.8m
Sandy Road

5m7.2m

Figure 4.7: Galway roundabout site, showing the junction layout
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Figure 4.8: Galway monitoring unit Figure 4.9: View south from N6 Dublin Road

Figure 4.10: Galway roundabout (view southeast from Menlo)
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4.2 Instrumentation

This section outlines the data sources for air pollutant concentrations (Section 4.2.1) and 

for meteorological data (Section 4.2.2), the monitoring period (Section 4.2.3) and the 

legislative requirements relevant to monitoring (Section 4.2.4).

4.2.1 Air pollutants

Table 4.1 shows the methods and instrumentation with which contaminants were 

monitored, and the sampling intervals. The shorter sampling intervals for NOx differed 

between the sites; 15 minutes as at the motorway, compared to 30 minutes at the 

roundabout.

Table 4.1: Contaminants monitored

Pollutant Instrument Method Sampling interval
CO API M odel 300 Infrared absorption 1 hour, 15 m inutes
NOx, NO, N O 2 API M odel 200A C hem ilum inescence I hour; 30  or 15 m inutes
PM,o TEOM O scillation frequency 30 m inutes
PMio Partisol Gravimetric 24 hours

Carbon monoxide (CO)

CO was measured with an Advanced Pollution Instrumentation (API) Gas Filter 

Correlation CO Analyser Model 300. With this system, the sample is pulled across a 

critical flow orifice at a rate of 800 cm^ per minute. A high energy heated element 

generates broad band infrared light (IR), which passes through a rotating gas filter wheel. 

The rotation of the wheel sends the IR alternately through a reference cell (REF) and a 

measurement cell (MEAS) at 30 cycles per second. The reference cell contains a 

CO/nitrogen mix and therefore the CO absorbs the IR. The pulse from the reference cell 

is therefore unaffected by any CO in the sample as the IR has already been absorbed in the 

reference cell. The measurement cell contains only nitrogen and therefore has no effect 

on the beam of IR as it passes through the wheel. The beam passes tlirough the sample 

cell and is filtered for conversion to a voltage signal. The two DC voltages generated, CO
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MEAS and CO REF, are proportional to the light intensity striking the detector during the 

measurement pulse and reference pulse respectively.

Oxides o f nitrogen (NO^, nitrogen dioxide (NO 2) and nitric oxide (NO)

Nitric oxide (NO) and total NOx were measured with an API Model 200A NOx Analyser, 

which calculates nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ) as the difference between these. In this system 

NO is measured from the light intensity o f the chemiluminescent gas phase reaction of NO 

and ozone (O3). NO reacts with 0-i, producing oxygen (O 2 ) and electronically excited 

NO 2 molecules. The energy from these excited molecules is released as photons, whose 

light intensity is directly proportional to the concentration o f NO. Any NO2 in the sample 

is then converted to NO by heated molybdenum and the total NOx is measured. The 

difference between NOx and NO concentrations is assumed to be due to the presence of 

NO2 .

Particulate matter (PMw)

Two different instruments, both designed by Rupprecht and Patashnik, were used to 

monitor PMio: the Partisol Plus Model 2025 Sequential Air Sampler and the Tapered 

Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) Series 1400a Ambient Particulate Monitor. 

The Partisol draws the sample through a filter at a constant rate o f 16.7 litres per minute (1 

m^/hour) (Rupprecht and Patashnik, 1998). The difference between the mass o f the filter 

before and after sampling is taken to be the mass o f PMio within the sample volume. The 

TEOM records the mass concentration o f PMio as an average over 30 minutes, one hour 

and 24 hours. The TEOM flowrate is also 16.7 litres per minute (1 m^/hour) o f which 3 

litres per minute is sampled by the mass transducer. To eliminate the effects of changes in 

humidity, the TEOM heats the sample to 50°C before measurement, though at the 

roundabout the TEOM was adjusted so that the sample was heated to 40°C (see Section 

6 .1.3). Since this burns off some o f the volatile component of the PMio, the TEOM results 

are expected to be lower than those from the Partisol. The TEOM is a hollow tapered
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element with a filter cartridge at one end. It is fixed on one side and fi'ee to vibrate at its 

natural frequency at the other. Particles accumulate on the filter as the sample is drawn 

through, which decrease the frequency of vibration. The change in frequency is 

proportional to the mass on the filter.

4.2,2 Meteorological data

Motorway

Wind speed, wind direction, and temperature were recorded continuously at the monitoring 

site. Sensors were located 6m above ground level, on a mast extending above the 

monitoring unit. Data were recorded at 15 minute intervals, and these were combined to 

give hourly values. Wind speed and direction at an altitude o f 10 m were measured by Met 

Eireann at Casement Aerodrome, located approximately 6 km south southeast o f the 

monitoring site. Atmospheric stability and cloud cover were recorded hourly at Casement. 

Radiation was monitored at Met Eireann’s Dublin Airport synoptic station.

Roundabout

Wind speed and wind direction were recorded continuously at the monitoring site. Sensors 

were located 5 m above ground level, on a mast extending above the monitoring unit. Data 

were recorded at 15 minute intervals, and these were combined to give hourly values. In 

addition, wind speed and direction were measured on the roof of a 15 m high building in 

the National University o f Ireland, Galway (NUIG) campus, about 2 km from the site, 

close to the city centre. The data from these two Galway sites were compared with hourly 

regional data from Met Eireann’s synoptic station at Shannon Airport, located about 70 km 

from Galway city. Atmospheric stability and cloud cover were also recorded hourly at 

Shannon. Radiation was monitored at Met Eireann’s synoptic station on Valentia Island, 

Co. Kerry, which is approximately 200 km to the southwest of the monitoring site.
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4.2.3 Monitoring period

Motorway

Monitoring commenced on the 11* of May 2001, and continued until September 2002. 

CO and NOx were monitored from the 15‘*' May 2001. The CO instrument was calibrated 

nightly from the S**' August 2001. The NOx instrument was calibrated manually every 

fortnight from the October 2001. The TEOM and Partisol were operational from the 

29* May 2001 and the microbalance for weighing the Partisol filters was calibrated. The 

period from the 15* of September 2001 to the 15* of September 2002 is regarded as the 

core period for which annual average data values are calculated.

Romdahout

The Department of Experimental Physics of the National University of Ireland, Galway 

(NUIG), were responsible for monitoring of CO, NOx and PMio (using the TEOM) at the 

roundabout site. Eithne Clasby of the Public Analyst’s Laboratory in Galway carried out 

PMio monitoring with the Partisol. Data were available for the period September 2001 to 

September 2002, and the instruments were calibrated regularly. The data from the 

roundabout site were collated and analysed by Darius Cebumis of NUIG. The full analysis 

is available in Broderick et al. (2004c) and only a summary of conditions at the roundabout 

site is included in Chapter 6 for comparison (in Chapter 7) with modelling predictions.

For PMio monitoring, Ayers et al. (1999) found that semi-volatile aerosol material (e.g. 

ammonium nifrate, organic carbon compounds) can be lost from the heated sample filter 

employed in the TEOM and results can be reduced by up to 30% compared to gravimefric 

samplers such as the Partisol. The roundabout TEOM was operated at 40°C to minimise 

these losses. This is in contrast to the motorway TEOM, which operated at the standard 

50°C. The Partisol PMio data were collected at the roundabout by the Public Analyst’s 

Laboratory, based at University College Hospital, Galway.
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4.2.4 Legislative requirements

The Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000) specify the requirements for siting, time 

coverage and data capture. The macroscale and microscale siting requirements were 

outlined in Section 2.2.1 on monitoring location. The requirements for minimum data 

capture and time coverage do not include losses of data due to the regular calibration or the 

normal maintenance of the instrumentation. The minimum data capture for fixed or 

continuous measurements is 90% for CO, NOx and PMio, and the minimum time coverage 

is 14%, stated as “one measurement a week at random, evenly distributed over the year, or 

8 weeks evenly distributed over the year.” (CEC, 1999; 2000).
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5 RESULTS FOR THE MOTORWAY

Chapter 5 is the second of the three chapters in Part B on “Monitoring” and presents the 

results for the motorway from monitoring of traffic flows (Section 5.1.1), meteorology 

(Section 5.1,2) and pollutant concentrations (Section 5.1.3). The pollutant concentrations 

are analysed diumally, directionally, seasonally and statistically in Section 5.1.4. The 

results for the roundabout and comparison with results for the motorway follow in Chapter 

6, including conclusions from all o f the monitoring considered in Part B.

5.1.1 Traffic Flows

Traffic flows on the M4 were monitored continuously using induction loops located on the 

motorway, between the interchanges to the east and west o f  the monitoring site. The 

induction loops were installed and operated by the National Roads Authority, who made 

the data available to this project. The following data were recorded hourly:

• total flow in each lane;

• percentage heavy goods vehicles (HGV) in each lane.

Figure 5.1 compares the average diurnal variation in total flow on weekdays and at 

weekends. On weekdays, peak flows were observed of approximately 2,400 vehicles per 

hour (vph) between 08:00 and 09:00, and approximately 2,700 vph between 18:00 and 

19:00, whereas weekend peak flows averaged 2,000 to 2,300 vph from 12:00 until 20:00.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the diurnal variation in the percentage HGV content o f the flow, for

weekends and weekdays. Weekday HGV flow reaches its maximum of 28% of total traffic 

between 04:00 and 05:00, which corresponds to the hours of lowest total traffic, which 

occur between 02:00 and 07:00 (28 HGV: 100 vehicles in total). It has a peak at 13 % of 

the total traffic between 11:00 and 13:00, again corresponding to the lunchtime trough in 

total traffic (227 HGV: 1,728 vehicles in total).
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5.1: Average diurnal variation in total traffic flow  on the M4
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Figure 5.2: Average diurnal variation in percentage HGV content o f  traffic flow  on theM4
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The diurnal variation in traffic by direction is shown in Figure 5.3 for weekdays and 

weekends. The weekday morning peak, occurring at the hour ending 09;00, is clearly 

predominantly due to eastbound traffic (1730 vph), heading towards Dublin. The weekday 

eastbound traffic is then very steady at more than 900 vehicles per hour fi-om 12:00 until 

after 20:00. Overnight, from 01:00 until after 06:00, there is little difference between 

eastbound and westbound flows, whether weekday or weekend. The weekday westbound 

peak of 1780 vph occurs at 19:00. Weekend traffic is very similar for eastbound and 

westbound after 21:00 until after 15:00. After 15:00, the eastbound traffic is slightly less 

than the westbound; the latter remains at about 1200 vph until after 19:00.

Leixlip traffic flow, weekdays and weekends, September 2001-2
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Figure 5.3: Diumal variation by direction on weekdays and weekends 

5.1.2 Meteorology

Table 5.1 presents the mean monthly values of the measured variables for the period 

September 2001 to September 2002. The mean temperature was just less than 10°C. The 

mean wind speed was 2 m/s at the monitoring unit, compared to 10 m/s recorded at 

Casement Aerodrome, suggesting localised turbulence due to the terrain, in addition to the
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difference in the height of instrumentation. The temperature was not reported from August 

2002 as the instrument was undergoing maintenance.

Table 5.1: Monthly mean and maxima o f meteorological variables measured at the 

motorway site (Met. Station), and by Met Eireann at Casement Aerodrome (wind speed,

cloud cover) and Dublin Airport (radiation)

Met. Station Met Eireann
Temperature Wind speed Wind speed Cloud cover Radiation

C O (m/s) (m/s) (octa) (joules/cm^)
Mean Max. Mean Max. Mean Max. Mean Max. Mean Max.

HO URLY
Sept2001 12.7 19.3 1.5 8.3 7.2 25 5.5 8 39.1 229
0ct2001 12.5 19.4 2.3 7.3 12,4 30 5.2 8 25.2 201
Nov2001 8.6 17.0 1.8 7.0 10.6 25 6.2 8 12.5 126
Dec2001 5.0 13.6 1.9 10.8 9.3 35 4.7 8 9.4 86
Jan2002 7.6 14.1 2.6 9.7 13.7 35 5.7 8 9.7 101
Feb2002 7.2 13.5 3.2 10.4 16.5 36 5.8 8 21.2 177
Mar2002 7.8 14.8 2.3 8.6 11.3 31 5.4 8 37.3 234
Apr2002 9.1 18.8 2.3 6.6 10.1 27 5.7 8 56.0 283
May2002 11.4 19.5 2.1 7.2 9.6 34 6.1 8 67.0 302
June2002 13.1 20.4 2.0 7.0 10.1 26 6.6 8 68.1 335
July2002 13.0 18.2 1.7 5.2 7.6 18 6.7 8 60.1 291
Aug2002 1.4 7.2 6.8 25 6.2 8 54.7 285
Sept2002 1.3 3.9 6.9 19 5.2 8
Year 9.5 20.4 2.1 10.8 10.4 36 5.8 8 38.5 335

24 HOLTR(DAI1^Y)
Sept2001 12.8 17.0 1.5 4.0 7.2 18.5 5.5 7.1 39.2 58.8
0ct2001 12.5 15.8 2.3 4.7 12.4 24.7 5.2 7.0 25.2 51.9
Nov2001 8.6 13.3 1.8 3.7 10.6 20.0 6.2 7.8 12.5 25.0
Dec2001 5.0 12.3 1.9 6.5 9.3 23.5 4.7 7.2 9.4 14.9
Jan2002 7.6 11.3 2.6 4.7 13.7 24.1 5.7 7.4 9.7 20.4
Feb2002 7.2 11.0 3.2 6.6 16.5 24.8 5.8 7.7 21.2 33.5
Mar2002 7.9 11.4 2.3 5.9 11.4 25.8 5.5 8.0 37.2 71.5
Apr2002 9.0 14.4 2.3 4.3 10.0 20.1 5.7 7.9 56.6 87.7
May2002 11.4 15.8 2.1 4.3 9.7 23.4 6.1 7.8 67.0 104.1
June2002 13.1 15.7 2.0 3.7 10.1 18.1 6.6 7.8 68.1 100.3
July2002 13.0 13.9 1.6 2.6 7.6 13.7 6.7 7.8 60.1 91.0
Aug2002 1.4 3.6 6.8 14.7 6.2 8.0 54.7 98.1
Sept2002 1.3 2.4 7.0 14.2 5.2 7.5
Year 9.8 17.0 2.0 6.6 10.2 25.8 5.8 8 38.4 104.1
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Figure 5.4: Wind direction frequency at the motorway monitoring site (Receptor) and at 

Casement Aerodrome (ME)

Avg. windspeed (m/s) at Leixlip, 15th September 2001 to 15th September 2002
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Figure 5.5: Mean wind speeds at the motorway monitoring site
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Figure 5.4 compares the wind direction frequency observed at the monitoring site during 

the monitoring period with that observed at Casement Aerodrome. The prevailing winds 

are from the southwest in both cases. The wind shadow effect caused by the building to 

the northeast of the monitoring unit (Figure 4.1) can be seen, although the Met Eireann 

data show few winds from between 300° and 60°. Local effects would have more impact at 

the monitoring unit than at Casement Aerodrome since the sensor is lower (6 m compared 

to Met Eireann’s standard 10 m). The data in Figure 5.4 is divided into 15° segments, 

however Met Eireann data is recorded to the nearest 10°. The data in Figure 5.4 can be 

compared with wind directions for 10° intervals at the monitoring site and at Casement 

Aerodrome in Appendix E (Figure E.l).

Figure 5.5 presents the mean wind speed from each direction observed at the monitoring 

site, while Figure 5.6 compares the wind speeds measured at the monitoring site with those 

measured at Casement Aerodrome. The wind shadow effect of the building to the northeast 

o f the monitoring unit is again clear in Figure 5.5. The highest wind speeds occur when 

winds are from the south and south southeast. The wind speed measured at Casement is 

consistently higher than that recorded at Leixlip, which is as expected, due to the 

difference in the height of measurement (10 m compared to 6 m), and due to the wind 

shadow effect o f the building at Leixlip.

The variation of mean temperature with wind direction is shown in Figure 5.7. The mean 

temperature was relatively constant with regard to wind direction, peaking at just under 

12°C for winds from the south and south southwest, with a small reduction for winds from 

the northeast at just under 8°C. Figure 5.8 shows the relative frequency o f stable 

atmospheric conditions (i.e., stability class E or F) associated with different wind 

directions, while Figure 5.9 shows the relative frequency o f stable atmospheric conditions 

at different times o f day. Stable conditions occurred with winds from the northeast and east 

and at night. Winds from the east and east northeast correspond to stable conditions 

(Pasquill Stability Index E, F or G) for up to 64% of the time, from the northeast up to 

43%, from the SE up to 33% and less than 25% for all other wind directions. No stable 

conditions were observed between the hours o f 08:00 and 16:00. Stable conditions occur 

about 35% of the time for the hours between 21:00 and 05:00. Further analysis o f stability
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can be found in Section 9.1 on model sensitivity to stability.

Met Eireann v Met. station windspeeds (m/s) at Leixlip, 15th September 2001-2
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Figure 5.6: Comparison o f  wind speeds at the monitoring site and Casement Aerodrome

Avg. temperature (deg.C) at Leixlip, 15th September 2001 to 15th Septemt>er 2002
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Figure 5.7: Variation in mean temperature with wind direction
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Relative frequency of stable conditions (%) at Leixlip, 15th September 2001-2
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Figure 5.8: Relative frequency o f stable atmospheric conditions fo r different wind 

directions
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Figure 5.9: D iurnal variation in relative frequency o f stable atmospheric conditions
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5.1.3 Air pollutant concentrations (motorway)

Figures 5.10 to 5.12 present the variation in the 24-hour average concentration o f  each o f  

these pollutants for the period September 2001 to September 2002. Peaks are observed in 

CO, NO and PMio concentrations during Decem ber and early January: in this period, CO  

concentrations averaged c . l  ppm rather than the usual peak o f  <0.4 ppm; NO  

concentrations averaged at least 60 ppb rather than the usual peak o f  <30 ppb; PMio 

concentrations averaged c.40 (xg/m^ rather than the usual peak o f  <20 |ig/m^. A  second set 

o f  peaks towards the end o f  March was much more pronounced in CO and PMio than in 

NO. Mean concentrations were 0.27 ppm CO, 10.7 ppb NO , 9.9 ppb NO 2, 15.5 jig/m^ 

PMio measured by TEOM, and 16.8 jAg/m  ̂ PM|o measured by Partisol. The TEOM  result 

was, as expected, lower than that o f  the Partisol (by 8%), since the TEOM burns o ff  the 

volatile component o f  the particulate matter.

CO at Leixlip, 15th Septem ber 2001-2

15-Sep- 13-Oct- 10-Nov- 08-Dec- 05-Jan- 02-Feb- 02-Mar- 30-Mar- 27-Apr- 25-May- 22-Jur»- 20-Ju!-02 17-Aug- 14-Sep-
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Figure 5.10: 24 hour average CO concentrations
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NO and N02 a t Leixlip, 15th Septem ber 2001-2
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Figure 5 .U  : 24 hour average NO and NO2 concentrations

PMIO at Leixlip, 15th Septemt>er 2001-2
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Figure 5.12: 24 hour average PMjo concentrations, m easured using TEOM and P artisd
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5.1.4 Analysis of monitoring results

In this section, the pollutant concentrations are analysed dium ally, directionally, seasonally 

and statistically.

5.1.4.1 Diurnal variation

The variation in traffic flows described in Section 5.1.1 is reflected in the diurnal variation 

in pollutant concentrations. Figures 5.13 to 5.16 present the average diurnal variation in the 

hourly concentrations o f CO, NO, NO 2, PMio. These plots are calculated by averaging all 

the concentrations observed for each hour o f the day. Figures 5.13 to 5.16 also show the 

effect o f stable atmospheric conditions on pollutant concentrations, when the influence o f 

the local source is reduced.

CO concn, Leixlip, Sept 2001-2
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Figure 5.13: Average diurnal variation o f  hourly CO concentrations with stability class
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NO concn, Leixlip, Sept 2001-2
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Figure 5.14: Average diurnal variation o f hourly NO concentrations

N02 concn, Leixlip, Sept 2001-2
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Figure 5.15: Average diurnal variation o f  hourly NO2 concentrations
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TEOM PM10 concn, Leixlip, Sept 2001-2
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Figure 5.16: Average diurnal variation o f hourly PM  to concentrations

CO, NO, NO2 and PMio all showed peaks between 08:00 and 09:00. Concentrations then 

decreased to a relative trough between 13:00 and 14:00, before rising towards 18:00, which 

reflects the weekday traffic flows. These reflect the morning traffic flow, the daytime 

dispersion due to unstable conditions, and the combination o f evening traffic with stable 

conditions. No stable conditions occurred between 08:00 and 16:00. The effect o f stable 

conditions is reflected in higher overnight concentrations, for example CO for the hour 

23:00 to 24:00 (0.32 ppm A-G, 0.23 ppm A-D), NO for 03:00 to 04:00 (5.42 ppb A-G, 

1.29 ppb A-D), NO2 for 00:00 to 01:00 (8.00 ppb A-G, 5.14 ppb A-D) and PMio for 22:00 

to 23:00 (17.52 ^ g W  A-G, 14.35 ^g/m^ A-D).

CO concentrations reduce at a similar rate after 23:00 regardless o f stability, therefore it is 

the increase during stable conditions that results in higher overnight concentrations despite 

the lack o f traffic. The morning peak is greater than the afternoon peak for unstable and 

neutral stability classes, but the afternoon peak is greater than the morning peak when all 

classes are included. Stable conditions can influence the afternoon peak (occurs after 

16:00) but not the morning peak (occurs after 08:00), except in the case o f NO2 , which
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shows a small influence. Overnight, when traffic flow  drops to as low as 100 vph, so CO 

concentrations approach a minimum o f  0.17 ppm, which represents one estimate for the 

average background concentration.

Figure 5.17 compares the diumal variation in primary and secondary pollutant 

concentrations. CO and N O  represent the primary pollutants and N O 2 the secondary, as 

discussed in Section 2.1.3 on air pollutants. Primary pollutants are expected to vary more 

directly with the traffic source than secondary pollutants, w hich are more dependent on 

m eteorological conditions and the delay due to transformation from primary pollutants.

At the motorway however, both primary and secondary pollutants reflect the morning 

traffic peak. Indeed, NO  and N O 2 peak at 08:00, which is slightly earlier than the traffic 

and CO which peak at 09:00. All three pollutants reduce from this peak concentration 

until after 14:00. The effect o f  the evening traffic peak at 19:00 appears to be maintained 

over the evening, perhaps due to increasing stability.

The diumal variation in CO concentration with traffic flow  is investigated in Figures 5.18  

to 5.20. The mean CO generally follow s the increase and reduction in traffic flow  fairly 

w ell, although CO does not start to rise towards the evening peak until 15:00, whereas the 

traffic seem s to have increased from 12:00. The differences becom e clearer when the 

diurnal variations for weekdays and weekends are separated, as in Figures 5.19 and 5.20. 

Figure 5.19 shows that at weekends the diurnal variation in CO does not directly reflect the 

variation in traffic, due to the influence o f  m eteorological parameters, notably stability. 

Figure 5.20 however, shows that weekday CO can be matched to traffic variations more 

closely  since the weekday traffic fluctuations coincide with concentration fluctuations due 

to unstable conditions during the middle o f  the day.
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Photochemistry, NO and N02 v. CO concns, Leixlip, Sept 2001-2
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Figure 5.17: D ium al variation in prim ary and secondary pollutant concentrations

CO concentration and traffic, Leixlip, 15th September 2001 to 2002
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Figure 5.18: CO concentration and traffic flow
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CO and tralTic, weekends, Lelxlip, 15th September 2001 to 2002
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Figure 5.19: CO concentration and traffic flow, weekends

CO and traffic, weekdays, Lelxlip, Sept 2001 >2
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Figure 5.20: CO concentration and traffic flow, weekdays
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5.1.4.2 Variation with wind direction

The measured pollutant concentrations were observed to be influenced by w ind direction. 

This influence is shown in Figures 5.21 to 5.23, which present pollution concentration  

roses for CO, N O , N O 2, PMiq. These plots show the average hourly concentration  

observed for each wind direction. It appears from these plots that winds from the south (in 

the range 90° to 270°), which bring air containing em issions from vehicles on the M 4 to 

the monitoring site, did not always give rise to the highest observed concenfrations. This is 

due to the influences o f  wind speed and atmospheric stability.

Figure 5.5 showed that there was considerable variation in the observed mean wind speeds 

for different wind directions. A s pollution concentrations can be expected to be inversely 

proportional to wind speed, directions with low  mean wind speeds will tend to display 

higher concentrations. For the monitoring data collected at Leixlip, the low est mean wind 

speeds are from the northeast, as are the highest observed mean concentrations. In 

addition. Figure 5.4 showed that the wind is very rarely from the northeast quadrant.lt 

appears therefore that the higher concentrations observable in Figures 5.21 to 5.24 are the 

product o f  a low  number o f  measurements obtained during periods o f  mainly low  wind  

speeds. This effect can be exam ined by plotting the variation with wind direction o f  the 

product o f  the mean concentration and mean wind speed. This is illusfrated in Figures 5.24 

to 5.26, which show  the highest products when winds are from the south and south 

southeast, i.e. from the M 4, reflecting the higher speeds o f  southerly winds. The apparent 

peaks in concentrations for northeastly winds, which are due to low  wind speeds and a 

very low  incidence o f  northeasterly winds, are thus reduced.
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Avg. o f hourly concn. o f CO (ppm) at Leixlip, 15th September 2001-2
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Figure 5.21: Variation o f  C O  concentration with wind direction

Avg. of hourly concn. o f NO and N02 (ppb) at Leixlip, 15tti September 2001-2

Figure 5.22: Variation o f  NO  and N O  2 concentrations with wind direction
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Avg. of hourly concn. of PM10 (ug/m^3) a t Leixlip, 15th Septem ber 2001-2
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Figure 5.23: Variation o f PM to concentration with wind direction

Avg. of hourly concn. of CO (ppm) a t Leixlip, 15th Septem ber 2001-2, by w indspeed

Figure 5.24: Variation with wind direction o f the product o f the mean CO concentration 

and mean wind speed
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Avg. of hourly concn. of NO and N02 (ppb) at Leixlip, 15th September 2001-2, by windspeed
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Figure 5.25: Variation with wind direction o f  the product o f  the mean NO and NO2 

concentrations and mean wind speed

Avg. of hourly concn. of PM10 (ug/m^3) at Leixlip, 15th September 2001-2, by windspeed
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Figure 5.26: Variation with wind direction o f the product o f the mean PMio concentration 

and mean windspeed
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5.1.4.3 Seasonal variation

Figures 5.27 to 5.30 compare the variations in mean concentrations with wind direction 

during the winter and summer periods. The winter mean was higher than the summer 

mean for each pollutant. Significantly elevated mean winter concentrations were observed 

for winds from the northeast, east and, to a lesser extent, the southeast. However, from 

Figures 5.4 and 5.5, these may be due to the very low incidence of winds from the 

northeast and the relatively low wind speeds from the northeast, and, to a lesser extent, the 

southeast. That winds from the northeast were rare and of low speed held true for both 

winter and summer, as shown in Figures 5.31 and 5.32. Average wind speeds were 

slightly higher in winter than summer (Figure 5.32). The effects o f low wind speeds from 

the northeast and shadowing by the building, which were referred to in Section 5.1.4,2, are 

apparent for each pollutant (Figures 5.27 to 5.30).

Avg. of hourly concn. of CO (pptn) at Leixllp 
December 2001 through February 2002 and June through August 2002

— Dec-Feb 
■ Jun-Aug

Figure 5.27: Comparison o f CO concentration roses fo r  summer and winter
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Avg. of hourly concn. of NO (ppb) a t Leixlip 
December 2001 through February 2002 and June through August 2002
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Figure 5.28: Comparison o f  NO concentration roses fo r  summer and winter

Avg. of hourly concn. of N02 (ppb) a t Leixlip 
December 2001 through February 2002 and June through August 2002

Figure 5.29: Comparison o f  NO 2 concentration roses fo r  summer and winter
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Avg. of hourly concn. of PM10 (ug/m''3) at Leixlip 
December 2001 through February 2002 and June through August 2002
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Figure 5.30: Comparison ofPM io concentration roses fo r  summer and winter

Frequency of wind direction at Leixlip 
December 2001 through February 2002 and June through August 2002
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Figure 5.31: Seasonal variation in frequency o f wind direction
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Avg. windspeed (m/s) at Leixlip 
December 2001 through February 2002 and June through August 2002

Figure 5.32: Seasonal variation in mean wind speeds

CO concn, Leixlip, Sept 2001 >2
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Figure 5.33: D iurnal variation o f CO concentration during summer and winter
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Figures 5.33 to 5.38 show the diurnal variation in pollutant concentrations, comparing 

winter with summer, and including a comparison between weekdays and weekends for CO 

(Figures 5.34 and 5.35). The seasonal variation in weekday and weekend mean 

concentrations o f  N O , N O 2 and PMio are given in Figures 5.39 to 5.41.

The diurnal variation o f  CO concentration is compared for winter and summer in Figure 

5.33. The winter and summer CO concentrations are then presented separately for 

weekdays and weekends (Figures 5.34 and 5.35). Figures 5.36 to 5.38 show the diurnal 

variation o f  NO, N O 2 and PMio respectively, for winter and summer. Figures 5.39 to 5.41 

give the winter and summer weekday and weekend concentrations o f  NO , N O 2 and PMio 

respectively, which for CO was presented separately for weekdays and weekends in 

Figures 5.34 and 5.35.

The average concentrations are higher in winter than summer for all pollutants and at any 

time o f  day, except for N O 2 between 02:00 and 06:00. Winter concentrations show a 

greater diurnal range than summer concentrations. The effects o f  the diurnal variation in 

the traffic source can be seen more clearly in winter, with the morning and evening peaks 

separated by the lunchtime trough, when conditions are never stable. The winter minimum  

is significantly higher than the summer minimum suggesting a seasonal variation in 

background levels.

The diurnal variation in CO and PMio is similar, suggesting that once background levels 

have been established for each, m odelling o f  one could be sufficient to indicate 

concentrations o f  the other, allowing for the differences in dispersion and in resuspension  

o f  particulate matter. NO  and N O 2 differ from CO and PMio due to the diurnal 

photochemistry. N O 2 decreases overnight in the absence o f  sunlight; som e being 

converted to HONO. At sunrise HONO can be converted (with sunlight) to N O , therefore 

NO levels increase before the traffic becom es a significant source. In summer, 

photochemical conversion o f  N O  to NO 2 leads to a suppression o f  the evening peak in NO  

concentration.
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Weekday CO concn, Leixlip, Sept 2001-2
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Figure 5.34: Diurnal variation o f  weekday CO concentration during summer and winter

Weekend CO concn, Leixlip, Sept 2001-2
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Figure 5.35: Diurnal variation o f  weekend CO concentration during summer and winter
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NO concn, Leixlip, Sept 2001-2
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Figure 5.36: D iurnal variation o f NO concentration during summer and winter

N02 concn, Leixlip, Sept 2001-2
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Figure 5.37: D iurnal variation o f  NO 2 concentration during summer and winter
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TEOM PM10 concn, Leixlip, Sept 2001-2
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5.38: Diurnal variation o f PMlo concentration during summer and winter

Weekday and weekend NO concn, Leixlip, Dec 2001-Feb 2002 and Jun-Aug 2002
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Figure 5.39: Seasonal diurnal variation in weekday and weekend concentrations o f NO
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Weekday and weekend N02 concn, Leixlip, Dec 2001-Feb 2002 and Jun-Aug 2002
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Figure 5.40: Seasonal diurnal variation in weekday and weekend concentrations o f  NO 2

Weekday and weekend PM10 concn, Leixlip, Dec 2001-Feb 2002 and Jun-Aug 2002
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Figure 5.41: Seasonal diurnal variation in weekday and weekend concentrations ofPMio
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Figure 5.42 shows the diurnal variation in CO concentration with stability class by season. 

As in Figures 5.33, 5.36, 5.37 and 5.38, it is clear that the mean winter concentration was 

greater than the mean summer concentration. Unstable conditions occurred from 09:00 in 

16:00 in winter, which was significantly shorter than in summer (from 07:00 to 20:00). 

The effect o f stable conditions was reflected in higher overnight concentrations, as 

discussed in Section 5.1.4.1. Not only were the absolute concentrations higher in winter 

than summer, but Figure 5.42 also shows that the range in concentrations (due to stability) 

was greater in winter than in summer. For example, at 02:00 when traffic is low, the 

difference in mean CO concentration (due to stability) was roughly three times as great in 

winter than in summer (Figure 5.42). The mean winter concentration was greater than 0.35 

ppm. When stable conditions (E to G) were excluded, the mean winter concentration was 

0.23 ppm, giving a difference of 0.12 ppm. The mean summer concentration was 0.19 

ppm. When stable conditions (E to G) were excluded, the mean summer concentration 

was just under 0.15 ppm, giving a difference of 0.04 ppm. More information on variation 

in concentrations with regard to stability can be found in Section 9.1 on model sensitivity 

to stability.
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Figure 5.42: D ium al variation in CO with season and stability class
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5.1.4.4 Statistical analysis

Table 5.2 presents the mean, maximum, 5* percentile and 95* percentile concentrations o f  

CO, NO, NO 2 , NOx, and PMio for the period September 2001 to September 2002. 

Pollutant statistics by month are included in Appendix E (Table E.3). The data capture for 

CO, NOx and PMio (TEOM and Partisol) was 99%, 96%, 93% and 94% respectively, 

which satisfy the requirements o f 90% set by the EU Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 

2000).

Table 5.2: P ollutan t sta tistics (ppm CO; pph  N O 2, N O  an d  NOx: fig/m^PMio)

HOURLY CONCN NOx 2N0xN/S
CO N02 NO NOx N02 NO NOx TEOM

Mean 0.27 9.91 10.72 20.50 6.70 4.97 11.64 15.50
Max 2.6 53.7 320.4 351.1 48.2 165.7 186.1 112.4
Date of maximum 15/12/2001 12/09/2002 05/01/2002 05/01/2002 21/08/2002 26/03/2002 26/03/2002 05/01/2002
Time (drivers') 02:00 22:00 23:00 23:00 17:00 08:00 08:00 02:00
5th %ile 0.1 18 0.1 2.1 0 0 0 5.1
95th %ile 0.6 25 4 38.5 62.9 234 20.6 42.4 31.7
98th %ile 0.9 30.3 71.6 95.7 288 37.6 63.7 43.6
Data capture 0.99 0.96 1.00 0.90
No. of TEOM values D.a. exceedina 50 ua/m''3 over ONE hour 88
24 HOUR (DAILY)

CO N02 NO NOx N02 NO NOx TEOM Partisol
Mean 0.27 9.90 10.68 20.45 6.75 496 11.67 15.50 1680
Max 1.18 29 16 122 80 149.19 26.19 35 49 53.57 47.27 92 50
Date of maximum 09/12/2001 31/12/2001 06/01/2002 06/01/2002 29/03/2002 26/03/2002 26/03/2002 12/09/2002 30/03/2002
5th %ile 0.12 3.77 1 10 5.42 8.09 4.58
95th %ile 0.57 1950 27.90 46.23 29.20 39.50
98th %ile 0.74 21.70 38.86 64.06 34.60 49.17
Data capture 0.93 0.94
No of PMIO values p a exceedina 50uo/m''3 over 24 hours 0 6
2N0xN/S: second NOx analyser, located north (N) and then south (S) of the M4

The annual mean concentration o f CO was 0.27 ppm. The maximum hourly CO was 2.6 

ppm, which occurred at 02:00 on 15* December 2001, at which hour the traffic was not at 

its maximum. This peak was therefore greatly influenced by the meteorological conditions 

rather than directly by the source. The TEOM and NOx hourly maxima also occurred 

outside the hours o f  maximum traffic (22:00, 23:00 and 02:00).

Excluding results from the second NOx analyser which had a very limited monitoring 

period, the maxima all occurred in December or January, apart from that o f hourly NO 2 

and o f  24 hour PMio (measured by both TEOM and Partisol). The hourly maximum NO 2 

occurred on 12* September 2001, the same date as the maximum for 24 hour PMio as 

measured by the TEOM (47.3 |xg/m^). The maximum 24 hour PMio as measured by the
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Partisol (92.5 }ig/m^) occurred on March 2002. The difference between the TEOM 

and Partisol resuhs may be due to the volatile content which is burnt off by the TEOM.

The 24 hour maximum concentrations were between 38% and 54% of the corresponding 

hourly maxima. The maximum 24 hour CO was 1.2 ppm which occurred on the 9* 

December 2001. The maximum 24 hour NO2 was 29.2 ppb which occurred on the 31^ 

December 2001. The maximum 24 hour total NOx o f 149.2 ppb occurred when the 

maximum NO of 122.8 ppb was recorded, on 6**’ January 2002.

NO contributed approximately 52% to the mean of total NOx but approximately 80% to the 

maximum total NOx. This suggests that the maximum NOx was due to elevated 

concentrations of NO rather than NO2 , as confirmed by the coincidence of the date of 

occurrence of the maximum NO and NOx concentrations, on 6* January 2002. The annual 

mean concentration o f NO2 was 9.9 ppb, of NO was 10.7 ppb and o f NOx was 20.5 ppb.
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6 RESULTS FOR THE ROUNDABOUT AND COMPARISON WITH 

RESULTS FOR THE MOTORWAY

Chapter 6 is the third and final chapter in Part B on “Monitoring” and presents the results 

for the roundabout from monitoring of traffic flows (Section 6.1.1), meteorology (Section 

6.1.2) and pollutant concentrations (Section 6.1.3). The pollutant concentrations are 

analysed diumally, directionally, seasonally and statistically in Section 6.1.4. Section 6.2 

contains a comparison o f results for the roundabout with results for the motorway, 

followed by conclusions from all of the monitoring considered in Part B (Section 6.3).

6.1 Results for the roundabout

As explained in Section 4.2.3 (on monitoring periods), the Department o f Experimental 

Physics of the National University o f Ireland, Galway (NUIG), were responsible for 

monitoring of CO, NOx and PMio (using the TEGM) at the roundabout site. Eithne Clasby 

of the Public Analyst’s Laboratory in Galway carried out PMio monitoring with the 

Partisol. The data from the roundabout site were collated and analysed by Darius Cebumis 

of NUIG, to be directly comparable with the author’s analysis of the motorway data. The 

full analysis is available in Broderick et al. (2004c). An explanation o f conditions at the 

roundabout site is included here in order to establish the traffic flows, meteorological 

conditions and pollutant concenfrations for comparison with the modelling carried out by 

the author which is presented in Part C.

6.LI Traffic flows

The roundabout site was described in Section 4.1.3. As shown in Figure 4.7, there are five 

roads leaving the roundabout: the N84/Headford Road, the N6 to Dublin, Sandy Road 

connecting to an industrial estate, the N6/Headford Road to Galway city centre and 

Castielawn/Menlo Road connecting to a residential area. Information on traffic flows was 

obtained from two sources: a 13 hour detailed survey o f all turning movements at the
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roundabout, and a one month continuous recording o f vehicles entering and leaving the 

roundabout on the N6/Dublin Road.

One day detailed traffic survey at the roundabout

A one day survey of traffic flows (and queues) at the roundabout was carried out on 

Thursday 30* May 2002 by Abacus Transportation Surveys Ltd (Abacus, 2002). The 

survey hours were from 07:00 to 20:00 hours. Surveillance cameras were installed at 

different points to cover all traffic entering and leaving the roundabout. The results of this 

survey are presented graphically in Figure 6.1, showing the diurnal variation in flow on 

each arm o f the roundabout and in the total flow (labelled “Sum”).

There were two major peaks observed at the junction during the day, a morning peak at 

08:30 and an evening peak at about 17:00 (Figure 6.1). A small peak was also observed at 

lunchtime. The peak flow through the roundabout was close to 4000 vehicles per hour 

(vph). During the morning peak, the N6/Headford Road, Sandy Road and 

Castlelawn/Menlo Road approaches were generally free o f  queues, or experienced only a 

few minor delays. Between 07:30 and 08:30, N84/Headford Road and the N6 experienced 

intermittent queues, which were quick to disperse. However, between 08:30 and 09:30, 

queues were more constant on these two approaches and delays slightly longer. Queue 

lengths were about 200 m for much o f this peak hour, but traffic was moving at the 

entrance to the roundabout.

Outside the peak periods, traffic at the roundabout generally flowed well, with only 

occasional small, short-term queues. During the midday/lunchtime period, some queues 

developed; for example, queues o f 100 m to 150 m were seen on the Sandy Road approach 

to the roundabout. The worst congestion occurred in the evening, between 16:00 and 

18:30, on the N6/Headford Road approach. The variation in 15 minute and 30 minute 

flows can be seen in Appendix E (Figures E.2 and E.3). The demand on this approach is 

often very high, with stationary traffic common at distances of 50 m to 75 m back from the 

yield line. This stationary traffic backs up to the Galway Shopping Centre roundabout
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further up the road, which is highly congested for much of the late afternoon and early 

evening peak.

Galway, Thursday 30 May 2002
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Figure 6.1: D iurnal variation in traffic flows at the roundabout, Thursday 30'^ May 2002
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Figure 6.2: D iurnal variation in traffic flow  on the N6 Dublin road. The Abacus survey 

was performed on a single day, Thursday 30'^ May 2002
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Continuous traffic flow  survey fo r  the N6 Dublin Road

The National Road Authority (NRA) carried out a longer survey o f traffic flows entering 

and leaving the roundabout on the N6 Dublin Road. The monitoring period was 18* 

October to 15* November 2002. These NRA data enabled further analysis of the diurnal 

variations in traffic and also gave some indication of the differences between weekdays 

and weekends (Figure 6.2).

The morning, afternoon and evening weekday peaks noted in the one-day survey are 

clearly evident in the NRA results. During Saturdays and Sundays there was a single broad 

peak (appearing later on Sundays). There is remarkable consistency between the one-day 

survey and the longer NRA study, particularly since the two surveys were separated by an 

interval o f five months. Indeed, some discrepancy would be expected due to seasonal 

variation and to the difference in the survey methods; the NRA counted traffic on the N6 

Dublin road in both directions for four weeks, while Abacus only counted traffic during a 

single day, but in full detail on every arm o f the roundabout.

6.1.2 Meteorology

Wind direction and speed were analysed for the different monitoring sites (roundabout, 

NUIG campus and Shannon Airport) and for seasonal variations by comparing data for 

December to February with June to August. Details o f the three locations are given in 

Section 4.1.3 on the roundabout site and ftirther information is available in Broderick et al. 

(2000c).

Figure 6.3 shows the wind direction patterns at the two Galway sites. The dominant wind 

direction at both sites was southwesterly. However, the Shannon Airport data (Figure 6.4) 

differed significantly from the Galway data, indicating that it may not be appropriate to use 

such regional data for predictive modelling (Broderick et al., 2000b). This concurs with 

the findings of Carruthers et a i  (2000b) highlighting the importance of using local 

meteorological data, especially for wind direction.
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Figure 6.4: Frequency o f wind direction at Shannon Airport ( “SNN airport”) and NUl 
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Differences in wind direction in the southeast quadrant (Figure 6.3) may be due to the 

location of the monitoring unit at the roundabout site, as it is shielded to the southeast by 

the industrial building of Barry Motors Ltd. The wind pattern is therefore somewhat 

distorted in the SSE direction. Another noticeable difference in the wind directions is the 

presence o f a northeasterly peak in the roundabout data, most likely due to the same 

reason. The roundabout and NUIG campus data generally agreed well (Figure 6.3). Wind 

speeds and frequency o f wind direction were reduced to the south-southeast and increased 

to the northeast when compared to the NUIG data. Differences in wind speed were 

probably mainly a result o f the different heights of the wind sensors (5 m at the roundabout 

site compared to 15 m at the NUIG campus).

wind speed profile a t N6

360

cold period 
warm period

130

Figure 6.5: Seasonal variation in mean wind speeds (m/s) at the roundabout

Figure 6.5 shows the seasonal variation in wind speed patterns at the roundabout site. The 

“cold period” refers to December 2001 to February 2002 inclusive, and the “warm period” 

refers to June 2002 to August 2002 inclusive. The highest wind speeds were associated 

with the prevailing southwesterly wind direction, especially in winter. Wind speed values 

between 0.5 and 3 m/s accoimted for 73% of the total values. Differences in wind speeds 

measured at different sites were probably due to variation in the sensor heights.
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6.1.3 Air pollutant concentrations

Table 6.1 presents the mean, maximum, 5*  percentile and 95*  ̂percentile concentrations o f  

CO, NO, N O 2, NOx, and PMio for the period September 2001 to September 2002.

Table 6.1: Pollu tan t s ta tistics (ppm CO; p p b  N O 2 , N O  an d  NOx, ng/m  P M  10)

CO NO2 NO NOx TEOM Partisol
Mean 0.46 10.1 16.1 26.2 25.5 25.6
Max. 1.27 27 92 119 105 110
5“’% ile 0.24 3.37 2.4 5.8 11.2 10
95‘"%ile 0.87 19 43 62 46.8 53

The annual average concentration o f  25.5 ng/m^ measured by the TEOM agrees very w ell 

with that o f  25.6 |ig/m^ measured by the Partisol (Table 6.1). This agreement is quite 

different from the finding elsewhere that the TEOM underestimates gravimetric 

measurements, by up to 30% in som e studies (Ayers et a i ,  1999; Charron et a i ,  2004). In 

this regard, it is worth noting that the TEOM at the roundabout site w as operated at 40°C, 

thus probably m inimising the loss o f  volatile compounds. (At the motorway site, the 

TEOM w as operated at 50°C, and the annual average concentration measured by the 

TEOM w as about 8% lower than that measured by the gravimetric method). The 95*  

percentile m ass concentrations o f  24 hour PMio were usually below  the limit value o f  50 

|ig/m^ set by the EU Daughter Directive (CEC, 1999). There were fewer than 35 days over 

the year when PMio concentrations exceeded the limit value, suggesting that PMio 

pollution may not be a significant problem in Galway, even at congested sites such as 

roundabouts and junctions. The yearly average o f  25 ng/m^ is also w ell below  the limit 

value (40 ^g/m^). The statistics listed for both TEOM and Partisol in Table 6.1 are 

reinforced by the graphical evidence in Figure 6.7 demonstrating that there w as generally 

good agreement between the TEOM and Partisol PMio measurements.

Figure 6.6 show s the 24 hour average concentrations o f  the primary pollutants CO and NO  

for the full one-year monitoring period. Peaks in 24 hour average concentrations o f  CO and 

NO  generally coincided. It is also evident from Figures 6.6 and 6.7 that the highest 

concentrations occurred in winter and the low est in summer, consistent with the expected  

seasonal pattern.
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Figure 6.6: 24 hour average CO and NO concentrations at the roundabout
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Figure 6.7: 24 hour average PMio concentrations monitored by TEOM and Partisol at the 

roundabout
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6.1.4 Analysis of monitoring results

In this section, the pollutant concentrations are analysed dium ally, directionally, seasonally  

and statistically.

6.1.4.1 Diurnal variation

Graphs o f  diurnal variation in pollutant concentrations at the roundabout (Figures 6.8 and 

6.9) showed a pronounced morning and evening peak on w eekdays, as well as a small 

lunchtime peak for CO and PMio. The morning peak occurred at 08:30, the evening peak 

at 17:00 and the lunchtime peak at 12:30. These peaks agree w ell with the peaks in traffic 

flow s illustrated in Figure 5.1 (Section 3.5.1), suggesting that most o f  the pollution is 

traffic-related. The pollutants differed somewhat in their diurnal variations.

NO  and N O 2 concentrations, for exam ple, declined to near zero during the night, indicating 

that they were due to local sources. Between 03:00 and 04:00, the concentrations o f  NO  

and N O 2 at the motorway were higher than those at the roundabout. For CO and PMio 

there was an enhanced evening peak and an apparent background during the night, which  

was observed at both the motorway and the roundabout. For NOx the enhanced evening  

peak and apparent background during the night were only observed at the motorway but 

not at the roundabout.

The diurnal variation in pollutant concentrations at w eekends differed from that for 

weekdays, and also differed between Saturdays and Sundays. Similar variations had been  

noted in the weekday versus weekend traffic flow s, as at the motorway.
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Figure 6.9: Seasonal diurnal variation o f NO at the roundabout on weekdays
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6.1.4.2 Variation with wind direction

The directional analysis of pollutants at the roundabout (Figures 6.10 plus Figures E.4 and 

E.5 in Appendix E) show that winds from the northwest and northeast gave rise to the 

highest concentrations. Figure 4.7 showed that the N6 roundabout is located to the 

northwest o f the monitoring location, while the N6 Dublin Road runs to the northeast. 

Winds from the northeast are associated with low wind speeds. This is further 

confirmation that the pollutant pattern is strongly dependent on traffic emissions. During 

cold periods, pollutant concentrations were significantly higher, but exhibited the same 

pattern as for the whole period, as shown in Figure 6.11 (Section 6.1.4.3).

Average of hourly concentration of CO (ppm) at N6 site, 15th September 2001-2
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Figure 6.10: Variation o f CO concentration with wind direction at the roundabout 

6.1.4.3 Seasonal variation

Figure 6.11 compares the variations in mean CO concentrations with wind direction during 

the winter and summer periods. Similar analysis is provided for NO and PMio in Figures 

E.6 and E.7 in Appendix E. The winter mean was higher than the summer mean for each 

pollutant. Significantly elevated mean winter concentrations were observed for winds
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from the north, particularly from the northeast. However, these may be due to the very low 

incidence of winds from the northeast and the relatively low wind speeds from the 

northeast. Winds from the northeast were rare and of low speed during both winter and 

summer.
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Figure 6.11: Seasonal variation o f CO concentration with wind direction at the 

roundabout

6.1.4.4 Statistical analysis

Table 6.2 presents the mean, maximum, 5̂  ̂percentile and 95* percentile concentrations of 

CO, NO, NO2 , NOx, and PMio for the period September 2001 to September 2002. The 

annual mean concentrations o f CO NO2 , NO and total NOx were 0.46 ppm, 10.1 ppb, 16.1 

ppb and 26.2 ppb respectively. The maximum hourly CO was 4.39 ppm, which occurred 

in November 2001. The maximum hourly concentrations of NO and NOx also occurred in 

November 2001 (438 ppb and 494 ppb respectively). The maximum hourly NO 2 was in 

December 2001 (62 ppb). NO contributed approximately 61% to the mean o f total NOx 

but approximately 77% to the maximum total NOx. The 24 hour maximum concentrations 

were between 21% and 44% o f the corresponding hourly maxima. The maximum 24 hour 

CO, NO2 , NO and total NOx were 1.27 ppm, 27 ppb, 92 ppb and 119 ppb respectively.
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The maximum 24 hour PMio concentration measured by both TEOM and Partisol was in 

December 2001. The TEOM maximum of 105 (ig/m^ was only 5% less than the Partisol 

maximum (110 |xg/m^). This difference between the TEOM and Partisol results may be 

due to the volatile content (which is burnt off by the TEOM), though the roundabout 

TEOM burns less volatiles than usual, as discussed in Section 6.1.3.

3

Table 6.2: Pollutant statistics (ppm CO; ppb NO2, NO and NOx', fJ-g/m PMjo)
HOURLY CONCN

NOx ppb
N02 N02 N02 N02 NO NO NO NO NOx NOx NOx NOx

mean max. 5%ile 95%iie mean max. 5%ite 95%ile mean max. 5%ile 95%ile
Sep-01 7.8 46 0 25 14.1 117 0.2 58 21.9 155 0,03 80
Oct-01 9.4 44 0 26 15 143 0.08 60 24.3 178 0 85
Nov-01 15.2 56 0 36 32.8 438 0.54 122 48 494 0.3 147
Dec-01 13.9 62 0.21 35 31.5 294 0.4 127 45.4 341 0.84 158
Jan-02 9.7 44 0 27 12.2 147 0.01 52 21.9 184 0.11 76
Feb-02 9 5 39 0 24 13.4 155 0.09 47 22.9 194 0 71
Mar-02 10.1 39 0.29 24 11.9 119 0.6 37 22 145 1.11 60
Apr-02 9.7 36 0 24 11.5 131 0.75 41 21.2 164 0,93 64
May-02 10.5 41 0.95 25 10.9 116 0 38 21,4 144 1,33 63
Jun-02 8 31 0 20 11.9 73 1.01 36 19.8 98 1,06 56
Jul-02 9.1 31 0.9 20 15.1 76 1.1 42 24.2 107 2.39 61

Aug-02 8.2 26 0.46 18 14.1 85 1.25 37 22 3 101 2.01 54
Sep-02 8.1 27 0.32 19 11.8 99 0.6 38 19.8 120 1.66 56

Full year* 10.1 27 3.37 19 16.1 92 2.4 43 26.2 119 5,8 62
HOURLY CONCN 24 HOUR (DAILY) 24 HOUR (DAILY)

CO ppm TEOM (ug/m*3) Partisol (ug/m*3)
CO CO CO CO PMIO PM10

mean max. 5%lle 95%ile mean max. 5%ile 95%lle mean max. 5%ile 95%lle
Sep-01 0.38 1.63 0.11 0.96 26.2 45,6 13.6 43.7 24.5 42 10.3 41.4
Oct-01 0.38 1.92 0.09 0.98 23,2 42.8 12.7 37.4 22.3 43 10.5 38.5
Nov-01 0.61 4.39 0.12 1.69 329 89.9 10.3 79.5 35 93 11 85
Dec-01 0.64 3.67 0.12 1.62 356 104.5 8.8 92.6 42.6 110 9.4 103.9
Jan-02 0.42 2.52 0.11 1 26.4 61.2 14 50.1 28.1 67 16.7 46.3
Feb-02 0.47 3.05 0.11 0.97 25.1 39.6 15.5 37.6 24.9 39 14.4 38
Mar-02 0.47 1.47 0.14 1.02 29.3 50,6 13.4 44.9 29.7 68 12 44.8
Apr-02 0.46 1.73 0.14 0.92 25.9 52.4 12.6 45.5 26.6 68 12 54.8
May-02 0.43 1.4 0.11 0.86 20.8 46.2 11.3 32.2 22.5 41 11.4 39
Jun-02 0.38 1.04 0.1 0.72 21.3 39.8 9.9 32.2 19.5 38 8.5 29
Jul-02 0.41 1.04 0.12 0.72 19.3 36.1 11,4 36.1 16.1 32 25.5 26.6

Aug-02 0.42 1.21 0.11 0.84 19.3 31.8 11 30.5 16.7 35 7.4 27
Sep-02 0.42 1.7 0.12 0.85 23.9 35.7 15.8 33.1

Full year* 0.46 1.27 0.24 0.87 25.5 105 11.2 46.8 25.6 110 10 53
*Fufl year statistics based on 24 hour averages.

6.2 Comparison of monitoring results from the motorway and roundabout

In this section, the pollutant concentrations are compared between the two sites, diumally, 

directionally, seasonally and statistically.

6.2,1 Diurnal variation

The average hourly CO concentrations were generally higher at the roundabout than at the 

motorway. The minima were similar at both sites: 0.2 ppm CO occurring at 04:00. The
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maximum average NO  concentrations (peaks) were generally higher at the roundabout than 

at the motorway, though the minima were higher at the motorway. The summer evening  

peak was suppressed in both cases. The average NO 2 concentrations were slightly higher 

at the roundabout than at the motorway. The proportion o f  N O 2 to NO is higher at the 

motorway (1:1 compared to 2:3 at the roundabout).

For CO and PMio, there was an enhanced evening peak and an apparent background during 

the night at both sites. For NOx, the enhanced evening peak and the apparent background 

during the night were observed at the motorway, but not at the roundabout. Indeed, NO  

and N O 2 concentrations at the roundabout declined to near zero during the night, indicating 

that they were due to local sources. Betw een 03:00 and 04:00, the concentrations o f  NO  

and N O 2 at the motorway were higher than those at the roundabout. W hile the diurnal 

profiles o f  PMio concentrations at each site are similar, the average concentrations are 

higher at the roundabout than at the motorway. At both sites, the diurnal variation in 

pollutant concentrations (and in traffic flow s) differed between weekends and weekdays, 

and also differed between Saturdays and Sundays.

6.2.2 Variation with wind direction

At the motorway, winds from the south (which blow  from source to receptor, bringing air 

containing em issions from vehicles on the motorway to the monitoring site), did not 

always give rise to the highest observed concentrations, due to the influences o f  wind  

speed and atmospheric stability. Relatively high concenfrations observed for w inds from 

the north east (which were rare) were attributed to the very low  wind speeds associated  

with that wind direction. The low  incidence and low  wind speeds o f  northeast winds were 

also noted at the roundabout site. The roundabout w as located to the northwest o f  the 

monitoring unit, with the N6 Dublin Road arm (running east/w est) to the north o f  the 

monitoring unit. Winds from the northwest and northeast gave rise to the highest 

concentrations.
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6.2.3 Seasonal variation

Significantly elevated mean winter concentrations were observed at both sites (sections 

5.1.4.3 and 6.1.4.3), particularly for northeast winds. However, winds from the northeast 

were rare and of low speed in both winter and summer, at both sites (sections 5.1.2 and 

6.1.2). The mean concentrations o f CO, NOx and PMio were found to be higher in winter 

than summer, however the exposure (and therefore the risk to health) in different seasons 

should also be taken into account.

6.2.4 Statistical analysis

The annual mean concentration o f CO was 0.27 ppm at the motorway and 0.46 ppm at the 

roundabout. The maximum hourly CO was 2.6 ppm (in December 2001) at the motorway 

and 4.39 ppm (in November 2001) at the roundabout. The maximum 24 hour CO was 1.18 

ppm at the motorway and 1.27 ppm at the roundabout. Maximum concentrations o f CO 

were higher at the roundabout than at the motorway by approximately 40%.

The annual mean concentration o f NO2 was 9.9 ppb at the motorway and 10.1 ppb at the 

roundabout. The maximum hourly NO2 was 54 ppb (in September 2001) at the motorway 

and 62 ppb (in December 2001) at the roundabout. The maximum 24 hour NO2 was 29 

ppb at the motorway and 27 ppb at the roundabout. Concentrations o f NO2 were similar at 

the motorway and roundabout. The mean NO2 was higher at the roundabout by 2% and the 

maximum 24 hour NO2 was higher at the motorway by 7%. The difference in the 

maximum hourly NO2 concentrations was slightly greater; higher at the roundabout than 

the motorway by 13%. It is of note that the concentrations of NO2 are similar at both sites, 

since the monitoring unit at the motorway was at 20 m from the kerbside, whereas the 

monitoring unit at the roundabout was 15 m from the nearest kerbside (N6 Dublin Road), 

though 25 m from nearest kerb of the roundabout. Cape et al. (2004) concluded that 

concentrations of NO2 fall by 90% within the first 15 m from the edge of roads, using a 

year’s data from Scotland.
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The annual mean concentration of NO was 10.7 ppb at the motorway and 16.1 ppb at the 

roundabout. The maximum hourly NO was 320 ppb (in January 2002) at the motorway 

and 438 ppb (in November 2001) at the roundabout. The maximum 24 hour NO was 123 

ppb at the motorway and 92 ppb at the roundabout. Concentrations of NO were generally 

higher at the roundabout than at the motorway, though the maximum 24 hour NO was 

higher at the motorway by 34%. The annual mean NO concentration at the motorway was 

66% of that at the roundabout. The maximum hourly NO concentration at the motorway 

was 73% of that at the roundabout. At the motorway, NO contributed approximately 50% 

to the mean o f total NOx but approximately 80% to the maximum of total NOx, as 

compared to 60% and 80% at the roundabout. This suggests that:

• at both sites, the maximum NOx was more influenced by elevated concentrations 

of NO than o f NO2 ;

• at the motorway, the mean concentration of NO is similar to the mean 

concentration of NO2 ;

• at the roundabout, the mean concentration of NO is higher than the mean 

concentration of NO2 .

At the roundabout, the annual average PMio concentration measured by the TEOM (25.5 

|ig/m^) agreed remarkably well with that measured by the Partisol (25.6 (ig/m^; Table 4.2 

in section 3.5.4.4 on statistical analysis at the roundabout). At the motorway, the annual 

average PMio concentration measured by the TEOM (15.5 ng/m^) was about 8% lower 

than that measured by the Partisol (16.8 jxg/m )̂. The annual mean PMio concentration at 

the motorway was 60% to 65% of that at the roundabout. The TEOM was operated at 

40°C at the roundabout in order to minimise the loss of volatile compounds, compared to 

50°C at the motorway (Sections 3.3.4.4, 3.5.3 and 3.5.4.4). This agreement between 

methods at both sites (and despite the difference in operating temperature) is excellent 

when compared with the finding by Ayers et al. (1999) that the TEOM underestimates 

gravimetric measurements, in some cases by up to 30%.

The 24 hour maximum concentrations were between 38% and 54% of the corresponding 

hourly maxima at the motorway, compared to 21% and 44% at the roundabout. The 

diurnal range in concentrations was therefore greater at the roundabout than at the
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motorway. Concentrations at the roundabout fluctuated more with the time o f day, 

whereas the variation in concentrations throughout the day at the motorway was less 

pronounced.

Mean concentrations were 2% to 40% higher at the roundabout than at the motorway. 

Considering the roundabout to be in an urban setting, and the motorway in a non-urban 

setting, this concentration range is greater for PM than that observed by van der Zee et al. 

(1998). They found that, in the Netherlands, urban PM concentrations were only 13% to 

19% higher on average than non-urban concentrations (measured over the three winters o f  

1992 to 1995), whereas in Ireland, the lower population density and greater small-scale 

geographical and meteorological differences, combined with our position on the edge o f  

Europe and by the Atlantic, may contribute to the greater variation between urban and non- 

urban concentrations, as observed at the roundabout and motorway.

Driving modes differ between the motorway and roundabout. The variations in CO and 

NOx emissions with driving mode were discussed in Section 2.3.2.1 (on general factors 

influencing motor vehicle emissions): that CO emissions are high during idling, 

deceleration and high power requirements, such as rapid acceleration (as at the 

roundabout), rather than cruising (as on the motorway), when CO emissions are at a 

minimum; and that concentrations o f NOx are highest during acceleration and cruising, 

which occur at both sites. Therefore, CO concentrations are expected to be higher at the 

roundabout than the motorway, whereas NOx concentrations cannot be as clearly 

contrasted between the sites. These expectations were fulfilled since CO concentrations 

were shown to be higher at the roundabout than at the motorway, and NOx concentrations 

were very similar, but with distinct variation between the two sites in the relative 

proportions o f NO and NO2 .

6.2.5 Minimisation of monitoring periods

The minimum monitoring period required to establish concentrations o f pollutants is o f  

significance in the preparation o f  EISs. In this section, the potential is investigated for
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estimation of long term mean concentrations from short term datasets by the use of 

empirical relationships observed between mensual and annual concentrations. From the 

review of EISs in Section 2.5 it is clear that even one month’s monitoring is more than 

normal practice. Dedicated monitoring varied from 3 months at 10 locations (out of 26) to 

3 hours over 3 days at 2 locations. However in 19 of the 26 EISs, the pollutants calculated 

differed from those monitored and half of the EISs reported no monitoring at all. The cost 

of estimation of concentrations at a range of sites could be reduced by the minimisation of 

the monitoring period required at each site.

Table 6.3: Observed concentrations averaged from 6 months and 12 months o f data

Motorway 6 months 12 months 6 months as a 
% of 12 months

M aximum 8 hr mean CO (ppm) 1.88 2.15 87%
Annual mean N O 2 (ppb) 11.2 9,9 113%
Annual mean PMio (|tg/m^) 16.4 15.5 106%

Observed concentrations are compared in Table 6.3 for the period 15* September 2001 to 

15^ March 2002 and the period 15* September 2001 to 15* September 2002. The 

maximum 8 hour CO concentration was slightly underestimated by consideration of only 

the first six months of monitoring data, despite the inclusion of the winter period. The 

annual mean NO2 and PMio were slightly overestimated. Concentrations for comparison 

with limit values for CO, NO2 and PMjo were estimated by consideration of only the first 

six months of monitoring data to within ±13% of concentrations for the full year.

The variation in observed concentrations due to the use of shorter monitoring periods is 

shown in Table 6.4 which gives the monthly mean concentrations as percentages of the 

annual mean concentrations, for hourly CO and NO2 , and for 24 hour PMio. The 

differences between the monthly and annual averages are generally similar across all 

pollutants in a particular month. Agreement in November was remarkable: all four 

measurements agreed to within 3% when expressed as percentages of their respective 

annual averages. Those from the Partisol show most difference from the other three. 

Agreement in August was remarkable for CO, NO2 and TEOM PMio which were 86% 

±1% of the aimual average, whereas the Partisol PMio was 71% of the annual average, 

resulting in an overall monthly average of 82% for the four measurements.
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Table 6.4: Monthly average observed concentrations as percentages o f  annual

concentrations (from Table E.3 in Appendix E)

Motorway CO NO2 PMio PMio Average
TEOM Partisol of mensual

Annual mean 0.27 ppm 10.0 ppb 15.7 ^g/m^ 17.1 îg/m^ %

September 2001 104% 103% 114% 116% 109%
October 2001 81% 105% 98% 88% 93%
November 2001 93% 96% 93% 94% 94%
December 2001 152% 117% 117% 126% 128%
January 2002 126% 125% 120% 85% 114%
February 2002 89% 83% 85% 95% 88%
March 2002 133% 114% 115% 187% 137%
April 2002 122% 104% 115% 113% 114%
May 2002 85% 93% 87% 77% 86%
June 2002 70% 74% 76% 73% 73%
July 2002 70% 78% 71% 64% 71%
August 2002 85% 87% 86% 71% 82%
September 2002 100% 119% 120% 115% 114%

This suggests that a monthly factor could be used to estimate shorter term concentrations 

from annual concentrations, or conversely, and more usefully, that annual concentrations 

could be estimated from shorter term monitoring. This could be applied for CO, NO2 and 

TEOM PMio monitoring, and with more caution for Partisol PMio monitoring. These 

relationships could also be used to estimate long term average concentrations of one 

pollutant from short term monitoring in combination with long term monitoring of another 

pollutant, though the site-specificity and the variation from year to year should be 

investigated.

For example, by monitoring CO for the month of August to be 0.23 ppm, the annual mean 

concentrations of CO can be estimated using the relationships in Table 6.4 as follows: 

August mean CO is 85% of annual mean CO, therefore 0.23 / 0.85 = 0.27 ppm CO. The 

estimated annual mean CO is 100% of the observed annual mean CO since the 

relationships in the table were calculated from the actual values, however the methodology 

can be applied to other pollutants, as discussed below.
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By monitoring CO for the year, and NO2 and PMjo for the month o f August (to be 8.7 ppb 

and 13.5 |J.g/m^), the annual mean concentrations of CO, NO 2 and PMio can be estimated 

using the relationships in Table 6.4 as follows:

August means are 82% of annual means, therefore 0.23 / 0.82 = 0.28 ppm CO 

(104% of the observed annual mean of 0.27 ppm CO)

August means are 82% of annual means, therefore 8.7 / 0.82 = 10.6 ppb NO2 

(106% of the observed annual mean of 10.0 ppb NO2)

August means are 82% of annual means, therefore 13.5 / 0.82 = 16.5 |J.g/m  ̂PMio 

(105% of the observed annual mean of 15.7 |J.g/m  ̂PMio).

For the August data, these relationships estimate the annual mean concentrations to within 

6% of those observed. Excluding the Partisol from the average of mensual % would result 

in the August average of mensual % being 86% of annual means thus estimating the annual 

mean concentrations (0.27 ppm CO, 10.1 ppb NO2 and 15.7 (ig/m^ PMio) to within 1% of 

those observed.

The site-specificity o f the relationships between monthly and annual concentrations can be 

investigated by applying the same methodology to the roundabout site as was used at the 

motorway. Table 6.5 gives the monthly mean concentrations for the roundabout, as 

percentages of the annual mean concentrations, for hourly CO and NO2 , and for 24 hour 

PMio. These can be compared with the relationships for the motorway presented above 

(Table 6.4).

Again taking August as the sample month, by monitoring CO for the month o f August to 

be 0.42 ppm, the annual mean concentrations of CO can be estimated using the 

relationships in Table 6.5 as follows:

August mean CO is 91% of annual mean CO, therefore 0.42 / 0.91 = 0.46 ppm CO.

By monitoring CO for the year, and NO2 and PMio for the month o f August (to be 8.2 ppb 

and 19.3 pg/m^), the annual mean concentrations of CO, NO 2 and PMio can be estimated 

using the relationships in Table 6.5 as follows;

August means are 78% of annual means, therefore 0.42 / 0.78 = 0.54 ppm CO
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(117% of the observed annual mean of 0.46 ppm CO)

August means are 78% of annual means, therefore 8.7 / 0.78 = 11.2 ppb NO2 

(110% of the observed annual mean of 10.1 ppb NO2)

August means are 78% of annual means, therefore 19.3 / 0.78 = 24.7 jxg/m^ PMio 

(97% of the observed annual mean o f 25.5 ^.g/m^ PMio)

Table 6.5: Monthly average observed concentrations as percentages o f  annual 

concentrations (from Table 6.2 in Section 6.1.4.4 on statistical analysis o f roundabout

pollutant concentrations)

Roundabout CO NO2 PMio PM,o Average
TEOM Partisol of mensual

Annual mean 0.46 ppm 10.1 ppb 25.5 p.g/m^ 25.6 M-g/nî %
[ex. Partisol]

September 2001 83% 77% 103% 96% 90% [881
October 2001 83% 93% 91% 87% 89% [891
November 2001 133% 150% 129% 137% 137% [1371
December 2001 139% 138% 140% 166% 146% [1391
January 2002 91% 96% 104% 110% 100% [971
February 2002 102% 94% 98% 97% 98% [981
March 2002 102% 100% 115% 116% 108% [1061
April 2002 100% 96% 102% 104% 101% [991
May 2002 93% 104% 82% 88% 92% [931
June 2002 83% 79% 84% 76% 81% [821
July 2002 89% 90% 76% 63% 80% [851
August 2002 91% 81% 76% 65% 78% [831
September 2002 91% 80% 94% % % [881

For the August data, these relationships estimate the annual mean concentrations to within 

17% o f those observed. The estimate for CO is least accurate, and can be ignored since 

CO has been monitored for the whole year in this scenario. The estimates are within 10% 

of the observed annual mean concentrations for NO2 and PMio. Excluding the Partisol 

from the average o f mensual % would result in the August average of mensual % being 

83% of annual means thus estimating the annual mean concentrations (0.51 ppm CO, 10.5 

ppb NO 2 and 23.3 fig/m^ PMio) to within 10% of those observed.

These results for the sample month are not as good at the roundabout (17% with the 

Partisol and 10% without) as at the motorway (10% and 1%). The site-specificity of the
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relationships between monthly and annual concentrations can be further investigated by 

combining the relationships from the roundabout and motorway sites, as shown in Table 

6 .6 .

Table 6.6: Monthly percentages fo r motorway and roundabout sites combined

Motorway CO NO2 PMio PMio Average
and TEOM Partisol of mensual
roundabout %

[ex. Partisol]
September 2001 94% 90% 109% 106% 100% [981
October 2001 82% 99% 95% 88% 91% [921
November 2001 113% 123% 111% 116% 116% [1161
December 2001 146% 128% 129% 146% 137% [1341
January 2002 109% 111% 112% 98% 107% [1111
February 2002 96% 89% 92% 96% 93% [921
March 2002 118% 107% 115% 151% 123% [1141
April 2002 111% 100% 109% 109% 108% [1071
May 2002 89% 99% 85% 83% 89% [911
June 2002 77% 77% 80% 75% 77% [781
July 2002 80% 84% 71% 64% 76% [79]
August 2002 88% 84% 81% 68% 80% [85]
September 2002 96% 100% 107% % %[101]

Short term monitoring only

Again taking August as the sample month, by monitoring CO at both sites for the month of 

August, the annual mean concentrations can be estimated using the relationships in Table 

6.6 as follows:

• Motorway (observed concentration for August: 0.23 ppm CO)

August mean CO is 88% of annual mean CO, therefore 0.23 / 0.88 = 0.26 ppm CO 

(97% of the observed annual mean of 0.27 ppm CO)

• Roundabout (observed concentration for August: 0.42 ppm CO)

August mean CO is 88% of annual mean CO, therefore 0.42 / 0.88 = 0.48 ppm CO.

(104% of the observed annual mean of 0.46 ppm CO)

For the August data, these relationships estimate the annual mean concentrations of CO to 

within 4% of those observed.
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By monitoring NO2 at both sites for the month o f August, the annual mean concentrations 

can be estimated using the relationships in Table 6.6 as follows;

• Motorway (observed concentration for August: 8.7 ppb NO2 )

August mean NO2 is 84% o f annual mean NO2 , therefore 8.7 / 0.84 = 10.4 ppb NO2 

(104% of the observed annual mean of 10.0 ppb NO2 )

• Roundabout (observed concentration for August: 8.2 ppb NO2 )

August mean NO2 is 84% of annual mean NO2 , therefore 8.2 / 0.84 = 9.8 ppb NO2 

(97% of the observed annual mean o f 10.1 ppb NO 2).

For the August data, these relationships estimate the annual mean concentrations of NO2 to 

within 4% o f those observed.

By monitoring PMio at both sites for the month of August, the annual mean concentrations 

can be estimated using the relationships in Table 6.6 as follows:

• Motorway (observed concentration for August: 13.5 ^ig/m^ PMio)

August mean PMio is 81% of annual mean PMio, therefore 13.5 / 0.81 = 16.7 ixg/m^ PMio 

(106% of the observed annual mean o f 15.7 |.igW  P M io)

• Roundabout (observed concentration for August: 19.3 }.ig/m  ̂PMio)

August mean P M io  is 81% of annual mean P M io ,  therefore 19.3 / 0.81 = 23.8 jig/m^ P M io  

(93% of the observed armual mean o f 25.5 \iglm PM io).

For the August data, these relationships estimate the annual mean concentrations of PMio 

to within 7% of those observed.

For the August data, these combined, non-site-specific relationships use one month of 

monitoring of CO, NO 2 and PMio to estimate the annual mean concentrations of CO and 

NO2 to within 4% of those observed and of PMio to within 7% of those observed, at both 

sites.

Short term and long term monitoring combined

By monitoring CO for the year, and NO2 and PMio for the month of August (8.7 ppb and 

13.5 |xg/m^ at the motorway; 8.2 ppb and 19.3 jAg/m̂  at the roundabout), the annual mean
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concentrations of CO, NO 2 and PMio can be estimated using the relationships (for the 

combined average o f mensual percentages) in Table 6.6 as follows:

• Motorway (observed concentration for August: 0.23 ppm CO)

August means are 80% of annual means, therefore 0.23 / 0.80 = 0.29 ppm CO 

(106% of the observed annual mean of 0.27 ppm CO)

• Roundabout (observed concentration for August: 0.42 ppm CO)

August means are 80% of annual means, therefore 0.42 / 0.80 = 0.53 ppm CO 

(114% of the observed annual mean of 0.46 ppm CO)

For the August data, these relationships estimate the annual mean concentrations o f CO to 

within 14% of those observed.

• Motorway (observed concentration for August: 8.7 ppb NO2 )

August means are 80% of annual means, therefore 8.7 / 0.80 = 10.9 ppb NO2 

(109% of the observed annual mean o f 10.0 ppb NO2 )

• Roundabout (observed concentration for August: 8.2 ppb NO2 )

August means are 80% of annual means, therefore 8.2 / 0.80 = 10.3 ppb NO2 

(101% of the observed annual mean o f 10.1 ppb NO2 ).

For the August data, these relationships estimate the annual mean concentrations of NO2 to 

within 9% of those observed.

• Motorway (observed concentration for August: 13.5 |j.gW  PM|o)

August means are 80% of annual means, therefore 13.5 / 0.80 = 16.9 (xg/m  ̂PMio 

(107% of the observed annual mean o f 15.7 ^ig/m^ PMio)

•  Roundabout (observed concentration for August: 19.3 jig W  PMio)

August means are 80% of annual means, therefore 19.3 / 0.80 = 24.1 jxg/m  ̂PMio 

(95% of the observed annual mean o f 25.5 n^gW PMio).

For the August data, these relationships estimate the annual mean concentrations of PMio 

to within 7% of those observed.

For the August data, these relationships estimate the annual mean concentrations to within 

14% o f those observed. The estimate for CO is least accurate, and can be ignored since 

CO has been monitored for the whole year in this scenario. The estimates are within 9% of 

the observed annual mean concentrations for NO2 and PMio. Excluding the Partisol from
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the average o f  mensual % would result in the August average o f  mensual % being 85% o f  

annual means thus estimating the annual mean concentrations (to be 0.27 ppm CO [100%], 

10.2 ppb N O 2 [102%] and 15.9 jAg/m  ̂ PMio [101% ],at the motorway and 0.49 ppm CO 

[107% ], 9.6 ppb N O 2 [96%] and 22.7 |ig/m^ PMio [89%] at the roundabout) to within 11% 

o f those observed. For CO and N O 2 only (i.e. excluding PMio) the estimates are within 4% 

o f  the annual mean concentrations observed.

The relationships given in Table 6.6 can be used to estimate the annual mean concentration  

from one month o f  monitoring data to within 4% o f  the annual mean concentrations 

observed for CO and N O 2 and to within 11% for PMiq. The use o f  the pollutant-specific 

ratios led to better estimates o f  annual mean concentrations o f  CO, NO  N O 2 and PMio 

from the sample month o f  monitoring, than the use o f  the non-pollutant-specific ratios 

(within 7% rather than 11% o f  observed concentrations). Further analysis could be done to 

assess the relationships for each month (not only the sample month analysed) and for 

monitoring periods o f  even less than one month. The transferability to other sites and 

other years should also be investigated but these relationships can be taken to be a useful 

tool in the estimation o f  long term concentrations when only short term monitoring data is 

available.

6.3 Conclusions

This section draws together the findings on monitoring from all three chapters o f  Part B 

(Chapters 4 to 6), presenting the results o f  monitoring o f  traffic flow s (Section 6.3.1), 

m eteorology (Section 6.3.2) and pollutant concentrations (Section 6.3.3).

6.3.1 T raffic flows

Motorway

W eekday peak flow s were approximately 2,400 vph between 08:00 and 09:00, and 

approximately 2,700 vph between 18:00 and 19:00, whereas weekend peak flow s averaged
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2,000 to 2,300 vph from 12:00 until 20:00. Weekday HGV flow reached its maximum of 

28% of total traffic (100 vph) between 04:00 and 05:00, which corresponds to the hours of 

lowest total traffic, which occurred between 02:00 and 07:00. Weekday HGV flow peaked 

at 13 % o f the total traffic (1,728 vph) between 11:00 and 13:00, again corresponding to a 

trough in total traffic. The weekday morning peak, occurring at the hour ending 09:00, 

was clearly predominantly due to eastbound traffic (1730 vph). The weekday eastbound 

traffic was then very steady at more than 900 vehicles per hour from 12:00 until after 

20:00. Overnight, from 01:00 until after 06:00, there was little difference between 

eastbound and westbound flows, whether weekday or weekend. The weekday westbound 

peak o f 1780 vph occurred at 19:00. Weekend traffic was very similar for eastbound and 

westbound after 21:00 until after 15:00. After 15:00, the eastbound traffic was slightly less 

than the westbound; the latter remained at about 1200 vph until after 19:00.

Roundabout

There were two major peaks during the day, a morning peak at 08:30 and an evening peak 

at about 17:00. A small peak was also observed at lunchtime. The peak flow through the 

roundabout was close to 4000 vph. Queue lengths o f about 200 m were observed on the 

N84/Headford Road and the N6 for much of the peak hour between 08:30 and 09:30, but 

traffic was moving at the entrance to the roundabout. Outside the peak periods, traffic at 

the roundabout generally flowed well, with only occasional small, short-term queues. 

During the lunchtime period some queues developed. For example, queues of 100 to 150 

m were noted on the Sandy Road approach to the roundabout. The worst congestion 

occurred between 16:00 and 18:30 on the N6/Headford Road, with stationary fraffic at 

distances of 50 to 75 m from the yield line. This stationary fraffic backs up to the Galway 

Shopping Centre roundabout, which is also congested at that time.
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6.3.2 Meteorology

Motorway

The mean temperature was just under 10°C. The mean temperature was relatively constant 

with regard to wind direction, peaking at just under 12°C for southerly and south- 

southwesterly winds with a small reduction for winds from the northeast at just under 8°C. 

Stable conditions occurred with winds from the northeast and east and at night. Winds 

from the east and east northeast correspond to stable conditions (Pasquill Stability Index E, 

F or G) for up to 64% of the time, from the northeast up to 43%, from the southeast up to 

33% and less than 25% for all other wind directions. No stable conditions were observed 

between the hours of 08:00 and 16:00. Stable conditions occurred about 35% of the time 

for the hours between 21:00 and 05:00.

The prevailing winds were from the southwest, measured at the monitoring site and at 

Casement Aerodrome. The wind shadow effect o f the building to the northeast of the 

monitoring unit was noted, although the Met Eireann data also showed few winds from 

between 300° and 60°. The mean wind speed was 2 m/s at the monitoring unit, compared 

to 10 m/s recorded at Casement Aerodrome. This suggested localised turbulence due to 

the terrain, in addition to the difference in the height o f instrumentation (6 m compared to 

Met Eireann’s standard 10 m). The highest wind speeds occurred with winds from the 

south and south southeast. The wind speed measured at Casement was consistently higher 

than that recorded at the monitoring site, as expected due to the difference in the height o f 

measurement and the wind shadow effect of the building. Average wind speeds were 

slightly higher in winter than summer.

Roundabout

The dominant wind direction, measured at the monitoring site and at NUI, Galway, was 

southwesterly. The Shannon Airport data differed significantly from the local data, 

indicating that it may not be appropriate to use such regional data for predictive modelling.
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This concurs with the findings of Carruthers et al. (2000b) (discussed in Section 3.6.11 on 

model validation of ADMS and Section 6.1.2 on the motorway site) who highlighted the 

importance of using local meteorological data, especially for wind direction. The highest 

wind speeds were associated with the prevailing southwesterly wind direction, especially 

in winter. Differences in wind speeds measured at the monitoring site and NUI, Galway 

were probably due to the difference in sensor heights. Wind speed values between 0.5 m/s 

and 3 m/s accounted for 73% of the total values. Winds from the northeast were rare and 

of low speed during both winter and summer.

6.3.3 Air pollutant concentrations

Motorway 

Diurnal variation

• The diurnal variation in CO, NO, NO2 and PMio concentrations showed peaks between 

08:00 and 09:00. Concentrations then decreased to a relative trough between 13:00 

and 14:00, before rising towards 18:00. These fluctuations reflect the morning traffic 

flow, the daytime dispersion due to unstable conditions, and the combination of 

evening traffic with stable conditions.

• No stable conditions occurred between 08:00 and 16:00, which led to the highest 

concentrations being observed at night. CO concentrations reduced at a similar rate 

after 23:00 regardless of stability, therefore it was the increase in concentrations during 

stable conditions between 16:00 and 22:00 that resulted in higher overnight 

concentrations.

• The morning peak concentration was greater than the afternoon peak for unstable and 

neutral stability classes, but the afternoon peak was greater than the morning peak 

when all classes are included. Stable conditions can influence the afternoon peak 

(which occurred after 16:00) but not the morning peak (which occurred after 08:00), 

except in the case of NO2 , which shows a small influence. Overnight, when traffic 

flow dropped to as low as 100 vph, so too did CO concentrations approach a minimum
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(o f  0.17 ppm), which represents one estimate for the average background 

concentration.

•  Primary pollutants (CO and NO) were expected to vary more directly with the traffic 

source than secondary pollutants, which are more dependent on m eteorological 

conditions and the delay due to transformation from primary pollutants. At the 

motorway however, both primary and secondary pollutants reflected the morning 

traffic peak. Indeed, NO and N O 2 peaked at 08:00, which is slightly earlier than the 

traffic, and than CO, which peaked at 09:00. All three pollutants reduced from this 

peak concentration until after 14:00. The effect o f  the evening traffic peak at 19:00 

appeared to be maintained over the evening, perhaps due to increasing stability.

•  The diurnal variation in CO concentration generally follow ed the increase and 

reduction in traffic flow  fairly w ell, ahhough CO did not start to rise towards the 

evening peak until 15:00, whereas the traffic increased from 12:00. The differences 

between concentration and traffic were clearer when the diurnal variations for 

weekdays and weekends are separated. At weekends the diurnal variation in CO did 

not directly reflect the variation in traffic, due to the influence o f  m eteorological 

parameters, notably stability. W eekday CO can be matched to traffic variations more 

closely since the weekday traffic fluctuations coincided with concentration fluctuations 

due to unstable conditions during the middle o f  the day.

•  The diurnal variations in CO and PMio were similar, suggesting that, once background 

levels have been established for each, m odelling o f  one could be sufficient to indicate 

concentrations o f  the other, allowing for the differences in dispersion and in 

resuspension o f  particulate matter. The diurnal variation in N O  and N O 2 differed from  

that o f  CO and PMio due to the diurnal photochemistry. N O 2 decreased overnight in 

the absence o f  sunlight; som e being converted to HONO. At sunrise HONO can be 

converted (with sunlight) to NO, therefore N O  levels increased before the traffic 

became a significant source.

Directional variation

•  The measured pollutant concentrations varied with wind direction. W inds from the 

south did not always give rise to the highest observed concentrations, due to the
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influence o f  wind speed and atmospheric stability. There was considerable variation in 

the observed mean wind speeds for different wind directions. Wind directions with low  

mean wind speeds tended to display higher concentrations. The low est mean wind  

speeds were from the northeast, as were the highest observed mean concentrations. 

The high concentrations observed for northeast winds were averaged from a low  

number o f  measurements obtained during periods o f  mainly low  wind speeds.

•  Apparent peaks in concentration due to predominantly low  wind speeds (whether or 

not these are associated with a small number o f  measurements) can be allow ed for by 

plotting the variation with wind direction o f  the product o f  the mean concentration and 

mean wind speed.

Seasonal variation

•  Peaks observed in the 24 hour average concentrations o f  CO, NO  and PMio during 

December and early January were o f  approximately tw ice the usual peak 

concentrations. (CO concentrations were approximately 1 ppm rather than the usual 

peak o f  <0.4 ppm; NO  >60 ppb rather than <30 ppb; PMio 40 (ig/m^ rather than <20  

(xg/m^.) A second set o f  peaks towards the end o f  March w as more significant for CO 

and PMio than for NO.

•  The mean winter concentration w as greater than the mean summer concentration for all 

pollutants. Significantly elevated mean winter concentrations were observed for the 

NE, E and, to a lesser extent, the SE. These may be due to the very low  incidence o f  

winds from the NE and the relatively low  wind speeds from the NE, and, to a lesser 

extent, the SE. W inds from the NE were rare and o f  low  speed in both winter and 

summer.

•  Average concentrations were higher in winter than summer for all pollutants and at any 

time o f  day, except for N O 2 between 02:00 and 06:00, despite average wind speeds 

being slightly higher in winter than summer. Not only were the absolute 

concentrations higher in winter than summer, but the range in concentrations was also 

(up to three tim es) greater in winter than in summer. The effects o f  the diurnal 

variation in the traffic source were seen more clearly in winter, with the morning and 

evening peaks separated by the lunchtime trough, when conditions were never stable.
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The winter minimum was significantly higher than the summer minimum, suggesting a 

seasonal variation in background levels. In summer, photochemical conversion o f NO 

to NO2 led to a suppression of the evening peak in NO concentration.

• Unstable conditions occurred Irom 09:00 to 16:00 in winter, which was significantly 

shorter than in summer (fi'om 07:00 to 20:00). The effect o f the increased duration of 

stable conditions over the winter was reflected in higher overnight concentrations in 

winter than summer.

Statistical analysis

• The annual mean concentration of CO was 0.27 ppm, of NO 2 was 9.9 ppb, o f NO was 

10.7 ppb and o f total NOx was 20.5 ppb. The maximum 24 hour CO, NO 2 , NO and 

total NOx were 1.2 ppm, 29.2 ppb, 122.8 ppb and 149.2 ppb, which occurred in 

December 2001 and January 2002. The 24 hour maximum concentrations were 

between 38% and 54% of the corresponding hourly maxima. The annual mean
3 3concentration o f PMio was 15.5 |,ig/m measured by TEOM, and 16.8 |Ag/m measured 

by Partisol. The TEOM result was, as expected, lower than that of the Partisol (by 

8%), since the TEOM biu'ns off the volatile component o f the particulate matter. The 

minimum data capture set by the EU Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000) for fixed 

or continuous measurements o f 90% for CO, NOx and PMio was satisfied at the 

motorway (Section 5.1.4.4 on statistical analysis o f results for the motorway).

• NO contributed approximately 52% to the mean of total NOx but approximately 80% to 

the maximum total NOx. This suggests that the maximum NOx was due to elevated 

concentrations of NO rather than NO 2 , as supported by the concurrence of the 

maximum NO and NOx concentrations, on 6* January 2002.

Roundabout

Diurnal variation

• Pollutant concentrations showed a pronounced morning and evening peak on 

weekdays, as well as a small lunchtime peak for CO and PM iq. The morning peak
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occurred at 08:30, the evening peak at 17:00 and the lunchtime peak at 12:30. The 

peaks in concentrations generally coincided with the peaks in traffic flow s, suggesting  

that most o f  the pollution was traffic-related. The diurnal variation in pollutant 

concentrations (and in traffic flow s) differed between w eekends and weekdays, and 

also differed between Saturdays and Sundays. This was also observed at the 

motorway.

•  For CO and PMio there w as an enhanced evening peak and an apparent background 

during the night (which was also observed at the motorway). NO  and N O 2 

concentrations declined to near zero during the night, indicating that they were due to 

local sources. N o enhanced evening peak nor apparent background during the night 

were noted at the roundabout (both o f  which had been observed for NOx at the 

motorway).

Directional variation

•  Winds from the northwest and northeast gave rise to the highest concentrations. 

Contributing factors were that the roundabout is located to the northwest o f  the 

monitoring unit, w hile the N 6 Dublin Road runs east-west to the north, and that winds 

from the northeast were associated with low wind speeds.

Seasonal variation

•  The winter mean concentrations were higher than the summer mean concentrations for 

all pollutants. Significantly elevated mean winter concentrations with winds from the 

north, particularly from the northeast, may have been due to the very low  incidence o f  

winds from the northeast and the relatively low  wind speeds from the northeast.

•  Peaks in 24 hour average concentrations o f  CO and NO  (both primary pollutants) 

generally coincided. These peaks were higher more frequently in Novem ber and 

December 2001 than in other months.
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Statistical analysis

•  The annual mean concentrations of CO NO 2 , NO and total NOx were 0.46 ppm, 10.1 

ppb, 16.1 ppb and 26.2 ppb respectively. The maximum hourly CO, NO 2 , NO and total 

NOx were 4.39 ppm, 62 ppb, 438 ppb and 494 ppb, which occurred in November and 

December 2001. The 24 hour maximum concentrations were between 21% and 44% 

of the corresponding hourly maxima. The maximum 24 hour CO, NO 2 , NO and total 

NOx were 1.27 ppm, 27 ppb, 92 ppb and 119 ppb.

• The TEOM mean PMio of 25.5 fxg/m  ̂ agreed remarkably well with the Partisol mean 

PMio of 25.6 ^lg/m^ The maximum 24 hour PMio concentration measured by both 

TEOM and Partisol was in December 2001. The TEOM maximum of 105 fig/m^ was 

only 5% less than the Partisol maximum (110 (xg/m^). The difference between the 

TEOM and Partisol results may be due to the volatile content (which is burnt off by the 

TEOM), though the roundabout TEOM bums less volatiles than usual. The annual 

average o f 24 hour PMio concentrations was 25 ng/m^ which is well below the limit 

value of 40 ^g/m^. There were fewer than 35 days over the year when PMio 

concentrations exceeded the limit value for 24 hour PMio concentrations o f 50 |ig/m^ 

set by the EU Daughter Directive (CEC, 1999).

• NO contributed approximately 61 % to the mean o f total NOx but approximately 77% to 

the maximum total NOx.

Motorway and roundabout

• Concentrations were generally higher at the roundabout than at the motorway. This 

may be influenced by the differences in driving mode and average speed between the 

motorway and the roundabout. Mean concentrations were 2% to 40% higher at the 

roundabout than at the motorway. At both sites, the mean winter concentration was 

greater than the mean summer concentration, for all pollutants. At both sites, the 

diurnal variation in pollutant concentrations and in traffic flows differed between 

weekends and weekdays, and also differed between Saturdays and Sundays. At both 

sites, relatively high concentrations observed for winds from the north east (which
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were rare) were influenced by the very low wind speeds associated with that wind 

direction.

•  For CO and PMio there was an enhanced evening peak and an apparent background 

during the night at both sites. These were also observed for NOx, at the m otorway but 

not at the roundabout. The proportion o f N O 2 to NO was higher at the m otorway (1:1 

compared to 2:3 at the roundabout). At both sites, the maximum NOx was more 

influenced by elevated concentrations o f NO than o f N O 2 .

Conclusions on minimisation o f  monitoring periods

•  Concentrations for comparison with limit values for CO, NO 2 and PMjo were estimated 

by consideration o f  only the first six months o f monitoring data to within ±13%  o f 

concentrations for the full year. The concentration o f maximum 8 hour CO was 

slightly underestimated by consideration o f only the first six months o f monitoring 

data, despite the inclusion o f the winter period. The annual mean N O 2 and PMio were 

slightly overestim ated by consideration o f  only the first six months o f  monitoring data.

•  One m onth’s monitoring was more than normal practice for E lSs for Irish road 

schemes between 1989 and 1999. Dedicated monitoring varied from 3 months at 10 

locations (out o f 26) to 3 hours over 3 days at 2 locations. However in 19 o f the 26 

EISs, the calculated pollutants differed from those monitored and half o f the EISs 

reported no monitoring at all.

•  M onthly mean concenfrations can be expressed as percentages o f the annual mean 

concentrations. The ratios o f monthly average com pared to the annual average were 

generally similar between pollutants for any sample month. There was less difference 

at the motorway than at the roundabout between pollutant ratios for any sample month. 

These ratios can be used with short term m onitoring to estimate annual mean 

concentrations from m ensual mean concentrations. The ratios can also be used with 

long term monitoring o f  a single pollutant in conjunction with short term  m onitoring o f  

another pollutant to estimate annual mean concentrations o f both pollutants from 

mensual mean concentrations.
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The site-specificity o f  the ratios o f  monthly and annual concentrations can be reduced 

by com bining the ratios from the roundabout and motorway sites. The combined, non- 

site-specific ratios for CO, NO 2 and for PMio were used with one sample month o f  

monitoring o f  CO, N O 2 and PMio to estimate the annual mean concentrations o f  CO 

and NO 2 to within 4% o f  those observed and o f  PMio to within 7% o f  those observed, 

at both sites. The combined, non-site-specific, non-pollutant-specific ratios for the 

average o f  mensual percentages were used with one sample month o f  monitoring o f  

CO, NO 2 and P M io  to estimate the annual mean concentrations to within 14% o f  the 

observed concentrations o f  CO, NO 2 and PMiq. (W ithin 9% for N O 2 and P M io ) .  

Excluding the Partisol from the average o f  mensual percentages led to estimates o f  the 

annual mean concentrations to within 2% o f  those observed at the motorway and 

within 11% o f  those observed at the roundabout. For CO and NO 2 only (i.e. excluding 

P M io )  the estim ates were within 4% o f  the annual mean concentrations observed, for 

both sites.

The use o f  the pollutant-specific ratios led to better estimates o f  annual mean 

concentrations o f  CO, N O 2 and PMio from the sample month o f  monitoring, than the 

use o f  the non-pollutant-specific ratios. (Within 7% compared to 14%). Further 

analysis could be done to assess the relationships for each month (not only the sample 

month analysed). The transferability to other sites and other years should also be 

investigated. These ratios could be a useful tool in the estimation o f  long term 

concentrations when only short term monitoring data is available.
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PART C MODELLING

7 DISPERSION MODELLING

Part C on “Modelling” contains Chapters 7 to 11. Chapter 7, on “Dispersion Modelling”, 

outlines the models used, the input parameters and the pollutant concentrations predicted. 

The other chapters of Part C consist of the summary of the modelling results (Chapter 8, 

ending with conclusions from both sites and both models), the model sensitive study 

(Chapter 9) which develops the analysis of modelling by investigating the influence of 

parameters such as stability, emission factors, link geometry and wind direction, and the 

modelling validation discussion (Chapter 10), which uses the findings of the collaborative 

modelling exercise, together with the modelling results presented in Chapters 7 and 8, in 

assessing modelling practice. Finally, the conclusions are drawn, the work is summarised 

and directions for further work are suggested (Chapter 11).

This chapter begins with an overview of dispersion modelling (Section 7.1), explanation of 

the model selection (Section 7.2) and the two models: DMRB and CALINE4 (Sections 7.3 

and 7.4). The results of the modelling are presented for the motorway (Sections 7.5 and 

7.6) and the roundabout (Sections 7.7 and 7.8) for each model.

7.1 Overview of Atmospheric Dispersion Modelling

Atmospheric dispersion modelling involves the following three steps:

• representation of source emissions;

• modelling of pollutant transport, dispersion, transformation and removal;

• calculation of the impact on ambient concentrations.

When applied to the road transport sector, modelling must consider:

• the source:

o the number and type of vehicles on the roads being assessed and 

o the unit emissions of each pollutant estimated for each vehicle;

• the pollutant behaviour subsequent to emission:

o the transport of the pollutant downwind;
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o the dispersion o f the pollutant due to convective and thermal turbulence 

which, close to the roadway, will be affected by the passage of vehicles; 

o the transformation of nitrogen oxides by reaction with other emitted and 

ambient pollutants; 

o the removal o f particulate matter from the atmosphere by deposition;

• the presence of background ambient concentrations of pollutants, particularly 

where this affects pollutant transformation (as for NOx, which is dependent on 

ambient O3 , NO and NO2).

In this context, road traffic dispersion models fulfil two roles. Firstly, they provide 

standard representations of the physical and chemical processes outlined above. These 

representations are normally semi-empirical and simplified. They include information such 

as the rate at which pollutants disperse under different conditions. Secondly, dispersion 

models facilitate the execution o f large numbers of repetitive calculations. Models differ in 

the amount of input they require from modellers. For example, the DMRB model requires 

only information on vehicle flow, and assumes emission rates from this, whereas 

CALINE4 requires the modeller to calculate a composite emission factor, on which source 

emissions are based. The DMRB and CALINE4 models are described in the section that 

follows (Section 7.2) and were previously discussed in the literature review (Chapter 3).

The purpose o f the dispersion modelling described in this chapter is to evaluate the 

accuracy of model results through comparison with the monitoring data presented in 

Chapters 5 and 6 . Three questions are relevant:

1) Do model results predict high ambient concenfrations for the times and 

conditions during which high concentrations were measured?

2) Do the magnitudes of the model concentrations agree with those measured?

3) Do statistical variables determined from the model results compare well with 

those determined from the monitoring data?

The dispersion models to be evaluated are required to address the pollutants of concern in 

Ireland. These can be identified as the pollutants addressed under EU directives and which 

are known to be present in concentrations close to limit values. The Irish EPA considered 

that NO2 and PMio would present the greatest challenges in meeting the EU standards
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(EPA, 2000). Hence, models which calculate N O 2 and PMio concentrations are o f  most 

interest.

Two types o f  dispersion model are used in environmental assessm ents. Screening m odels 

calculate conservative estim ates o f  key statistical concentrations, in an efficient manner 

that places minimum demands on modellers. Often, the role o f  screening m odels is to 

determine whether more accurate m odelling or monitoring is required. Short-term m odels 

seek to calculate the hour-by-hour variation in ambient concentrations due to 

corresponding variations in m eteorological and traffic conditions. One model o f  either type 

was chosen for investigation, as explained in Section 7.2. The m odels are described briefly 

below . Further details o f  these and other atmospheric dispersion m odels can be found in 

Chapter 3 o f  the literature review.

7.2 Model selection

On the basis o f  the literature review  in Chapters 2 and 3, it w as proposed to investigate the 

follow ing m odels through application to two case studies: a generally free-flowing  

motorway close to Dublin, and a periodically congested roundabout on a dual-carriageway 

in Galway. The em issions m odels are listed in Section 7.2.1 and the dispersion m odels in 

Section 7.2.2.

7.2.1 Emissions models

Three m odels were investigated in detail: the UK  DM RB m odel, the UK  EFD and the 

European COPERT III.

The DM RB model w as selected because it:

•  is easy to use, requiring only traffic data as input;

•  is a com bined em issions and dispersion model;

•  has been developed in the UK, where the vehicle fleet is similar to that in Ireland;

•  is maintained by the U K  H ighways A gency and is likely to be maintained and

updated in future;
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•  is suitable for both motorways and roundabouts;

• is used in practice in Ireland and is freely available.

The UK EFD model was selected because it:

•  is relatively easy to use;

•  offers a wider range o f data than the DIVIRB model;

•  has been developed in the UK, where the vehicle fleet is similar to that in Ireland;

•  is part o f  the UK National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory and is therefore likely 

to be maintained and updated in future;

•  is suitable for both m otorway and urban driving;

•  is used in practice in Ireland and is freely available.

COPERT III was selected because it:

•  offers a wider range o f data than the DM RB model;

•  is maintained by the European Environment Agency, and is likely to be m aintained 

and updated in future;

•  is suitable for both m otorway and urban driving;

•  is based on data from a wide range o f  European test and research programmes;

•  includes data specific to Ireland;

•  is used in practice in Ireland and is freely available.

7.2.2 Dispersion models

Two models were investigated in detail: the UK DM RB model and the US EPA model 

CALINE4. The DMRB model was selected for the reasons outlined in the previous 

section. In dispersion modelling terms, it represents a screening model and as such can be 

applied to a wide range o f  highway projects without demanding too many resources. 

CALINE4 was selected because it:

•  can calculate short-term concentrations, based on hour-by-hour meteorological 

data, in contrast to the DM RB worst-case predictions;

•  can handle modal emissions, which are especially important at roundabout sites;

•  includes a sub-model for reactive plume chemistry, which is important for N O 2

concentration prediction;
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• employs modified Pasquill-Gifford dispersion coefficients which allow for vehicle- 

induced thermal turbulence;

• is used in practice in Ireland and is freely available.

O f the other models reviewed in Chapter 3, ADMS and CAL3QHCR were also suitable for 

further investigation, as addressed in the validation study (Chapter 10).

7.3 The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB)

The DMRB model is a screening model derived from a Gaussian dispersion model 

developed by the UK Transport and Roads Research Laboratory (TRRL - now Transport 

Research Laboratory, TRL) (DMRB, 1994; 2000; Sections 2.3.3.5 and 3.4). It consists of a 

number of charts and tables that allow ambient concentrations to be determined at 

distances downwind of a road or roundabout. Carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, PMio 

and benzene concentrations can be calculated. Only traffic data are required, as standard 

vehicle emission factors have already been employed to produce the concentration 

nomographs, and the results correspond to worst-case meteorological conditions. The 

model was developed to produce approximate pollutant concentrations for new and 

improved road schemes, and thus indicate whether further air quality assessments are 

required. Spreadsheet-based versions have also been developed, which are available free 

from the DMRB website.

7.3.1 Input requirements

The data requirements of the DMRB are shown in Table 7.1 together with the values used 

at the motorway site. The year, site geometry, the traffic flow, its basic profile and speed, 

are combined with information on background concentrations, to give predictions of 

pollutant concentrations in the formats shown in Table 7.3 (Section 7.3.2). The data 

requirements of the DMRB for the roundabout site are shown in Table 7.2. The major 

difference between modelling the roundabout compared to the motorway is the use of five 

links rather than one.
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Table 7.1: DMRB input data -  motorway

Receptor and link data Receptor name Leixlip WTW 
Year to be modelled 2001 
Link number (1-20) 1 
Description of link M4, Leixlip 
Distance to receptor
(from centre of road) (m) 30 
Distance to receptor
(from kerbside) (m) 20 
Annual average vehicle flow (veh/hr) 1400 
%HDV 20 
Average speed (km/hr) 90

Background concentrations
(year adjusted)

CO (m g W ) 0.27 
Benzene (ng/m^) 0.40 
NOx (|.ig/m^) 11.73 
PMio (jig/m^) gravimetric 11.90

Table 7.2: DMRB input data -  roundabout

Receptor and link data Receptor name Roundabout
Year to be modelled 2001
Link number (1-20) 5
Description of link Bothar na dTreabh 

Sandy Road 
N6 Headford Road 
Menlo 
N84

Distance to receptor (from 
centre o f road) (m)

15
15
35
45
45

Distance to receptor 
(from kerbside) (m)

10
10
30
40
40

Annual average vehicle flow 
(vph)

2480
1070
2760
1200
1790

%HDV 7
Average speed (kph) 15

Background concentrations CO (mg/m^) 0.21
(year adjusted) Benzene (ixgW ) 0.40

NO. (Hg/m-') 11.73
PMio (|xg/m^) gravimetric 12.90
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7.3.1.1 Emission factors

The DMRB as a source of emission factors was discussed in Section 2.3.3.5. The 

spreadsheet-based versions that have been developed (DMRB, 2000) only require traffic 

data and road geometry, as the emission factors are an integral part of the DMRB model. 

Standard vehicle emission factors are employed to produce the concentration nomographs, 

and the predictions correspond to worst-case meteorological conditions.

7.3.1,2 Background concentrations

The background concentrations were taken to be the average of hourly pollutant 

concentrations when the source had least influence. For the traffic source this was taken to 

be the concentration for the hour when traffic was at a minimum. At the motorway, traffic 

was lowest (113 vph) for the hour ending 05:00. The mean CO, NO2 , NO and PMio for 

that hour were 0.23 ppm, 7 ppb, 5 ppb and 11.9 jtg/m^ respectively. At the roundabout, 

traffic was lowest (<100 vph) for the same hour (ending 05:00). The mean CO, NO 2 , NO 

and PMiofor that hour were 0.18 ppm, 2 ppb, 2 ppb and 12.9 jAg/m  ̂respectively.

The concentrations were also examined with regard to wind direction, and the minima 

generally agreed diumally and directionally. At the motorway, the minimum CO, NO2 , 

NO and PMio when averaged directionally were 0.23 ppm, 6 ppb, 5 ppb and 13 |ig/m^ 

respectively. The minimum concentrations were observed for winds from the northwest 

(CO and PMio) or north northwest (NO2 and NO). At the roundabout, the minimum CO, 

NO2 , NO and PMio when averaged directionally were 0.27 ppm, 5 ppb, 3 ppb and 15 

Hg/m^ respectively. The minimum concentrations were all observed for winds from the 

south.

These can be compared to the average NO 2 concentration at urban background locations, 

which was measured in the UK (during 1997, at more than 1,000 monitoring sites) to be 13 

ppb (Stevenson et a l ,  2001). The significance of the influence of background 

concentrations, particularly with regard to their contribution relative to the Hmit values.
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was corroborated by the expectation of Stedman et al. (2001) that “reductions in NOx 

emissions between 2005 and 2009 are expected to reduce background concentrations to the 

extent that limit values (40 }ig/m^) will not be exceeded at background locations in the UK, 

though “21% of major urban roads are expected to have roadside NO2 of greater than or 

equal to 40 ng/m^ in 2005”, reducing to about 6% of urban roads by 2009.

Background concentrations were modelled as 0.23 ppm CO, 10 ppb NO 2 and 11.9 |xg/m 

PMio at the motorway, and 0.18 ppm CO, 10 ppb NO 2 , and 13 jAgW PMio at the 

roundabout.

7.3.2 Predictive capabilities

Ambient concentrations of carbon monoxide, benzene, total NOx, nitrogen dioxide and 

PMio can be determined at distances downwind of a source. The results correspond to 

worst-case meteorological conditions and do not take wind direction into account. The 

total annual mean concentrations of CO, benzene, total NOx and PMio are calculated from 

the sum o f the background concentration and the contribution from all roads. Statistics for 

comparison with limit values are also calculated. These are the maximum 8 hour mean for 

CO, the maximum running annual mean for benzene, the annual mean for NO2 rather than 

for total NOx, and the 90‘‘̂ percentile of daily means for PMio. The predictive capability of 

the DMRB is shown in Table 7.3, with the EU limit values for each pollutant.

Table 7.3: DMRB predictive format, with limit values

CO Benzene N O , PMio
(mg/m^) (Hg/m^) (Hg/m^) (fig/m^)

Contribution from all roads ? 7 7 7
Background contribution ? 7 7 7

Total annual mean (incl. background) 7 ? ? 7
M aximum 8-hr mean 10 * * *

M aximum running annual mean * 5 * *

Annual mean NO 2 * * 40 *
90*''%ile o f daily means ♦ * * 50
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7.4 CALINE4

CALINE4 is one o f  two versions o f  the CALINE (California Line Source) dispersion 

model currently in use (http://www.epa.gov/scram 001, view ed l.ix .2004). A s discussed in 

Section 3.2 on US models, it can predict hourly concentrations o f  pollutants using data 

files containing sequences o f  hourly m eteorological and traffic data. Concentrations o f  CO 

(or any other inert pollutant), N O 2 and PMio can be determined, and intersections may be 

m odelled, by including sub-models for reactive plume chemistry, particle deposition and 

modal em issions. The model uses a semi-empirical solution to the Gaussian diffusion  

equation. It fo llow s a conventional Gaussian formulation but uses improved vertical and 

horizontal dispersion curves modified for the effects o f  surface roughness, averaging time 

and vehicle-induced turbulence. Horizontal dispersion coefficients are estimated from the 

wind-speed standard deviation, using a method developed by Draxler (1976). The model 

divides roadway links into a series o f  elem ents from which incremental concentrations are 

computed and summed. Each segm ent is m odelled as an equivalent finite line source, 

positioned normal to the wind direction. The finite line source formulation requires 

solution by numerical integration. The atmosphere immediately above the roadway is 

m odelled as a m ixing zone in which the vertical disfribution o f  concentrations depends on 

the crossroad wind speed. The plume chemistry model for N O 2 operates separately to the 

dispersion model, using the concept o f  a discrete parcel. According to Benson (1992) this 

model is valid only when the assumptions o f  fully m ixed initial reactants and short travel 

times are satisfied, and its use is questionable under parallel winds or strongly convective  

conditions.

7.4.1 Input requirements

Motorway

The input data for CALINE4 (Table 7 .4) are more com prehensive than the data for the 

DM RB m odelling (Section 7.3.1) since hourly variations in traffic and m eteorological 

conditions may be modelled for different terrain types and up to 20 receptors.
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Table 7.4: C.ALINE4 input data motorway

Parameter Units Notes
Job Job title
Pollutant Pollutant type (1-4) e.g. 1 =  CO, 2 =  N O 2

Pollutant name
Site Aerodynamic roughness coefficient cm

Molecular weight g/mol N .A . for PM
Settling velocity cm /s
Deposition velocity cm/s
Number o f  receptors
Number o f  links converts roadway geometry to m
Scale factor
Link title option
Receptor title option
Altitude m above sea level

Receptor Receptor name
x-,y-,z-coordinates

Link Link name
Link type (1-6) e.g. 1 =  At-grade, 2 =  Depressed
x-,y-,z-coordinates (startpoint)
x-,y-,z-coordinates (endpoint)
Roadway height
M ixing zone width min. 1 lane plus 3 m either side
M ixing width left 0  =  no horizontal obstruction
M ixing width right 0  =  no horizontal obstruction
Continuation code (0,1) 1 if  Link A  endpoint is Link B 

startpoint
Run Run type (1-4,9) e.g. 1 =  standard

Traffic volume code (0,1) 0  =  unchanged, 1 =  changed
Em ission factor code (0,1) 0  =  unchanged, 1 =  changed
Intersection parameter code (0,1) 0  =  unchanged, 1 =  changed
M eteorology code (0,1) 0  =  unchanged, 1 =  changed
Run title

Traffic Hourly traffic volum e vph
Composite em ission factor by link g/v-m ile

Met. Wind direction deg.
Wind speed m/s
Atmospheric stability class (A-G ) 1 to 7 A  =  1 to G =  7
M ixing height m
Wind direction standard deviation deg.

Ambient Ambient concentration ppm for CO, inert gas & particulates
Temperature °C
Ambient concentration O 3 ppm for N O 2 (Pollutant type 2, above)
Ambient concentration NO ppm for N O 2 (Pollutant type 2, above)
Ambient concentration N O 2 ppm for N O 2 (Pollutant type 2, above)
NO 2 photolysis rate constant /s for N O 2 (Pollutant type 2, above)
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As shown in Table 7.5, hourly and 8 hour average concentrations can be predicted for 

varying wind directions including the worst case wind angle. Table 7.4 can be compared 

with the simplified input data for the CL4 interface, which is given in Table 7.5.

Table 7.5: CALINE4 Input Data fo r  CL4 interface -  M otorway

Parameter Options/units
Job parameters Job title

Run type Standard
Multi-run
Worst-case wind angle
Multi-run worst-case hybrid

Aerodynamic roughness coefficient Rural
Suburban
Central business district
Other (cm)

Model information Link/receptor geometry units
Altitude above sea level (m)

Link geometry Link name
Link type At-grade

Depressed
Fill
Bridge
Parking lot

Endpoint 1 Coordinate XI
Endpoint 1 Coordinate Y1
Endpoint 2 Coordinate X2
Endpoint 2 Coordinate Y2
Link height
Mixing zone width
Canyon/bluff mix left
Canyon/bluff mix right

Link activity Link/run
Traffic volume (vph) Hour 1
Emission factor (g/mile) Hour 1

Run conditions Wind speed (m/s)
Wind direction (degrees)
Wind direction standard deviation (degrees)
Atmospheric stability class (1-7)
Mixing height (m)
Ambient temperature (degrees C)
Ambient pollutant concentration (ppm)

Receptor conditions Receptor name
X
Y
Z
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Roundabout

Table 7.6: CAL1NE4 input data for the CL4 interface - roundabout

Parameter Options/units
Job parameters Job title

Run type Standard
Multi-run
Worst-case wind angle
Multi-run worst-case hybrid

Aerodynamic roughness coefficient Rural
Suburban
Central business district
Other (cm)

Model information Link/receptor geometry units
Altitude above sea level (m)

Link geometry Link name
Link type At-grade

Depressed
Fill
Bridge
Parking lot

Endpoint 1 Coordinate XI
Endpoint 1 Coordinate Y1
Endpoint 2 Coordinate X2
Endpoint 2 Coordinate Y2
Link height
Mixing zone width
Canyon/bluff mix letlt
Canyon/bluff mix right

Link activity Link/run
Traffic volume (vph) Hour 1
Emission factor (g/mile) Hour 1

Run conditions Wind speed (m/s)
Wind direction (degrees)
Wind direction standard deviation (degrees)
Atmospheric stability class (1-7)
Mixing height (m)
Ambient temperature (degrees C)
Ambient pollutant concentration (ppm)

Receptor conditions Receptor name
X
Y
Z
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The main difference between the CALINE4 modelling at the roundabout compared to that 

at the motorway, is the use of five links rather than one. A single separate link is employed 

to represent traffic flow in both directions on each of the five arms o f the roundabout. 

Vehicles on all links are assumed to travel at an average velocity of 30 kph. In Table 7.6 

the CALINE4 input data are presented under the categories of the CL4 interface 

programme: job parameters, link geometry, link activity, run conditions and receptor 

conditions.

Appendix C contains examples of input files for the different pollutants at both sites, in the 

actual format used for CALINE4 modelling.

7.4.1.1 Emission factors

The CALINE4 modelling results presented in this chapter have been determined using 

composite emission factors o f 6.62 g/mile CO (4.14 g/km CO) and 2.24 g/mile NOx (1.4 

g/km NOx) at both sites, 0.19 g/mile PMio (0.12 g/km PMio) at the motorway site and 0.09 

g/mile PMio (0.06 g/km PMio) at the roundabout site, which were derived from the UK 

EFD of 2001. Further information on emission factors is given in Section 9.2 of the model 

sensitivity study, such as differences in composite emission factors between the UK EFD 

and COPERT III and between updates in the UK EFD.

The emission factor was calculated initially from the average fleet profile (passing the 

motorway site on the M4) of 8 % HGVs, measured over the period 1®‘ March to 30 July 

2001. Of the 4,828,057 vehicles over 3565 hours, 372,291 were HGVs. This was an 

average of 1354 vph, of which 8% were HGVs. According to the Department of the 

Environment and Local Government (DoELG, 1999; 2000; 2001) 29% of the national fleet 

are diesel fuelled and 71% are petrol fuelled. Assuming that the fleet passing the 

motorway site is representative o f the national fleet, that all HGVs are diesel fuelled, and 

that all other vehicles are cars, if 8% of the diesel vehicles are HGVs, then the other 21% 

are diesel fuelled cars, leaving 71% petrol cars. The emission factors for articulated
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HGVs were higher than those for rigid HGVs, therefore the former were used to reflect the 

conservative, worst-case scenario: that all HGVs are articulated.

Combining this fleet profile with emission factors for the three vehicle types (diesel HGVs, 

diesel cars and petrol cars), a composite emission factor (CEF) can be calculated for each 

pollutant. Emission factors from the UK EFD (website given in references, viewed 

25.xi.2001) gave CO emission factors for motorway driving, for example, as follows: 

petrol car = 5.58 g/km = 8.98 g/mile 

diesel car = 0.23 g/km = 0.37 g/mile 

rigid HGV = 1.25 g/km 

articulated HGV = 1.28 g/km

most conservative (worst case scenario) HGV = 1.28 g/km = 2.06 g/mile 

CEF = composite emission factor EF = emission factor

CEF = 0.08 (HGV EF) + 0.21 (diesel car EF) + 0.71 (petrol car EF)

CEF = 0.08 (2.06 g/mile) + 0.21 (0.37 g/mile) + 0.71 (8.98 g/mile)

CEF = 0.16 g/mile + 0.08 g/mile + 6.38 g/mile 

CEF = 6.62 g/mile

The NOx emission factor was calculated in a similar fashion: 

petrol car = 1.21 g/km = 1.94 g/mile 

diesel car = 0.27 g/km = 0.43 g/mile 

rigid HGV = 3.75 g/km 

articulated HGV = 6.05 g/km

most conservative (worst case scenario) HGV = 6.05 g/km = 9.68 g/mile

CEF = 0.08 (HGV EF) + 0.21 (diesel car EF) + 0.71 (petrol car EF)

CEF = 0.08 (1.94 g/mile) + 0.21 (0.43 g/mile) + 0.71 (9.68 g/mile)

CEF = 0.77 g/mile + 0.09 g/mile + 1.38 g/mile 

CEF = 2.24 g/mile
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The PMio emission factors were calculated from the updated UK EFD (Autumn 2002) to 

be 0.121 g/km for motorway driving, which is equivalent to 0.19 g/mile, and 0.054 g/km 

for the roundabout (0.09 g/mile).

When expressed as percentages, it is clear that for motorway driving, the CO EF is 

predominantly influenced by petrol cars (96%), whereas petrol cars and HGVs influence 

NOx concentrations in the proportion 2:1.

CO CEF = 0.16 g/mile + 0.08 g/mile + 6.38 g/mile

CEF = 3% (HGV) + 1% (diesel car) + 96% (petrol car)

NOx CEF = 0.77 g/mile + 0.09 g/mile + 1.38 g/mile

CEF = 34% (HGV) + 4% (diesel car) + 62% (petrol car)

7.4.1.2 Background concentrations

The background concentrations for CALINE4 modelling were as described in Section

7.3.1.2 on background concentrations for the DMRB. The background concentrations 

were taken to be the average o f hourly pollutant concentrations when the source had least 

influence. For the traffic source this was taken to be the concentration for the hour when 

traffic was at a minimum. Background concentrations were modelled as 0.23 ppm CO, 10 

ppb NO 2 and 11.9 ng/m^ PMio at the motorway, and 0.18 ppm CO, 10 ppb NO2 , and 13 

H-g/m̂  PMio at the roundabout.

When the NO 2 background concentration is used as an input parameter for modelling, the 

CALINE4 model format makes the differences (discussed in Section 7.3.1.2) between 

hourly, directional and indeed UK estimates redundant, since the NO 2 must be entered as 

0.01 ppm. CO and PMio are inert pollutants and the background concentration can 

therefore be added either before or after modelling (as discussed in Section 7.6.2.1 on 

diurnal variation in pollutant concentrations at the motorway). For NO2 modelling, the 

background concentrations o f NO, NO2 and O3 must be included before modelling. These 

background concentrations o f  NO, NO2 and O3 are used in conjunction with the photolysis
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rate to establish the photochem ical transformations between NO  and N O 2 and thus to 

predict the concentrations o f  N O 2 .

7.4.2 Predictive capabilities

Run-types: 1 =  Standard (hourly)

2 =  Multi run (8 hour average)

3 =  Worst case wind angle (hourly, wind direction given)

4 =  Multi run/worst case (8 hour average)

In Section 7.4.1 it w as noted that hourly variations in traffic and m eteorological conditions 

may be m odelled for different terrain types and up to 20 receptors. CAL1NE4 predicts 

hourly and 8 hour average concentrations. It can also anticipate the worst case wind  

direction, and the 8 hour average for the worst case wind direction. The measured 

concentrations are compared with predictions for each o f  these run types in Table 7.7. 

Further information on predictions for different time periods and wind directions can be 

found in Section 9.5 on model sensitivity to one hour versus 8 hour runs.

Table 7.1: CALINE4 results  -  motorway CO (ppm)

3.i.2002 Measured Modelled
Hour Hourly 8hr average Hourly 8hr average

S W w(e°) S W S*
07:00 0.3 0.3 0.33 0.33 249°
08:00 0.4 0.33 0.53 0.53 249°
09:00 0.5 0.35 0.53 0.53 249°
10:00 0.5 0.38 0.53 0.53 249°
11:00 0.4 0.38 0.53 0.53 249°
12:00 0.3 0.39 0.83 0.83 251°
13:00 0.4 0.4 0.43 0.53 249°
14:00 0.4 0.41 0.73 0.83 250° 0.53 0.53 0.5
15:00 0.4 0.41 0.43 0.43 249° 0.53 0.63 0.5
16:00 0.4 0.4 0.53 0.53 249° 0.53 0.63 0.5
17:00 0.4 0.39 0.43 0.53 248° 0.53 0.63 0.5
18:00 0.4 0.38 0.23 1.23 255° 0.53 0.63 0.5
19:00 0.3 0.39 0.93 1.03 250° 0.53 0.73 0.5
20:00 0.4 0.38 0.53 0.53 249° 0.53 0.73 0.5
21:00 0.3 0.38 0.33 0.33 249° 0.53 0.73 0.5
22:00 0.4 0.38 0.43 0.43 250° 0.53 0.63 0.5
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S: Standard model run

W : Worst case wind direction model run

W(0°): Wind direction for worst case concentration

S*; Standard run with model input background concentration 0 ppm CO. This was 

modelled with the same background concentration o f 0.23 ppm CO as all previous runs, 

but with the background concentration included as an input variable in modelling. For all 

previous runs the background concentration was added after modelling. Since CO is inert, 

the difference is due only to the Hmit on decimal places in the model output, highlighting 

the low level of the concentrations measured at the motorway site.

Table 7.8 shows that for the roundabout, CALINE4 models the effect on air quality o f 

emissions from each link separately, and these are summed to give the total predicted 

concentration.

Table 7.8: CALINE4 results  -  roundabout C O  (ppm)

3.L2002 Measured Modelled
Hour Hourly 8hr average Hourly 8hr avei age

S W W(0°) S W S*
07:00 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.18 299°
08:00 0.23 0.20 0.18 0.28 299°
09:00 0.29 0.21 0.28 0.38 298°
10:00 0.35 0.23 0.38 0.48 299°
11:00 0.33 0.25 0.28 0.38 298°
12:00 0.33 0.26 0.38 0.48 298°
13:00 0.36 0.28 0.38 0.48 298°
14:00 0.37 0.31 0.18 0.38 298° 0.28 0.38 0.2
15:00 0,31 0.32 0.18 0.38 298° 0.28 0.38 0.2
16:00 0.33 0.33 0.28 0.38 298° 0.29 0.38 0.2
17:00 0.33 0.34 0.38 0.58 298° 0.31 0.48 0.2
18:00 0.37 0.34 0.38 0.58 298° 0.31 0.48 0.2

S; Standard model run

W: Worst case wind direction model run

W(0°): Wind direction for worst case concentration

S*: Standard run with model input background concentration 0 ppm CO. This was 

modelled with the same background concentration of 0.18 ppm CO as all previous runs, 

but with the background concentration included as an input variable in modelling. For all 

previous runs the background concentration was added after modelling.
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7.5 Motorway: DMRB results

7.5.1 Concentrations

At the motorway, background concentrations of CO, benzene and PMio are high relative to 

concentrations due to the road traffic source, and therefore are highly significant in the 

total concentrations predicted using the DMRB, presented in Table 7.9. The total annual 

mean concentrations (including background) of CO, benzene, total NOx and PMio were 

predicted to be 0.37 mg/m^, 0.99 ^ig/m ,̂ 142.05 |J.g/m  ̂ and 15.83 ^g/m^ respectively. The 

maximum 8 hour mean CO was predicted to be 3.69 mg/m^. The maximum running 

annual mean benzene was predicted to be 1.09 (xg/m .̂ The annual mean NO2 was 

predicted to be 58.27 )ig/m^. The 90‘*'%ile of daily mean PMio was predicted to be 28.34

Hg/m\

Table 7.9: DMRB results for the motorway

CO Benzene NO, PMio
(mg/m^) (Hg/m^) (tig/m^) (^ig/m’)

Contribution from all roads 0.10 0.59 130.32 3.93
Background contribution 0.27 0.40 11.73 11.90
Total annual mean (incl. background) 0.37 0.99 142.05 15.83
Maximum 8-hr mean 3.69 ♦ * ♦
Maximum running annual mean ♦ 1.09 * ♦
Annual mean NO2 ♦ * 58.27 ♦
90‘'"/o ile of daily means * * * 28.34

7.5.2 Analysis

The DMRB is a screening model and, unlike CALINE4, does not allow for analysis of 

diurnal, directional or seasonal variation since it returns only annual statistical predictions.

The DMRB predictions for the motorway (Section 7.5.1) can be compared with the limit 

values set by the EU Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000) and with the observed values 

given in Table 7.10. The limit values were presented in Section 7.3.2 on the predictive 

capabilities of the DMRB. The limit values are 10 mg/m^ for the maximum 8 hour mean
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of CO, 5 lig/m^ for the maximum running annual mean of benzene, 40 j.ig/m  ̂ for the 

annual mean o f NO 2 and 50 jig/m^ for the 90*%ile o f daily means o f PMjo. At the 

motorway, the maximum 8 hour mean CO was observed to be 2.56 mg/m^. The maximum 

running annual mean benzene was observed to be 0.53 |j,g/m^. The annual mean NO 2 was 

observed to be 19.37 ng/m^. The 90’̂ percentile o f daily mean PMio was observed to be 

22.83 ^lg/m^

Table 7.10: DMRB predictive format, with values measured at the motorway (from 

Section 5.1.4.4 on statistical analysis and from  Broderick et a i, 2004c)

CO Benzene NO , PMio

(mg/m^) (Hg/m^) (lig/m^) ( îg/m )̂

Contribution from all roads ? ? ? ?

Background contribution ? ? ? ?

Total annual mean (incl. background) ? ? ? ?

M aximum 8-hr mean 2.56 * ♦ *

M aximum running annual mean ♦ 0.53 ♦ ♦

Annual mean N O 2 * * 19.37 *

90‘'’'‘/oile o f daily means ♦ ♦ * 22.83

At the motorway, CO was observed to be 26% and predicted to be 37% of the limit value 

of 10 mg/m^ for the maximum 8 hour mean. Benzene was observed to be 11% and 

predicted to be 22% of the limit value o f 5 |xg/m^ for the maximum running annual mean 

(Broderick et a i ,  2004c). NO 2 was observed to be 48% of the limit value and predicted to 

be 46% greater than the limit value of 40 |xg/m^ for the annual mean. PMio was observed 

to be 46% and predicted to be 57% of the limit value of 50 n g W  for the 90*percentile of 

daily means. CO, benzene and PMio were all overpredicted by 24% to 201% of the 

observed concentrations, which errs on the side o f caution, but concentrations were both 

observed and predicted to be less than 60% of the limit value.
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7.6 Motorway: CALINE4 results

7.6.1 Concentrations

Sample hourly and 24 hour average concentrations observed and predicted at the 

motorway are presented in this section. These can be compared with concentrations at the 

roundabout, which are detailed in Section 7.8.1.

Variation in hourly concentrations

Figures 7.1 to 7.3 compare the hour by hour variation in observed and predicted 

concentrations for a sample week. The week shown is that in which the highest 8 hour CO 

concentration was observed. In these figures, background concentrations o f  0.23 ppm CO, 

6 ppb N O 2 and 11.9 îg/m  ̂ PMio have been added to the model results, as explained in 

Section 7.4.1.2 on background concentrations.

In Figure 7.1, large increases in both observed and predicted CO concentrations were 

noted for the latter hours o f  31®‘ Decem ber 2001. However, while elevated observed  

concentrations persisted w ell into the follow ing day, the predicted episode lasted only a 

few  hours, until the traffic flow  reduced. In general, m odelling did not predict such 

overnight periods during which elevated concentrations persisted for several hours due to 

stable atmospheric conditions. Figure 7.1 also shows a number o f  much smaller and 

shorter term increases in observed concentrations, which are m ostly matched by increases 

in predicted concentrations. W hile the ranges o f  values in both sets o f  data agree, large 

differences between individual contemporary pairs can be observed. Absolute values, 

however, are all low  compared to the limit values (see  Section 2.2).

The N O 2 concentrations in Figure 7.2 show more variation than the CO values in Figure 

7.1. Peaks in observed concentrations occurred at three distinct times: overnight (during 

stable conditions), and during the morning and evening peak travel periods. The modelling  

predicted the times and magnitudes o f  the concentration increases during peak travel
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periods: for exam ple, the evenings o f  31®‘ Decem ber 2001, 2"̂ * and January 2002. 

M odelled N O 2 concentrations equalled zero for som e hours since, in contrast to CO or 

PMio, the background concentration is included in the m odel calculations. A s discussed in 

Section 7.4.1.2 on background concentrations, CO and PMio are modelled as inert 

pollutants, with the background concentration being superimposed on the model output.

The observed and predicted PMio concentrations shown in Figure 7.3 generally agreed 

w ell, especially in the latter half o f  the sample week. As for CO, however, CALINE4 

predicts neither the magnitude nor the persistence o f  the large overnight concentration 

episode in the middle o f  the week.

Measured and modelled CO, Leixlip, 29.xil.2001 to 5.1.2002
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Figure 7.1: Sample week o f predicted and observed hourly CO concentrations
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Measured and modelled N02, Lelxllp, 29.xli.2001 to 5.1.2002
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Figure 7.2: Sample week o f  predicted  and observed hourly NO 2 concentrations

Measured and modelled PM10, Lelxllp, 29.xli.2001 to  5.1.2002
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Figure 7.3: Sample week o f  predicted  and observed hourly PMlo concentrations
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Variation in 24 hour average concentrations

Figures 7.4 to7.6 compare observed and predicted 24-hour average concentrations over an 

eight w eek period in midwinter. For all three pollutants, the highest observed  

concentrations occurred at the start and middle o f  this period. H owever, individual peaks 

in the observed and predicted values did not always occur on the same days. W hile the 

peaks in the CO and PMio predicted concentrations were lower than the corresponding 

observed values (Figures 7.4 and 7.6), the predicted N O 2 peaks were close to the observed  

values, slightly overestimating and underestimating at the start and middle o f  the period, 

respectively (Figure 7.5). The agreement between PMio concentrations measured by the 

TEOM and Partisol is clear in Figure 7.6 (as discussed in Section 5.1.3 on concentrations 

measured at the motorway). The Partisol peaks and troughs were higher and lower 

respectively than those for the TEOM, due to the difference in the measurement methods. 

Scatter plots comparing measured and m odelled CO, N O 2 and PMio are o f  poor resolution  

due to the overlap o f  data points on the limited scale but may be seen in Appendix E 

(Figures E.8 to E.IO).

M easured and modelled CO, Leixlip, 8.xii.2001 to 2.ii.2002
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Figure 7.4: Comparison o f  predicted and observed 24 hour CO averages
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Figure  7, 6: Comparison o f  predicted and observed 24 hour PMjo averages
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7.6.2 Analysis

In this section, the pollutant concentrations are analysed diumally, directionally, seasonally 

and statistically.

7.6.2.1 Diurnal variation (motorway)

Rather than examining individual hours or days of data, it is useful to consider the average 

variation in observed and predicted pollutant concentrations throughout an average day. 

Figures 7.7 to 7.9 compare the average diurnal variations of the observed and predicted 

concentrations of CO, NO 2 , and PMio over the whole monitoring period.

In Figure 7.7, two predicted CO profiles are shown: one which shows the average model 

result at each hour o f the day, and another in which a constant background concentration o f 

0.23 ppm has been added. The diurnal variation in the modelled CO did not vary when the 

background concentration was changed, since CO is inert. As discussed in Sections

7.3.1.2 and 7.4.1.2, this background value was chosen as the lowest value on the observed 

diurnal profile, which occurs in early morning when traffic flows are lowest. Similarly, 

background values of NO 2 and PMio were 6 ppb and 11.9 [ig/m^ for respectively.

For NO2 , the background concentration is employed in CALINE4’s photochemical 

module, but this input parameter must be specified in multiples of 10 ppb. Hence Figure 

7.8 includes two predicted profiles: one which shows the results obtained with a 

background concentration o f 10 ppb, and another in which those values have been reduced 

by 4 ppb (to reflect the more accurate background of 6 ppb).

With all three pollutants, the observed and predicted profiles reflect the diurnal variation in 

traffic flow and thus in source emissions. Figure 7.7 shows that the peak annual average 

hourly CO concentration was 0.33 ppm at 23:00, whereas the modelled peak was 0.53 ppm 

at 20:00. The model did not predict the high CO concentrations observed after 20:00, 

which were generally due to stable conditions rather than the immediate traffic source, but 

the morning peak hour concentrations were in closer agreement. The observed NO 2 peak
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(Figure 7,8: 12.12 ppb at 21:00) was also lower and occurred later than the predicted peak 

(18.19 ppb at 19:00). The morning peaks coincided (08:00) though again the predicted 

concentration (14.61 ppb) was higher than that observed (11.81 ppb).

O f the three pollutants, PMio displayed the best agreement between the observed and 

predicted concentrations (Figure 7.9), with the predicted morning and evening peaks being 

within 10% to 20% of the observed values. The diurnal maximum was predicted to be 

22.52 ng/m^ at 20:00, compared to the observed maximum of 18.13 ^ig/m^ at 19:00. The 

consistent overestimation noted in the model results of Figures 7.7 to 7.9 is addressed in 

Section 9.2 on model sensitivity, when the composite emission factors are considered 

further.

CO concentration, Lelxiip, 15.lx.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure 7.7: Observed and predicted average diurnal profdes fo r  CO
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N02 concentration, Leixlip, 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure 7.8: Observed and predicted average diurnal prqfdes fo r  NO 2
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Figure 7.9: Observed and predicted average diurnal profiles fo r  PM  10
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1.6.22 Variation with wind direction (motorway)

Figures 7.10 to 7.12 compare the variations in observed and predicted pollutant 

concentrations with wind direction. As discussed in Chapter 3, the maximum observed 

concentrations occur with winds from the northeast, which were rare and o f low speed. 

For all three pollutants, the highest predicted concentrations occurred when winds were 

near parallel to the road, or from the south. In particular, considering a wind direction 

range o f 165-180°, the observed and predicted NO 2 and PMio values were very close. For 

wind directions closer to that o f the road, poorer agreement was observed, especially for 

NO 2 . Previous studies on CALINE4 have also observed the tendency o f  the model to 

overestimate for near-parallel winds, and the NO 2 photochemical module is known to 

perform especially poorly in these circumstances when pollutant travel time is greatest 

(Sections 3.2 and 3.6.7). This feature is particularly relevant at the motorway monitoring 

site where westerly winds were frequently observed.

Average of hourly CO concentration (ppm) at Leixlip, 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure 7.10: O bserved and predicted  CO pollution roses
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Average of hourly N02 concentration (ppb) a t Leixlip, 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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T.6.2.3 Seasonal variation (motorway)

Figures 7.12 to 7.14 show observed and predicted diurnal profiles for separate winter and 

summer periods. The same background concentrations have been used for both seasons. 

For all pollutants, winter concentrations were both observed and predicted to be higher 

than summer concentrations. The predicted values w ere more sensitive to variations in 

traffic than the observed values, but were less sensitive to seasonal variations. For CO and 

NO 2 , the concentrations predicted for the summer months were generally higher even than 

those observed in the winter months (Figures 7.12 and 7.14). Overall, better agreement 

between the observed and predicted profiles was achieved with the winter data, and the 

best agreement w as for wintertime NO 2 .

Measured and modelled CO concentration (ppm) a t Leixllp: 
wlnter(1.xll.2001 to 28.il.2002) and sum m er (1.vi.2002 to  31.vlii.2002)
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Figures 7.12: Observed and predicted average diurnal profiles fo r  CO in winter and 

summer
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Measured and modelled N02 concentration (ppb) at Leixiip: 
wmter(1.xil.2001 to 28.ii.2002) and summer (1.vi.2002 to31.viii.2002)
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Figures 7.13: Observed and predicted average diurnal profiles fo r  NO2 in winter and 

summer

Measured and modelled PM10 concentration (ag/m^3) at Leixiip: 
winter(1.xii.2001 to 28.11.2002) and summer (1.vi.2002 to31.viil.2002)
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Figures 7.14: Observed and predicted average diurnal profiles fo r  PMw in winter 

and summer
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7.6.2.4 Statistical analysis (motorway)

Two different sets o f  statistical values are used to evaluate model performance: a set o f  

values related to legislative limit values and a set o f  model evaluation parameters.

Lim it Values

EU Daughter D irectives (CEC 1999; 2000) specify limit values for CO, N O 2 and PMio, but 

use different statistical variables for each. In Table 7.12 equivalent observed and predicted 

concentrations are presented for four cases; annual (September 2001 through September 

2002), winter (Decem ber 2001 through February 2002), summer (June 2002 through 

August 2002) and leeward (wind directions between 100 and 280°). The actual limit values 

and lower assessm ent thresholds (LATs) are also shown. Background values o f  0.23 ppm 

CO, 6 ppb N O 2 and 11,9 )ag/m^ PMio are included. All pollutant concentrations are 

expressed as ^ig/m  ̂ for comparison with the limit values.

Table 7.12: CAL1NE4 -  m otorway: pred iction  o f  lim it values

Pollutant Measure Limit
Value
[ig/m^

Measured (M odelled using CALINE4)

Annual Winter Summer Leeward

CO M ax 8-hr 
rolling ave

10,000  
LAT 5,000

2559(4007) 2559(3531) 640(2624) 2559(3531)

NO 2 19*  ̂ highest 
hourly ave

200  
LAT 100

84.46(89.93) 90 .52(89.93) 63 .54(89.93) 83.67(89.93)

Annual
mean

40  
LAT 26

19.37(26.20) 21.39(25.13) 15.61(24.61) 19.44(31.21)

PM,o
[Partisol]

36*  ̂ highest 
24-hr ave

50 
LAT 20

22.83(22.63)
[28.081

30.46(22.89)
[30.46]

17.54(21.12)
[17.92]

20 .34(21.12)
[25.50]

4*̂  highest 
24-hr ave

(50 for 8“*) 38.58(26.70)
[58.751

46.24  (26.39) 
[14.01]

20.55(24.28)
[23.33]

33.77(26.34)
[50.21]

Annual
mean

40 15.49(17.42)
[16.79]

17.67(17.29) 
[1 7 .9 6 ]

12.20(16.78)
[11.84]

14.75(17.30)
15.78

Note; Values are italicised when the predicted and observed values do not both increase (or both decrease) 

from the annual, i.e. when the trends differ. Increments o f  hourly N O 2 predicted values were limited to 20

Hg/m̂
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For CO the maximum 8-hour rolling average must not exceed 10,000 figW . For NO2 the 

hourly average must not exceed 200 |xg/m^ more than 18 times in one year (hence Table 

7.12 shows the 19* highest value) which is equivalent to the 99.8* percentile. For NO2 the 

annual mean must not exceed 40 )xg/m .̂ For PMio the 24-hour average must not exceed 50 

}.ig/m  ̂ more than 35 times in one year (hence the table shows the 36* highest value). These 

limit values must be attained by 1®‘ January 2010 in the case o f NO2 and 1*‘ January 2005 

for both CO and P M io .  For P M io  the permissible number o f exceedances of the limit value 

will be reduced to 7 times in one year by 1^ January 2010. Rather than comparing the 8* 

highest value, the more stringent 4* highest is considered since the data for winter and 

summer obviously comprise less than the full year’s data.

For CO, the maximum 8 hour rolling averages predicted by the model all exceeded the 

observed values. However, the modelling did predict correctly that no concentrations 

exceeded either the limit value or even the LAT. For NO2 , good agreement on the highest 

hourly concentrations (equivalent to the 99.8*percentile) was achieved for the annual, 

winter and leeward cases, while the summer value was overpredicted. The modelling 

overpredicted the annual average concentration o f NO2 , but not by as much as that for CO. 

The predicted concentrations indicated that some monitoring o f NO2 would be required, 

whereas the observed values were below the LAT. For P M io ,  two short-term variables 

were considered; the 36* and 4* highest 24 hour average concentrations. There was good 

agreement on the 36* highest 24 hour average concentrations for the annual and leeward 

cases. Summer concentrations were slightly overpredicted and winter concentrations were 

underpredicted. Agreement was much worse when considering the 4* highest value. The 

modelling correctly predicted the exceedance of the LAT and the non-exceedance of the 

limit value (and the UAT). The annual mean was well predicted in the winter case, but 

overpredicted in the other cases.

For all pollutants, the modelling correctly anticipated the reduction in average 

concentrations over the summer months, and an increase for winds from the road. The 

predicted increase in concentrations during winter months was less than that observed, as 

seen in the graphs o f diurnal variation in Figures 7.12 to 7.14 (Section 7.6.2.3 on seasonal 

variation in CALINE4 modelling at the motorway).
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Model evaluation parameters

Table 7.13: CALINE4 motorway: model evaluation parameters

P aram eter Mean R NMSE FAC2 FB FS
Minimum 0 -1 0 0 -2 -2
Maximum 00 1 00 1 2 2
Ideal 1 ±1 0 1 0 0

CO annual 1.68 0.24 0.77 0.59 0.33 0.03
winter 1.50 0.21 0.93 0.55 0.12 -0.34
summer 1.92 0.35 0.80 0.79 0.56 0.71
leeward 1.81 0.30 0.72 0.57 0.43 0.11

N0 2 annual 2.25 0.39 0.87 0.67 0.30 0.45
winter 2.00 0.38 0.71 0.58 0.16 0.23
summer 2.42 0.41 1.11 0.81 0.45 0.72
leeward 2.26 0.45 0.72 0.55 0.46 0.38

PM,o annual 1.51 0.33 0.46 0.48 0.12 -0,25
winter 1.32 0.33 0.64 0.51 -0.02 -0.51
summer 1.78 0.34 0.38 0.76 0.31 0.13
leeward 1.53 0.38 0.42 0.80 0.18 -0.22

The use of a set o f common parameters allows model performance to be compared with 

the results of other assessment studies. They also help identify the conditions under which 

models perform best. Marmur and Mamane (2003) give a comprehensive explanation of 

the statistical parameters used in Tables 7.13 and 7.15. The mean, Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient (R), normalised mean square error (NMSE), factor o f two (FAC2), fractional 

bias (FB) and fractional variance (FS) were calculated for annual, winter, summer and 

leeward datasets of predicted and observed hourly concentrations. The equations used for 

the calculation of the statistical model evaluation parameters are given in Appendix G.

Mean -. The mean o f the modelled and measured values confirmed that the predictions tend 

to overestimate the observed values, and that the predictions were closest to the observed 

concentrations in winter. The PMio ratios were closest to the ideal value o f 1.0, and the 

NO2 values furthest away. Considering only the leeward values did not suggest better 

model performance.
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Pearson correlation coefficient (R)\ The Pearson correlation coefficient indicates whether 

variations in predicted hourly concentrations coincide with variations in observed hourly 

concentrations. By this assessment, the modelling performed somewhat better in summer 

and for NO 2, which contrasts with the above comparison o f  means. Considering leeward 

values led to only a slight improvement. The best correlation was for leeward NO2 (0.45) 

and the worst for winter CO (0.21).

Normalised mean square error (NMSE): Whereas the R-value compares hour-by-hour 

changes in values, the NMSE compares the absolute numerical values for each hour. If the 

predicted and observed values agree perfectly, the NMSE is zero. The PMio values were 

in closest agreement, as shown graphically in the diurnal and directional plots (Sections 

7.6.2.1 and 1 .6 .22  on diumal and directional variation in CALINE4 modeUing at the 

motorway). Summer PMio concentrations agreed best (0.38) and summer NO2 worst 

(1.11), possibly reflecting the uncertainty in the modelling o f  photochemical 

transformations. For all three pollutants, considering the leeward case led to closer 

agreement. CO concentrations were closest for the leeward situation and furthest apart for 

the winter.

Factor o f  two (FAC2) : The FAC2 is the fraction o f data for which the ratio o f  predicted to 

observed hourly concentrations is at least 0.5 and no more than 2. A FAC2 o f  1 means 

that all o f  the predicted values are within a factor o f  two o f the observed values, whereas a 

FAC2 o f  0 means that none are. For all pollutants and all cases considered, between 50% 

and 80% o f the modelled values lay within a factor o f  two o f  the observed values. Summer 

predictions performed much better than those in winter. Only for PMio did the leeward 

predictions show a significant improvement on the annual values (80% compared to 48%), 

whereas for NO2 disimprovement was observed (55% compared to 67%).

Fractional bias (FB) and fractional variance (FS) : FB measures the correlation between 

the averages o f the predictions and observations, whereas the FS measures the correlation 

between the variances (standard deviations). Both vary from - 2  for underprediction to +2 

for overprediction, with 0 for perfect agreement. Compared to the annual value for all 

three pollutants, the FB suggests a lower overprediction in winter and a greater
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overprediction when only leeward conditions were considered. The FB values agree with 

the comparison o f means, suggesting that the PMio prediction was closer to observed 

values than either CO or NO 2 . The FS values suggest that modelled NO2 values show more 

variance than the observed values, but that PMio model values show less. For CO, the 

variance was underpredicted in winter. For all pollutants, summer FS values were greater 

than those in winter. Considering only leeward values does not change the FS values 

significantly.

7.7 Roundabout: DM RB results 

7.7.1 Concentrations

Table 7.14 shows the annual mean concentrations predicted for the roundabout using the 

DMRB. Benzene was not measured at the roundabout. The background value for benzene 

is that estimated for the motorway, though concentrations at the roundabout are expected 

to be higher. Clearly this low value has much less significance in the total concentration 

than at the motorway site, where the background was almost half of the total (Section 7.5 

on DMRB results for the motorway). The maximum 8 hour mean CO was predicted to be 

20.93 mg/m^. The maximum running annual mean benzene was predicted to be 13.79 

^g/m^. The annual mean NO 2 was predicted to be 193.95 jxg/m^. The 90* percentile of 

daily mean PMio was predicted to be 80.38 |ig W .

Table 7.14: DMRB results fo r  the roundabout

2001 CO Benzene N O . PMio
(mg/m^) (Hg/m )̂ ( îg/m )̂ (Hg/m )̂

Contribution from all roads 1.88 12.14 763.22 32.01
Background contribution 0.21 0.40 11.73 12.90
Total annual mean (incl. background) 2.09 12.54 774.95 44.91
Maximum 8-hr mean 20.93 ♦ * *

Maximum running annual mean ♦ 13.79 * *

Annual mean N O 2 * ♦ 193.95 *

90*''%ile of daily means ♦ ♦ * 80.38
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7.7.2 Analysis

As mentioned in Section 7.5 on DMRB results for the m otorway, the DM RB is a screening 

model and, unlike CALINE4, does not allow for analysis o f  diurnal, directional or seasonal 

variation since it returns only annual statistical predictions.

The DMRB predictions can be compared with the limit values set by the EU Daughter 

Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000) and with the observed values given in Table 7.15. The limit 

values were presented in Section 7.3.2 on the predictive capabihties o f the DMRB. The 

limit values are 10 mg/m^ for the maximum 8 hour mean o f  CO, 5 fig/m^ for the maximum 

running annual mean o f benzene, 40 jig/m^ for the annual mean o f N O 2 and 50 }ig/m^ for 

the 90*  ̂percentile o f  daily means o f PMio. At the roundabout, the maximum 8 hour mean 

CO was observed to be 2.86 mg/m^. Benzene was not measured. The annual mean N O 2 

was observed to be 19.79 |ag/m^. The 90*  ̂percentile o f  daily mean PMjo was observed to 

be 39.61 |ig/m^.

Table 7.15: DMRB predictive format, with values measured at the roundabout (from 

Section 6.1.4.4 on statistical analysis)

CO Benzene NO , PM,o
(mg/m^) (^8/m ')

Contribution from all roads ? ? ? ?
Background contribution ? ? ? 7

Total annual mean (incl. background) ? ? ? ?
M aximum 8-hr mean 2.86 * * *

M aximum running annual mean ♦ ? ♦ *

Annual mean N O 2 ♦ * 19,79 *

90‘*'%ile of daily means ♦ * ♦ 39.61

At the roundabout, CO was observed to be 29%  o f the limit value o f  10 mg/m^ for the 

maximum 8 hour mean, but was predicted to be more than double this limit value. 

Benzene was not measured at the roundabout site, though it was predicted to be nearly 

three times the limit value o f  5 |xg/m^ for the maximum running annual mean. N O 2 was 

observed to be 49%  o f  the limit value o f  40 jj,g/m^ for the annual mean but was predicted to 

be almost five tim es greater than this limit value. PMio was observed to be 79% o f the 

limit value o f 50 |4.g/m^ for the 90‘̂ %ile o f  daily means but was predicted to be more than
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double this limit value. At the roundabout, CO, N O 2 and PMio were all overpredicted by 

two to ten times the observed concentrations. W hile concentrations were observed to be 

between 29% and 79% o f  the limit value, the modelling predicted exceedances o f  between  

two to five times the limit values.

7.8 Roundabout: CALINE4 results 

7.8.1 Concentrations

Sample hourly and 24 hour average concentrations observed and predicted at the 

roundabout are presented in this section. These can be compared with concentrations at 

the motorway, which were detailed in Section 7.6.1.

Variation in hourly concentrations

Figures 7.15 to 7.17 compare the hour by hour variation in observed and predicted 

concentrations for a sample week. The w eek shown is that discussed in Section 7.6.1 on 

CALINE4 resuhs at the motorway. At the roundabout site, background concentrations o f  

0.18 ppm CO, 6 ppb N O 2 and 12.9 (ig/m^ PMio have been added to the model results, 

using the same procedures as for the motorway site (Section 7.4.1.2 on background 

concentrations).

In Figure 7.15, increases in the predicted CO concentrations were noted at the same times 

as most o f  the observed peaks, but the observed concentrations were usually 

underestimated, especially for the large peaks. The times o f  the peaks in the observed and 

predicted N O 2 concentrations shown in Figure 7.16 also agree w ell, and in this case there 

is better agreement on the peak concentrations, with small overestimates generally 

observed. The differences in values are generally within the 10 ppb precision to which the 

model results are reported. In Figure 7.17, the variation in the predicted PMio 

concentrations was much less than that in the observed values. For the episode o f  elevated  

concentrations observed in m idweek, there was a noticeable contemporaneous increase in
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the predicted profile, but the peak concentration was underestimated. However, at the 

other times when the observed concentrations increased, only slight variations in the 

predicted values occurred.

Measured and modelled CO, Galway, 29.xli.2001 to 5.1.2002
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Figure 7.15: Sample week o f  observed and predicted hourly CO concentrations

Measured and modelled N02, Galway, 29.xil.2001 to  5.1.2002
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Figure 7.16: Sample week o f  observed and predicted hourly NO 2 concentrations
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Measured and modelled PM10, Galway, 29.xil.2001 to  5.1.2002
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Figure 7.17; Sample week o f  observed and predicted hourly PMio concentrations.

Variation in 24 hour average concentrations

Figures 7.18 to 7.20 compare observed and predicted 24 hour average concentrations over 

an eight week period in mid-winter. In Figure 7.18, the high CO concentrations observed 

at the start o f the period were not predicted by the model, but some o f those occurring in 

the middle o f the period were. Generally the predictions underestimated the observed CO 

concentrations. In Figure 7.19, the peaks in the predicted NO2 concentrations match the 

observed peaks well, both in time and magnitude. The comparison o f predicted and 

observed NO2 data in this figure agrees well with that shown in Figure 7.5 for the 

motorway site. As in the sample week o f hourly data, the PMio predictions in Figure 7.20 

show little variation, which is in contrast to the significant fluctuations measured by both 

the TEOM and Partisol. Predicted PMio concentrations were almost always less than those 

observed.
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Measured and modelled CO, Galway, 8.xli.2001 to 2.ii.2002
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Figure  7. 18: Comparison o f  observed and predicted 24 hour CO  averages

Measured and modelled N02, Galway, 8.xll.2001 to 2.11.2002
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Figure 7.19: Comparison o f observed and predicted 24 hour N O  2 averages
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Measured and modelled PM10, Galway, 8.xll.2001 to 2.M.2002
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Figure 7.20: Comparison o f observed and predicted 24 hour PMjo averages 

7.8.2 Analysis

In this section, the pollutant concentrations are analysed diurnally, directionally, seasonally 

and statistically.

7.8.2.1 Diurnal variation (roundabout)

Figures 7.21 to 7.23 compare the average diurnal variations of the observed and predicted 

concentrations of CO, NO2 , and PMio over the whole monitoring period. With all three 

pollutants, the observed and predicted profiles both reflect the diurnal variation in traffic 

flow, but the diurnal range of concentrations was much smaller in the predicted data.

For CO, the average difference between the early morning concentration minimum and the 

evening concentration maximum was 0.57 ppm in the observed data, but only 0.20 ppm in 

the predicted data. For NO2 , this difference was observed to be 14.0 ppb and predicted to 

be 9.6 ppb; while for PMio the observed and predicted differences were 23.2 and 4.1
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respectively. The maximum CO and PMio concenti'ations were greatly 

underestimated by the model, but the observed and predicted NO2 maxima agree well.

CO concentration, Galway, 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure 7.21: Observed and predicted average diurnal profiles fo r  CO

N02 concentration, Galway, 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure 7.22: Observed and predicted average diurnal profiles fo r  N O  2
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PM10 concentration, Galway, 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure 7.23: Observed and predicted average diurnal profiles fo r  PMjo 

7.S.2.2 Variation with wind direction (roundabout)

Figures 7.24 to 7.26 compare the variations in observed and predicted concentrations with 

wind direction. In Figure 7.24 and 7.26, CO and PMio concentrations were underestimated 

by the model for all wind directions except those in the southeast quadrant. For wind  

directions between 0° and 190°, m odelled NO 2 concentrations overestimated observed  

values, but for wind directions between 190° and 360°, good agreement was noted, 

especially for the predominant wind directions between 225° and 270°.

For all pollutants, the highest concentrations were observed with w inds from the northeast 

and, for CO, also the northwest. M odelling predicted the highest concentrations for 

northeast winds, which are near parallel to a long, straight part o f  the N 6 Dublin Road. 

Winds from the northeast were rare and o f  low  wind speed, as discussed in Chapter 6. 

Similarly to the motorway site, N O 2 concentrations were greatly overpredicted under these 

conditions. H owever, predicted CO and PMio concentrations in this wind direction range
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were much less than those observed, especially for PMio (Figure 7.26) where the highest 

observed and predicted concentrations were 44.03 ng/m^ and 16.85 ng/m^, respectively.

Average of hourly CO concentration (ppm) a t Galway, 15.ix.2001 to  15.ix.2002
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Figure 7.24: Observed and predicted CO pollution roses
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Figure 7.25: Observed and predicted NO2 pollution roses
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Average of hourly PM10 concentration (ug/m^S) at Galway, 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure 7.26: Observed and predicted PMio pollution roses 

7.8.2.3 Seasonal variation (roundabout)

Figures 121  to 7.29 show observed and predicted diurnal profiles for separate winter and 

summer periods. The same background concentrations were used for both seasons. For all 

three pollutants, concentrations observed in winter were greater than those observed in 

summer. However, for the predicted concentrations, the opposite is the case: summer 

values exceeded winter values, albeit that for CO and PMio the difference between the 

predicted profile in either season is very small. For NO2, as at the motorway site, the 

observed and predicted diurnal profiles agreed better in winter than in summer, although 

the average annual diurnal profiles shown in Section 7.8.2.1 agreed best of all.
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Measured and modelled CO concentration (ppm) at Galway: 
wlnter(1.xil.2001 to 28.ii.2002) and summer (1.vl.2002 to 31.viil.2002)
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Figures 7.27: Observed and predicted average diurnal profiles fo r  CO in winter and 

summer

Measured and modelled N02 concentration (ppb) at Galway: 
winter(1.xii.2001 to 28.ii.2002) and summer (1.vi.2002 to 31.viii.2002)
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Figures 7.28: Observed and predicted average diurnal profiles fo r  NO  2 in winter and 

summer
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Measured and modelled PM10 concentration (ug/m^3) at Galway: 
wlnter(1.xil.2001 to 28.ii.2002) and sum nier (1.vi.2002 to  31.vill.2002)
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Figures 7.29: Observed and predicted average diurnal profiles fo r  PMio in winter and 

summer

7.S.2.4 Statistical analysis (roundabout)

As for the motorway site (Section 7.6.2.4 on statistical analysis o f CALINE4 modelling at 

the motorway), two different sets o f  statistical values are used to evaluate model 

performance: a set o f  values related to legislative limit values and a set o f  model evaluation 

parameters.

Limit Values

EU directives on air quality specify limit values for CO, NO2 and PMjo, but use different 

statistical variables for each. In Table 7.14, equivalent observed and predicted values are 

presented for three cases: annual (September 2001 to September 2002), winter (December 

to February inclusive) and summer (June to August inclusive). The actual limit values and 

lower assessment thresholds (LATs) are also shown. These can be compared with the
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values for the motorway given in Table 7.12 (Section 7.6.2.4). M odelling at the 

roundabout predicted correctly that none o f  the annual average concentrations o f  pollutants 

exceeded current limit values. The only exceedance o f  a limit value (for the protection o f  

human health) w as that for the annual average o f  24 hour PMio, for which the 50 i ig W  

was exceeded more than seven times in the year, but the attainment date for this limit value 

is not until 1 January 2010.

Table 7.14: CAL1NE4 a t the roundabout: pred iction  o f  lim it values

Pollutant Measure Limit
Value
Hg/m̂

Measured (M odelled using CALINE4)

Annual Winter Summer

CO Max 8 hour 
rolling average

10,000
LAT
5,000

2860(1181) 2860(1181) 1184(824)

N O 2 19*̂  highest 
hourly average

200
LAT 100

88.82(70.38) 94.93(70.38) 57.56(70.38)

Annual mean 40
LAT 26

19.79(27.45) 21.70(23.13) 16.53(29.98)

PM,o
fPartisoll

36“’ highest 24 
hour average

50
LAT 20

39.61(17.15)
[42]

50.21(16.28)
[67J

30.00(20.27)
[2 6 ]

8'  ̂ highest 24 
hour average

50
LAT 20

67.63(24.04)
[73]

85.80(18.20)
[1 0 6 ]

32.90(24.04)
[32]

Annual mean 40 25.46(15.39)
[25.53]

29.17(14.73)
[3 2 .3 2 ]

19.89(15.86)
[1 7 .4 3 ]

Note: Values are italicised when the predicted and observed values do not both increase (or both decrease) 

from the annual, i.e. when the trends differ. Increments o f hourly NO2 predicted values were limited to 20 

ĝ/m̂

The maximum 8 hour rolling average concentration o f  CO w as underestimated in all three 

cases, but the non-exceedance o f  the LAT was correctly predicted. In contrast, the annual 

mean N O 2 concentration was overestimated by the model in all three cases. Although good  

agreement w as achieved in the winter data set, an exceedance o f  the LAT was wrongly 

predicted due to overprediction in summer. The highest hourly N O 2 concentrations were 

w ell predicted according to the annual value, but the winter and summer concentrations 

were underpredicted and overpredicted respectively. Armual PMio mean concentrations 

were underpredicted in every case, with the greatest discrepancy in winter. All predictions 

o f  the highest 24 hour PMio concentrations were also lower than the observed values, with 

winter predictions especially low. The m odelling failed to predict the exceedance o f  the
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LAT in some cases, but succeeded in others. In fact, considering the 36* highest 24-hour 

average in the annual case, the observed PMio concentration was above the UAT of 30 

|ig/m^, whereas the predicted value was below the LAT of 20 |ig/m^.

For CO the modelling accurately predicted the occurrence o f the maximum 8 hour rolling 

average during the winter, and the lower summer maximum. The winter increases and 

summer reductions in the observed concentrations of NO2 and PMio were not matched by 

the predicted concentrations.

Model evaluation parameters

Table 7.15 presents model evaluation parameters determined using the observed and 

predicted data for the roundabout site. These can be compared with those for the motorway 

site in Table 7.13 (Section 7.6.2.4), where a description o f the parameters is given.

Mean: The mean of observed and predicted NO2 and PMio were again closest in winter, 

though for CO (for which the mean is underpredicted) they were closest in summer. The 

mean NO2 value confirms the overprediction observed in Section 7.8.2.3.

Pearson correlation coefficient (R): According to the R-value, the variations in 

concentrations in the observed and predicted data agree best in winter. The best correlation 

was for winter CO (0.64) and the worst for summer PMio (0.33). These R-values are 

higher than those determined with the motorway data.

Normalised mean square error (NMSE): From the NMSE, the magnitude o f the observed 

and predicted NO 2 concentrations agree best and those of PMio agree worst. NO2 

predictions were better in winter than in summer, whereas CO and PMio predictions 

improved in summer. The NMSE for CO is similar to that determined at the motorway site, 

while those for NO 2 and PMio were much lower and higher, respectively.
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Factor o f two (FAC2): Across all cases and pollutants, between 50 and 80% of the 

predicted hourly concentrations lie within a factor of two of their contemporaneous 

observed values. This is the same range observed at the motorway site. The predicted PMio 

and CO results compare slightly better than the NO2 values, and both PMio and CO 

improved in summer, whereas NO2 improved in winter.

Fractional bias (FB) and fractional variance (FS)\ The fractional bias values confirm the 

graphical evidence in Section 1.62.2>, that CO and PMio were underpredicted, particularly 

in winter. For NO2, the FB shows negligible winter overprediction (0.06), but significant 

overprediction for the summer months (0,58). Overall, the FB values suggest that 

agreement between observed and predicted data was not as good at this site than at the 

motorway. The large negative fractional variance values for CO and PMio reflect the much 

greater variation in the observed concentrations of these pollutants, compared to that in the 

predicted values. The NO2 values are much better in this regard.

Table 7.15: CAL1NE4 -  roundabout: model evaluation parameters

Parameter Mean R NMSE FAC2 FB FS
Minimum 0 -1 0 0 -2 -2
Maximum 00 1 00 1 2 2
Ideal 1 ±1 0 1 0 0

CO annual 0.83 0.58 0.77 0.67 -0,48 -0.78
winter 0.75 0.64 0.96 0.56 -0.65 -0.91
summer 0.90 0.54 0.48 0.78 -0,33 -0.51

N0 2 annual 4.63 0.49 0.50 0.55 0.32 -0.08
winter 3.49 0.63 0.33 0.61 0.06 -0.21
summer 4.57 0.42 0.69 0.49 0.58 0.20

PMio annual 1.17 0.35 1.44 0.66 -0.49 -1.52
winter 1.09 0.56 2.25 0.62 -0.66 -1.74
summer 1.28 0.33 0.52 0.75 -0.23 -1.09
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8 SUMMARY OF MODELLING RESULTS

This chapter is the second chapter o f Part C on modelhng. It begins with a summary o f the 

resuhs from DMRB (Section 8.1) and CALINE4 modelling (Section 8.2) and ends with 

conclusions on the modelling results from both sites and both models (Section 8.3).

8.1 DMRB

The year, site geometry, the traffic flow, its basic profile and speed, were combined 

with information on background concentrations, to give predictions o f  pollutant 

concentrations. The major difference between modelling the roundabout compared to 

the motorway was the use o f five links rather than one.

M otorway

At the motorway, background concentrations o f CO, benzene and PMio were high relative 

to concentiations due to the road traffic source, and therefore were highly significant in the 

total concentrations predicted using the DMRB (Section 7.5 on DMRB results for the 

motorway). At the motorway, the maximum 8 hour mean CO was observed to be 2.56 

mg/m^ and predicted to be 3.69 mg/m^. The maximum running armual mean benzene was 

observed to be 0.53 jô g/m̂  and predicted to be 1.09 |J.g/m .̂ The annual mean NO 2 was 

observed to be 19.37 )o,g/m̂  and predicted to be 58.27 (o.g/m .̂ The 90*’’ percentile o f  daily
3 3mean PMjo was observed to be 22.83 |o.g/m and predicted to be 28.34 ^g/m .

These concentrations can also be usefully compared relative to the limit value. At the 

motorway, CO was observed to be 26% and predicted to be 37% o f  the limit value o f  10 

mg/m^ for the maximum 8 hour mean. Benzene was observed to be \ \%  and predicted to 

be 22% o f  the limit value o f  5 |J.g/m̂  for the maximum running annual mean (Broderick et 

a l ,  2004c). NO2 was observed to be 48% o f  the limit value and predicted to be 146% of  

the limit value o f  40 |o.g/m  ̂ for the annual mean. PMio was observed to be 46% and 

predicted to be 57% o f  the limit value o f 50 |J.g/m̂  for the 90'*’ percentile o f  daily means.
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These comparisons are tabulated in the conclusions (Section 8.3.3 on dispersion modelling 

conclusions). CO, benzene, NO2 and PMio were all overpredicted by 2% to 201% of the 

observed concentrations, which errs on the side o f caution, but concentrations were both 

observed and predicted to be less than 60% of the limit value.

Roundabout

At the roundabout, the maximum 8 hour mean CO was observed to be 2.86 mg/m^ and 

predicted to be 20.93 mg/m^. Benzene was not measured at the roundabout but was 

predicted to be 13.79 ^ig/m . The annual mean NO 2 was observed to be 19.79 ^g/m and 

predicted to be 193.95 )J.g/m .̂ The 90'*’ percentile o f daily mean PMio was observed to be 

39.61 )o.g/m̂  and predicted to be 80.38 )o.g/m̂ .

At the roundabout, CO was observed to be 29% of the limit value of 10 mg/m^ for the 

maximum 8 hour mean, but was predicted to be more than double this limit value. 

Benzene was not measured at the roundabout site, though it was predicted to be nearly 

three times the limit value o f 5 (ag/m^ for the maximum running annual mean. The 

background value for benzene is that estimated for the motorway, though concentrations at 

the roundabout were expected to be higher. Clearly this low value has much less 

significance in the total concentration than at the motorway site, where the background 

was almost half o f the total (Sections 7.5 and 7.7 on DMRB results for the motorway and 

roundabout respectively). NO2 was observed to be 49% of the limit value o f 40 ^g/m^ for 

the annual mean but was predicted to be almost five times greater than this limit value. 

PMio was observed to be 46%> of the limit value o f 50 |o.g/m  ̂ for the 90*’’ percentile of daily 

means but was predicted to be nearly double this limit value.

CO, NO2 and PMio were all overpredicted by two to ten times the observed concentrations. 

While concentrations were observed to be between 29% and 79%> o f the limit value, the 

modelling predicted exceedances of between two to five times the limit values.
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8.2 CALINE4

8.2.1 Diurnal variation

Motorway

At the motorway, the peak annual average hourly CO concentration was 0.33 ppm at 

23:00, whereas the predicted peak was 0.53 ppm at 20:00. The model did not predict the 

high CO concentrations observed after 20:00, which were generally due to stable 

conditions rather than the immediate traffic source, but the morning peak hour 

concentrations were in closer agreement. The observed NO 2 peak was also lower and 

occurred later than the predicted peak (18.19 ppb at 19:00). The morning peaks coincided 

(08:00) though again the predicted concentration (14.61 ppb) was higher than that 

observed (11.81 ppb). O f the three pollutants, PMio displayed the best agreement between 

the observed and predicted concentrations, with the predicted morning and evening peaks 

being within 10% to 20% of the observed values. The diurnal maximum was predicted to 

be 22.52 |ag/m^ at 20:00, compared to the observed maximum of 18.13 |^g/m^ at 19:00.

Roundabout

At the roundabout, for all three pollutants the observed and predicted profiles both 

reflected the diurnal variation in traffic flow, but the diurnal range o f concentrations was 

much smaller in the predicted data. For CO, the average difference between the early 

morning concentration minimum and the evening concentration maximum was 0.57 ppm 

in the observed data, but only 0.20 ppm in the predicted data. For NO 2 , this difference was 

observed to be 14.0 ppb and predicted to be 9.6 ppb; while for PMio the observed and 

predicted differences were 23.2 and 4.1 |ig/m^, respectively. The maximum CO and PMio 

concentrations were greatly underestimated by the modelling, but the observed and 

predicted NO 2 maxima agreed well.
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Comparison o f  modelling results from the motorway and roundabout

Table 8.1 compares the diumal concentration ranges at the motorway and roundabout sites. 

The modelled ranges were all wider at the motorway than at the roundabout, but the 

measured ranges were all narrower. The peak traffic flow was 30% lower on the 

motorway than on the roundabout. Concentrations measured at the roundabout may have a 

wider diumal range (than those measured at the motorway) not only because of higher 

traffic flows, but also due to diumal variations in emissions from local sources other than 

the traffic on the roundabout and due to variations in the emission rates from traffic as 

queues developed and dissipated.

Table 8.1: Diurnal concentration ranges at the motorway and roundabout

Site
Diumal Concentration Range

Peak pm 
traffic 
flow 
(vph)

CO (ppm) NO2 (ppb) PM ,o( ug/m^)

Modelled Measured Modelled Measured Modelled Measured

Motorway

Roundabout

2690

3900

0.30 0.11 

0.20 0.57

12 6 

10 14

10 6 

4 23

8.2.2 Variation with wind direction

Motorway

At the motorway, the maximum observed concentrations occurred with winds from the 

northeast, which were rare and o f low speed, as discussed in Chapter 5. For all three 

pollutants, the highest predicted concentrations occurred when winds were near parallel to 

the road, or from the south. In particular, considering a wind direction range o f 165° to 

180°, the measured and modelled NO2 and PMio values were very close. For wind 

directions closer to that o f the road, poorer agreement was observed, especially for NO2 . 

Previous studies on CALINE4 have also observed the tendency o f the model to 

overestimate for near-parallel winds, and the NO2 photochemical module is known to 

perform especially poorly in these circumstances when pollutant travel time is greatest.
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This is particularly relevant for the motorway monitoring site since westerly winds, which 

are near parallel with the road source, were frequently observed.

Roundabout

At the roundabout, CO and PMio concentrations were underestimated by the model for all 

wind directions except those in the southeast quadrant. For wind directions between 0° and 

190°, modelled NO 2  concentrations overestimated measured values, but for wind 

directions between 190° and 360°, good agreement was observed, especially for the 

predominant wind directions, between 225° and 270°. For all pollutants, the highest 

concentrations were observed with winds from the northeast and, for CO, also the 

northwest. Modelling predicted the highest concentrations for northeast winds, which are 

near parallel to a long, straight part o f the N6 Dublin Road. Winds from the northeast 

were rare and o f low wind speed, as discussed in Chapter 6. As at the motorway site, NO 2 

concentrations were greatly overpredicted for winds that were near parallel to the N6 

Dublin Road. However, predicted CO and PMio concentrations for near parallel wind 

directions were much less than those observed, especially for PMio for which the highest 

observed and predicted concentrations were 44.03 |ag/m^ and 16.85 |ig/m^, respectively.

Comparison o f modelling results from the motorway and roundabout

At both sites, the highest observed concentrations occurred with winds from the northeast 

(which were rare and o f low speed, as discussed in Chapters 5 and 6), and also for CO at 

the roundabout with winds from the northwest. At both sites, the highest predicted 

concentrations occurred when winds were near parallel to the road. At the roundabout, 

northeast winds were near parallel to the N6 Dublin Road, which is one o f the main arms 

o f the roundabout. At the motorway, the highest predicted concentrations occurred when 

winds were from the south as well as near parallel to the road (which runs east-west). For 

winds at the motorway from 165° to 180°, the observed and predicted NO 2  and PMio 

values were very close. For wind directions closer to parallel, agreement was poorer.
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especially for NO2. For winds that were near parallel to the road, NO2 concentrations were 

greatly overpredicted at both sites, whereas at the roundabout, concentrations o f CO and 

especially of PMio were underpredicted.

8.2.3 Seasonal variation

Motorway

At the motorway, winter concentrations were both observed and predicted to be higher 

than summer concentrations, for all pollutants. The modelled values were more sensitive 

to variations in traffic than the measured values, but were less sensitive to seasonal 

variations. For CO and NO2, the concentrations predicted for the summer months were 

generally higher even than those observed in the winter months. Overall, better agreement 

between the observed and predicted profiles was achieved with the winter data, and the 

best agreement was observed for wintertime NO2.

Roundabout

At the roundabout, winter concentrations were observed to be higher than summer 

concentrations, for all three pollutants. However, for the predicted concentrations, the 

opposite was the case; summer values exceeded winter values, albeit that for CO and PMio 

the range between seasonal predictions was very small. This suggests that the predicted 

influence o f the lower wind speed in summer than winter is greater than the observed 

influence. This effect was seen at the roundabout since the seasonal difference in wind 

speeds was greater at the roundabout than the motorway. For NO2, as at the motorway 

site, the observed and predicted diumal profiles agreed better in winter than in summer, 

although the average annual diumal profiles agreed best o f all. The inaccuracy in 

prediction of the seasonal variation in photochemical effects was reduced through 

consideration o f the full year o f data.
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Comparison o f modelling results from the motorway and roundabout

At both sites, winter concentrations were observed to be higher than summer 

concentrations, for all three pollutants. At the roundabout however, winter concentrations 

were predicted to be lower than summer concentrations, for all three pollutants, though 

there was little seasonal difference for predictions o f CO and PMio. At both sites, the 

observed and predicted diurnal profiles of NO2 agreed better in winter than in summer.

8.2.4 Statistical analysis

Two different sets o f statistical values were used to evaluate model performance; a set of 

values related to legislative limit values and a set o f model evaluation parameters.

Limit values at the motorway

For CO, the maximum 8 hour concentrations were overpredicted. However, the modelling 

did predict correctly that no concentrations exceeded either the limit value or even the 

LAT. For NO 2 , good agreement on the highest hourly concentrations (equivalent to the 

99.8*'’ percentile) was achieved for the annual (+6%), winter (-1%) and leeward (+7%) 

cases, while the summer value was overpredicted (+42%). The modelling overpredicted 

the annual average concentration of NO2 , but not by as much as that for maximum 8 hour 

CO concentration (NO2 by 35%; CO by 57%). The predicted annual and leeward 

concentrations indicated that some monitoring of NO 2 would be required under the EU 

Directive (CEC, 1999), whereas the winter and summer predicted concentrations and all 

observed values were below the LAT. For PM 10, two short-term variables were 

considered: the 36'*’ and 4'*’ highest 24 hour average concentrations. The observed and 

predicted PMio concentrations agreed well on the 36*'̂  highest 24 hour average 

concentrations for the annual and leeward cases. Summer concentrations were slightly 

overpredicted and winter concentrations were underpredicted. Agreement was much
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worse when considering the 4 ‘̂  highest value. The annual m ean was w ell predicted in the 

winter case, but overpredicted in the other cases.

For all pollutants, the m odelling correctly anticipated the reduction in average 

concentrations over the summer months, and an increase for w inds from the road. The 

predicted increase in concentrations during winter months w as less than that observed.

Limit values at the roundabout

M odelling at the roundabout predicted correctly that none o f  the annual average 

concentrations o f  pollutants exceeded current limit values. The only exceedance o f  a limit 

value (that for the protection o f  human health) was for the annual average o f  24 hour PMio, 

for which the 50 |o,g/m  ̂ was exceeded more than seven tim es in the year, but the attainment 

date for this limit value is not until 1 January 2010.

The m aximum 8 hour rolling average concentration o f  CO was underpredicted by annual, 

winter and summer analyses, but the non-exceedance o f  the LAT was correctly predicted. 

B y contrast, the annual mean N O 2 concentration was overpredicted. Although good  

agreement w as achieved in the winter data set, an exceedance o f  the LAT was wrongly  

predicted in summer. The 99.8* percentile N O 2 concentrations were underpredicted 

according to the annual value by -21%, but the winter and summer concentrations were 

underpredicted by  -26%  and overpredicted by +22%  respectively. The non-exceedance o f  

the LAT was correctly predicted. Annual PMio mean concentrations were underpredicted 

in every case, with the greatest discrepancy in winter. A ll predictions o f  the highest 24  

hour PMio concentrations were also lower than the observed values, with winter 

predictions especially  low . The m odelling failed to predict the exceedance o f  the LAT in 

som e cases, but succeeded in others. In fact, considering the 36*'’ highest 24 hour average
•5

in the annual case, the observed PMio concentration was above the U AT o f  30 |ig/m  , 

whereas the predicted value was below  the LAT o f  20 |^g/m^.
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For CO, the modelling accurately predicted the occurrence o f the maximum 8 hour rolling 

average during the winter, and a lower summer maximum. The winter increases and 

summer reductions in the measured concentrations o f NO2 and PMio were not matched by 

the modelled concentrations.

Comparison o f  limit values at the motorway and roundabout

The maximum 8 hour CO concentrations were overpredicted at the motorway, and 

underpredicted at the roundabout. The non-exceedance o f the LAT was correctly predicted 

at both sites. The annual mean NO2 concentration was overpredicted at both sites. The 

predicted concentrations exceeded the LAT, indicating that some monitoring of NO2 

would be required at each site, whereas the observed values were below the LAT. At the 

roundabout, this was attributable to the summer overprediction, since the winter 

predictions agreed well with the observed concentrations.

The “annual mean” PM 10 concentration was predicted and observed to be lower in summer 

than in winter at the motorway, whereas at the roundabout the concentration was observed 

to be lower but predicted to be higher in summer than in winter. At the motorway, the 

annual mean PMio concentration was well predicted for the winter, but otherwise was 

overpredicted, whereas at the roundabout it was underpredicted in every case, with the 

greatest discrepancy in winter. The increase in concentrations during winter months was 

underpredicted for all pollutants at the motorway, and for NO 2 and PMio at the roundabout. 

Winter concentrations were all underpredicted at the roundabout, except for the annual 

mean NO2 . At both sites, the 99.8'*’ percentile o f hourly NO 2 concentrations was well 

predicted for the annual analysis but overpredicted for the summer analysis. The reduction 

in CO concentrations during the summer (compared to the winter and annual CO 

concentrations) was predicted at both sites, though the concentrations were overpredicted 

at the motorway and underpredicted at the roundabout.
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M odel evaluation param eters at the motorway

The mean o f  the predicted and observed values confirm ed the general overprediction and 

that overprediction was least in winter. PMio predictions were best and N O 2 were worst. 

Considering only the leeward values did not improve the comparison.

The Pearson correlation coefficient indicated that the variations in predicted and observed  

hourly concentrations coincided better in summer and for N O 2 . Considering leeward 

values led to on ly  a slight improvement. The best correlation w as for leeward N O 2 (0.45) 

and the worst for winter CO (0.21).

The NM SE, which compares the absolute numerical values for each hour, concurred with 

the comparison o f  means (above) that PMio predictions were best. Summer PMio 

concentrations agreed best (0.38) and summer N O 2 worst (1 .11), possibly reflecting the 

uncertainty in the m odelling o f  photochemical transformations. Considering the leeward 

case led to closer agreement for all three pollutants. CO concentrations were closest for the 

leeward analysis and furthest apart for the winter.

For all pollutants and all four dataset analyses, between 50 and 80% o f  the modelled  

values lay within a factor o f  two o f  the observed values. Summer predictions performed 

much better than those in winter. Considering the leeward case led to closer agreement 

only for PMio, whereas for N O 2 disimprovement was observed.

The FB, which measures the correlation between the averages o f  the predictions and 

observations, concurred with the comparison o f  means and the N M SE  (above) that PMio 

predictions w ere best. Considering only the winter analysis, the overprediction was 

reduced from that using the annual dataset, for all pollutants. Considering only the 

leeward analysis, the overprediction was exacerbated.

The FS, which measures the correlation between the variances (standard deviations) o f  the 

predictions and observations, concurred with the comparison o f  means, the NM SE and the 

FB (above) that PMio predictions were best. Predicted N O 2 values showed more variance
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than the observed values, but PMio model values showed less. For all pollutants, summer 

FS values were greater than those in winter.

Model evaluation parameters at the roundabout

The mean o f the predicted and observed confirmed that prediction o f NO2 was best in 

winter and o f CO was best in summer. This had been observed from the graphs of 

seasonal diurnal variation (Figures 5.33 to 5.35 in Section 4.7.2.3 on seasonal variation in 

results for the roundabout), and from the statistics for annual mean NO 2 and maximum 8 

hour average CO (Table 5.14 o f Section 4.7.2.4 on statistical analysis o f results for the 

roundabout). According to the Pearson correlation coefficient, the variations in predicted 

and observed concentrations agreed best in winter. The best correlation was for winter CO 

(0.64) and the worst for summer PMio (0.33). From the NMSE, the magnitude of the 

predicted and observed concentrations agreed best for NO2 and worst for PM 10. NO2 

predictions were better in winter than in summer, whereas CO and PMio predictions 

improved in summer. For all pollutants and all four dataset analyses, between 50 and 80% 

of the modelled values lay within a factor of two o f the observed values. The modelled 

PM 10 and CO results compare slightly better than the ^J02 values. Both PN^io and CO 

improved in summer, whereas NO2 improved in winter. The FB confirmed that CO and 

PMio were underpredicted, particularly in winter. For NO 2 , the FB shows negligible 

winter overprediction (0.06), but significant overprediction for the summer months (0.58). 

The large negative FS values for CO and PMio reflect the greater variation in observed 

than predicted concentrations. Variation in predicted and observed NO 2 concentrations was 

closer.

Comparison o f  model evaluation parameters at the motorway and roundabout

The means o f the predicted and observed values suggested that prediction was best in 

winter for all pollutants at the motorway and for NO2 at the roundabout. Prediction for CO
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at the roundabout was best in summer. The best prediction was indicated to be for winter 

PMio for both sites.

According to the Pearson correlation coefficient, the variations in predicted and observed  

concentrations agreed best in summer at the motorway and in winter at the roundabout. 

The Pearson correlation coefficients were higher for the roundabout than for the motorway. 

The best correlation at the roundabout was for winter CO (0 .64) and the worst for summer 

PMio (0.33), whereas the best correlation at the m otorway was for leeward N O 2 (0.45) and 

the worst for winter CO (0.21). Winter CO show ed the best o f  the roundabout correlations 

but the worst for the motorway.

From the N M SE, the magnitudes o f  the predicted and observed concentrations agreed best 

for N O 2 at the roundabout and for PMio at the motorway. The agreement at the 

roundabout w as worst for PMio. At both sites, the N O 2 predictions were better in winter 

than in summer, whereas CO and PMio predictions improved in summer over winter. The 

NM SE for CO at the roundabout was similar to that for the motorway, w hile those for N O 2 

and PMio were much lower and higher respectively.

At both sites, for all pollutants and all four dataset analyses, betw een 50 and 80% o f  the 

m odelled values lay within a factor o f  two o f  the observed values. Summer predictions 

were better than winter for all pollutants at both sites, except for N O 2 at the roundabout, 

for which winter predictions were better than summer.

The FB confirm ed that in winter PMio was underpredicted at the roundabout but 

overpredicted at the motorway, though the motorway overprediction was least in winter 

(compared to the annual, summer and leeward analyses at the motorway) for all three 

pollutants. Overprediction o f  N O 2 was shown to be exacerbated by considering only the 

summer analysis at the roundabout and only the leeward analysis at the motorway. 

Overall, the FB values suggested that agreement between predicted and observed  

concentrations was better at the motorway than at the roundabout.
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The FS values showed that the annual mean predictions o f NO 2 at the roundabout and o f 

CO at the motorway showed the best agreement between variation in predicted and 

observed concentrations. Summer FS values were more positive than those in winter for 

all pollutants at both sites, suggesting less variation in observed concentrations compared 

to predictions for the summer analysis than for the winter analysis.

8.3 Conclusions

Background concentrations

• Background concentrations were estimated from the annual average o f hourly pollutant 

concentrations when the source had least influence. For the traffic source this was 

taken to be the concentration for the hour when traffic was at a minimum. At both 

sites, the traffic was lowest for the hour ending 05:00, at approximately 100 vph. The 

concentrations were also examined with regard to wind direction, and the minima 

generally agreed diumally and directionally. At the motorway, the minima were for 

winds from the northwest (CO and PM 10) or north-northwest (NO2 and NO). At the 

roundabout, the minima were for winds from the south.

• At both sites, the CO minima were between 0.2 ppm and 0.3 ppm, the NO2 and NO
■>

mmima were less than 10 ppb and the PMio minima were between 11 |o.g/m and 15 

|ig/m^. The directional minimum for PM 10 was 8% to 14% greater than the diurnal 

minimum. At the roundabout, the directional minimum for CO was 33% greater than 

the diurnal minimum.

• At the motorway, the background concentrations were modelled as 0.23 ppm CO, 10 

ppb NO2 and 11.9 p.g/m^ PMio respectively. At the roundabout, the background 

concentrations were modelled as 0.18 ppm CO, 10 ppb NO 2 , and 13 p-g/m  ̂ PMio 

respectively.
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8.3.1 DMRB

• The DMRB is a screening model and, unlike CALINE4, does not allow for analysis of

diurnal, directional or seasonal variation. The DMRB predicts annual mean

concentrations for CO, benzene, total NOx and PMio. For comparison with limit 

values, the maximum 8 hour mean CO, the maximum running annual mean benzene, 

the annual mean NO 2  and the 90‘̂ %ile of daily mean PMio are also predicted. 

Emission factors are not required as input parameters for DMRB modelling, since it is 

a combined emissions and dispersion model which estimates ambient pollutant 

concentrations from traffic data (vehicle flow and speed) alone. Corrections are applied 

for different percentages of LDVs and HDVs. The year, site geometry, the traffic flow, 

its basic profile and speed were combined with information on background 

concentrations.

• The major difference between modelling the roundabout compared to the motorway 

was the use o f five links rather than one.

Motorway

• At the motorway, the background concentrations o f CO, benzene and PMio were a 

significant proportion o f the total concentrations predicted using the DMRB.

• CO was observed to be 26% and predicted to be 37% of the limit value o f 10 mg/m^

for the maximum 8 hour mean. Benzene was observed to be 11% and predicted to be

22% of the limit value o f 5 |ig/m^ for the maximum running annual mean (Broderick et 

a l,  2004c). NO 2  was observed to be 48% of the limit value and predicted to be 46% 

greater than the limit value o f 40 )J.g/m  ̂ for the annual mean. PMio was observed to be 

46% and predicted to be 57% of the limit value o f  50 |o.g/m  ̂ for the 90*'̂  percentile of 

daily means.

• CO, benzene and PMio were all overpredicted by 2% to 201% of the observed 

concentrations, which errs on the side o f caution, but concentrations were both 

observed and predicted to be less than 60% of the limit value. NO 2 was predicted to 

exceed the limit value by 46% but was observed to be only 48% of the limit value.
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Roundabout

• CO was observed to be 29% of the Hmit value o f  10 mg/m^ for the maximum 8 hour 

mean, but was predicted to be more than double this lim it value. Benzene was not 

m easured at the roundabout site, but was predicted to be nearly three times the limit 

value o f  5 |J.g/m^ for the maximum  running annual mean. N O 2 was observed to be 49% 

o f  the lim it value o f 40 (o,g/m  ̂ for the annual m ean but was predicted to be almost five 

times greater than this limit value. PMio was observed to be 46%  o f  the limit value o f 

50 |ig/m^ for the 90‘'’% ile o f daily means but was predicted to be nearly double this 

limit value.

• CO, N O 2 and PMio were all overpredicted by two to ten times the observed 

concentrations. W hile concentrations were observed to be between 29%  and 79%> o f 

the lim it value, the m odelling predicted exceedances o f  betw een two to five times the 

limit values.

Motorway and roundabout

•  Background concentrations contributed between 40%> (benzene) to 75% (PMio) o f the 

total concentrations predicted at the m otorway com pared to less than 29% for any 

pollutant at the roundabout.

• CO and PMio were overpredicted at both sites by betw een 2% o f  the observed 

concentration (annual mean PMio at the motorway) and ten times the observed 

concentration (annual mean NO 2 at the roundabout). A t both sites, N O 2 was predicted 

to exceed the limit value but was observed to be less than ha lf o f  the lim it value. At 

the roundabout, CO and PMio were also predicted to exceed the limit value but were 

observed to be between 29%> and 79%> o f the lim it value. Some overprediction is 

desirable in modelling, to err on the side o f  caution, but this is excessive since 

predicted breaches o f  the limit values that falsely indicate the need for monitoring 

would result in unnecessary cost.
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8.3.2 CALINE4

• Composite emission factors were derived from the UK EFD of 2001 to be 6.62 g/mile 

CO and 2.24 g/mile NOx at both sites, 0.19 g/mile PMio at the motorway site and 0.09 

g/mile PMio at the roundabout site.

8.3.2.1 Diurnal variation

Motorway

• The CO and NO2 peak concentrations were observed to be lower and later than the 

predicted peaks. The observed and predicted morning NO2 peaks coincided, though 

again the observed concentration was lower than the predicted concentration. 

Modelling did not predict the high CO concentrations observed after 20:00, which were 

generally due to stable conditions rather than the immediate traffic source. PMio 

predictions were better than those for CO and NO 2 . The predicted PMio morning and 

evening peaks were within 20% of the observed concentrations.

• The persistence in elevated concentrations beyond the hours of elevated traffic flow, 

which was observed at the motorway was also noted by Carruthers et al. (2000a, 

outlined in Section 2.4.11 on model validation) who found that overnight 

concentrations were consistently underestimated by ADMS modelling using the 

Indianapolis dataset.

Roundabout

• The diurnal variation in traffic flow was reflected in the diurnal variation in observed 

and predicted concentrations for all three pollutants. The diurnal range of 

concentrations (the average difference between the early morning concentration 

minimum and the evening concentration maximum) was much smaller for the 

predicted than the observed concentrations.
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•  For CO the diurnal range o f  concentrations was predicted to be 0.20 ppm and observed  

to be 0.57 ppm. For N O 2 the diumal range o f  concentrations was predicted to be 9.6 

ppb and observed to be 14.0 ppb. For PMio the diumal range o f  concentrations was
3 3predicted to be 4.1 |ig/m  and observed to be 23.2 ^ig/m .

•  The maximum concentrations were underpredicted by the m odelling for CO and PMio, 

but for N 0 2  the maximum concentration was predicted to within less than 10% o f  the 

observed concentration.

Comparison o f modelling results from the motorway and roundabout

•  For all three pollutants, the range in predicted concentrations w as wider at the 

motorway than at the roundabout but the observed range w as narrower.

•  The persistence in elevated concentrations beyond the hours o f  elevated traffic flow, 

which was observed at the motorway, was not observed at the roundabout. At the 

roundabout, the diumal variation in traffic flow  was reflected in the diumal variation in 

both observed and predicted concentrations for all three pollutants. B y contrast, at the 

motorway:

o  the CO and N O 2 peak concentrations were observed to be lower and later than the 

predicted peaks;

o  only the morning N O 2 observed and predicted peaks coincided, though again the 

observed concentration was lower than the predicted concentration; 

o  the high CO concentrations observed after 20:00 w ere not predicted.

S.3.2.2 Variation with wind direction

Motorway

•  For wind directions nearer parallel with the road, agreement between observed and 

predicted concentrations was poorer than for other w ind directions, particularly for 

N O 2 concentrations. This was expected from the literature review  since:
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o previous studies on CALINE4 have also observed the tendency o f the model to 

overestimate for near-parallel winds; 

o the NO2 photochemical module is known to perform especially poorly in these 

circumstances when pollutant travel time is greatest.

• Wind directions near parallel with the road were frequently observed at the motorway, 

since the prevailing winds were from the southwest. Winds from the northeast were 

rare and o f low speed. For all three pollutants, the highest predicted concentrations 

occurred when winds were near parallel to the road, or from the south, whereas the 

maximum observed concentrations occurred with winds from the northeast. Observed 

and predicted NO2 and PMio values were very close for the wind direction range 165° 

to 180°.

Roundabout

• CO and PMio concentrations were underpredicted for all wind directions except the 

southeast. NO2 concentrations were overpredicted for wind directions between 0° and 

190°, and well predicted for wind directions between 190° and 360°, particularly for the 

predominant winds between 225° and 270°. For wind directions near parallel to the 

road, CO and PMio concentrations were underpredicted and NO2 was overpredicted.

• For all three pollutants, the highest predicted and observed concentrations occurred

when winds were from the northeast, (and from the northwest for observed CO).

Winds from the northeast were near parallel to the N6 Dublin Road, rare and of low

wind speed.

Comparison o f modelling results from the motorway and roundabout

• At both sites, winds from the northeast were rare and o f low wind speed. At the

roundabout site, winds from the northeast were also near parallel to the N6 Dublin 

Road. At the motorway, maximum predicted concentrations occurred when winds 

were near parallel to the road and from the south.
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•  A t  b o th  s i te s  a n d  fo r  a ll th re e  p o llu ta n ts ,  th e  h ig h e s t  o b s e rv e d  c o n c e n tra t io n s  o c c u r re d  

w h e n  w in d s  w e re  f ro m  th e  n o r th e a s t,  ( a n d  f ro m  th e  n o r th w e s t  fo r  C O  o b s e rv e d  a t th e  

r o u n d a b o u t)  a n d  th e  h ig h e s t  p re d ic te d  c o n c e n tra t io n s  o c c u r re d  w h e n  w in d s  w e re  n e a r  

p a ra lle l  to  th e  ro a d . F o r  w in d s  th a t w e re  n e a r  p a r a l le l  to  th e  ro a d , N O 2 c o n c e n tra t io n s  

w e re  g r e a t ly  o v e rp r e d ic te d  a t b o th  s ite s ,  w h e re a s  a t th e  r o u n d a b o u t ,  c o n c e n tra t io n s  o f  

C O  a n d  e s p e c ia l ly  o f  P M io  w e re  u n d e rp re d ic te d .

S.3.2.3 Seasonal variation

Motorway

•  P re d ic te d  c o n c e n t ra t io n s  w e re  m o re  s e n s it iv e  to  v a r ia t io n s  in  tr a f f ic  th a n  th e  o b s e rv e d  

c o n c e n tra t io n s ,  b u t  w e re  le s s  s e n s it iv e  to  s e a s o n a l  v a r ia t io n s .  P re d ic te d  a n d  o b s e rv e d  

c o n c e n t r a t io n s  w e re  c lo s e r  in  w in te r  th a n  s u m m e r . B o th  o b s e rv e d  a n d  p re d ic te d  

c o n c e n t r a t io n s  w e re  h ig h e r  in  w in te r  th a n  s u m m e r , f o r  a ll p o l lu ta n ts .  F o r  C O  a n d  N O 2, 

th e  s u m m e r  p r e d ic te d  c o n c e n tra t io n s  w e re  g e n e r a l ly  h ig h e r  e v e n  th a n  o b s e rv e d  w in te r  

c o n c e n tra t io n s .  T h e  d iu rn a l  ra n g e  in  c o n c e n tra t io n s  w a s  le a s t  fo r  th e  o b s e rv e d  su m m e r  

c o n c e n t ra t io n s ,  fo r  a ll th r e e  p o llu ta n ts .

Roundabout

•  O b s e rv e d  c o n c e n t r a t io n s  w e re  h ig h e r  in  w in te r  th a n  s u m m e r ,  fo r  a ll p o llu ta n ts ,  b u t  

p r e d ic te d  c o n c e n t r a t io n s  w e re  lo w e r  in  w in te r  th a n  s u m m e r ,  th o u g h  fo r  C O  a n d  P M jo  

th e  s e a s o n a l  d if fe r e n c e  w a s  n o t s ig n if ic a n t  in  c o m p a r is o n  to  th e  a b s o lu te  

c o n c e n t ra t io n s  o b s e rv e d . P re d ic te d  a n d  o b s e rv e d  c o n c e n t r a t io n s  o f  N O 2 w e re  c lo s e r  in  

w in te r  th a n  s u m m e r .  T h e  d iu rn a l  r a n g e  in  c o n c e n tra t io n s  w a s  s ig n if ic a n t ly  le s s  fo r  th e  

p r e d ic te d  c o n c e n t r a t io n s  o f  C O  a n d  P M  10 th a n  fo r  th e  o b s e rv e d  c o n c e n tra tio n s ,  

r e g a rd le s s  o f  s e a so n .
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Comparison o f  modelling results from the motorway and roundabout

• At both sites, the observed concentrations were higher in winter than summer, for all 

pollutants. At the motorway, predicted concentrations were also higher in winter than 

summer. At the roundabout, predicted concentrations were lower in winter than 

summer, although for CO and PMio the seasonal difference was not significant in 

comparison to the absolute concentrations observed.

• At both sites, predicted and observed concentrations o f  NO 2 were closer in winter than 

summer. At the motorway, predicted and observed concentrations o f  CO and PM 10 

were also closer in winter than summer.

S.3.2.4 Statistical analysis

Limit values at the motorway

• Concentrations for comparison with limit values were predicted to between -1% and 

+57% o f the observed concentrations. Predicted and observed concentrations 

concurred that limit values were not exceeded for CO, NO 2 nor for PMjo.

o The maximum 8 hour concentration o f  CO was overpredicted by 57%, but not 

to exceed the limit value o f 10 mg/m^ (or even the LAT o f  5 mg/m^), which 

concurred with the observed concentration (2.6 mg/m^).

o  The annual mean concentration o f  NO 2 was overpredicted by 35%, but not to

exceed the limit value o f  40 f^g/m ,̂ which concurred with the observed

concentration (19.4 |j,g/m^). The 99.8'*’ percentile concentration o f NO 2 was 

overpredicted by 6%, but not to exceed the limit value o f  200 ) ĝ/m  ̂ (or even 

the LAT o f  100 M-g/m̂ ), which concurred with the observed concentration (84.5 

|ag/m̂ ).

o The annual mean concentration o f PM 10 was overpredicted by 12%, but not to

exceed the limit value o f  40 )o.g/m ,̂ which concurred with the observed

concentration (15.5 fxg/m^). The 36**’ highest concentration o f PMio was
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underpredicted by 1%, but not to exceed the limit value o f 50 |o.g/m ,̂ which 

concurred with the observed concentration (22.8 |^g/m^).

• For all pollutants, predicted and observed concentrations were reduced for the summer 

dataset, and increased for the leeward dataset. The observed increases in winter 

concentrations (compared to annual concentrations) for 99.8* percentile and annual 

mean NO 2 , and for annual mean PMio were not predicted. By contrast, the winter 

concentrations were predicted to be reduced compared to the annual concentrations for 

maximum 8 hour CO, annual mean NO2 and annual mean PMio.

o Analysis of winter data only (rather than annual) reduced the difference 

between predicted and observed concentrations o f maximum 8 hour CO, of 

99.8‘*̂ %ile and annual mean NO2 , and o f annual mean PMio. Reductions for 

CO were from 57% to 40% overprediction, for NO2 were from 6% 

overprediction to -1% (underprediction), and for PMio were from 12% 

overprediction to -2% (underprediction), 

o Analysis of summer data only (rather than annual) did not reduce the difference 

between predicted and observed concentrations o f maximum 8 hour CO, of 

99.8'*’ percentile and annual mean NO2 , and of annual mean PMio. 

o Analysis o f leeward data only (rather than annual) reduced the difference 

between predicted and observed concentrations o f maximum 8 hour CO (38% 

rather than 57% overprediction). There was negligible disimprovement for the 

99.8*’’ percentile NO2 (7% rather than 6% overprediction), and disimprovement 

for the annual mean NO2 (61% rather than 35% overprediction) and for annual 

mean PMio (17% rather than 12% overprediction).

Roundabout

• Concentrations for comparison with limit values were predicted to between -59% and 

+39%) o f the observed concentrations. Predicted and observed concentrations 

concurred that limit values were not exceeded for CO, NO 2 nor PMio. However, 

exceedance o f the LAT for the 36* highest concentration o f PMio was observed but not 

predicted.
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o  The m aximum  8 hour concentration o f  CO was underpredicted by 59%, but not 

to exceed the limit value o f 10 mg/m^ (or even the LAT o f  5 mg/m^), which 

concurred with the observed concentration (2.9 mg/m^). 

o  The annual mean concentration o f NO 2 was overpredicted by  39%, but not to

exceed the limit value o f 40 p-g/m^, which concurred with the observed

concentration (19.8 |ig/m^). The predicted annual m ean N 0 2  exceeded the 

LAT by 6% but the observed concentration was only 76% o f  the LAT o f 26 

|a,g/m^. The 99.8‘̂  percentile concentration o f  N O 2 was underpredicted by 21%, 

but not to exceed the limit value o f  200 |J.g/m^ (or even the LAT o f  100 i^gW ), 

which concurred with the observed concentration (88.8 |ig/m^). 

o  The annual mean concentration o f PMio was underpredicted by 40%, but not to

exceed the limit value o f  40 )a,g/m ,̂ which concurred with the observed

concentration (25.5 jug/m^). The 36*'’ highest concentration o f PMio was 

underpredicted by 57%, but not to exceed the limit value o f  50 |ag/m^, which 

concurred with the observed concentration (39.6 fxg/m^). The observed 36'*’ 

highest concentration o f PMio exceeded the LAT by 98% but the predicted 

concentration was only 86% o f  the LAT o f  20 fxg/m^.

In winter, the observed concentrations increased from (or were the same as) the 

annual concentrations, however the predicted concentrations were reduced from (or 

the same as) the annual concentrations, for all three pollutants. M odelling 

accurately predicted that the maximum 8 hour CO concentration occurred during 

the winter, and that the summer maximum 8 hour CO concentration was lower than 

the annual concentration.

o  Analysis o f  w inter data only (rather than annual) reduced the difference 

between predicted and observed concentrations o f  m axim um  8 hour CO (from 

59% to 41% underprediction) and annual m ean N O 2 (from  39% to 7%> 

overprediction). However, it increased the underprediction o f  99.8‘'’%)ile NO 2 

and both the 36'*’ highest concentration o f  PMio and annual m ean PMio. 

o  Analysis o f  summer data only (rather than annual) reduced the difference 

between predicted and observed concentrations o f  m axim um  8 hour CO, o f 

annual mean N O 2 , o f  the 36'*’ highest concentration o f  PMio and o f  annual mean 

PM 10. However, these were still underpredicted by  betw een 19% and 32%
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t hcompared to the observed concentrations. The 99.8 percentile NO 2 was 

overpredicted by 22% for the summer, which is more conservative than the 

underprediction by 21% for the annual dataset.

Comparison o f modelling results from the motorway and roundabout

• The maximum 8 hour CO concentrations were overpredicted at the motorway, and 

underpredicted at the roundabout. The non-exceedance o f the LAT was correctly 

predicted at both sites.

• At both sites, the magnitude of the difference between the observed and predicted 

99.8*'’ percentile (or equivalent for non-annual analyses) o f NO 2 concentrations did not 

change between the annual analysis and the summer analysis, but at the roundabout the 

annual concentrations were underpredicted and the summer was overpredicted. 

(Motorway: 6% annual; 7% summer. Roundabout: -21% annual; +22% summer). The 

annual mean NO2 concentrations were overpredicted at both sites. (Motorway: by 

35%. Roundabout: by 39%). At both sites, the annual mean NO 2 concentrations were 

predicted to exceed the LAT, whereas the observed concentrations did not.

• At both sites, the “annual mean” PMjo concentration was predicted to be lower for the 

winter analysis than for the annual analysis (by -1% at the motorway and by -4% at the 

roundabout), whereas the observed concentrations were higher for the winter analysis 

than for the annual analysis (by +14% at the motorway and by +15% at the 

roundabout). At the motorway, the annual mean PMio concentration was predicted to 

within -2% of the observed concentration for the winter analysis, but was overpredicted 

for the annual, summer and leeward analyses (by +12%, +38% and +17% 

respectively), whereas at the roundabout it was underpredicted for annual, winter and 

summer analyses (by -40%, -50%> and -20% respectively), with the greatest 

discrepancy in winter.

• The observed reduction in CO concentrations during the summer (compared to the 

winter and annual CO concentrations) was predicted at both sites, though the 

concentrations were overpredicted at the motorway and underpredicted at the 

roundabout. At both sites, the observed increases in winter concentrations (compared
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to annual concentrations) for 99.8‘'’%ile and annual mean NO 2 , and for annual mean 

PMio were not predicted. By contrast, again at both sites, the winter concentrations 

were predicted to be reduced (compared to the annual concentrations) for annual mean 

NO 2 and annual mean PMio.

Model evaluation parameters

Examination of the mean, Pearson correlation coefficient, NMSE, factor o f two, fractional 

bias and fractional variance generally concurred that predictions at the motorway were 

better for PMio than for CO or NO 2 . However, the different statistical comparisons varied 

in other interpretations, since they consider different aspects o f modelling accuracy, such 

as fluctuations versus absolute values. At the motorway, for example, analysis of only the 

leeward dataset improved predictions (compared to analysis o f the annual dataset) using 

the Pearson correlation coefficient, NMSE and factor o f two (FAC2 improved for PMio 

but not NO 2 ) but using the fractional bias, the leeward dataset resulted in exacerbation of 

overprediction (compared to analysis of the annual dataset). Any reduction o f a dataset 

should therefore consider the model performance characteristic under investigation and 

thus the statistical analysis to be used.

Model evaluation parameters at the motorway

The mean, Pearson correlation coefficient, NMSE, factor o f two, fractional bias and 

fractional variance generally concurred that predictions at the motorway were better for 

PMio than for CO or NO 2 . Analysis of only the leeward dataset improved predictions 

(compared to analysis o f the annual dataset) using the Pearson correlation coefficient, 

NMSE and factor of two (FAC2 improved for PMio but not NO 2 ) but using the fractional 

bias, the leeward dataset resulted in exacerbation o f overprediction (compared to analysis 

of the annual dataset).

• The mean o f the predicted and observed concentrations indicated:
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o  general overprediction; 

o  overprediction was least in winter; 

o  PM 10 predictions were best; 

o  NO 2 predictions were worst;

o  leeward analysis was not an improvement on the annual dataset.

The Pearson correlation coefficient indicated:

o variations in predicted and observed hourly concentrations coincided better in 

summ er and for N O 2 ; 

o  leeward analysis led to only a slight im provem ent on the annual dataset; 

o  correlation was best for leeward NO 2 (0.45); 

o  correlation was worst for winter CO (0.21).

The NM SE indicated:

o the magnitude o f  the predicted and observed concentrations agreed best for 

PM,o;

o  summ er PMio agreed best (0.38); 

o  summ er NO 2 agreed worst (1.11;

o  leeward analysis led to closer agreement for all three pollutants; 

o  CO concentrations agreed best for the leeward analysis; 

o  CO concentrations agreed worst for the w inter analysis.

For all three pollutants and all four dataset analyses, betw een 50 and 80% o f the 

predicted values lay w ithin a factor o f two o f  the observed values. M ore predictions 

lay within a factor or two o f  observed concentrations for the summ er analysis than the 

winter analysis. More predictions o f  PMio lay w ithin a factor or two o f observed 

concentrations for the leeward analysis than the annual dataset, but fewer predictions 

o fN 02 .

The FB indicated:

o  PMio predictions were best;

o  w inter analysis reduced overprediction for all pollutants; 

o  leeward analysis exacerbated overprediction.

The FS indicated:

o  PMio predictions were best;

o  NO 2 predictions showed more variance than the observed concentrations;
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o  PMio predictions showed less variance than the observed concentrations; 

o  summ er FS values were greater than those in winter, for all three pollutants.

M odel evaluation param eters at the roundabout

The mean and NM SE indicated that the summ er analysis improved CO predictions 

(compared to the annual analysis and to observed concentrations) and that the winter 

analysis improved N O 2 predictions. More predictions o f  CO and PMio than o f NO 2 were 

within a factor o f  two o f  the observed concentrations but the variation (FS) and magnitude 

(NM SE) o f  observed and predicted concentrations were closer for N O 2 than for CO and

PMio.

• The mean o f the predicted and observed concentrations indicated:

o  CO predictions were best in summer; 

o  NO 2 predictions were best in winter.

• The Pearson correlation coefficient indicated:

o  variations in predicted and observed hourly concentrations coincided better in 

winter;

o  correlation was best for winter CO (0.64); 

o  correlation was worst for summer PMio (0.33).

• The NM SE indicated:

o  the m agnitude o f  the predicted and observed concentrations agreed best for 

N O 2 ;

o  PMio agreed worst; 

o  CO and PMio agreed better in summer; 

o  NO 2 agreed better in winter than summer.

• For all three pollutants and all four dataset analyses, betw een 50 and 80% o f  the 

predicted values lay within a factor o f  two o f  the observed values. M ore predictions 

lay within a factor or two o f  observed concentrations for CO and PMio than for N O 2 . 

More predictions o f  CO and PMio lay within a factor or two o f  observed concentrations
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for the summer analysis than the annual dataset. More predictions o f NO2 lay within a 

factor or two of observed concentrations for the winter analysis than the annual dataset.

• The FB indicated:

o CO and PMio were underpredicted;

o winter analysis exacerbated underprediction o f CO and PMio; 

o summer analysis led to overprediction o f NO2.

• The FS indicated;

o greater variation in observed than predicted concentrations for CO and PMio; 

o variation in observed and predicted concentrations o f NO2 were closer than for 

CO and PMio.

Comparison o f model evaluation parameters at the motorway and roundabout

The absolute values o f the predicted and observed concentrations were closest for winter 

NO2 at both sites. The variations in predicted and observed concentrations were closer at 

the roundabout than the motorway. The evaluation parameters showed that the modelling 

performance varied between the two sites and between the pollutants depending on the use 

of the annual dataset or a reduced dataset (whether reduced by season or wind direction), 

but no single combination o f evaluation parameter, dataset and pollutant resulted in a 

definitive pattern for best agreement between predicted and observed concentrations which 

could be applied at either site. The modelling performance varied between the two sites 

since the modelling assumptions also varied between the two sites.

• The mean o f the predicted and observed values indicated;

o winter analysis was better than annual analysis for all pollutants at the 

motorway and for NO2 at the roundabout; 

o by contrast, summer analysis was better than annual analysis for CO at the 

roundabout.

The Pearson correlation coefficient indicated;

o variations in predicted and observed hourly concentrations coincided better at the 

roundabout than at the motorway;
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o  variations in predicted and observed hourly concentrations coincided better in 

summer at the motorway but in winter at the roundabout; 

o  correlation at the motorway was worst for winter CO but correlation at the 

roundabout was best for winter CO.

The N M SE indicated:

o  the magnitude o f  the predicted and observed concentrations agreed best for 

PM 10 at the motorway but best for N O 2 at the roundabout, where PMio agreed 

worst;

o  at both sites, N O 2 agreed better in winter than summer; 

o  by contrast, at both sites CO and PMio agreed better in summer than winter; 

o  the agreement in the magnitude o f  the predicted and observed concentrations 

was similar at both sites for CO, better at the roundabout than the motorway for 

N O 2 and better at the motorway than the roundabout for PMio.

At both sites, for all pollutants and all four dataset analyses, between 50 and 80% o f  

the m odelled values lay within a factor o f  two o f  the observed values.

At both sites, more predictions lay within a factor or two o f  observed concentrations 

for the summer analysis than the winter analysis, except for N O 2 at the roundabout, for 

which more predictions lay within a factor or two o f  observed concentrations for the 

winter analysis than the summer analysis.

The FB indicated:

o  winter analysis (compared to annual analysis) reduced overprediction for all 

pollutants at the motorway, and exacerbated underprediction o f  CO and PMio at 

the roundabout;

o  agreement between predicted and observed concentrations was better at the 

motorway than at the roundabout.

The FS indicated:

o  less variation in observed concentrations compared to predictions for the 

summer analysis than for the winter analysis at both sites; 

o  least variation in observed concentrations compared to predictions for CO at the 

motorway but for N O 2 at the roundabout.
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8.3.3 Dispersion modelling

•  M odelling must consider the em issions from the source, their dispersion and potential 

transformation, and their relative contribution to the ambient concentration compared 

to the background concentration that is independent o f  the source. It is more 

conservative (and desirable) that m odelling should overpredict than underpredict 

compared to observed concentrations, but not to the extent that unnecessary monitoring 

is indicated.

•  Elevated concentrations were not always predicted for the times and conditions during 

which elevated concentrations were observed. In particular, m odelling could not 

reflect the high concentrations observed at the m otorway overnight, since these were 

not due directly to the traffic source but were h ighly dependent on the meteorological 

conditions, particularly the stability class.

Limit values

•  Observed and predicted concentrations can be expressed as percentages o f  limit values, 

as in Table 8.2, which also shows the predicted concentrations as percentages o f  the 

observed concentrations. DM RB and CALINE4 m odelling results are also compared 

with predictions from A DM S and CAL3QHCR in Chapter 10 on the validation o f  

m odelling.

•  At both sites, concentrations were observed to be less than the limit values set by the 

EU Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000). At the motorway, the predicted 

concentrations agreed with the observed concentrations that limit values were not 

exceeded, except for the DM RB prediction o f  the exceedance o f  the limit value for the 

annual mean concentration o f  N O 2. At the roundabout, the CALINE4 predictions 

agreed with observed concentrations that limit values were not exceeded. A ll o f  the 

DM RB predictions suggested exceedance o f  the limit values.
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Table 8.2: Observed and predicted concentrations as percentages o f  limit values, and 

predicted concentrations as percentages o f  observed concentrations (from Tables 7.12 and 

7.14)

CO N O 2 I N O : II P M ,„I P M ,o il
L im it value 10 mg/m^ 200 ng/m^ 40 tig/m^ 50 ng/m^ 40 ng/m ’
U A T 70% 70% 80% 60% 70%
LAT 50% 50% 65% 40% 50%

M otorw ay Observed 26% 42% 48% 46% 39%
DM RB 37% * 146% 57% 40%
CALINE4 40% 45% 66% 45% 44%

R oundabout Observed 29% 44% 49% 79% 64%
DMRB 209% * 485% 161% 112%
CAL1NE4 12% 35% 69% 34% 38%

M otorw ay O bserved 2.6 mg/m'^ 84.5 19.4 ng/m^ 22.8 ng/in’ 15.5 Jig/m^
DM RB 144% * 301% 124% 102%
CALINE4 157% 106% 135% 99% 112%

R oundabout O bserved 2.9 mg/m^ 88.8 ng/m^ 19.8 Mg/m^ 39.6 Hg/m’ 25.5 Hg/m^
DMRB 732% 980% 203% 176%
CALINE4 41% 79% 139% 43% 60%

CO: Maximum 8 hour average CO concentration 

NO 2 1: 19‘'̂  highest hourly NO 2 concentration (99.8*'’%ile)

NO 2 II; Annual mean NO 2 concentration

PMio I: 36* highest 24 hour PMio concentration (QO'̂ ’yoile)

PMio II: Annual mean PMio concentration

• DMRB modelling predictions were within 1% to 436% of observed concentrations 

(relative to the limit values). CALINE4 modelling predictions were within -A5%  to 

20% of observed concentrations (relative to the limit values). DMRB predictions were 

within 1% to 98% of observed concentrations (relative to the limit values) at the 

motorway and within 48% to 436% o f observed concentrations (relative to the limit 

values) at the roundabout. CALINE4 predictions were within -1% to 18% o f observed 

concentrations (relative to the limit values) at the motorway and within -45% to 20% of 

observed concentrations (relative to the limit values) at the roundabout. DMRB and 

CALINE4 predictions for the motorway were within -1%  to 98% of observed 

concentrations (relative to the limit values). DMRB and CALINE4 predictions for the
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roundabout were within -45%  to 436% o f  observed concentrations (relative to the limit 

values).

UAT

•  Concentrations were observed to exceed the U A T s for the 36*’’ highest and the annual

mean concentration o f  PMio at the roundabout. This indicates that monitoring is 

required at the roundabout from the attainment date o f  1̂ ‘ January 2005, when the 

margin o f  tolerance is reduced to zero and the limit value com es into full effect. The 

observed exceedances o f  the PMio UATs at the roundabout were predicted by DM RB  

m odelling but not by CALINE4 modelling.

•  Concentrations were predicted by DM RB m odelling to exceed  the U A T  for the annual

mean concentration o f  N O 2 at both sites, whereas no exceedance o f  the UAT was

observed at either site.

LAT

•  Concentrations were observed to exceed the LAT for the 36*  ̂ highest concentration o f  

PMio at both sites and the LAT for the annual mean concentration o f  PMio at the 

roundabout. This indicates that a combination o f  m odelling and monitoring is required 

at the roundabout. The observed exceedances o f  the PMio LATs at the roundabout 

were predicted by DM RB m odelling but not by CALINE4 m odelling. The observed  

exceedance o f  the LAT for the 36* highest concentration o f  PMio at the motorway was 

predicted by both DM RB and CALINE4 modelling.

• Concentrations were predicted by DM RB and CALINE4 m odelling to exceed the LAT 

for the annual mean concentration o f  N O 2 at both sites, whereas the LAT was not 

observed to be exceeded at either site. CALINE4 m odelling indicated that the LAT  

would be barely exceeded (by 1% at the motorway and 4% at the roundabout), whereas 

DM RB m odelling indicated exceedance o f  the limit value.

• Concentrations were predicted by DM RB m odelling to exceed the LAT (and the limit 

value) for the maximum 8 hour concentration o f  CO at the roundabout, whereas no 

exceedance was observed.
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Summary conclusions

• DMRB modelling predicted the concentrations to be 37% to 485% of the limit values. 

CALINE4 modelling predicted the concentrations to be 12% to 69% of the limit 

values. Observed concentrations were 26% to 79% of the limit values.

• At the motorway, observed and predicted concentrations o f CO, NO2 and PM 10 agreed 

to within 18% (relative to the limit values), except for DMRB prediction of annual 

mean NO2 . Observed and predicted concentrations o f PMio agreed to within 9% 

(relative to the limit values) and for CALINE4 agreement between observed and 

predicted concentrations o f PMio was to within 5%. Predicted concentrations were 

conservative (relative to observed concentrations) as desired, except for the 90'’’%ile 

PMio which was underpredicted by CALINE4 (but only by 1% of the limit value).

• At the roundabout, observed and predicted concentrations o f CO, NO2 and PMio 

agreed to within 45% (relative to the limit values) for CALINE4 modelling, but the 

predictions were only conservative for annual mean NO 2 . DMRB modelling 

overpredicted the observed concentrations of all pollutants by 12% to 385% of the limit 

values.
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9 MODEL SENSITIVITY STUDY

This chapter expands on the modelling results reported in Chapters 7 and 8, by 

investigating the sensitivity o f predictions by DMRB and CALINE4 modelling to 

variations from the baseline input parameters used in the modelling previously 

analysed. The influence o f stability class on CALINE4 predictions at the motorway is 

assessed in Section 9.1. Variation in emission factors for both the DVIRB and 

CAL1NE4 are considered in Section 9.2. The impact on predictions o f modelling the 

motorway as one link or several separate links is estimated for both the DMRB and 

CALINE4 in Section 9.3. The reduction from the annual dataset to consideration of 

only the hours when the receptor was to leeward of the motorway source is analysed for 

CAL1NE4 modelling in Section 9.4, and a brief comparison is made with the DMRB 

assumption that the receptor is always to leeward of the source. In Section 9.5, the 

CALINE4 options for one hour and eight hour runs are compared for both sites with the 

corresponding observed concentrations. In Section 9.6, the results from the various 

sensitivity analyses are summarised, from which conclusions are drawn.

9.1 Stability (motorway)

This section furthers the investigation o f stability conditions reported for the motorway 

site in Chapter 5, to assess the influence of stability class on differences between 

observed concentrations and CALINE4 modelling predictions. Stability class is not 

considered by the DMRB since (as it is a screening model) the meteorological 

conditions are assumed to be worst case. The variation with atmospheric stability of 

the observed meteorological parameters and of both observed and predicted pollutant 

concentrations are analysed. The diurnal variations in concentration are then classified 

according to stability class to identify patterns and to examine the justification for 

exclusion of stability classes that are infrequent or result in low concentrations.

The diurnal and directional variations in stability (Sections 9.1.1 and 9.1.2), the 

variation of traffic, wind speed, temperature and pollutant concentrations with stability 

(Sections 9.1.3 to 9.1.5) and the diurnal variation in pollutant concentrations with 

stability class (Sections 9.1.6 and 9.1.7) are all considered.
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9.1.1 Diurnal variation in stability

As shown in Figure 9.1, stability class D was predominant, occurring in 75% of the 

8,787 hours. D was more prevalent during daylight hours than night time hours, 

accounting for 84% of hours between 08:00 and 17:00, compared to 69% of hours 

between 18:00 and 07:00. The next most frequent stability classes were F, E and C at 

9, 8 and 6% o f all hours respectively. Stability class B occurred less than 2%, while the 

extremely stable and unstable conditions of A and G occurred less than 1%.

Diurnal variation in frequency of Pasquill Stabiiity C lasses 
Lelxlip (Met Elreann a t C asem ent Aerodrom e) 15.lx.2001 to 15.lx.2002
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Figure 9.1: Diurnal variation infrequency o f  Pasquill Stability Classes

Neutral conditions prevailed, particularly during daylight hours, when traffic flows 

were highest. Stable conditions (E, F, G) occurred between 17:00 and 08:00, 

overlapping until 21:00 and from 06:00 with slightly unstable conditions (C). 

Otherwise, unstable conditions (A, B, C) only occurred between 08:00 and 16:00. 

Stable conditions occurred overnight but never between 09:00 and 16:00, whereas 

unstable conditions occurred during daylight hours but never between 22:00 and 05:00.

9.1.2 D irectional variation in stability

Figure 9.2 confirms that stability class D predominated (75% o f the 8787 hours), and 

that it occurred most frequently with winds from the southwest, as expected, since
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southwesterly winds were the most common regardless of stability class (Chapter 5). A 

strong source effect is therefore possible, but is dependent on other parameters such as 

wind speed and traffic flow (and therefore time o f day).

Frequency of Pasquill Stability C lasse s  A to  G by wind direction 
Lelxlip, 15.lx.2001 to  15.ix.2002

Figure 9.2: Directional variation in frequency o f  Pasquill Stability Classes

Frequency of Pasquill Stability C lasse s  A to  C by wind direction 
Lelxlip, 15.ix.2001 to  15.lx.2002
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Figure 9.3: Directional variation in frequency o f  Pasquill Stability Classes A to C
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The relative infrequency of all other stability classes is clear from Figure 9.2 but their 

distribution can be examined in Figures 9.3 to 9.5. Figures 9.3 and 9.4 show the 

directional variation of unstable and stable conditions respectively. The relative 

frequency of wind directions for different stability classes are given in the Appendix as 

Figures E.l 1 to E. 13, for unstable conditions (A-C), neutral and near neutral conditions 

(C-E), and stable conditions (E-G).

Stability class C occurred most frequently when winds were from the ESE but also with 

N winds, when the motorway could have no effect at the receptor (Figures 9.3 and 9.6). 

The distribution of wind direction during stability class B was similar to that for C, 

though B was much less frequent (Figures 9.3 and 9.5). Stability class A rarely 

occurred (0.3%) and predominantly coincided with winds from the N, when no source 

effect was possible from the motorway to the south (Figure 9.5).

Frequency o f  Pasqulll Stability C lasse s  E to  G by wind direction 
Lelxllp, 15.lx.2001 to  15.lx.2002

Figure 9.4: Directional variation in frequency ofPasquill Stability Classes E to G

Although winds were most frequently from the south during stable conditions (E-G), 

which would suggest high concentrations, these stable conditions occurred at night, 

when the fraffic source was at its lowest (Figures 9.4 and 9.7, and Chapter 5). Winds 

from the northeast were only observed under stable and highly stable conditions 

(stability classes F and G) (Figure 5.7). This may be due to the wind shadow effect of
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the building to the northeast o f the monitoring unit, but the rarity o f winds from the 

northeast was also observed by Met Eireann, as discussed in Chapter 5.

9.1.3 Traffic and stability

Traffic is not dependent on stability class but does vary with stability class, as 

confirmed by Figure 9.4. Traffic was higher for unstable conditions (A-C) than stable 

(E-G) since A-C occurred during daylight hours which was when most traffic flowed, 

whereas E-G occurred overnight, when traffic flows were low.

Variation In trafllc by stability c lass , Lelxllp 15.lx.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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V ♦Traffic
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Figure 9.4: Variation in traffic by stability class

For neutral conditions (D), which predominated (75%), average hourly traffic was 1465 

vehicles per hour (vph). Emissions were therefore expected to be higher for A-C than 

E-G because traffic flows were higher, but the ambient concentrations may be lower for 

A-C since unstable conditions resulting in higher dispersion than under stable 

conditions.
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9.1.4 Temperature and wind speed by stability

Variation in temperature and wind speed, by stability class, Leixiip 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002

♦  Temp.

Pasquill Stability Class

Figure 9.5: Variation in temperature and wind speed, by stability class

Wind speed with stability class, Leixiip and Casement (ME) 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure 9.6: Wind speed measured on site (u) and by Met Eireann (ME u), by stability  

class
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Figure 9.5 demonstrates that mean wind speeds were highest for neutral conditions (2.6 

m/s for D) and lowest for highly stable conditions (0.6 and 0.5 m/s for F and G). Mean 

wind speeds were similar for A, B, C and E: between 1.1 and 1.4 m/s. Highest mean 

temperatures occurred during unstable and neutral conditions (11.7 °C for A to 9.7 °C 

for C). Mean temperatures for stable conditions E and F were similar at 7.2 and 6.9 °C  

respectively, while the lowest mean temperatures coincided with highly stable 

conditions (2.7 °C for G), when there was little convective turbulence.

Met Eireann wind speeds were shown in Figure 9.6 to be 50% higher than those 

measured at the monitoring unit. This may be due to the reduced height o f 

measurement (6 m versus 10 m at Casement) and the wind shadow effect o f  the 

building to the east o f the unit.

As observed at the monitoring unit, mean wind speeds were highest for neutral 

conditions (6.4 m/s for D). However, Met Eireann wind speeds were higher for slightly 

stable conditions (3.4 m/s for E) than for unstable conditions (2.3 and 2.1 m/s for B and 

C). For highly unstable conditions. Met Eireann mean wind speeds were as low as 

those for highly stable conditions (between 1.2 and 1.4 m/s for A, F and G).

Average wind speed was calculated for each stability class and compared for the two 

sites (u/ME u for A-G). Hourly, unclassified, average wind speed at the monitoring 

unit was 42% o f ME wind speed (i.e. without sorting by stability).

9.1.5 Pollutant concentrations by stability

Observed CO was highest for highly stable conditions (0.92 ppm for G) and lowest for 

neutral conditions (0.23 ppm for D). Predicted concentrations varied little with stability 

class, though concentrations for unstable conditions were slightly higher (between 0..46 

and 0.48 ppm for A-C) than for neutral and stable conditions (between 0.34 and 0.43 

ppm for D-G).

This was probably due to the higher traffic flows during hours o f unstable conditions 

(daytime) than during stable (overnight) and neutral (anytime) conditions. Also, mean 

wind speeds were highest for neutral conditions (D) which would increase dispersion
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and reduce concentrations. Although mean wind speeds were lowest for highly stable 

conditions (G), since stable conditions only occurred overnight, the source was at its 

weakest at these times.

The range of observed concentrations was greater than that o f predicted concentrations: 

0.23 (D) to 0.92 (G) compared to 0.34 (G) to 0.48 (B). The highest concentrations 

were observed for the most stable conditions, but concentrations were predicted to be 

lowest under such conditions. These high concentrations were probably due to elevated 

background concentrations, rather than the concurrent traffic source, and therefore 

could not be predicted by the model.

Observed PMio was also highest for highly stable conditions (29.6 |xg/m^ for G) and 

lowest for neutral conditions (14.1 jig/m^ for D), as shown in Figure 5.8.

For CO and NO2 , concentrations were overpredicted except under highly stable 

conditions F and G, when observed concentrations exceeded the predictions (Figures 

5.6 and 5.7). For PMio, concentrations were overpredicted only slightly under near 

neutral conditions (C-E), underpredicted only slightly under highly unstable conditions 

(A and B, when traffic was high) and, as for CO and NO2 , under highly stable 

conditions F and G, observed concentrations exceeded the predictions.

The observed concentrations o f CO, NO2 and PMio were lowest during neutral 

conditions (rather than stable or unstable conditions). The mean wind speed was higher 

during neutral conditions (than stable or unstable conditions). The influence o f the 

wind speed was more evident in the observed concentrations than in those predicted. 

The observed concentrations o f CO, NO2 and PMio were highest during stable 

conditions, but the predicted concentrations were generally higher (or as high) during 

unstable conditions (as during stable conditions). This suggests that the modelling did 

not adequately reflect the influence o f (the lack of) convective turbulence.
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Figure 9.7: Variation in measured and modelled CO with stability class
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Figure 9.8: Variation in measured and modelled NO2 with stability class
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PM10 with stability class, Leixlip 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure 9.9: Variation in measured and modelled PMjo with stability class

9.1.6 Diurnal variation in concentrations by stability

Figures 9.10 and 9.11 compare the relative contributions o f  CO concentrations for each 

stability class and each hour o f  the day, for observed and predicted concentrations 

respectively. Graphs o f diurnal variation in observed and predicted NO 2 and PMio by 

stability class can be found in Appendix E (Figures E.14 to E.17). As for CO, 

concentrations o f  NO2 and PMio were underpredicted for stability class G (highly 

stable conditions) and overpredicted for stability class D during daylight hours. These 

trends can be examined in more detail in the following section, which considers each 

stability class separately.
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Diumal variation in reiative contribution to observed CO concentration by Pasquiii Stabiiity Ciasses 
Leixiip (IVtet Eireann at Casement Aerodrome) 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure 9.10: D ium al variation in observed CO by stability class

Diurnal variation in relative contribution to predicted CO concentration by Pasquiii Stabiiity C lasses 
Leixiip (Met Eireann at Casement Aerodrome) 15.lx.2001 to 15.lx.2002
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Figure 9,11: Diurnal variation in predicted CO by stability class
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9.1.7 Diurnal variation in concentrations per stability class

This section expands on the previous one, by comparing the measured and modelled 

concentrations on the diurnal graphs for each stability class in isolation. Figures 9.12
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to 9.18 compare the diurnal variations in the observed and predicted concentrations of 

CO for each stability class. The corresponding graphs for NO2 and PMio for each 

stability class can be found in Appendix E (Figures E.18 to E.31). The graphs for CO 

also include the number o f hours o f each stability class, shown as “Frequency”, N. For 

example, there were 27 hours when stability class A was observed (N=27 in Figure 

9.12), compared to 6,621 hours when the stability class was D (N=6621 in Figure 

9.15). The total number of hours monitored was 8786.

Figure 9.12 shows that for the hours when the Pasquill Stability Class was A, CO was 

overpredicted, for both maximum and mean concentrations. The maximum predicted 

concentration was 0.83 ppm at 14:00 which overpredicted by 124% the observed 

maximum of 0.37 ppm at 10;00. The mean predicted concentration was 0.46 ppm 

which overpredicted by 48% the observed mean o f 0.31 ppm. These comparisons are 

based on 27 hours, or 0.3% of the dataset o f 8786 hours.

The corresponding graphs for NO2 and PMio (Appendix E, Figures E.18 and E.25)

show that NO2 was also overpredicted for both maximum and mean concentrations 

(35% and 11% respectively), whereas PMio concentrations were only slightly 

underpredicted (maximum by -7% and mean by -9%).

Figure 9.13 shows that for the hours when the Pasquill Stability Class was B, CO was 

only slightly overpredicted, for both maximum and mean concentrations. The 

maximum predicted concentration was 0.63 ppm at 17:00 and 19:00 which 

overpredicted by 9% the maximum of 0.58 ppm observed at 09:00, At 09:00, when the 

observed concentration reached its maximum of 0.58 ppm, the predicted concentration 

was also 0.58 ppm. The mean predicted concentration was 0.48 ppm which 

overpredicted by 33% the observed mean of 0.36 ppm. These comparisons are based 

on 146 hours, or 2% of the dataset of 8786 hours.

The corresponding graphs for NO2 and PMio (Appendix E, Figures E.19 and E.26)

show that NO2 was also somewhat overpredicted for both maximum and mean

concentrations (30% and 36% respectively), whereas PMio concentrations were slightly 

underpredicted (maximum by -19% and mean by only -4%).
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Diurnal variation in CO concentration for Pasquili Stabiiity Class A (N»27 hours) 
Lelxlip (Met Eireann at Casement Aerodrome) 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure 9.13: D iurna l variation in measured and modelled CO fo r  PSC B
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Diurnal variation In CO concen tration  for Pasquiil Stability C lass C (N=494 hours) 
Leixiip (Met Elreann a t C asem ent A erodrom e) 15.ix.2001 to 15.lx.2002
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Figure 9.14: Diurnal variation in measured and modelled CO for PSC C
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Figure 9.14 shows that for the hours when the Pasquiil Stability Class was C, CO was 

very well predicted until midday, after which it was slightly overpredicted, for both 

maximum and mean concentrations. The maximum predicted concentration was 0.60 

ppm at 16:00 which overpredicted by 9% the maximum of 0.55 ppm observed at 10:00.
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At 10:00, when the observed concentration reached its maximum of 0.55 ppm, the 

predicted concentration was 0.51 ppm (-7%). The mean predicted concentration was 

0.46 ppm which overpredicted by 24% the observed mean of 0.37 ppm. These 

comparisons are based on 494 hours, or 6% of the dataset of 8786 hours.

The corresponding graphs for NO2 and PM 10 (Appendix E, Figures E.20 and E.27) 

show that NO2 was significantly overpredicted for both maximum and mean 

concentrations (68% and 35% respectively), and that PMio concentrations were very 

slightly overpredicted (maximum by only 4% and mean by 10%).

Conditions that create stability classes B and C in the morning may be different from 

those that create the same PSC in the afternoon. For stability class C particularly, 

(which is averaged from a reasonable number o f hours, and can be observed for a 

longer period of the day) the trend in CO concentration in remarkably well predicted 

between 06:00 and 11:00 and again between 14:00 and 21:00, but the absolute 

concentrations cannot be as well predicted for both using the same background 

concentration. The conditions that give rise to the observed concentrations can be 

better predicted either early in the day or later, but not both unless the background 

concentration is varied.

Figure 9.15 shows that for the hours when the Pasquill Stability Class was D, CO was 

very well predicted until after 07:00, when the traffic increased, after which it was 

slightly overpredicted, for both maximum and mean concentrations. The maximum 

predicted concentration was 0.50 ppm at 19:00 which overpredicted by 92% the 

maximum of 0.26 ppm observed at 09:00 and at 18:00 to 22:00. The mean predicted 

concentration was 0.36 ppm which overpredicted by 56% the observed mean of 0.23 

ppm. These comparisons are based on 6621 hours, or 75% of the dataset o f 8786 

hours. The corresponding graphs for NO2 and PMio (Appendix E, Figures E.21 and 

E.28) show that NO2 and PMio were also overpredicted for both maximum and mean 

concentrations; NO2 by 74% and 55% respectively and PMio by 30% and 20%).

Under neutral conditions (D) the observed CO concentration only increases by a 

maximum of 0.03 ppm (13% of the background concentration) above the assumed 

background concentration o f 0.23 ppm. Modelling predicted this limited diurnal range, 

but the absolute concentrations were overpredicted, mostly during the hours of regular
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traffic between 07:00 and 22:00. The limited diurnal range under neutral conditions 

was also both predicted and observed for NO2 and PMio (Appendix E, Figures E.21 and 

E.28).
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Figure 9.16 shows that for the hours when the Pasquill Stability Class was E, CO was 

very well predicted overnight (after 2 1 :00 and before 06:00), when the traffic is lowest 

so the source effect is expected to be weakest. Both maximum and mean 

concentrations were overpredicted during those hours o f  daytime traffic when slightly 

stable conditions (E) did occur. The maximum predicted concentration was 0.78 ppm 

at 18:00 which overpredicted by 100% the maximum o f  0.39 ppm observed at 20:00 

and 21:00. The mean predicted concentration was 0.39 ppm which overpredicted by 

30% the observed mean o f  0.30 ppm. These comparisons are based on 674 hours, or 

8% o f  the dataset o f  8786 hours.

The corresponding graphs for NO 2 and PMjo (Appendix E, Figures E.22 and E.29) 

show that NO 2 and PMio were also overpredicted for both maximum and mean 

concentrations; NO 2 by 29% and 17% respectively and PM ioby 31% and 13%).

The maximum predicted CO was double that observed, but all other concentrations for 

stability class E were overpredicted to within 31% o f  observed concentrations.

Figure 9.17 shows that for the hours when the Pasquill Stability Class was F, CO was 

slightly underpredicted overnight (after 22:00 through til 08:00, the last hour o f  

stability class F until the evening (17:00)). It was slightly overpredicted during the 

evening, from 17:00 until after 22:00. The maximum predicted concentration was 0.83 

ppm at 20:00 which overpredicted by 22% the maximum o f  0.68 ppm observed at 

08:00. The mean predicted concentration was 0.43 ppm which underpredicted by -14%  

the observed mean o f  0.50 ppm. These comparisons are based on 755 hours, or 9% o f  

the dataset o f  8786 hours.

The corresponding graphs for NO 2 and PMio (Appendix E, Figures E.23 and E.30) 

show that NO 2 and PMio were slightly underpredicted for both maximum and mean 

concentrations; NO 2 by -16% and -23% respectively and PMio by -8% and -14%). For 

CO, NO 2 and PMio, the predictions during the night time hours, when the traffic is 

minimal, are closest to the observed concentrations. The divergence between observed 

and predicted increases during daytime hours when vehicle numbers increase.
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Figure 9.18 shows that for the hours when the Pasquili Stability Class was G, CO was 

underpredicted for both maximum and mean concentrations. The maximum predicted 

concentration was 0.86 ppm at 18:00 which underpredicted by -51% the maximum o f  

1.70 ppm observed at 19:00. The mean predicted concentration was 0.34 ppm which 

underpredicted by -63% the observed mean o f  0.92 ppm. These comparisons are based 

on 69 hours, or 0.8% o f  the dataset o f  8786 hours.

The corresponding graphs for NO 2 and PMio (Appendix E, Figures E.24 and E.31) 

show that NO 2 and PMio were underpredicted for both maximum and mean 

concentrations; NO 2 by -10% and -41% respectively and PMio by -30% and -45%).

The information from the preceding graphs is summarised statistically in Table 9.1. 

The mean and maximum predicted concentrations for each stability class are compared 

with the corresponding mean and maximum observed concentrations. The same caveat 

applies: that stability class D  occurred 71% o f  the hours (6621 out o f  8787 hours), and 

that the results for the other stability classes are drawn from a small number o f  hours 

(27 to 755 hours). The mean predicted and observed concentrations were already 

compared graphically in Figures 9.7 to 9.9, and the maximum predicted and observed 

concentrations are shown in Figures E.32 to E.34 in Appendix E.
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Table 9.1: Maximum and mean measured and modelled concentrations by stability 

class (NB: Concentrations o f  CO are given in ppm, NO2 in ppb and PM  10 in /xg/m )

AP AO BP BO CP CO DP DO EP EO FP FO GP GO
CO
Max 0.83 0.37 0.63 0.58 0.60 0.55 0.50 0.26 0.78 0.39 0.83 0.68 0.86 1.70
Ratio + 124% + 9% + 9% + 92% + 100% + 22% - 51%
Hour 14 10 17,19 9 16 10 19 9,18-

22
18 20,21 20 8 18 19

Mean 0,46 0.31 0.48 0.36 0.46 0.37 0.36 0.23 0.39 0.30 0.43 0.50 0.34 0.92
Ratio + 48% + 33% + 24% + 56% + 30% - 14% - 63%

NO2
Max 17.3 12.8 26.0 20.0 25.9 15.4 18.6 10.7 27.0 21.0 22.6 27.0 26.0 29.0
R a tio + 35% + 30% + 68% + 74% + 29% - 16% - 10%

H o u r 10 10 17,19 9 18 10 19 8,9 18 18 20 19 19 21

Mean 9.85 8.87 17.4 12.8 16.7 12.4 13.0 8.39 14.4 12.35 13.4 17.4 11.4 19.2
Ratio + 11% + 36% + 35% + 55% + 17% - 23% - 41%

PM,o
Max 20.3 21.9 25.7 31.9 24.5 23.6 21.6 16.7 29.8 22.7 32.9 35.6 34.5 49.2
Ratio - 7% - 19% + 4% + 30% + 31% - 8% - 30%
Hour 14 13 19 9 18 10 19 19 18 18 20 20 18 19

Mean 15.8 17.3 20.1 21.0 20.2 18.4 16.9 14.1 17.9 15.8 19.4 22.6 16.3 29.6
Ratio - 9% - 4% + 10% + 20% + 13% - 14% - 45%

AP: Pasquill Stability Class A, Predicted concentration. 

AO: Pasquill Stability Class A, Observed concentration. 

BP: Pasquill Stability Class B, Predicted concentration.

GP: Pasquill Stability Class G, Predicted concentration. 

GO: Pasquill Stability Class G, Observed concentration.

Conclusions on diurnal variation in concentrations per stability class

Mean concentrations for unstable conditions (A-C) were overpredicted for CO and NO2 

(11% to 48%) but slightly underpredicted for PM 10 (-9% to +10%). For CO and NO 2 , 

predictions were within 50% o f observations, and for PMio they were within 10%. 

Mean concentrations for stable conditions (E-G) were overpredicted by less than 30% 

for stability class E and underpredicted for F (23% or less) and G (63% or less). 

Concentrations were generally overpredicted during unstable, neutral or slightly stable 

conditions and underpredicted for stable conditions. Exceptions to this were the
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maximum CO during stable conditions (F), which was slightly overpredicted (22%), 

and PM 10 (mean and maximum) during unstable conditions, which was slightly 

underpredicted (-4% to -19%).

When averaged by stability class, predictions were within 50% o f  observed 

concentrations for all PSC except D for CO and NO 2 (which were overpredicted by 

56% and 55% respectively), and G for CO (which was underpredicted by 63%). All 

maximum and mean predictions were within a factor o f  two o f  observations, except for 

the maximum CO concentration under highly unstable conditions (A), which was 

overpredicted by 124%. The hour o f  the maximum concentration was correctly 

predicted on six occasions (out o f  21 possible instances: 29%).

With constant background and emission factors the difference between predicted and 

observed concentrations varies with the time o f  day. The magnitude o f  the divergence 

and the time o f  day at which they diverge vary with stability class. This suggests that 

closer agreement between predicted and observed concentrations could be achieved by 

varying the background concentration according to the stability class and time o f  day. 

One simplification o f  the m odelling requirements might be to assume that the stability 

class is always D, but to vary the background according to the time o f  day. If the 

stability class is known, the background concentration could also be varied according to 

the stability class.

From the motorway data the observed CO concentration during neutral conditions 

varies little from the background. The mean observed concentrations were lowest for 

neutral conditions and highest for highly stable conditions. The m odelling can predict 

that concentrations were lower for neutral conditions (than other conditions) because 

the mean wind speed is higher. The mean wind speed during highly stable conditions 

is lower than for any other conditions but m odelling cannot predict that the 

concentrations would be highest (as observed) for these highly stable conditions since 

these conditions occur overnight, i.e. outside the hours o f  any significant traffic source. 

This shows that although the modelling reflected the influence o f  the mean wind speed, 

in reducing concentrations, it did not adequately reflect the influence o f  the (lack of) 

convective turbulence in allowing concentrations to increase or persist in the absence o f  

a strong source.
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9.2 Emission factors

The effect on modelling predictions o f variation in emission factors for both the DMRB 

and CALINE4 are considered, relative to observed concentrations. The DMRB draws 

on its own database of emission factors, depending on the year, vehicle speed and fleet 

profile. By contrast, CALINE4 requires the emission factor as an input parameter, thus 

such traffic information must be processed by the modeller to estimate an emission 

factor for each pollutant. Section 9.2.1 considers the impact on predictions for the 

roundabout o f varying the DMRB emission factors by changing the year to be 

modelled. Section 9.2.2 expands on the explanation o f emission factors given in the 

literature review (Section 2.3, on emissions from road transport) and in Section 7.4.1.1 

on emission factors used with CALINE4. It includes an explanation of unit vehicle 

emissions, emission factor databases, fleet composition and the combination of these 

into composite emission factors. Predictions using these composite emission factors 

are compared between databases, sites and pollutants to investigate the optimum 

compared to the observed concentrations. The composite emission factors are also 

compared for CO and NOx at the motorway with emission factors calculated from the 

DMRB emission database.

9.2.1 DMRB

Table 9.2: DMRB predictions for 2001, 2002 and 2003 compared to observed

concentrations at the roundabout

2001 2002 2003 Observed
(2001-2002)

Maximum 8-hr mean CO (mg/m^) 20.93 18.88 17.13 2.9

Maximum running annual mean 
benzene (jig/m^)

13.79 11.74 9.99 *

Annual mean NO 2 (fig/m^) 193.95 181.27 169.79 19.8
90*''%ile of daily means of PMio 
(Hg/m̂ )

80.38 73.06 66.82 39.6

The results of DMRB modelling at the roundabout for three consecutive years are 

compared for changes in the predictions of limit value concentrations in Table 9.2. The 

Tables E.4, E.5 and E.6 in Appendix E show the full results for each year. The input 

parameters are the same in each case; the only change is in the year to be modelled.
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Changes in the numbers, ages, maintenance and technology of the vehicles in the fleet 

are anticipated for each year, as reflected in the changes in emission factors used by the 

DMRB. Concentrations are predicted to decrease from 2001 to 2002 and 2003 since 

improved vehicle technology is expected to reduce unit emissions o f all the pollutants 

modelled. However even the use of the emission factors for 2003 result in 

overprediction by at least 70% of the observed concentrations.

9.2.2 CALINE4

This section expands on the discussions of emission factors given in the literature 

review (Section 2.3, on emissions from road transport) and in Section 7.4.1.1 on 

emission factors used with CAL1NE4. Unit vehicle emissions, emission factor 

databases, fleet composition and their combination into composite emission factors for 

use with CAL1NE4 are all explained. Predictions using these composite emission 

factors are compared between databases, sites and pollutants to investigate the optimum 

compared to the observed concentrations. The composite emission factors are also 

compared for CO and NOx at the motorway with emission factors calculated from the 

DMRB emission database.

Unit vehicle emissions

Emissions from road transport, as discussed in Section 2.3, may be due not only to 

exhaust but also to evaporation. CO and NOx were identified as exhaust emissions, 

since they are products o f combustion, but evaporative emissions are significant for 

HCs, and PM emissions may be exacerbated by resuspension.

Pollutant emission rates are highly dependent on vehicle operation mode. The highest 

emission rates for CO and HC occur at the low average speeds typical of urban driving 

in which frequent starts and stops, accelerations and decelerations occur. This mode of 

driving is characteristic of roundabouts. At higher average speeds, such as on the 

motorway, engine efficiency improves and emission rates reduce on a distance- 

travelled basis. However, as engine temperature increases at these higher average
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speeds (when fuel consumption per unit time is high), the rate o f formation of NOx also 

increases.

The contribution o f individual vehicles to overall pollution levels can be expressed in 

terms of emission factors. These are used to quantify the mass of a pollutant emitted by 

a given vehicle under a particular set of operating conditions, and are combined with 

vehicle activity and fleet information to obtain emissions inventories. The effects of 

some operational factors are better understood than others, and most research has 

concentrated on the relationship between emission rates and vehicle speed for different 

pollutants.

Emission factor databases: UK EFD and COPERT III

Quantitative information on emission rates from vehicles is obtained in tests that 

measure the pollutant emitted from a single vehicle travelling at a known average 

speed. By sampling a large number of similar vehicles, and testing at a range of speeds, 

the velocity dependent emission rate characteristic of a particular class o f vehicle may 

be determined. Databases of such characteristics have been established (as discussed in 

Section 2.3.3) and these can be used to develop the source emission input data required 

by dispersion models. For Ireland, two suitable databases are available: the UK 

Emission Factor Database (UK EFD) and COPERT III. These can be found at 

http://www.naei.org.uk/emissions/index.php (viewed l.ix.2004) and 

http://vergina.eng.auth.gr/mech/lat/copert/copert.htm (viewed l.ix.2004) respectively.

The latest version o f the UK EFD was published in 2003, and reflects a review of 

emission factors for more recent vehicles carried out by the Transport Research 

Laboratory in 2001. For application to this project, both databases provide emission 

factors for CO, NOx and PMio. The UK EFD also provides emission factors for 

benzene and 1,3-butadiene while COPERT III covers these and about 20 other 

hydrocarbons.

As discussed in Section 2.3.3.1, COPERT III was developed under the European 

Environment Agency, within the CORINAIR programme framework 

(http://reports.eea.eu.int/EMEPCORINAIR4/en viewed 13.ix.2004). Published in 2000,
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COPERT III is the second update of the original version produced in 1989. The latest 

revision is based on the results o f a large number of EU research and collaboration 

projects completed in the late 1990s.

—  15
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Figure 9.19: UK EFD and COPERT III CO emission rates fo r  1.4-2.0L p e tro l cars by 

emission control legislation (Vmean =  100 kph)
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Figure 9.20: UK EFD and CO PERT III CO emission rate functions fo r  EURO I, 1.4- 

2.0L pe tro l cars

Figures 9.19 and 9.20 illustrate the type of information provided by these databases, 

and compare their outputs for the case of petrol cars with engine capacities between 

1.4L and 2.0L. The CO emission rates for vehicles of different ages, all travelling at an 

average speed o f 100 kph, are shown in Figure 9.19. Vehicles are classified by age as 

being compliant with different emission control legislation. For example, pre-1971
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vehicles are classified as pre-ECE, since the ECE emission control legislation was 

enacted in 1971.

The large reduction in emission rates from the pre-ECE class (pre-1971) to EURO II 

(current) vehicles is evident. There is broad agreement between the two databases, 

though COPERT III predicts higher rates for EURO II-IV vehicles. Figure 9.20 

considers one vehicle type, EURO I, but displays how the emissions from these 

vehicles are expected to vary with mean vehicle velocity. The two databases agree on 

the range o f emission rates displayed, and also on the general trend, but can differ at 

specific velocities.

National fleet composition

Table 9.2: Assumed national flee t composition (from DoELG, 2000)

Vehicle Type Fuel Type Size Emission
Control

% o f
Fleet

km per 
annum

Cars Petrol < 1.4L Pre EURO I 13.7 19.5
EURO I 18.8 24.4
EURO II 21.8 24.4

1.4-2.0L Pre EURO I 4.7 19.4
EURO I 6.4 24.4
EURO II 7.4 24.4

>2.0L Pre EURO I 0.3 19.0
EURO I 0.6 23.9
EURO II 0.6 23.9

Diesel <2.0L Pre EURO I 0.4 13.1
EURO I 4.2 18.1
EURO II 2.2 18.1

>2.0L Pre EURO I 0.3 13.1
EURO I 2.8 18.1
EURO II 1.5 18.1

LDVs Petrol All Pre EURO I 0.3 25.0
EURO I 0.3 25.0
EURO II 0.3 25.0

Diesel All Pre EURO I 1.7 27.0
EURO I 2.1 27.0
EURO II 1.2 27.0

HGVs Diesel 3.5-7.5t Pre EURO I 0.5 30.0
EURO I 0.9 30.0
EURO II 1.2 30.0

7.5-16t Pre EURO I 0.2 30.0
EURO I 0.3 30.0
EURO II 0.4 30.0

16-32t Pre EURO I 0.9 40.0
EURO I 1.5 40.0
EURO II 2.2 40.0

>32t Pre EURO I 0.1 40.0
EURO I 0.2 40.0
EURO II 0.2 40.0
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This speed-dependent data generated from the emission databases can then be 

combined with information on the fleet composition, such as the fleet profile shown in 

Table 9.2. Data are available from the Department o f the Environment and Local 

Government (DoELG) giving the number of vehicles in Ireland which fall into different 

categories of vehicle type, fuel type and engine size or laden weight (DoELG, 2000). 

The percentages o f the national fleet in each class are included in Table 9.2. The 

assumed average number o f kilometres travelled annually by vehicles in each class is 

also given. Allowance can also be made for the proportions of distance travelled by 

different vehicle types in urban, rural and highway conditions.

Composite emission factors

The unit vehicle emission factors (for mean speeds o f 30 and 100 kph, at the 

roundabout and motorway respectively) from the UK EFD and COPERT III were 

combined with the assumed fleet characteristics presented in Table 9.2 to produce the 

composite emission factors given in Tables 9.3 and 9.4. While the CO and PMio values 

obtained with both databases are in good agreement, the NOx composite emission 

factors obtained using COPERT III are much lower than those obtained with the UK 

EFD for both motorway and roundabout driving. This reflects the large difference in 

the unit emission factors for HGVs given by the two databases.

Table 9.3: Composite emission factors (g/km) from UK EFD

Pollutant Motorway CEF (100 kph) Urban CEF (30 kph)

CO 2.57 3.70
NOx 3.65 1.12
PMio 0.121 0.054

Table 9.4: Composite emission factors (g/km) from COPERT III

Pollutant Motorway CEF (100 kph) Urban CEF (30 kph)

CO 2.24 3.94
NOx 1.56 0.78
PMio 0.114 0.051

The composite emission factors (CEFs) employed in Chapter 7 were largely based on 

those suggested by the UK EFD in late 2001, when monitoring commenced at both
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sites. Updated UK EFD emission factors were published in 2002. Table 9.5 compares 

the UK EFD CEFs which were used in Chapter 4, with CEFs from the updated UK 

EFD and from COPERT III data.

Table 9.5: Composite Emission Factors fo r  CALINE4 sensitivity analysis

Pollutant EFD M otorway CEF (100 km/hr) 
g/km g/mile

Roundabout CEF (30 km/hr) 
g/km g/mile

CO 1 4.14 6.62 4.14 6.62

2 2.569 4.11 3.696 5.91

3 2.235 3.58 3.935 6.30
NO^ 1 1.4 2.24 1.4 2.24

2 3.649 5.84 1.116 1.79
3 1.562 2.50 0.782 1.25

PM,o 2 0.121 0.19 0.054 0.09
EFD (Emission Factor Database):

1: UK EFD (Autumn 2001); 2: UK EFD (Autumn 2002); 3: COPERT III

For CO, both the updated UK EFD and COPERT III suggest lower CEFs than those 

used in Chapter 7 for the motorway site, but all the values for the roundabout are 

similar. For NOx, the motorway value used in Chapter 7 agrees with that suggested by 

COPERT III, but the updated UK EFD value is much higher. In contrast, while both 

UK EFD NOx values for the roundabout are similar, that suggested by COPERT III is 

much lower.

Table 9.6: CALINE4 (motorway): model evaluation parameters by CEF (g/mile)

Minimum
Maximum

Ideal

Mean
0
00

1

R
-1
1

±;

NMSE
0
00

0

FAC2
0
1
1

FB
-2
2
0

FS
-2
2
0

CO: CEF = 6.62 1.81 0.30 0.72 0.57 0.43 0.11
Leeward CEF = 4.11 1.49 0.32 0.50 0.70 0,21 -0.33

CEF = 3.58 1.44 0.24 0.57 0.71 0.17 -0.34
NO2: CEF = 2.24 2.26 0.45 0.72 0.55 0.46 0.38
Leeward CEF = 5.84 3.66 0.36 1.77 0.29 0.76 0.89

To investigate the significance o f these different CEFs, additional model runs were 

performed for each CEF with all other parameters as in the standard modelling 

described in Chapter 7. For the motorway site, these concentrated on leeward CO and 

NO2 concentrations, as described in Chapter 7, while at the roundabout separate winter
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and summer N O 2 modelling was performed. Tables 9.6 and 9.7 examine the results 

obtained in terms o f  the model evaluation parameters used in Chapter 7.

At the motorway site, the lower CO em ission factors o f  4.11 g/m ile and 3.58 g/m ile 

lead to closer mean observed and predicted concentrations. The NM SE and FB 

parameters which largely reflect the magnitude o f  both sets o f  data, also improve. The 

proportion o f  model results within a factor o f  two o f  the contemporary measured value 

increases from 57% to 70% or 71%. However, the fractional variance (FS) parameter, 

which compares the spread o f  the values in the predicted and observed data sets, 

disimproves. The observed reduction makes it more likely that the model will 

underestimate the highest observed concentrations.

The use o f  the higher NOx CEF suggested by the most recent UK EFD for the 

motorway site (5.84 g/mile) leads to a disimprovement in all six model evaluation 

parameters compared to those presented in Chapter 7. The CEF suggested by COPERT 

III value is close to that employed in Chapter 7 and its use would lead to similar 

parameter values.

Table 9.7: CALINE4 (roundabout): model evaluation parameters by CEF (g/mile)

Minimum
Maximum

Ideal

Mean
0
00

1

R
-1
1

±1

NMSE
0
00

0

FAC2
0
1
1

FB
-2
2
0

FS
-2
2
0

NO2: winter CEF = 2.24 3.49 0.63 0.33 0.61 0.06 -0.21
CEF =  1.25 3.18 0.54 0.48 0.55 -0.12 -0.43

NO2: summer CEF = 2.24 4.57 0.42 0.69 0.49 0.58 0.20
CEF = 1.25 3.94 0.34 0.56 0.54 0.35 0.02

In winter at the roundabout site, the use o f  the higher NOx CEF o f  2.24 g/m ile, 

suggested by the UK EFD in 2001 leads to better model evaluation parameters. 

However, in summer, the lower value suggested by COPERT III gives a better 

comparison. In both winter and summer, however, the observed differences in model 

evaluation parameters are small relative to the large difference in CEFs. This indicates 

that detailed investigation o f  the NOx CEF may be unnecessary. CO predictions were 

more sensitive to changes in CEF but since the absolute values are not likely to 

approach the limit values, again detailed investigation o f  the CEF may be unnecessary.
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Modelled concentrations appear to be more dependent on accurate estimation of 

background concentrations than of emission factors.

DMRB emission factors

These CEFs can also be compared with the emission factors used in the DMRB. The 

basic emission factor for a 1990 petrol car with an average speed of 100 kph is given 

for CO, NOx and HCs. This basic emission factor can then be adjusted for LDVs and 

HDVs at speeds of 5 to 120 kph, for the years 1990 to 2020. Adjustment factors were 

not provided for PMio in the June 1993 edition o f the DMRB consulted. More recent 

versions of the DMRB are presented in spreadsheet format (rather than published 

tables) which facilitate modelling but do not allow for easy access to emissions data for 

hand calculations such as these (DMRB, 2000).

For an average speed of 90 kph (such as on the motorway), for 2001 and for a fleet 

profile of 8% HDV, the following emission factors were calculated:

EF (CO) = 5.87 g/km {1.03" (0.08^ x 0.324“= + 0.92“̂ x 0.39^)}

= 2.33 g/km = 3.73 g/mile 

EF (NOx) = 2.68 g/km {0.93" (0.08^ x 2.74“= + 0.92“̂ x 0.308“=)}

= 1.25 g/km = 2.00 g/mile

" = adjustment factor for 2001 

= %HDV

“ = adjustment factor for HDV for 2001 

= %LDV

® = adjustment factor for LDV for 2001

The emission factors thus estimated from the DMRB are lower (Table 9.8) than the EFs 

from the UK EFD (2001 and 2002) and COPERT III except for COPERT III CO. The 

DMRB emission factors were estimated for an average speed of 90 kph rather than 

lOOkph. DMRB emission factors for 100 kph rather than 90 kph would be higher for 

NOx but not for CO.
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Table 9.8: Emission factors for the motorway from the DMRB, UK EFD (2001 and 

2002) and COPERT III

Emission factor for: CO (g/mile) NO, (g/mile)
UK EFD (2001) 6.62 2.24
UK EFD (2002) 4.11 5.84
COPERT III 3.58 2.50
DMRB (2001) 3.73 2.00

The emissions factors estimated by the DMRB were shown in the preceding section to 

lead to overprediction compared to the observed concentrations, despite being lower 

than the emission factors from the UK EFD and COPERT III which were used in 

CALINE4 modelling.

9.3 Link geometry (motorway)

The impact on predictions of modelling the motorway as one link or as several separate 

links is estimated for both the DMRB and CAL1NE4 in Section 9.3. Each link is 

treated as a separate line source; the contribution is modelled for each source and then 

summed to give the total predicted concentration.

Table 9.9: CAL1NE4 CO input file for motorway as one link ( ‘‘LeixlipllinkCO.dat”) 
Leixlip
ICarbon monoxide
25.0 28.0 0.0 0.0 1 1 1.0 1 1 50.0 
Recpt 1
298.0 50.0 1.8 
Link A
1 0.0 0.0 600.0 60.0 0.0 26.0 0.0 0.0 0 
lllOlHour 1
2119.0 
6. 62
222.2 2.2 4 1000.0 10.0 0.0 3.0

Tables 9.9 and 9.10 show the input files for modelling CO at the motorway for a 

sample hour with CALINE4. The only difference between the two input files is in the 

link geometry. In the Table 9.9 the road is modelled as one single link, whereas in the 

Tables 9.10 the road is considered as two separate links, representing the eastbound and 

westbound traffic directions. The concentrations predicted using one link or two have 

been compared for several hours and the results from this CALINE4 modelling have 

been collated in Table 9.12. The individual output files from CALINE4 can be
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consulted in Appendix C, which also contains further examples o f CALINE4 input and 

output files for CO, NO 2 and PMio at both sites.

Table 9.10: CALINE4 CO input file  fo r  motorway as two links ( “Leixlip2linkC0.dat ”)

Leixlip
ICarbon monoxide
25.0 28.0 0.0 0.0 1 2 1.0 1 1 50.0 
Recpt 1
297.0 60.0 1.8 
Westbound 
Eastbound
1 0.0 0.0 600.0 60.0 0.0 16.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 10.0 600.0 70.0 0.0 16.0 0.0 0.0 0 
lllOlHour 1 
1291 828 
6.62 6.62
222.2 2.2 4 1000.0 10.0 0.0 3.0

The motorway was initially modelled as a single link (as in Table 9.9), and then as two 

parallel links with independent traffic flows (as in Table 9.10). Table 9.11 shows 

examples o f the input parameters for the hour ending 09:00 on six days in December 

2001. The corresponding concentrations o f CO for this hour on these six days are 

given in Table 9.12, as observed and as predicted by using CAL1NE4, with and without 

the interface programme CL4. These were six consecutive days on which the wind 

direction was from source to receptor at the peak traffic hour o f 09:00. The peak 

evening traffic hour o f 18:00 was also investigated, for the standard emission factor 

used in CALINE4 modelling in Chapter 7 and for an inflated emission factor o f  ten 

times the original. The wind direction at 18:00 was not from source to receptor on the 

same six consecutive days, hence the dates used for Table 9.12 are not consecutive but 

as close as possible.

Table 9.11: Input data fo r  single and double link layout

09:00
Date

PSC Wind
direction

o
speed
(m/s)

Temp.
“C Total

Traffic (vph) 
Westbound Eastbound

12.xii.2001 D 120.1 0.3 6.1 2557 802 1755
13.xii.2001 D 104.9 1.7 7.6 2446 791 1655
14.xii.2001 D 115.3 1.1 6.7 2301 741 1560
15.xii.2001 C 202.9 0.3 -2.3 1333 480 853
16.xii.2001 D 107.2 0.6 6.7 505 253 252
17.xii.2001 D 262.1 0.6 1.9 2380 675 1705
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Table 9.12: CALINE4 predictions fo r  single and double link layout

09:00
Date

Observed
CO Single

CL4
Double W/E Single

CALINE4
Double W/E

12.xii.2001 1.5 1.0 0.9 0.2/0.5 1.1 1.1 0.2/0.7
13.xii.2001 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.0/0.3 0.7 0.6 0.0/0.3
14.xii.2001 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.1/0.3 0.7 0.6 0.1/0.3
15.xii.2001 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0/0.2 0.6 0.6 0.1/0.3
16.xii.2001 0.2 0.4 0.4 O.O/O.O 0.4 0.4 O.O/O.O
17.xii.2001 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.0/0.3 0.7 0.6 0.0/0.3

18:00 Observed CL4 CALINE4
Date CO Single Double W/E Single Double W/E

12.xii.2001 0.5 0.9 0.6 0.3/0.2 1.1 1.2 0.2/0.7
13.xii.2001 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2/0.1 0.5 0.3 0.2/0.1
16.xii.2001 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.0/0.1 0.3 0.2 0.0/0.1
19.xii.2001 0.2 0.0 0.0 O.O/O.O 0.0 0.0 O.O/O.O
20.xii.2001 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.2/0.1 0.5 0.3 0.2/0.1
23.xii.2001 0.3 0.2 0.2 O.l/O.O 0.3 0.2 0 1/0.0

E .f xlO
18:00 Observed CL4 CALINE4
Date CO Single Double W/E Single Double W/E

12.xii.2001 0.5 1.5 5.8 3.3/2.5 11.3 11.6 6.8/4.8
13.xii.2001 0.4 3.7 3.3 1.9/1.4 5.0 3.3 1.9/1.4
16.xii.2001 0.3 2.4 2.2 1.0/1.2 3.2 2.2 1.0/1.2
19.xii.2001 0.2 0.0 0.0 O.O/O.O 0.1 0.0 O.O/O.O
20.xii.2001 0.2 3.6 3.3 1.9/1.4 4.5 3.3 1.9/1.4
23.xii.2001 0.3 2.1 1.9 1.0/0.9 2.6 1.9 1.0/0.9
W/E: predictions of contributions by W (Westbound) and E (Eastbound) links

“Double” = W + E + background

The background concentration = 0.23 ppm for “Single” and “Double”

The concentrations in Table 9.12 are predicted for both methods of modelling the link 

layout. Predictions o f evening peak concentrations (for the hour ending 18:00) are also 

shown and the limitation of the format (in modelling such low concentrations) is 

highlighted by increasing the emission factor tenfold. The limit of model prediction by 

the format (F3.1) is clear, for example, at 09:00 on 16.xii.2001: CL4 and CALINE4 

concur in predicting the concentration due to Westbound and Eastbound links to be 

both 0.0 ppm CO, but that their combined total is 0.2 ppm CO. For a background value 

o f 0.23 ppm CO, this suggests that, due to formatting limitations, 0 plus 0 is apparently 

0 . 2 .

Figure 9.21 compares the CALINE4 predictions o f hourly CO concentration for the 

single and double link layouts. O f the twelve sample hours only once does the double 

link prediction exceed that for the single link. That hour also has the highest predicted
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concentrations. The double link predictions were closer to the observed concentrations 

than the single link predictions for five o f the twelve sample hours, compared to two 

hours when the single link predictions were closer. The predictions were the same for 

both single and double link modelling for five o f the twelve sample hours. The 

differences m predictions were unclear due to the limitation of the data formatting for 

comparison with the low absolute concentrations observed.

CALINE4 predictions for single and double links

1.60

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Sample hour

□  S ingle g  D ouble

Figure 9.21: CAL1NE4 predictions for single and double link layout

Table 9.13: DMRB sensitivity; (motorway) Receptor “Van", Year 2001

Link Distance (m) 
from: 

Road Kerb 
centre side

AAVF

vph

HDV

%

Avg.
speed
kph

CO

mg/m^

benzene

^g/m^

NO,

^g/m^

PMio

^g/nl^

M4 30 20 1400 20 90 0.10 0.59 130.32 3.93
ES 22.5 20 350 20 90 0.10 0.60 132.44 4.00
EF 27.5 25 350 20 90
WS 32.5 30 350 20 90
W F 37.5 35 350 20 90
M4“ 30 20 3023 8 90 0.22 1.04 162.00 5.15
M4” 30 20 3023 4.4 90 0.23 0.98 126.17 4.15

ES; East Slow. EF: East Fast. WS: West Slow. WF: West Fast.

M4‘*: 17.viii.2001 18:00, average %HDV. M4'*: 17.viii.2001 18:00, actual %HDV.

Table 9.13 shows four variations in DMRB input parameters for the motorway site. 

Initially the motorway is modelled as one link, 20 metres wide, with an Annual 

Average Vehicle Flow (AAVF) of 1400 vehicles. When this is divided into four
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separate traffic flows, with the same overall road width and total traffic flow, there is 

little impact on the predictions, the most significant being an increase in PMjo from 

3.93 to 4.00 |ig/m^. Since PMio is overpredicted by DMRB modelling at the motorway 

the predicted concentrations were closer to the observed concentrations for the 

motorway as one link than as four.

The third scenario (M4“ in Table 6.13) reverts to one link but uses the actual traffic 

flow for the hour ending at 18:00 on 17* August 2001, with the hourly percentage of 

heavy duty vehicles (HDVs) averaged from several months o f monitoring at the site. 

The increase in total traffic, and relative reduction in HDVs, result in higher predicted 

concentrations for all pollutants, in decreasing order of significance: CO, benzene, 

PMio and NOx. The increase is most significant for CO and benzene, due to the 

increase in total traffic (i.e. petrol vehicles), whereas PMio is more sensitive to the fleet 

profile (%HDV) since HDVs are generally diesel fuelled. This is confirmed by the 

fourth set of predictions. When the actual fleet profile for that hour (4.4% HDV for 

18:00 on 17.viii.2001) is used, the reduction in HDVs from 8% (in the third scenario) 

to 4.4% is reflected in the reduction in predicted PMio. Since the total traffic is 

unchanged, the corresponding increase in the predominantly petrol fuelled, non-HDVs 

is reflected in the increase in CO from 0.22 to 0.23 mg/m . Since CO and PMio are 

overpredicted by DMRB modelling at the motorway the predicted PMio concentrations 

were closer to the observed concentrations but the overprediction o f CO concentrations 

was exacerbated for the motorway with increased traffic but a lower proportion of 

HDVs.

9.4 Leeward analysis (CALINE4, motorway)

This section contains analysis of CALINE4 modelling for the reduction from the 

annual dataset to consideration o f only the hours when the receptor was to leeward of 

the motorway source, and a brief comparison of CALINE4 modelling with the DMRB 

assumption that the receptor is always to leeward of the source.

DMRB modelling predicts concentrations at a distance from a source. It is a screening 

model and, unlike CAL1NE4, does not allow for analysis o f diurnal, directional or 

seasonal variation; only predicting annual statistics. Since the results correspond to
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worst-case meteorological conditions, the wind direction is not considered but rather 

the receptor is assumed to be downwind of the source. This is illustrated in Figure 9.25 

at the end of this section.

Diurnal variation

The monitoring programme at the motorway site was designed to determine the 

impact of emissions from the M4 on ambient air quality. Clearly, this impact is 

only measured when the wind direction is such that pollutants emitted on the road 

are blown towards the receptor/monitoring point located 20m north of the 

motorway. This occurs when the wind direction is in the range 80° to 280°, 

approximately.

Figures 9.22 to 9.24 show average measured and modelled diurnal profiles for two 

wind direction ranges; between 100° and 280° and between 280° and 360°. Data 

for wind directions in the range 0° to 100° are not included due to the influence of 

a nearby building. For all three pollutants, higher daytime concentrations were 

observed for winds between 100° and 280°, reflecting the influence of the M4 

source. However, the 280° to 360° profile also displayed concentration peaks 

during high travel demand times, indicating a probable traffic source north of the 

monitoring site, which may be the access road to Leixlip village from the 

motorway. The measured concentrations of all three pollutants (Figures 9.22 to 

9.24) were only marginally higher (in the afternoon and evening) for winds 

directly from source to receptor (100° to 280°) than when all wind directions (0° 

to 360°) were considered, because the predominant wind directions lay in the 100° 

to 280° range.

The model correctly predicted higher concentrations for the leeward case. 

However, the difference in the predicted profiles for the two wind direction ranges 

was much greater than that observed. In general, agreement between the observed 

and predicted profiles was no better for the leeward analysis in Figures 9.22 to 

9.24 than for the analysis of the whole year’s data. The difference between 

modelling inert and reactive pollutants was reflected in the results obtained. For 

winds from 280° to 360°, the CO and PMio concentrations were almost always
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equal to the assumed background concentrations, whereas NO2 was predicted to 

be lower than the its background concentration, due to low concentrations of the 

primary pollutant NO.

CO concentration, Leixllp, 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002

0.70 T

0.60

I  0.50

0.40

0.30

•=  0.20

Measured (100-280 deg) 
-H i- CALINE4 (bg-0.23) 

Measured (280-360 deg) 
-><- CAL1NE4 (bg=0.23)

All measured

0.10

0.00
02:00 06:00 08:00 10:00 12:00 14:00 16:00 18:00 22:00 00:0000:00 04:00 20:00

Hour of day

Figure 9.22: Observed and predicted average diurnal profiles fo r  CO with 

different wind directions

N02 concentration, Leixlip, 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002

25.00 T

•• Measured (100-280 deg) 
-CALINE4 (bg=10-4) 

Measured (280-360 deg) 
■ CALlNE4(bg=10-4)
-A ll measured

20.00

15.00

m 10.00

5.00

0.00
02:00 04:00 06:00 08:00 10:00 12:00 

Hour of day
14:00 16:00 18:00 20:00 22:00 00:0000:00

Figure 9.23: Observed and predicted average diurnal profiles fo r  N O 2 with 

different wind directions
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PM10 concentration, Leixllp, 15.ix.2001 to 15.lx.2002

30.00

25.00

c 20.00

15.00

10.00

Measured (100-280 deg) 
CALINE4 (bg=11.9) 
Measured (280-360 deg) 
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14:0000 04:00 16:00 18:00 20:00 22:00 00:00

Figure 9.24: Observed and predicted average d iurnal profiles fo r  PM/o with 

different wind directions
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Figure 9.25: CALINE4 prediction at motorway with varied wind speed and direction
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As shown in Figure 9.25, the DMRB predictions are independent o f meteorological 

conditions, and therefore reflected the position of the receptor relative to the source 

location in terms o f distance but not direction. The DMRB “worst case” prediction of 

0.2 mg/m^ was lower than the worst case concentrations predicted by CALINE4 for 

wind speeds of 2 m/s.

CALINE4 predicted the highest concentrations of pollutants at the receptor for wind 

directions which were near parallel with the road. For these wind directions, the area of 

road upwind of the receptor is maximised. However, as discussed in Section 3.6.7, 

Noll et al. (1978) found that a previous version, CALINE2 overestimated 

concentrations for parallel winds and underestimated concentrations for oblique and 

crosswinds. More recently, Shenouda and Schmidt (1997) found that CALINE4 

predictions compared satisfactorily with observed values.

The concentrations predicted by CAL1NE4 show that the worst case concentrations 

predicted for the Leixlip site were for wind directions within 40° to the south of the 

road bearing (i.e. 85° to 125° and 225° to 265°), and that wind directions outside the 

wind sector 85° to 265° resulted in predicted concentrations of zero.

9.5 One hour versus eight hour runs (CALINE4)

In this section, the CALINE4 options for one hour and eight hour runs are compared 

for both sites with the corresponding observed concentrations. Table 9.14 shows a 

sample of the input file for a one hour modelling run for the roundabout. The input file 

for an eight hour modelling run and the corresponding output files for both one hour 

and eight hour modelling runs can be compared in Appendix C. The predictions from 

such one hour and eight hour runs are then compared for 16 hours of modelling at the 

motorway and 12 hours of modelling at the roundabout. The input data for each hour 

are given in Tables 9.15 and 9.17 and the corresponding predictions for the different 

model runs are presented in Tables 9.16 and 9.18

Hourly variations in traffic and meteorological conditions may be modelled for 

different terrain types and up to 20 receptors, as discussed in Section 7.4 on CALINE4 

input requirements and predictive capabilities. As shown in Table 9.16, hourly and 8-
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hour average concentrations can be predicted for varying wind directions including the 

worst-case wind angle. Tables 9.15 and 9.17 give the input data (at the motorway and 

roundabout respectively) for each hour modelled, which correspond to the predicted 

concentrations in Tables 9.16 and 9.18.

Table 9.14: CALINE4 CO input file  fo r one hour at the roundabout

( “GalwaylhrCO.dat ”)

ICarbon Monoxide
25.0 28.0 0.0 0.0 1 5 1.0 1 1 50.0 
Recpt 1
64.0 -23.0 2.0 
Link A
Link B 
Link C 
Link D 
Link E
1 0.0 0.0 126.8 271.9 0.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 14.2 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 64.3 -76.6 0.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 -102.6 -281.9 0.0 14.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 -245.7 172.1 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0 
lllOlHour 1
886.0 2003.0 739.0 2700.0 682.0 
6 . 6  6 . 6  6 . 6  6 . 6  6 . 6
113.0 3.5 4 1000.0 10.0 0.2 5.8

Table 9.15: Input data fo r  CL4 at the motorway

3.1.2002
Hour

PSC Wind
direction speed

Temp. Traffic

07:00 D 104.4 3.0 5.8 1055
08:00 D 102.2 3.0 5.5 1976
09:00 D 103.2 2.2 5.8 1931
10:00 C 104.3 2.4 6.5 1690
11:00 D 104.3 2.0 6.4 1554
12:00 D 103.5 0.8 7.8 1717
13:00 D 114.6 2.6 8.3 1844
14:00 D 101.7 1.0 7.9 1884
15:00 D 110.3 3.2 8.7 1884
16:00 D 120.3 2.3 8.5 2081
17:00 D 110.5 4.0 8.4 2472
18:00 E 12.7 0.7 6.8 2512
19:00 D 104.5 0.8 7.3 2354
20:00 D 106.8 2.2 7.1 2004
21:00 D 113.7 4.1 6.9 1282
22:00 D 103.9 1.7 6.5 951

CALINE4 predicts hourly and 8 hour average concentrations. It can also anticipate the 

worst case wind direction, and the 8 hour average for the worst case wind direction.
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Run-types: 1 = Standard (hourly)

2 = Multi-run (8 hour average)

3 = Worst-case wind angle (hourly, wind direction given)

4 = Multi-run/worst-case (8 hour average)

Table 9.16: CALINE4 results for the motorway CO (ppm)

3.1.2002 Measured Modelled
Hour Hourly 8hr average Hourly 8hr average

S W W(0°) S W S*
07:00 0.3 0.3 0.33 0.33 249°
08:00 0.4 0.33 0.53 0.53 249°
09:00 0.5 0.35 0.53 0.53 249°
10:00 0.5 0.38 0.53 0.53 249°
11:00 0.4 0.38 0.53 0.53 249°
12:00 0.3 0.39 0.83 0.83 251°
13:00 0.4 0.4 0.43 0.53 249°
14:00 0.4 0.41 0.73 0.83 250° 0.53 0.53 0.5
15:00 0.4 0.41 0.43 0.43 249° 0.53 0.63 0.5
16:00 0.4 0.4 0.53 0.53 249° 0.53 0.63 0.5
17:00 0.4 0.39 0.43 0.53

00 0.53 0.63 0.5
18:00 0.4 0.38 0.23 1.23 255° 0.53 0.63 0.5
19:00 0.3 0.39 0.93 1.03 250° 0.53 0.73 0.5
20:00 0.4 0.38 0.53 0.53 249° 0.53 0.73 0.5
21:00 0.3 0.38 0.33 0.33 249° 0.53 0.73 0.5
22:00 0.4 0.38 0.43 0.43 250° 0.53 0.63 0.5

S: Standard model run

W: Worst case wind direction model run

W(0' ’): Wind direction for worst case concentration

S*: Standard run with model input background concentration 0 ppm CO. This was 

modelled with the same background concentration of 0.23 ppm CO as all previous runs, 

but with the background concentration included as an input variable in modelling. For 

all previous runs the background concentration was added after modelling. Since CO is 

inert, the difference is due only to the limit on decimal places in the model output, 

highlighting the low level of the concentrations measured at the motorway site.

The observed concentrations are compared with predictions for each of these run types 

in Table 9.16. The standard run hourly concentrations generally overestimated the 

observed concentrations. The worst case wind angle option exacerbated this. For 

example, the 18:00 prediction was 0.23 ppm, which was entirely due to the background 

CO since the wind was from receptor to source (12.7°). When this hour was modelled 

for the worst case wind direction (255°) the concentration was predicted to be 1.23 

ppm, three times the observed value of 0.4 ppm. The 8 hour averaged concentrations
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also overestimated the observed concentrations somewhat, with the worst case wind 

direction option higher again.

Table 9.17: Input data for CL4 at the roundabout

3.1.2002
Hour

PSC Wind
direction speed

Temp. Traffic
(total)

07:00 D 111 2.42 5.8 2403
08:00 D 111 3.20 5.5 4202
09:00 D 113 3.50 5.8 7010
10:00 C 117 2.04 6.5 6894
11:00 D 113 1.82 6.4 5556
12:00 D 128 1.44 7.8 5994
13:00 D 130 1.43 8.3 6438
14:00 D 120 3.27 7.9 6852
15:00 D 119 3.49 8.7 6890
16:00 D 129 2.39 8.5 6758
17:00 D 153 1.60 8.4 7522
18:00 E 143 1.56 6.8 7824

Table 9.18: CALINE4 results for the roundabout CO (ppm)

3.i.2002
Hour

Measured Modelled
Hourly 8hr average Hourly 8hr average

S W W(0“) S W S*
07:00 0.19 0.19 0,18 0,18 299°
08:00 0.23 0,20 0,18 0,28 299°
09:00 0,29 0,21 0,28 0,38 298°
10:00 0.35 0.23 0,38 0,48 299°
11:00 0.33 0,25 0,28 0,38 298°
12:00 0.33 0,26 0.38 0,48 298°
13:00 0,36 0,28 0.38 0.48 298°
14:00 0.37 0,31 0,18 0.38 298° 0,28 0,38 0,2
15:00 0,31 0,32 0,18 0.38 298° 0,28 0.38 0,2
16:00 0,33 0,33 0.28 0,38 298° 0,29 0.38 0,2
17:00 0,33 0,34 0,38 0,58 298° 0,31 0,48 0,2
18:00 0,37 0,34 0,38 0,58 298° 0,31 0,48 0,2

S: Standard model run

W: Worst case wind direction model run

W(0‘ ’); Wind direction for worst case concentration

S*: Standard run with model input background concentration 0 ppm CO. This was 

modelled with the same background concentration of 0.18 ppm CO as all previous runs, 

but with the background concentration included as an input variable in modelling. For 

all previous runs the background concentration was added after modelling.

At the roundabout, CALINE4 models the effect on air quality of emissions from each 

link separately, and these are summed to give the total predicted concentration. As at
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the motorway (Table 9.16) predictions for the worst case wind direction overestimated 

the observed concentrations, as shown in Table 9.18. The 8 hour averages agreed well 

with the observed concentrations.

At the motorway, the standard one hour predictions for 14:00 to 22:00 ranged from 

55% to 310% of the corresponding observed concentrations. The average from those 

nine hours sampled was that the predicted concentrations were 125% of the observed 

concentration. The eight hour average predictions for the same hours were 135% of the 

eight hour average observed concentrations. This suggested that the one hour standard 

run results in predictions that are closer to observed concentrations than predictions 

using the eight hour run. However, when the same analysis was applied to the five 

sample hours at the roundabout, the eight hour run resulted in predictions that were 

closer to observed concentrations than predictions using the one hour run (90% of the 

observed concentrations compared to 82%). From this limited sample, the one hour run 

was shown to be better for modelling at the motorway but the eight hour run was better 

for modelling at the roundabout.

9.6 Summary and conclusions

In this section, the results from the various sensitivity analyses are summarised, from 

which conclusions are drawn.

9.6.1 Stability (motorway)

Summary

• Neutral conditions prevailed, particularly during daylight hours, when traffic 

flows were highest. Neutral conditions occurred most frequently with winds 

from the southwest, as expected, since southwesterly winds were the most 

common regardless o f stability class. A strong source effect was therefore 

possible, but was dependent on other parameters such as wind speed and traffic 

flow (and therefore time of day).

• Stable conditions occurred overnight but never between 09:00 and 16:00, 

whereas unstable conditions occurred during daylight hours but never between
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22:00 and 05:00. During stable conditions, although winds were most 

frequently from the south (E-G) which would suggest high concentrations, these 

stable conditions occurred at night, when the traffic source was at its lowest. 

Winds from the northeast were only observed under stable and highly stable 

conditions. This may have been due to the wind shadow effect o f  the building 

to the northeast o f  the monitoring unit, but the rarity o f  winds from the northeast 

was also observed by Met Eireann.

Highest mean temperatures occurred during unstable and neutral conditions 

(11.7°C for A to 9 .T C  for C). Mean temperatures for stable conditions E and F 

were similar (7.2°C and 6.9°C respectively), while the lowest mean 

temperatures coincided with highly stable conditions (2.7°C for G), when there 

was little convectional turbulence.

Mean wind speeds were highest for neutral conditions (2.6 m/s for D) and 

lowest for highly stable conditions (0.6 and 0.5 m/s for F and G). Mean wind 

speeds were similar for A, B, C and E: between 1.1 and 1.4 m/s. Although 

mean wind speeds were lowest for highly stable conditions (G), since stable 

conditions only occurred overnight, the traffic source was at its lowest. Wind 

speeds at Casement Aerodrome (from Met Eireann) were observed to be 50% 

higher than those measured at the monitoring unit, possibly due to the reduced 

height o f  measurement (6 m vs. 10 m at Casement Aerodrome) and to the wind 

shadow effect o f  the building to the northeast. Without sorting by stability the 

hourly average wind speed was 42% o f  ME wind speed. As at the monitoring 

unit, mean wind speeds at Casement Aerodrome were highest for neutral 

conditions (6.4 m/s for D). However, wind speeds were higher for slightly 

stable conditions (3.4 m/s for E) than for unstable conditions (2.3 and 2.1 m/s 

for B and C). For highly unstable conditions, mean wind speeds were as low  as 

those for highly stable conditions (between 1.2 and 1.4 m/s for A, F and G).

The hour o f  the maximum concentration was correctly predicted on six  

occasions (out o f  21 possible instances: 29%). When averaged by stability class, 

predictions were within 50% o f  observed concentrations for all PSC except D 

for CO and NO 2 (which were overpredicted by 56% and 55% respectively), and 

G for CO (which was underpredicted by 63%).
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Conclusions

•  The observed concentrations o f  CO, N O 2 and PMio were lowest during neutral 

conditions (rather than stable or unstable conditions). The mean wind speed 

was higher during neutral conditions (than stable or unstable conditions). The 

influence o f  the wind speed was more evident in the observed concentrations 

than in those predicted. The observed concentrations o f  CO, NO 2 and PMio 

were highest during stable conditions, but the predicted concentrations were 

generally higher (or as high) during unstable conditions (as during stable 

conditions). This suggests that the m odelling did not adequately reflect the 

influence o f  (the lack of) convective turbulence.

•  For stability class C particularly, (which is averaged from a reasonable number 

o f  hours, and can be observed for a longer period o f  the day than stability class 

B) the trend in CO concentration in remarkably well predicted between 06:00 

and 11:00 and again between 14:00 and 21:00, but the absolute concentrations 

cannot be as well predicted for both using the same background concentration. 

The conditions that give rise to the observed concentrations can be better 

predicted either early in the day or later, but not both unless the background 

concentration is varied.

•  Traffic is not dependent on stability class but does vary with stability class. 

Traffic was higher for unstable than stable conditions since unstable conditions 

occurred during daylight hours which was when most traffic flowed, whereas 

stable conditions occurred overnight, when traffic flow s were low. Emissions 

were therefore expected to be higher for unstable conditions than stable 

conditions because traffic flows were higher, but the ambient concentrations 

may be lower for stable conditions since unstable conditions resulting in higher 

dispersion than under stable conditions.

•  Concentrations o f  CO, NO 2 and PMjo were observed to be highest during highly 

stable conditions, whereas predicted concentrations varied little with stability 

class; though predicted concentrations for unstable conditions were slightly 

higher (between 0.46 ppm CO and 0.48 ppm CO for A-C) than for neutral and 

stable conditions (between 0.34 ppm CO and 0.43 ppm CO for D-G).

•  Differences between observed and predicted concentrations were probably due 

to the higher traffic flows during hours o f  unstable conditions (daytime) than 

during stable (overnight) and neutral (anytime) conditions. A lso, mean wind
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speeds were highest for neutral conditions (D), which would increase dispersion 

and reduce concentrations. Although mean wind speeds were lowest for highly 

stable conditions (G), since stable conditions only occurred overnight the traffic 

source was at its lowest.

•  The range in observed concentrations was greater than that o f predicted 

concentrations: 0.23 (D) to 0.92 (G) compared to 0.34 (G) to 0.48 (B). The 

highest concentrations were observed for the most stable conditions, when 

concentrations were predicted to be lowest. These high concentrations were 

probably due to lack o f  dispersion, rather than the concurrent traffic source, and 

therefore could not be predicted by the model.

•  For CO and NO 2 , concentrations were overpredicted except under highly stable 

conditions F and G, when observed concentrations exceeded the predictions. 

For PMio, concentrations were over predicted only slightly for conditions near 

neutral (C-E), underpredicted only slightly under highly unstable conditions (A 

and B, when traffic was high) and (as for CO and NO 2 ) under highly stable 

conditions (F and G), observed concentrations exceeded the predictions. CO, 

NO2 and PMio were underpredicted for stability class G (highly stable 

conditions) and overpredicted for stability class D during daylight hours.

• Concentrations were generally overpredicted during unstable, neutral or slightly 

stable conditions and underpredicted for stable conditions. Exceptions to this 

were the maximum CO during stable conditions (F), which was slightly 

overpredicted (22%), and PMio (mean and maximum) during unstable 

conditions, which was slightly underpredicted (-4% to -19% ). All maximum 

and mean predictions were within a factor o f  two o f observations, except for the 

maximum CO concentration under highly unstable conditions (A), which was 

overpredicted by 124%.

9.6.2 Emission factors

Summary

•  Speed dependent unit vehicle emission factors from the UK EFD and COPERT 

III were combined with fleet characteristics to produce composite emission 

factors. NOx CEFs for the roundabout from the UK EFD in Autumn 2001 were
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similar to NOx CEFs from the updated UK EFD though higher than NOx CEFs 

from the COPERT III.

Conclusions

• The CO CEFs from both databases were in good agreement, but the COPERT 

III CEFs for NOx were much lower than UK EFD CEFs for NOx for both 

motorway and roundabout driving. This reflects the large difference in the unit 

emission factors for HGVs.

• CO CEFs for the motorway from the UK EFD in Autumn 2001 were higher 

than CO CEFs from the updated UK EFD and COPERT III. The lower CO 

CEFs led to closer mean predicted and observed concentrations. CO CEFs for 

the roundabout were similar from all three databases. NOx CEFs for the 

motorway from the UK EFD in Autumn 2001 were similar to NOx CEFs from 

COPERT III though lower than NOx CEFs from the updated UK EFD. The 

higher NOx CEF led to disimprovement in all six model evaluation parameters.

• At the roundabout, in winter the use of the higher NOx CEF from the UK EFD 

in Autumn 2001 led to better model evaluation parameters. However in summer 

the lower NOx CEF from COPERT III gives a better comparison. In both 

winter and summer, however, the observed differences in model evaluation 

parameters are small relative to the large difference in CEFs. This indicates that 

detailed investigation of the NOx CEF may be unnecessary. CO predictions 

were more sensitive to changes in CEF but since the absolute values are not 

likely to approach the limit values, again detailed investigation of the CEF may 

be unnecessary. Modelled concentrations appear to be more dependent on 

accurate estimation of background concentrations than of emission factors.

• Concentrations predicted by the DMRB decrease from 2001 to 2002 and 2003 

since improved vehicle technology is expected to reduce unit emissions of all 

the pollutants modelled. However even the use o f the emission factors for 2003 

result in overprediction by at least 70% of the observed concentrations.

• The emissions factors estimated by the DMRB led to overprediction compared 

to the observed concentrations, despite being lower than the emission factors 

from the UK EFD and COPERT III which were used in CALINE4 modelling.
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9.6.3 Link geometry (motorway)

Summary

•  DMRB modelling o f the motorway as one link with the actual traffic flow for 

the hour ending at 18:00 on 17̂  ̂ August 2001 (with the hourly percentage o f 

heavy duty vehicles (HDVs) averaged from several months o f  data) led to 

higher predicted concentrations for all pollutants. The increase was most 

significant for CO and benzene, due to the increase in total traffic (i.e. petrol 

vehicles) compared to the AAVF, whereas PMio was more sensitive to the fleet 

profile (%HDV) since HDVs are generally diesel fuelled.

• The sensitivity o f PMio to the fleet profile was confirmed by the DMRB

predictions for modelling with the actual fleet profile for that hour (4.4% HDV

for 18:00 on 17.viii.2001). The reduction in HDVs from 8% to 4.4% was 

reflected in the reduction in predicted PMio. Since the total traffic was 

unchanged, the corresponding increase in the predominantly petrol fuelled, non- 

HDVs was reflected in the increase in CO from 0.22 to 0.23 mg/m^.

Conclusions

• CAL1NE4 predictions were higher for the motorway as one link than as two

links, for 11 out o f 12 sample hours. The exception was the hour that showed

the highest predicted concentration. M odelling o f  the motorway as four 

separate traffic flows, with the same overall road width and total traffic flow, 

had little impact on the DMRB predictions.

9.6.4 Leeward analysis (CALINE4, motorway)

Diurnal variation: summary

• The impact on air quality o f the motorway source is only measured when 

the wind direction is such that pollutants emitted on the road are blown 

towards the receptor/monitoring unit located to the north o f the motorway, 

when the wind direction is in the approximate range 80-280°.
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•  For all three pollutants, higher daytime concentrations were observed for 

winds from between 100° and 280°, reflecting the influence o f  the 

motorway source. However, winds from between 280° and 360° also 

displayed concentration peaks during high travel demand times, indicating 

a probable traffic source north o f  the monitoring site, possibly the access 

road joining Leixlip village and the motorway. The measured 

concentrations o f  all three pollutants were only marginally higher (in the 

afternoon and evening) for winds directly from source to receptor (100- 

280°) than when all wind directions (0-360°) were considered, because the 

predominant wind directions lay in the 100-280° range.

Diurnal variation: conclusions

•  M odelling correctly predicted higher concentrations for the leeward case. 

However, the difference between the predicted profiles for the two wind 

direction ranges was much greater than the difference observed.

•  In general, agreement between the predicted and observed profiles was no 

better for the leeward analysis than for the analysis o f  the whole year’s 

data.

•  The difference between modelling inert and reactive pollutants was noted: 

for winds from receptor towards source (280-360°), the CO and PMio 

concentrations were almost always equal to the assumed background 

concentrations, whereas NO 2 was predicted to be lower than the its 

background concentration, due to low concentrations o f  the primary 

pollutant NO.

Directional variation: summary

•  The DM RB predictions are independent o f  meteorological conditions, and 

therefore reflect the position o f  the receptor relative to the source location in 

terms o f  distance but not direction. The DM RB “worst case” prediction o f  0.2 

mg/m^ was lower than the worst case concentrations predicted by CALINE4 

(for wind speeds o f  2 m/s).
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• CALINE4 modelling predicted the highest concentrations o f pollutants at the 

receptor for wind directions which were near parallel with the road. For these 

wind directions, the area o f road upwind of the receptor is maximised. 

CALINE4 modelling predicted the worst case concentrations for the Leixlip site 

for wind directions within 40° to the south of the road bearing (i.e. 85-125° and 

225-265°), whereas wind directions outside the wind sector 85-265° resulted in 

predicted concentrations of zero.

9.6.5 One hour versus eight hour runs (CALINE4)

Summary

• CALINE4 predicts hourly and 8 hour average concentrations. It can also 

anticipate the worst case wind direction, and the 8 hour average for the worst 

case wind direction.

Conclusions

• At the motorway, the standard run hourly predicted concentrations generally 

overestimated the observed CO concentrations. The worst case wind angle 

option exacerbated this. The 8 hour averaged concentrations also overestimated 

the measured concentrations somewhat, with the worst case wind direction 

option higher again.

• At the roundabout, CALINE4 modelling considered the effect on air quality of 

emissions from each link separately, and these were summed to give the total 

predicted concentration. The 8 hour averages agreed well with the measured 

concentrations.

• At both sites, predictions for the worst case wind direction overestimated the 

measured concentrations.
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10 VALIDATION OF MODELLING

In this chapter, a model validation exercise is described in which a number o f  

independent modellers calculated pollution concentrations at the motorway and 

roundabout sites (Sections 10.1 and 10.2). The implications o f these results, and those 

from Chapters 7, 8 and 9, are discussed with regard to modelling practice for EISs 

(Sections 10.3 and 10.4).

10.1 Introduction

Methodologies and past practices were examined in Section 2.4 o f  the literature review. 

The main points are now reiterated to provide context for the model validation exercise 

that follows.

Rao et al. (1986) concurred with Venkatram’s (1984) point that model predictions will 

almost always differ from the corresponding observations even if  the models and the 

input data are perfect. In their evaluation o f roadway models, the variability in 

observations o f  tracer gas, due to the random nature o f the atmosphere, was found to be 

about 30% and therefore differences between predictions and observations o f  less than 

30% were not considered to be significant.

According to de Leeuw et al. (1997) no required model accuracy is specified in the 

majority o f applications, but for the purposes o f air quality management with regard to 

EU standards, the model accuracy is specified by the EU Daughter Directives (CEC, 

1999; 2000), as mentioned in Section 1.1. The Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000) 

concerned with CO, NO2 and PMio allow 50% uncertainty in modelling o f the eight- 

hour average concentration o f CO, 50% to 60% uncertainty in modelling o f the hourly 

average concentration o f NO2 and NOx, 30% uncertainty in modelling o f  the annual 

average concentration o f NO2 and NOx and 50% uncertainty in modelling o f the annual 

average concentration o f  PMio.

It was emphasised (de Leeuw et a l ,  1997) that uncertainties in model results may be 

large since they are introduced by both the model concept and by the input parameters 

such as emission data and meteorology. This distinction between scientific and 

operational performance was discussed in Section 3.6.4 on model evaluation. Ulke and
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Andrade (2001) warned of the necessary balance between accurate modelling and 

reasonable computational cost. Kukkonen et al. (2001b) identified five reasons for 

differences between observed and predicted concentrations in studies evaluating road 

pollutant dispersion models:

• inaccuracies in traffic flow data and emission estimates;

• inaccuracies in measured concentration and meteorological data;

• deficiencies in the modelling of dispersion and chemical transformation;

• deficiencies in the meteorological preprocessing;

• the stochastic nature o f turbulence.

Bencala and Seinfeld (1979) reviewed six model evaluation studies and opined that “air 

quality modeling has reached the stage of maturity at which there now exists a need to 

develop a uniform framework for the evaluation of the performance of models.” 

Twenty-five years later Olesen (2004), Spanton et al. (2004) and their colleagues are 

still working on the issue. The framework for this exercise is the comparison with limit 

values set by the EU Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000) of observed 

concentrations for both sites and the corresponding predicted concentrations from each 

model and its operator.

10.2 Collaborative modelling exercise

This section describes the aims, programme and participants o f the modelling exercise, 

presenting the results with a summary o f the discussion at the workshop that was held 

to conclude the exercise. The results are presented anonymously by Participants A, B, 

C and D, as agreed for the collaborative modelling exercise, but the predictions from 

the author’s CALINE4 modelling are presented as “Participant D”. The implications of 

these results, including those from the modelling reported in Chapters 7, 8 and 9 are 

assessed in Section 10.3. The author’s DMRB modelling is also included in Section 

10.2.4 (on input parameters) and Section 10.3 for comparison between modelling 

approaches.
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10.2.1 Objective, participants and models

Environmental consultants who were known to have relevant experience were invited 

to use atmospheric dispersion models with suitable input data (traffic, emission factors, 

meteorological conditions) to determine pollutant concentrations due to vehicle  

em issions at the motorway and roundabout sites. Their calculations were to cover the 

first six months o f  the monitoring period. The objective o f  the exercise was to establish 

the current state o f  practice in Ireland, and to evaluate dispersion modelling by 

comparing predictions from as many participants as possible. The following  

organisations participated in the exercise, employing the dispersion models stated;

•  AWN Consulting (CAL3QHCR)

•  Cambridge Environmental Research Consultants (ADM S Roads)

•  Envirocon (ADM S Roads)

•  Trinity College Dublin (CALINE4)

The collated results were presented and discussed at a modelling workshop held in 

TCD on Wednesday 16“’ October 2002. The project partners from NUI, Galway and 

representatives from both Enterprise Ireland and Dublin City Council joined the 

modellers for the workshop.

10.2.2 Data provided

Site maps o f  the motorway and roundabout showed the location and the layout o f  each. 

Local hourly wind speed and direction for both sites and temperature for the motorway 

site were given for September 2001 to March 2002 inclusive. Som e M et Eireann data 

(such as hourly Pasquill Stability Class and cloud cover) were also provided to 

participants when this was requested to supplement the local data. The NRA supplied 

hourly lane by lane traffic data for the motorway. At the roundabout, traffic data at that 

stage were limited to manual counts carried out by TCD, NUIG and Galway 

Corporation. The first 12 days o f  hourly concentrations observed at both sites for CO, 

NO, NO 2, total NOx and PMio were included, to aid in the estimation o f  background 

concentrations. From the study o f  EISs (Section 3.7), 12 days was more monitoring 

than was reported for 17 out o f  the 26 EISs reviewed. The exact information as 

disseminated at each stage o f  the exercise is listed in Appendix H.
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10.2.3 Modelling methodologies

Assumptions varied between modellers, with the result that the data provided was 

applied differently or extra data was sourced. The most significant input data for the 

modelling were the road geometry, emission factors and background concentrations. 

The approaches taken by participants to each of these parameters are discussed below. 

This summary of the main modelling approaches is followed by tabulations of the 

specific input parameters used by Participants A, C and D and for DMRB modelling, 

which are presented in Tables 10.1 and 10.2 o f Section 10.3.4.

Road geometry

None of the participants allowed for the gradient of the road at the motorway site. All 

participants modelled the five approach roads to the Galway roundabout as five straight 

single links, but two participants also included five more short links to represent the 

circulatory part of the roundabout. In one case, different mean vehicle speeds were 

assumed for each the five links, although all of these were in the range 20-30 kph.

Emission factors

To determine composite emission factors, the participants drew from three databases of 

emission factors: COPERT III, the UK EFD and the DMRB. One modeller made 

additional allowances for the coarse fraction of PM and for sea salt at Galway. Only 

one modeller made explicit allowance for cold starts. One modeller varied the 

composite emission factor according to the recorded hourly variation in percentage 

HGV, whereas the other three took a constant average value.

Background concentrations

The participants adopted different approaches to the estimation of background 

concentrations. Two modellers based background concentrations on the 12 days of 

monitoring data provided for both sites, while the other two employed historical data 

from established monitoring sites. The latter approach is the more conventional. The 

argument against the former approach was that using the limited site dataset would lead 

to higher values of background concentrations than using the more extensive, historical 

data.
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10.2.4 Input parameters

The variation in sources and treatment o f input data are compared in Tables 10.1 and 

10.2 between participants, and for modeller A between Stage I modelling and Stage II 

modelling. Stage I modelling was performed without site data for meteorological 

conditions nor for traffic flows, whereas Stage II modelling was performed with site 

data for meteorological conditions and traffic flows. Table 10.1 shows the input 

parameters for motorway modelling and Table 10.2 for roundabout modelling.

Table 10.1: Input parameters fo r  the motorway

Motorway AI A ll C D DMRB

Met. data ME (1997) Site data
+ ME 

(2001/2) + 
ME (1994)

Site data + 
ME 

(2001/2)

Worst case 
assumed

Traffic Peak hour 
flow = 

2674 vph 
@ 90 kph

as AI LDV 
1200 vph 
@95 kph; 

HDV 
126 vph 

@85 kph

Site data: 
hourly 
flows 

@100 kph; 
8% HGV

AAVF 
1400 vph 
@90 kph; 
20% HDV

EF (g/mile) COPERT 
III & UK 

EFD(2002)

as AI UK EFD 
(2001) «fe 
COPERT 
III (PMio)

DMRB

EF CO 2.6 2.6 6.62
EF NO2 1.65 1.28-1.75 2.24
EF PMio 0.27 0.2-0.3 0.19

Bg. concn EPA"" Site data‘s Wales Site data Site data
CO 0.162 ppm 0.30 ppm 0.2 ppm 0.23 ppm 0.27 mg/m^
NO2 24 |xg/m^ 22 |ig/m^ 3.1 ppb 10 ppb
NO, 40 ng/m^ 46 )Xg/m̂ 4 .0 ppb 10 ppb 11.73 ng/m^
O3 e p a “ e p a “ 28.9 ppb 30 ppb
PMio 13.0 |ig/m^ 19 îg/m^ 22.8 ng/m^ 11.9 ^g/m^ 11.90 [ig/m^

AI: Stage I modelling by Participant A {without site data for meteorological conditions 

nor for traffic flows)

All: Stage II modelling by Participant A {with site data for meteorological conditions 

nor for traffic flows)
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EF; Emission factor(s)

Bg. concn: Background concentration(s)

ME: Met Eireann meteorological data from Casement Aerodrome. (1997 was chosen 

as the worst year of the five years 1993 to 1997).

EPA'^: from EPA and local authority data, and DMRB default values.

EPA®: hourly ozone from EPA measurements at Pottery Road, Dublin for January to 

December 2000. For Stage I, NO and NO2 background concentrations were from EPA

background data and did not vary by hour of day, nor by day of week. For Stage II,

NO and NO2 background concentrations were from the site data (derived as explained 

below) and did not vary by hour of day, nor by day of week.

Site data : from 12 days of site data but excluding hours between 07:00 and 22:00 if 

the wind direction was between 85° and 265°.

Table 10.2: Input parameters for the roundabout

Roundabout A C D DMRB

Met. Site data
+ ME 

(2001/2) + 
ME (1994)

Site data + ME 
(2001/2)

Worst case 
assumed

Traffic Peak hour 
(07 to 10 & 

16 to 19) 
@10 kph; 

off-peak @30 
kph

Flow and 
%HDV per 
link for 5 

links and 5 
roundabout 

sections 
@30 kph

Site data: 
hourly flows 
@100 kph 
(PMio @30 

kph);
8% HGV

AAVF 
Per link for 5 

links 
@15 kph; 
7% HDV

EF (g/mile) COPERT III 
&UK 

EFD(2002)

DMRB (1999) UK EFD 
(2001) «fe 
COPERT 
III(PMio)

DMRB

EF CO 19.2 & 10.6 6.62
EF NO2 1.5-3.0 (NOx) 2.24
EF PMio 0.39 0.09

Bg. concn Site data^ EPA^ Site data Site data
CO 0.29 ppm 0.2 ppm 0 .18 ppm 0.21 mg/m^
NO2 5 ^g/m^ 1.5 ppb 10 ppb
NO, 12 ng/m^ 2.2 ppb 10 ppb 11.73 îg/m^
O3 EPA*̂ 43.2 ppb 30 ppb
PMio 21.7 |xg/m^ 17.6 |J,g/m^ 13 ng/m^ 12.90 îg/m^
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Site data'll from 12 days o f site data but excluding hours between 07:00 and 20:00. 

EPA®: hourly ozone from EPA measurements at Pottery Road, Dublin for January to 

March 2000 and September to December 2000. NO and NO2 background 

concentrations were from the site data (derived as explained above) and did not vary by 

hour o f day, nor by day o f week.

EPA : Background concentrations for NO2, NOx and O3 from EPA monitoring at 

Kilkitt and for PMio from Lough Navar.

10.2.5 Results for the motorway

The modelling predictions are presented by pollutant for the motorway site. Those for 

the roundabout are presented in Section 10.2.6, also by pollutant.

10.2.5.1 Carbon monoxide

Table 10.3: Hourly average concentrations (ppm) o f  CO at the motorway

Measured Participant

A B C D
Mean 0.28 - 0.04 0.25 0.30
% o f mean 100% 14% 89% 107%
Median 0.2 0.30 0.02 0.22 0.20
Maximum 2.6 0.47 0.35 0.62 1.40
90* %-ile 0.5 0.34 0.11 0.32 0.46
95*̂  %-ile 0.7 0.35 0.16 0.39 0.60

Table 10.4: 8 hour average concentrations (ppm) o f  CO at the motorway

Measured Participant

Limit value A B C D
Mean 0.28 - 0.04 0.25 0.30
Median 0.24 0.30 0.03 0.23 0.27
Maximum 8.4 1.88 0.37 0.29 0.46 0.93
% o f max. 100% 20% 15% 24% 49%

The results in Tables 10.3 and 10.4 show that the mean hourly CO concentration was 

predicted to within ±11% o f the observed concentrations, except by B who 

underpredicted the mean by 86% o f the observed concentration due to the low 

background concentration assumed. The maximum 8 hour average concentration was
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predicted by all four participants to be significantly less than the limit value, which 

concurred with the obser\'ed concentration. However, the higher concentrations were 

underpredicted compared to the observed concentrations, particularly the maximum 8 

hour average concentration which was predicted to be between 15% and 49% o f  the 

observed concentration o f  1.9 ppm. It is worth noting that the CO concentrations 

observed at the motorway were very low: 24% o f  the limit value o f  approximately 8 

ppm for the maximum 8 hour average CO concentration (equivalent to 10 mg/m^; 

conversion factor from Appendix F).

The mean observed CO concentrations for the motorway, presented in Tables 10.3 and 

10.4, which were averaged from six months o f  data, were compared with those from 

the whole year’s dataset in Section 6.2.5 (on the comparison o f  monitoring results from 

the motorway and roundabout), which also considered concentrations o f  NO 2 and PMio 

(Tables 10.5 to 10.7) and concentrations for the roundabout (Tables 10.8 to 10.12).

10.2.5.2 Nitrogen dioxide

Table 10.5: Hourly average concentrations (ppb) o f  NO 2 a t the m otorway

Limit value

M easured

A

Participant 

B C D
Mean 20.5 11.2 9.3 7.5 10.7 19.8
% o f  mean 100% 83% 67% 96% 177%
Median 9.1 10.0 5.1 7.4 10.0
Maximum 49.0 26.1 27.9 48.3 50.0
90* %-ile 23.9 11.0 17.7 26.2 30.0
95* %-ile 28.0 12.6 22.7 32.1 40.0
9* highest 102.3 45.4 20.7 26.9 43.9 50.0
% o f  9* highest 100% 46% 59% 97% 110%

In Table 10.5, the mean NO 2 concentration was underpredicted to within 33% o f  the 

observed concentrations, excluding D who overpredicted by 77%. The 9'*’ highest 

hourly concentration, which was taken to be equivalent to the 19* highest concentration 

required by the limit value, was predicted by C and D to within ±10% o f  the observed 

concentration o f  45.4 ppb, but underpredicted by 54% and 41% by A and B. As for 

CO, the NO 2 concentrations observed at the motorway were lower than the limit values; 

55% o f  the limit value o f  approximately 20 ppb for the annual mean NO 2 concentration 

and 44% o f  the limit value o f  approximately 102 ppb for the 19* highest concentration
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(equivalent to 40 mg/m^ and 200 ^g/m^ respectively; conversion factor from Appendix 

F).

10.2.5.3 Particulate matter

Table 10.6: Hourly average concentrations (fug/m )̂ o f  PMio at the motorway

Measured Participant

A B C D
Mean 16.5 20.8 12.8 24.5 24.9
Median 14.9 19.2 12.4 23.3 19.0
Maximum 112.4 35,7 18.9 61.1 82.0
90* %-ile 26.7  23.2 14.2 37.5 33.0
95* %-ile 33.0 24,4 15.2 42.8 40.0

Table 10.7: 24 hour average concentrations (jJ-g m'̂ ) o f  PM io at the motorway

Measured Participant

Limit value A B C D
Mean 40 16.4 20.6 12.9 24.9 24.0
% of mean 100% 126% 79% 152% 146%
Median 15 19.9 12.7 24.9 23,0
Maximum 46 23.6 15.9 37.7 35,0
3'̂ '* highest 36 23.2 14.7 35.5 34,0
17* highest 50 25 21.6 13.7 31.0 30,0
% o f 17* highest 100% 86% 55% 124% 120%

Tables 10.6 and 10.7 show that the annual mean 24 hour average PMio concentrat

was overpredicted by A, C and D by up to 52% o f the observed concentration, but 

underpredicted by B by 21%. The 17* highest hourly concentration, which was taken 

to be equivalent to the 36* highest concentration required by the limit value, was 

predicted by A (-14%), C (+24%) and D (+20%) to within ±24% o f the observed 

concentration o f  45.4 ppb, but underpredicted by B by 45%. As for CO and NO2, 

concentrations o f  PMio observed at the motorway were lower than the limit values; 

41% o f the limit value o f  40 |ag/m  ̂ for the annual mean o f 24 hour PMio concentration 

and 50% o f the limit value o f  50 |Ag/m̂  for the 36* highest 24 hour PMio concentration. 

The observed PMio concentration o f  25 )ag/m exceeded the LAT o f 20 |ag/m for the 

36* highest 24 hour PMio concentration (but not the UAT o f 30 p.g/m^). This observed 

concentration o f  25 ^g/m^ PMio was averaged from only the first six months o f data.
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but concurred with that averaged from the full year of data (22.8 )J.g/m )̂ in exceedance 

o f the LAT but not the UAT. Modelling or objective estimation therefore suffice for 

PMio concentrations at the motorway, since the UAT was not exceeded.

10.2.6 Results for the roundabout 

10.2.6.1 Carbon Monoxide

The results in Tables 10.8 and 10.9 show that the mean hourly CO concentration was 

underpredicted at the roundabout by C and D to within 12% of the observed 

concentrations, but B underpredicted the mean hourly CO concentration by 54% of the 

observed concentration. (B had underpredicted the mean hourly CO concentration at 

the motorway by 86% of the observed concentration.) Predictions of mean hourly CO 

concentration by C were remarkably consistent between sites: 89% (of the observed 

concentration) for the motorway and 90% for the roundabout. Predictions of mean 

hourly CO concentration by D overestimated concentrations observed at the motorway 

site by 7% of the observed concentration but underestimated concentrations observed at 

the roundabout by 12% of the observed concentration.

Table 10.8: Hourly average concentrations (ppm) o f CO at the roundabout

Measured Participant

A B C D
Mean 0.41 - 0.19 0.37 0.36
% of mean 100% 46% 90% 88%
Median 0.33 0.39 0.11 0.28 0.28
Maximum 3.68 1.72 0.68 1.69 2.08
90* %-ile 0.78 0.69 0.55 0.62 0.58
95* %-ile 1.05 0.83 0.64 0.88 0.68

Table 10.9: 8 hour average concentrations (ppm) o f CO at the roundabout

Measured Participant

Limit value A B C D
Mean 0.49 - 0.19 0.37 0.36
Median 0.43 0.42 0.12 0.30 0.36
Maximum 8.4 2.40 1.02 0.68 1.42 1.09
% of max. 100% 43% 28% 59% 45%
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The maximum 8 hour average CO concentration was predicted by all four participants 

to be significantly less than the limit value, which concurred with the observed 

concentration. However, the higher concentrations were underpredicted compared to 

the observed concentrations, particularly the maximum 8 hour average CO 

concentration which was predicted to be between 28% and 59% o f  the observed 

concentration o f  2.4 ppm. It is worth noting that the CO concentrations observed at the 

roundabout were very low: 29% o f  the limit value o f  approximately 8 ppm for the 

maximum 8 hour average CO concentration (equivalent to 10 mg/m^; conversion factor 

from Appendix F).

At both sites, the maximum 8 hour average CO concentrations were predicted by all 

four participants to be significantly less than the limit value, which concurred with the 

observed concentrations. At both sites, the maximum 8 hour average CO 

concentrations were predicted by all four participants to be less even than the UAT and 

LAT, which concurred with the observed concentrations. The maximum 8 hour 

average CO concentrations were underpredicted at both sites and by all participants. 

The maximum 8 hour average CO concentrations were underpredicted by 51% to 85% 

at the motorway and by 41 % to 72% at the roundabout.

The maximum 8 hour average CO concentrations were underpredicted increasingly by 

D (-51%), C (-76%), A (-80%) and B (-85%) at the motorway and by C (-41%), D (- 

55%), A (-57%) to B (-72% ) at the roundabout. Predictions o f  maximum 8 hour 

average CO concentrations by C and D were closest to the observed concentrations at 

both sites, and by B were furthest at both sites, but all modellers underpredicted the 

observed concentrations.

10.2.6.2 Nitrogen dioxide

In Table 10.10, the mean N O 2 concentration was underpredicted by A by 48% o f  the 

observed concentration o f  11.2 ppb, but overpredicted by B and C by 12% and 25% o f  

the observed concentration. The 9‘*' highest hourly concentration, which was taken to be 

equivalent to the 19*̂  highest concentration required by the limit value, was 

underpredicted by A and B by 50% and 39% o f  the observed concentration o f  48.6 ppb, 

but overpredicted by C by 63% o f  the observed concentration. As for CO, the NO 2
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concentrations observed at the roundabout were lower than the limit values: 55% of the 

limit value of approximately 20 ppb for the annual mean NO2 concentration and 48% of 

the limit value of approximately 102 ppb for the 19̂ *’ highest concentration (equivalent 

to 40 mg/m^ and 200 ^g/m^ respectively; conversion factor from Appendix F).

Table 10.10: Hourly average concentrations (ppb) o f  NO 2 at the roundabout

Limit value
Measured

A

Participant

B C D
Mean 20.5 11.2 5.8 12.5 14.0
% of mean 100% 52% 112% 125%
Median 9.4 3.2 8.6 8.6
Maximum 22.8 34.4 29.7 92.0
90* %-ile 25.3 10.1 28.2 34.7
95* %-ile 30.6 12.9 29.2 42.0
9* highest 102.3 48.6 24.1 29.7 79.2
% of 9* highest 100% 50% 61% 163%

At both sites, the mean NO2 concentrations were both underpredicted and 

overpredicted compared to the observed concentrations. At the motorway, the mean 

NO2 concentration was underpredicted by C (-4%), A (-17%) and B (-33%) but 

overpredicted by D (+77%) compared to the observed concentration. At the 

roundabout, the mean NO2 concentration was underpredicted by A (-48%) but 

overpredicted by B (+12%) and C (+25%) compared to the observed concentration. 

Predictions of mean NO2 concentrations by C were closest overall for both sites (with a 

combined range o f ±29%), and by A were worst at both sites (with a combined range of 

-48%) compared to the observed concentrations, though D was worst overall (with a 

range o f +77% from the motorway alone). C and D were close to or overpredicted the 

observed concentrations, which is conservative and therefore more desirable in terms of 

modelling than the consistent underprediction for both sites by A.

10.2.6.3 Particulate matter

Tables 10.11 and 10.12 show that the annual mean 24 hour average PMjo concentration 

was underpredicted by all four participants: by 7% to 18% of the observed 

concentration by A, C and D but by 54% by B. The 17 highest hourly concentration, 

which was taken to be equivalent to the 36̂  ̂highest concentration required by the limit
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value, was also underpredicted by all four participants: by 23% by A and D, by 31% by 

C and by 54% by B.

As for CO and NO2 at the roundabout, concentrations o f  PMjo observed at the 

roundabout were lower than the limit values: 86% o f the limit value o f  40 }ig/m for the 

annual mean o f 24 hour PMio concentration and 89% o f the limit value o f  50 ^g/m^ for 

the 36* highest 24 hour PMio concentration. However, unlike CO and NO 2 at the 

roundabout, concentrations o f PMio observed at the roundabout were higher than the 

UATs: 89% o f the limit value o f 50 jig/m^ for the 36̂ *̂  highest 24 hour PMio 

concentration shows exceedance o f the UAT o f 60% (30 }Ag/m ) o f  the limit value. 

This indicates from the first six months o f  data that monitoring o f  PMio will be required 

at the roundabout from the attainment date o f  T‘ January 2005, when the margin o f  

tolerance is reduced to zero and the limit value comes into full effect, which concurs 

with the results from the full year o f data (Section 8.2 on conclusions from dispersion 

modelling).

3

Table 10.11: Hourly average concentrations (jug/m )  o f  PMjo at the roundabout

Measured Participant

A B C D
Mean 29.0 28.4 15.4 24.8 32.1
Median 21.7 25.6 14.0 23.8 29.2
Maximum 339.7 56.6 25.5 69.0 92.2
90*̂  %-ile 54.8 37.5 22.7 35.2 39.7
95*̂  %-ile 75.7 41.6 24.7 39.1 43.2

Table 10.12: 24-hour average concentrations (/^g/m )  ofPM jo at the roundabout

Measured Participant

Limit value A B C D
Mean 40 34.4 28.4 15.6 24.9 32.1
% o f mean 100% 83% 45% 72% 93%
Median 32.8 1 1 1 14.7 24.9 32.2
Maximum 48.2 38.0 25.4 37.7 41.0
3̂*̂ highest 46.9 37.3 23.9 35.5 36.9
17*̂  highest 50 44.7 34.3 20.5 31.0 34.2
% o f 17* highest 100% 77% 46% 69% 77%
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10.2.7 Conclusions from the collaborative modelling exercise workshop

The general comparison o f  the observed concentrations with the range o f  modelling 

predictions showed that at the motorway site, mean CO and PMio values were well 

predicted, but the highest concentrations were underpredicted, and mean and maximum  

NO 2 concentrations were well predicted. At the roundabout site, CO concentrations 

were well predicted, mean and median NO 2 concentrations were well predicted, and 

mean PMjo values were well predicted, but the highest concentrations were under 

predicted.

Most m odelling suggested maximum NO 2 concentrations in the range 30 to 50 ^g/m^, 

which makes it unlikely that the limit value o f  200 ng/m^ would be exceeded (even  

once, let alone the maximum 18 times permissible), though one prediction was o f  90 

|xg/m^ for the roundabout. In such situations, detailed modelling may not be warranted 

and a simple screening model such as DM RB may be sufficient. At other sites 

however, NO 2 m odelling may be most important, as this pollutant is most likely to 

exceed limit values (EPA, 2000).

Ambient PM 10 concentrations are mostly attributable to sources other than local traffic. 

Nevertheless, levels may be close to regulatory limits and as this pollutant is highly 

significant for health it is therefore very important. However, PMjo is probably the least 

useful parameter for validating models because o f  the high background levels and 

because o f  the difficulty o f  accounting for resuspension. By contrast, although CO 

concentrations were always low  when compared to limit values, they are relevant for 

model validation since background levels are low  and photochemistry is not relevant.

The broad assumptions on which the emission factors are based were contrasted with 

the higher level o f  detail in other model input parameters. Model precision should agree 

with that o f  the available input data (traffic, em ission factors and meteorological data), 

so when site data is minimal then simple m odelling is often justified. This concurs 

with Negrenti’s (1998) report on emissions m odels which emphasised the dependence 

o f  model accuracy on the quality o f  the experimental data. Negrenti’s statement on 

emissions m odelling also applies to dispersion modelling: “Sophisticated models are 

potentially more accurate but need more input data, while simplified models require 

less input but usually do not represent complex processes correctly”.
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It was noted that EURO standard emissions may be underestimated. An Irish regulatory 

emission factor database would be useful, which would be comparable to MOBILE in 

the USA and to the DMRB or UK EFD in the UK. It would also be desirable to have a 

database of calibrated background concentrations for rural, urban and suburban sites.

There is a lack o f traffic data for most air quality modelling exercises associated with 

roads. By contrast, the traffic data available for this modelling exercise were excellent, 

particularly for the motorway. Traffic predictions in EISs are for AAVF, daily average 

or peak traffic only, compared to the potential model resolution of separate hourly lane 

speeds, flows, and fleet composition.

Modelling tends not to reflect the persistence o f the peaks in observed concentration 

beyond the duration of predicted peaks, nor the occurrence o f high concentrations in 

the absence of the road traffic source. These effects are associated with stable 

atmospheric conditions, as discussed in Section 9.1 on model sensitivity to stability.

10.3 Implications for modelling practice

This section draws from the findings of the collaborative modelling exercise and of the 

investigation o f modelling that was presented in Chapters 7, 8 and 9, to assess their 

implications for modelling practice. The input parameter requirements for emission 

factors and background concentrations are considered in Sections 10.3.1 and 10.3.2. 

These are followed by a discussion of the results predicted by each different modelling 

approach in Section 10.3.3, and an assessment in Section 10.3.4 o f the comparative 

performance of modelling predictions compared to the uncertainty allowed in 

modelling by the EU Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000).

10.3.1 Emission factors

Most dispersion models require user-defined composite emission factors (CEFs) to be 

estimated by characterisation of the vehicle fleet, the mean vehicle speeds and the unit 

emissions from individual vehicles. National fleet statistics can be used to define the 

fleet composition. Local differences may occur, especially in relation to vehicle age 

profile and vehicle type distribution. The CEFs o f most pollutants of interest are
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sensitive to these parameters, and this sensitivity will be reflected in the modelled 

ambient concentrations.

Two databases of vehicle emission factors are commonly used in Ireland and freely 

available: the UK Emission Factor Database (UK EFD) and COPERT III. Higher NOx 

emission factors were estimated using the UK EFD than COPERT III, particularly for 

the motorway site. Predictions based on COPERT III values were generally closer to 

observed concentrations.

Emission factors from both COPERT III and the UK EFD vary with vehicle speed, 

which must therefore be estimated for all links to be modelled. Although vehicle 

emission rates also depend on other modal parameters such as acceleration, 

deceleration and queuing time, these parameters cannot be specifically taken into 

account but must be incorporated into the estimate o f average speed. Estimates of 

average speed should be reasonably accurate for motorway driving, due to the 

consistency o f speeds, particularly since emission rates are less sensitive to variations 

in high speeds than to variations in low speeds. More difficulty will be encountered in 

urban areas, since average speeds are likely to vary both spatially and temporally. 

Driving cycles used to measure emissions are unlikely to represent conditions 

accurately for complex queuing at junctions such as roundabouts.

When modelling emissions from vehicles in future years, the potential traffic flows, 

fleet composition, speed and unit emissions must be estimated. This study used actual 

traffic data from the two sites to estimate CEFs. Assumptions in modelling future 

traffic scenarios will result in less certainty in CEFs, and therefore less confidence in 

model predictions based on these CEFs.

10.3.2 Background concentrations

In this study, background concentrations were taken to be the ambient concentrations 

that existed in the absence o f traffic on the roads under consideration. However, the 

ambient concentrations were observed to change with the time of day and of year 

independently of any changes in the traffic source, due to persistence, meteorological 

conditions and hence due to the conditions in the preceding hours. For both screening
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and short term modelling at both sites, estimation o f background concentrations was 

considered by participants to be as significant as the prediction of the source 

contribution. In future modelling, the resources allocated for estimation of background 

concentrations should match those for dispersion modelling.

In this study, the highest observed CO concentrations were significantly influenced by 

the background concentration. However, these values were much lower than the limit 

values, and it is unlikely that a highly accurate estimate of the background CO 

concentration will be necessary in most modelling for Irish road schemes. Conservative 

estimates based on historical data obtained at similar locations should suffice.

Estimation of the background concentrations of NO, NO2 and O3 is required for NO2 

modelling, each of which varies with the time of day and year. Regional data on O3 

concentrations are likely to suffice for modelling purposes, but local assessments o f the 

variations in NO and NO2 concentrations will be required for short term modelling. 

Because NO2 is both a primary and secondary pollutant, it is not simple to identify a 

standard set of circumstances in which concentrations will be highest. Hence, limited 

background monitoring, even at carefully selected times, will not provide sufficient 

information. Continuous short term monitoring of NO and NO2 concentrations will be 

necessary to estimate the local variations.

At the roundabout, the background concentration o f PMio was as important as the 

source contribution. At the motorway, background concentration of PMio was more 

significant than the source effect (Section 8.3 on conclusions from dispersion 

modelling). PMio generally persists for longer than gaseous pollutants, since it is not 

converted into other species and may be resuspended by local turbulence caused by the 

traffic source itself The conditions under which PMio concentrations were at a 

maximum were observed to be more regular (or predictable) than for NO2 and the limit 

values for PMio were more likely to be exceeded than for CO. PMio modelling can be 

used to investigate whether the source contribution will result in ambient 

concentrations which exceed the limit value. For PMio the ambient concentration is 

most relevant at the time of the maximum source effect. Thus the background 

concentration at the time of the maximum source effect could be used, rather than at the 

time of minimum traffic source as in this study. The maximum source effect occurs 

when high traffic flows, stable conditions and low wind speeds coincide. Therefore a
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background concentration for the hour of peak traffic but for winds from receptor to 

source might be more useful than one estimated from the hour of least traffic.

Lack of urban background data in Ireland can be contrasted with UK resources; for 

example, with the five year study by Stevenson et al. (2001) of data from more than 

1,000 monitoring sites. The availability of an Irish database o f agreed background 

concentrations would reduce disparities in modelling assumptions and thus in 

modelling results, making such predictions more acceptable and reducing the costs of 

individual modelling projects. This database should distinguish between urban, 

suburban and rural values, and for some pollutants at least, distinguish between 

different seasons and meteorological conditions. The development o f such a database 

would require substantial air quality monitoring. Background modelling techniques, 

which would be beyond the scope of individual road projects, could also be employed. 

Regional scale and urban scale (street canyon) modelling could be used to complement 

the local scale modelling carried out in this project and for road scheme EISs, and to 

estimate Irish background concentrations.

10.3.3 Modelling

The predictions from each participant are compared with the limit values and the 

observed concentrations in Tables 10.13 to 10.15, which present the predictions by site 

(Table 10.13 for the motorway; Table 10.14 for the roundabout) and by pollutant 

(Table 10.15). In Tables 10.13 to 10.15 the predictions are given as percentages of the 

observed concentration. For example, A /0  is the concentration predicted by Participant 

A expressed as a percentage of the observed concentration (O). The observed 

concentration is given as an absolute value and as a percentage o f the limit value 

(0/LV). The DMRB prediction is given as a percentage of the annual observed 

concentration, rather than as a percentage of the observed concentration averaged over 

the first six months, as presented in the collaborative modelling exercise and these 

tables.
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By site

At the motorway, observed concentrations o f CO, NO2 and PMio (for comparison with 

limit values) were underpredicted (by 14% to 80%) by A except for the annual mean 

PMio concentration which was overpredicted (by 26%). Observed concentrations of 

CO, NO2 and PM 10 (for comparison with limit values) were all underpredicted (by 21% 

to 85%) by B. Observed concentrations o f CO and NO2 (for comparison with limit 

values) were underpredicted (by 3% to 66%) by C but PMio was overpredicted (by 

24% to 52%). The observed concentration of CO (for comparison with limit values) 

was underpredicted (by 51%) by D but NO2 and PMio were overpredicted (by 10% 

to77 %). Observed concentrations of CO, NO 2 and PMio (for comparison with limit 

values) were all overpredicted (by 2% to 201%) by DMRB modelling.

For A, B and C, the predictions increased relative to the observed concentrations from 

lowest for CO, increasing through NO2 , to highest for PMio. For DMRB modelling, by 

contrast, the predictions increased relative to the observed concentrations from lowest 

for PMio, increasing through CO, to highest for NO2 .

Table 10.13: Predictions fo r  the motorway (LV: Limit value)

LV O/LV Observed A/O B/O C/O D/O DMRB
CO 10 mg/m* 24% 1,88 ppm 20% 15% 24% 49% 144%
N 02I 200|ag/m^ 44% 45.4 ppb 46% 59% 97% 110% *

N 02II 40 ng/m^ 55% 11.2 ppb 83% 67% 96% 177% 301%
PMio I 50 ng/m^ 50% 25 ng/m^ 86% 55% 124% 120% 124%
PMio II 40 îg/m^ 41% 16.4 ^g/m^ 126% 79% 152% 146% 102%

CO: Maximum 8 hour average CO concentration

NO 2 1: 19* highest hourly NO2 concentration (99.8* percentile)

NO 2 II: Annual mean NO2 concentration

PMio I: 36* highest 24 hour PMio concentration (90* percentile)

PMio U Annual mean PMio concentration

At the roundabout, observed concentrations of CO, NO2 and PMio (for comparison 

with limit values) were all underpredicted (by 17% to 57%) by A. Observed 

concentrations o f CO, NO2 and PMio (for comparison with limit values) were 

underpredicted (by 39% to 72%) by B, except for the annual mean NO2 concentration 

which was overpredicted (by 12%). Observed concentrations o f CO and PMio (for
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comparison with limit values) were underpredicted (by 28% to 41%) by C but N 02w as  

overpredicted (by 25% to 63%). The observed concentrations o f  CO and PMio (for 

comparison with limit values) were all underpredicted (by 7% to 55%) by D, who 

underpredicted the 99.8'^ percentile NO 2 (by 21%) but overpredicted the annual mean 

NO 2 (by 39%). Observed concentrations o f  CO, NO 2 and PM 10 (for comparison with 

limit values) were all overpredicted (by 76% to 880%) by DM RB modelling.

Table 10.14: Predictions fo r the roundabout

LV O /LV O bserved A/O B/O C/O D/O DM RB
CO 10 mg/m^ 29% 2.40 ppm 43% 28% 59% 45% 732%
N 0 2 I 200|ig/m^ 48% 48.6 ppb 50% 61% 163% 79% *

N 0 2 II 40 ng/m ‘̂ 55% 11.2ppb 52% 112% 125% 139% 980%
P M ioI 50 îg/m-' 89% 44.7 )ig/m^ 77% 46% 69% 77% 203%
PMio II 40 ng/m^ 86% 34.4 |xg/m^ 83% 45% 72% 93% 176%

CO: Maximum 8 hour average CO concentration

N O 2 1: 19*̂  highest hourly N O 2 concentration (99.8^ percentile)

N O 2 II: Annual mean NO 2 concentration

PMio I: 36‘̂  highest 24 hour PMio concentration (90*  ̂percentile)

PMio II: Annual mean PMio concentration

By pollutant

The data from Tables 10.13 and 10.14 are presented by pollutant in Table 10.15, for 

ease o f  comparison between sites. In Table 10.15, the modelling predictions are 

presented relative to the observed concentrations. The m odelling predictions are 

presented relative to the limit values in Table E.7 o f  Appendix E.

Carbon Monoxide

The maximum 8 hour CO concentration was underpredicted by all m odelling at both 

sites except by DMRB modelling. DM RB m odelling o f  CO overpredicted by 144% at 

the motorway and 732% at the roundabout, which is conservative, as results from a 

screening model should be, but rather too conservative in the case o f  the roundabout.
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Nitrogen dioxide

The 19̂ “̂ highest hourly NO2 concentration (99.8̂ ** percentile) was overpredicted and 

underpredicted at both sites. A and B underpredicted concentrations at both sites. C 

underpredicted concentrations at the motorway and was the only one to overpredict at 

the roundabout. D was the only one to overpredict at the motorway.

The annual mean NO2 concentration was also overpredicted and underpredicted at both 

sites. A underpredicted concentrations at both sites. B and C and the DMRB modelling 

overpredicted concentrations at the roundabout. D and the DMRB modelling 

overpredicted concentrations at the motorway. DMRB modelling overpredicted 

concentrations at both sites.

Both the 19*̂  highest hourly NO2 concentration (99.8^'’ percentile) and the annual mean 

NO2 concentration were overpredicted and underpredicted at both sites. A 

underpredicted both the 19̂ *’ highest hourly NO2 concentration (99.8̂ *̂  percentile) and 

the annual mean NO2 concentration at both sites.

Particulate matter

The 36* highest 24 hour PMio concentration (90*  ̂ percentile) was overpredicted and 

underpredicted at the motorway but underpredicted by all modelling at the roundabout 

except by DMRB modelling at the roundabout. A and B underpredicted at both sites. 

C and D overpredicted at the motorway but underpredicted at the roundabout. DMRB 

modelling overpredicted concentrations at both sites.

The annual mean PMio concentration was also overpredicted and underpredicted at the 

motorway but underpredicted by all modelling at the roundabout except by DMRB 

modelling at the roundabout. B underpredicted at both sites. A, C and D overpredicted 

at the motorway but underpredicted at the roundabout. DMRB modelling 

overpredicted concentrations at both sites.

Both the 36* highest 24 hour PMio concentration (90* percentile) and the annual mean 

PMio concentration were overpredicted and underpredicted at the motorway but 

underpredicted by all modelling at the roundabout except by DMRB modelling at the 

roundabout.
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Table 10.15: Predictions for the motorway and roundabout by pollutant

LV O/LV Observed A/O B/O C/O D/O DMRB/O

CO 10 mg/m^
M’way 24% 1.88 ppm 20% 15% 24% 49% 144%
R’bout 29% 2.40 ppm 43% 28% 59% 45% 732%
NO 2 1 200)xg/m'^
M’way 44% 45.4 ppb 46% 59% 97% 110% *

R’bout 48% 48.6 ppb 50% 61% 163% 79% >i<

NO 2 I I 40 i^g/m^
M’way 55% 11.2 ppb 83% 67% 96% 177% 301%
R’bout 55% 11.2 ppb 52% 112% 125% 139% 980%
PMioI 0 3

M’way 50% 25 )ag/m^ 86% 55% 124% 120% 124%
R’bout 89% 44.7|xg/m^ 77% 46% 69% 77% 203%
PMio
II

40 |J,g/m̂

M’way 41% 16.4|ig/m^ 126% 79% 152% 146% 102%
R’bout 86% 34.4}xg/m^ 83% 45% 72% 93% 176%

CO: Maximum 8 hour average CO concentration 

NO2 1: 19* highest hourly NO2 concentration (99.8*Voile)

NO2 II: Annual mean NO2 concentration

PMio I: 36* highest 24 hour PMio concentration (90*%ile)

PMio II: Annual mean PMio concentration

10.3.4 Uncertainty in modelling

The modelling predictions can be compared with the uncertainty in modelling allowed 

by the EU Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000), as shown in Table 10.16. 

Modelling predictions are indicated as satisfactory (% of observed concentration), 

overpredictions (+) or underpredictions (-). The criteria vary between pollutants and 

averaging periods, as indicated in the table. The score listed is the number of 

satisfactory predictions compared to the total number of predictions made for each 

pollutant at each site, and for each pollutant, independent of location. This score is 

then converted to a percentage for ease of comparison between pollutants.

Several modelling results were less than 5% off meeting the criteria and are therefore 

noted as follows; the 19* highest hourly NO2 concentration (99.8* percentile) predicted
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at the roundabout by C exceeded the acceptable uncertainty by only 3%; the annual 

mean NO2 concentration predicted at the motorway by B exceeded the acceptable 

uncertainty by only 3%; the annual mean PMio concentration predicted at the 

motorway by C exceeded the acceptable uncertainty by only 2%.

Table 10.16: Modelling performance compared to limit values, by pollutant and site
Range A/O B/O C/O D/O DMRB Score %

CO ±50% 2/10 20%
Motorway - - - - 144% 1/5 20%
Roundabout - - 59% - + 1/5 20%
NO2 I ±60% 7/8 88%
Motorway 46% 59% 97% 110% * 4/4 100%
Roundabout 50% 61% + 79% * 3/4 75%
NO2 I I ±30% 4/10 40%
Motorway 83% - 96% + + 2/5 40%
Roundabout - 112% 125% + + 2/5 40%
PM  1 0 I I ±50% 7/10 70%
Motorway 126% 79% + 146% 102% 4/5 80%
Roundabout 83% - 72% 93% + 3/5 60%

CO: Maximum 8 hour average CO concentration 

NO 2 1: 19**’ highest hourly NO2 concentration (99.8‘Voile)

NO 2 II: Annual mean NO2 concentration 

PMio II: Annual mean PMio concentration

By pollutant

Modelling was least successful for CO, regardless of site, with a score o f 20%. Only 

the DMRB modelling for the motorway and C for the roundabout produced acceptable 

predictions. Otherwise, CO was consistently underpredicted at both sites, except for 

overprediction at the roundabout by the DMRB.

Modelling was somewhat better for the annual mean NO2 concentration, with a score of 

40% overall. There was no difference in modelling performance between the 

roundabout and motorway, with scores of 40% for both sites. The annual mean NO2 

concentration was underpredicted four times and underpredicted twice. The annual 

mean NO2 concentration was underpredicted once at each site, and overpredicted twice 

each site.
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Modelling was again improved for the annual mean PMio concentration, with a score of 

70% overall. Modelling was better at the motorway than the roundabout, with scores 

o f 80% and 60% respectively. The annual mean PMio concentration was overpredicted 

twice and underpredicted once. The annual mean PMio concentration was 

overpredicted once at each site and underpredicted once at the roundabout.

Modelling was most successful for the 19*’’ highest hourly NO2 concentration (99.8* 

percentile), with a score of 88%. Modelling was better at the motorway than the 

roundabout, with scores of 100% and 75% respectively. The 19*̂  highest hourly NO2 

concentration (99.8*  ̂percentile) was overpredicted once at the roundabout.

By site

Modelling can be compared between the two sites by an overall score, averaged from 

the scores at each site for the different pollutants. Modelling at the motorway 

performed better than modelling at the roundabout, with scores o f 60% and 50% 

respectively.

By pollutant and site

Modelling was best for the 19* highest hourly NO2 concentration (99.8* percentile) at 

the motorway, with a score o f 100%. The next best modelling was for the annual mean 

PMio concentration at the motorway, with a score o f 80%. This was followed by the 

modelling for the 19* highest hourly NO2 concentration (99.8* percentile) at the 

roundabout, with a score of 75%.

Overall

Modelling performed better for prediction of NO2 and PMio than of CO. 

Concentrations o f NO2 and PMio are of more concern than concentrations of CO since 

NO2 and PMio are closer than CO to their respective limit values. NO2 and PMio are 

considered by the EPA to present the greatest challenges in meeting the EU standards 

(EPA, 2000). Therefore it is of great interest that modelling o f NO2 (specifically the 

19* highest hourly NO2 concentration or 99.8* percentile) and of PMio (specifically the 

annual mean PMio concentration) were shown to be the most accurate.
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Alternative uncertainty analysis

The findings in Table 10.16 can be compared with those in Table 10.17. Table 10.16 

presented the modelling performance by comparison o f  predictions (relative to 

observed concentrations) with limit values. Table 10.17 presents the modelling 

performance by comparison o f predictions (relative to limit values) with observed 

concentrations (relative to limit values). That is, the difference between the prediction 

and the observed concentration when both are normalised with regard to the limit 

value.

Table 10.17: Predictions (relative to limit values) compared to observed 
concentrations (relative to limit values) (from Table E.8, A = A /LV-  0/LV)

Range A B C D DMRB Score %

CO ±50% 9/10 90%
Motorway -19% -20% -18% -12% 11% 5/5 100%
Roundabout -17% -21% -12% -16% + 4/5 80%
NO 2 1 ±60% 8/8 100%
Motorway -24% -18% -2% 4% * 4/4 100%
Roundabout -24% -19% 30% -10% * 4/4 100%
NO2 II ±30% 7/10 70%
Motorway -9% -18% -2% + + 3/5 60%
Roundabout -26% 7% 14% 21% + 4/5 80%
PMio II ±50% 9/10 90%
Motorway 11% -9% 21% 19% 1% 5/5 100%
Roundabout -15% -47% -24% -6% + 4/5 80%

CO; Maximum 8 hour average CO concentration 

NO 2 1: 19*̂  highest hourly NO 2 concentration (99.8*%ile)

N O 2 II: Annual mean NO 2 concentration 

PMio II  Annual mean PMio concentration

Modelling is still best for the 19‘*’ highest hourly NO 2 concentration (99.8*%ile), with a 

score o f  100% for both sites (not only the motorway, as in Table 10.16). However, 

modelling was worst for the annual mean NO 2 concentration, with a score o f  70%. 

Therefore on the aggregate o f performances for both (the 19* highest and the annual 

mean; Table 10.17) limit values for NO 2 , modelhng o f  NO 2 scored 85%. This suggests 

that modelling was better for CO and PMio, which both scored 90%, than for NO 2 . 

Modelling o f CO and PMio are simpler than modelling o f NO 2 (since CO and PMio are
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inert, whereas modelling o f NO 2 is complicated by consideration o f photochemical 

transformation o f  NOx) and therefore this conclusion is to be expected. The conflicting 

conclusion drawn from the analysis in Table 10.16 (that modelling performed better for 

prediction o f NO 2 and PMio than o f CO) was surprising. The reported modelling 

performance therefore depends on the analysis used.

The analyses in Tables 10.16 and 10.17 are compared by ranking and score in Table 

10.18. The modelling performance is reported to be better according to Table 10,17 

than according to Table 10.16. From Table 10.18 it is clear that the comparison o f 

A/LV with O/LV (as in Table 10.17) shows less uncertainty in modelling than 

comparison o f  A /0  (as in Table 10.16). The scores improve for all pollutants and for 

both sites.

Table 10.18: Modelling performance scores (from Tables 10.16 and 10.17)

T able 10.16 Table 10.17 C om parison

R anking LV Score R anking LV Score R anking Score

1 NO 2 1 88% 1 NO 2 1 100% = T
2 PMio II 70% 2= PMio II 90% = t
3 NO 2 II 40% 2= CO 90% t T
4 CO 20% 4 NO 2 II 70% i T

LV: Limit value

CO: Maximum 8 hour average CO concentration 

N O 2 1: 19̂  ̂highest hourly NO 2 concentration (99.8*%ile)

N O 2 II; Annual mean NO 2 concentration 

PMio II Annual mean PMio concentration

Consideration o f the results from Tables 10.16 and 10.17 concur that modelling 

predictions for 19 highest hourly NO 2 concentration were most reliable, followed by 

predictions o f PMio, and that predictions o f the annual mean NO 2 were not as reliable 

as those for the 19‘*' highest hourly NO 2 . The modelling performance for CO may be 

considered as reliable as predictions o f PMio (according to Table 10.17) or less reliable 

than that for the annual mean NO 2 (according to Table 10.16). This indicates that the 

reported accuracy o f modelling performance depends on the criteria used for analysis. 

With regard to EISs, the planning authority should be made aware o f the estimated
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accuracy o f  m odelling predictions and the criteria used for such analysis, in order to 

judge the value o f  modelling predictions upon which their planning decisions are based.

10.4 Conclusions

Conclusions are presented from the collaborative modelling exercise and from these, 

together with the findings from Chapters 7 to 9, conclusions are drawn for modelling in 

practice.

10.4.1 Collaborative modelling exercise

•  The collaborative m odelling exercise demonstrated that even with access to exactly 

the same information about a site, predictions differ between modellers.

•  Differences between predictions may be due to variations in:

o  operational performance (i.e. modeller methodology):

■ sources o f  input data;

■ interpretation o f  data;

o  scientific performance (i.e. model methodology).

Conclusions from the workshop

1) M odel precision should agree with that o f  the available input data (traffic, emission  

factors and meteorological data), which may be largely based on assumptions, 

therefore simple modelling is often justified. For example, two short term models 

suggested that maximum NO 2 concentrations were in the range 30 to 50 ^tg/m ,̂ 

which is well within the limit value o f  200 ng/m^ In such situations, detailed 

modelling may not be warranted and a simple screening model such as DM RB may 

be sufficient. However DM RB modelling was least reliable for NO 2 (compared to 

CO and PMio).

2) EURO standard em issions may be underestimated. An Irish regulatory emission  

factor database would be useful, which would be comparable to MOBILE in the 

USA and to the DMRB or UK EFD in the UK. It would also be desirable to have a
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database of calibrated background concentrations for rural, urban and suburban 

sites.

3) There is a lack of traffic data for most air quality modelling exercises associated 

with roads, particularly since they are generally concerned with future (and 

therefore unknown) traffic scenarios. EIS traffic predictions are for daily average 

or peak traffic only, compared to a model resolution of separate hourly lane speed 

and flows and fleet composition.

4) Models tend not to reflect the persistence of monitored peaks beyond the duration 

o f modelled peaks, and the occurrence o f high concentrations in the absence o f the 

road source. These effects are associated with stable atmospheric conditions.

10.4.2 Modelling in practice

1) The databases collated for the motorway and roundabout are a valuable resource. 

The importance of a comprehensive and compatible monitoring network should be 

emphasised, from which data can be readily compared across a range of sites and 

years, not only for pollutant concentrations, but also for the meteorological and 

(e.g. traffic) source conditions which influenced the air quality observed.

2) According to comparison o f limit values with the predicted concentrations relative 

to observed concentrations (Table 10.16), modelling performed better for prediction 

o f NO2 and PMio than of CO. Concentrations o f NO2 and PMio are of more 

concern than concentrations of CO since NO2 and PMio are closer than CO to their 

respective limit values. NO2 and PMjo are considered by the EPA to present the 

greatest challenges in meeting the EU standards (EPA, 2000). Therefore it is of 

great interest that modelling of NO2 (specifically the 19* highest hourly NO2 

concentration or 99.8* percentile) and of PMio (specifically the annual mean PMio 

concentration) were shown to be the most accurate. Modelling was best for the 19* 

highest hourly NO2 concentration (99.8* percentile) at the motorway, with a score 

o f 86%. The next best modelling was for the armual mean PMio concentration at 

the motorway, with a score of 80%. This was followed by the modelling for the 

19* highest hourly NO2 concentration (99.8* percentile) at the roundabout, with a 

score of 67%.
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3) It was surprising that modeUing performed better for prediction of NO2 and PMio 

than of CO because modelling of CO and PMio are simpler than modelling of NO2 

(since CO and PMio are inert, whereas modelling of NO 2 is complicated by 

consideration of photochemical transformation of NOx). A second analysis 

suggested that modelling was better for CO and PMio than for NO2 : according to 

comparison of predicted concentrations relative to limit values with observed 

concentrations relative to limit values (Table 10.17), modelling performed better for 

prediction o f CO and PMio than of NO2 , which was the conclusion to be expected.

The reported accuracy of modelling performance depends on the criteria used for 

analysis (Tables 10.16 and 10.17). Both analyses performed concur that modelling 

predictions for 19*̂  highest hourly NO2 concentration were most reliable, followed 

by predictions of PMio, and that predictions of the annual mean NO2 were not as 

reliable as those for the 19'  ̂ highest hourly NO2 . However, depending on the 

analysis used, the modelling performance for CO may be considered as reliable as 

predictions o f PMio (according to Table 10.17) or less reliable than that for the 

annual mean NO2 (according to Table 10.16). This indicates that the reported 

accuracy of modelling performance depends on the criteria used for analysis. With 

regard to EISs, the planning authority should be made aware of the estimated 

accuracy of modelling predictions and the criteria used for such analysis, in order to 

judge the value of modelling predictions upon which their planning decisions are 

based.

Modelling was reported by both analyses to be best for the 19*̂  highest hourly NO2 

concentration (99.8‘̂ %ile), with a score o f 100% for both sites (not only the 

motorway, as in Table 10.16). However, modelling was worst for the annual mean 

NO2 concentration, with a score of 70%. Therefore on the aggregate of 

performances for both (the 19* highest and the annual mean; Table 10.17) limit 

values for NO2 , modelling o f NO2 scored 85%. This suggests that modelling was 

better for CO and PMio, which both scored 90%, than for NO2 .

4) This group exercise can be compared with the work of Davakis and Deligiannis 

(2000), who assessed predictions by four teams using five models and found that 

none of the models predicted the time or location of the daily maximum 

concentration. This was attributed to the difficulty in parameterisation of the
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extreme meteorological conditions, exacerbated by complex terrain, whereas this 

study considers two relatively simple sites and used comparisons with EU standards 

for acceptable uncertainty in model predictions.

5) Further workshops on air quality modelling could be coordinated by the EPA, as 

the regulatory authority of air quality, in conjunction with local authorities and An 

Bord Pleanala, as the regulatory authorities for planning decisions based on Irish 

EISs for road schemes. Assumptions by modellers, sources and limitations o f data 

(whether for emission factors, background concentrations, traffic flows, fleet 

profiles or meteorological conditions) could be discussed. The detailing (within the 

air quality section o f an EIS) o f such assumptions and sources for input parameters, 

along with the implications o f such assumptions, is to be recommended.

Such workshops would allow conferral between modellers on methodology and on 

sources of data for modelling, and between modellers and those who collect such 

data. Those involved in making planning decisions on the basis o f modellers’ 

predictions would have an opportunity to discuss the content of the air quality 

sections required in EISs. Simplification of these sections by standardisation of the 

information required would be in the interests o f both modellers and decision

makers. The predictions provided, the source data on which they were based and 

the reporting of this source data varied widely between EISs reviewed (Section 

3.7). The standardisation o f the predictions required has been simplified by the 

specification of limit values by the EU Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000) but 

the extent (or lack thereof) of reporting of data sources and modelling assumptions 

has not been addressed.

The training of those involved in planning decisions in the use o f models and in the 

limitations of their predictions is of obvious significance, and is in the interests of 

both the EPA and local authorities as the regulatory bodies with responsibility for 

air quality. The workshops could be held on an annual basis, to allow for changes 

in regulatory limits, in modelling capabilities, in monitoring networks and in human 

resources. This would be particularly relevant to decision-makers in local 

authorities who must consider all aspects of an EIS without necessarily having any 

prior, specific knowledge of air quality management. At present there is no Irish 

forum for modellers, nor for conferral between modellers and those who operate the 

monitoring networks, nor for conferral between modellers and those who must 

interpret their predictions to make planning decisions.
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11 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter consists o f  a summary o f  the work achieved and results established by this 

research (Section 11.1), conclusions that can be drawn from these results (Section  

11.2), and recommendations for further work (Section 11.3).

11.1 Summary

This section provides an overview o f  the work programme for this research; the context 

which led to the project proposal, the objectives and tasks set and met, and the findings 

o f  the research.

11.1.1 W ork completed

Context

EU legislation requires Ireland to set ambient air quality objectives, assess the ambient 

air quality, gather information on ambient air quality and make it available to the 

public, and to maintain or improve the ambient air quality. These ambient air quality 

objectives are specified in the Daughter Directives o f  the Air Quality Framework 

Directive (CEC, 1996; 1999; 2000; 2002). Limit values for CO and PMio will come 

into effect on January 2005. Limit values for NO 2 came into effect on 19* July 

2001 for the protection o f  vegetation but the limit values considered in this work are 

those for the protection o f  human health which do not com e into effect until 1®* January 

2010.

Legislation to control air quality has been proven to work in Ireland. The ban on the 

marketing and distribution o f  bituminous coal, which was introduced in the Dublin area 

in 1990, has resulted in a dramatic reduction in smoke concentrations (EPA, 2002a). 

When the ban was extended to other urban areas, such as Cork City (1995), Arklow, 

Drogheda, Dundalk, Limerick, Wexford (1998), Celbridge, Leixlip, Naas and 

Waterford (2000), significant improvement in air quality was observed for each. The 

verdict o f  the EPA (2000) was that “air pollution problems in Ireland associated with 

coal burning have been virtually eliminated”.
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The Irish EPA considered that NO2 and PMio would present the greatest challenges in 

meeting the EU standards and warned of the implications for traffic management and 

transport policy (EPA, 2000). “Road traffic has replaced stationary combustion sources 

as the greatest threaf’ to air quality in Ireland, according to the EPA (2000). The 

transport sector is estimated to contribute 50% of total NOx emissions and 80% of total 

CO emissions in Ireland. Sources of PMio in Ireland are under investigation, but diesel 

emissions and vehicle induced turbulence causing resuspension o f particulate matter 

including road and tyre wear, indicate that the contribution from the transport sector to 

total particulate emissions will be significant. Concern in urban areas has shifted to 

those pollutants which are primarily due to this increasing traffic, such as CO, NO2 , 

PMio, and benzene. Although CO, NO2 , PMio and benzene are classified as priority 

pollutants, there has been no historical national monitoring campaign for them, as there 

has been for smoke and sulphur dioxide.

Air quality modelling can be used to complement monitoring networks, and at a lower 

cost than that of monitoring. Modelling can be used in conjunction with monitoring for 

the estimation o f present air quality. Unlike monitoring, modelling can also be used for 

the prediction of future air quality. Air quality modelling is used to predict the future 

impact of road improvements, often as part of an Environmental Impact Assessment.

Objectives and tasks

The objectives o f the project have been achieved and the main tasks of the project have 

been completed;

Two sites were identified for monitoring and modelling, which satisfied the criteria for 

proximity to a national primary route with high and quantifiable traffic flows, power, 

security, accessibility and with the receptor location downwind of the source for the 

prevailing wind direction. Databases of traffic flows, meteorological conditions and 

pollutant concentrations were collated for each site. The database o f hourly traffic, of 

meteorological conditions from the monitoring site and from Met Eireann at Casement 

Aerodrome and Dublin Airport, and of concentrations for CO, NO, NO2 , total NOx and 

PMio by TEOM and Partisol (daily) was analysed diurnally, directionally, seasonally 

and statistically for 8786 hours between 15̂ ’’ September 2001 and 15* September 2002. 

Concentrations for comparison with the limit values were predicted by DMRB
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modelling for both sites. Hourly concentrations were predicted by CALINE4

modelling for both sites, and analysed diumally, directionally, seasonally and 

statistically for the entire monitoring period. A collaborative modelling exercise was 

designed and executed, culminating in a modelling workshop. The techniques, data 

sources and assumptions of four modellers were assessed. Predictions using four 

different models were compared with observed concentrations and with the limit values 

set by the EU Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000).

11.1.2 Results

This section summarises the results from the monitoring and modelling campaigns, by 

site and by model. The main findings on traffic and pollutant concentrations are listed 

for each site, and then compared between sites (Sections 11.1.2.1 and 11.1.2.2). The 

modelling predictions are presented for the DMRB, CALINE4 and then compared 

(Sections 11.1.2.3 and 11.1.2.4). The results of the model sensitivity study and 

collaborative modelling exercise are followed by observations on modelling which 

draw from all of these findings (Sections 11.1.2.5 to 11.1.2.7).

11.1.2.1 Results from the motorway

Traffic and meteorology at the motorway

Weekday peak flows were approximately 2700 vph between 18:00 and 19:00, 

predominantly due to westbound traffic (1780 vph), whereas weekend peak flows 

averaged 2000 vph to 2300 vph from 12:00 until 20:00.

The mean temperature was just under 10°C. Stable conditions occurred with winds 

from the northeast and east, and at night. No stable conditions were observed between 

the hours of 08:00 and 16:00. Stable conditions occurred about 35% of the time for the 

hours between 21:00 and 05:00. The prevailing winds were from the southwest. The 

wind shadow effect of the building to the northeast of the monitoring unit was noted, 

although Met Eireann data from Casement Aerodrome also showed few winds from 

between 300° and 60°. The mean wind speed was 2 m/s at the monitoring unit, 

compared to 10 m/s recorded at Casement Aerodrome, indicating localised turbulence
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in addition to the difference in the height o f  instrumentation (6 m compared to Met 

Eireann’s standard 10 m). Average wind speeds were slightly higher in winter than 

summer. Winds from the northeast were rare and o f  low  speed during both winter and 

summer.

Pollutant concentrations: diurnal variation at the motorway

The diurnal variation in observed CO, NO, NO 2 and PMio concentrations showed peaks 

between 08:00 and 09:00. Concentrations then decreased to a relative trough between  

13:00 and 14:00 before rising towards 18:00. These fluctuations reflect the morning 

traffic flow, the daytime dispersion due to unstable conditions, and the combination o f  

evening traffic with stable conditions. N o stable conditions occurred between 08:00 

and 16:00, which was reflected in higher overnight concentrations. CO concentrations 

reduced at a similar rate after 23:00 regardless o f  stability, therefore it was the increase 

during stable conditions that resulted in higher overnight concentrations despite the 

lack o f  traffic.

At weekends the diurnal variation in CO did not directly reflect the variation in traffic, 

due to the influence o f  meteorological parameters, notably stability. Weekday CO can 

be matched to traffic variations more closely since the weekday traffic fluctuations 

coincided with concentration fluctuations due to unstable conditions during the middle 

o f  the day.

The diurnal variation in observed CO and PMio concentrations was similar, suggesting 

that, once background levels have been established for each, modelling o f  one could be 

sufficient to indicate concentrations o f  the other, allowing for the differences in 

dispersion and in resuspension o f  particulate matter. The diurnal variation in NO and 

NO 2 differed from that o f  CO and PMio due to the diurnal photochemistry. N O 2 

decreased overnight in the absence o f  sunlight, some being converted to HONO.
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Follutant concentrations: directional variation at the motorway

The observed concentrations varied with wind direction. Winds from the south (source 

to receptor) did not always give rise to the highest observed concentrations, due to wind 

speed and atmospheric stability. The high concentrations observed for northeast winds 

were the product of few measurements coinciding with low wind speeds. Apparent 

peaks in concentration due to predominantly low wind speeds (whether or not these are 

associated with a small number of measurements) can be reduced by plotting the 

variation with wind direction of the product of the mean concentration and mean wind 

speed.

Follutant concentrations: seasonal variation at the motorway

The mean winter observed concentration was greater than the mean summer observed 

concentration for all pollutants, despite average wind speeds being slightly higher in 

winter than summer. The range in observed concentrations was also (up to three times) 

greater in winter than in summer. The winter minimum was significantly higher than 

the summer minimum, suggesting a seasonal variation in background levels.

Peaks were observed in 24 hour average concentrations o f CO, NO and PMio during 

December and early January of approximately twice the usual peak concentrations. A 

second set of peaks towards the end o f March was more significant for CO and PMio 

than for NO. In summer, photochemical conversion of NO to NO2 led to a suppression 

o f the evening peak in observed NO concentration. Unstable conditions occurred from 

09:00 to 16:00 in winter, which was significantly shorter than in summer (from 07:00 

to 20:00). The effect of the increased duration of stable conditions over the winter was 

reflected in higher overnight concentrations in winter than summer.

Follutant concentrations: statistical analysis at the motorway

The annual mean observed concentrations of CO, NO2 , NO and total NOx were 0.27 

ppm, 9.9 ppb, 10.7 ppb and 20.5 ppb respectively. The annual mean concentration of 

PMio was 15.5 ng/m^ measured by TEOM, and 16.8 ^g/m^ measured by Partisol. The
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TEOM result was lower than that o f  the Partisol (by 8%), as expected since the TEOM  

bums o ff  the volatile component o f  the particulate matter. NO contributed 

approximately 52% to the mean o f  total NOx but approximately 80% to the maximum  

total NOx. This suggests that the maximum NOx was due to elevated concentrations o f  

NO rather than NO 2 , as supported by the coincidence o f  the dates o f  occurrence o f  the 

maximum NO and NOx concentrations, on 6* January 2002.

11.1.2.2 Results from the roundabout

Traffic and meteorology at the roundabout

There were two major traffic peaks during the day, a morning peak at 08:30 and an 

evening peak at about 17:00. A small peak was also observed at lunchtime. The peak 

flow  through the roundabout was 3900 vph. The worst congestion occurred between 

16:00 and 18:30 on the N6/Headford Road, with stationary traffic at distances o f  50 m 

to 75 m from the yield line.

The prevailing winds were from the southwest. Wind directions from the monitoring 

site and N U l, Galway coincided but Met Eireann’s Shannon Airport data differed 

significantly from the local data, indicating that it may not be appropriate to use such 

regional data for predictive modelling. Winds from the northeast were rare and o f  low  

speed during both winter and summer.

Pollutant concentrations: diurnal variation at the roundabout

Pollutant concentrations showed a pronounced morning and evening peak on 

weekdays, as well as a small lunchtime peak for CO and PMio. The peaks in observed 

concentrations generally coincided with the peaks in traffic flows, suggesting that most 

o f  the pollution was traffic-related. For CO and PMio there was an enhanced evening 

peak and an apparent background during the night (which was also observed at the 

motorway). NO and NO 2 observed concentrations declined to near zero during the 

night, indicating that they were due to local sources. N o enhanced evening peak nor
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apparent background during the night were noted at the roundabout (both o f which had 

been observed for NOx at the motorway).

Pollutant concentrations: directional variation at the roundabout

The highest concentrations were observed with winds from the northwest and 

northeast, since the roundabout is located to the northwest o f the monitoring unit, while 

the N6 Dublin Road runs east-west to the north, and since winds from the northeast 

were associated with low wind speeds.

Pollutant concentrations: seasonal variation at the roundabout

The winter mean observed concentrations were higher than the summer mean 

concentrations for all pollutants.

Pollutant concentrations: statistical analysis at the roundabout

The annual mean observed concentrations o f CO, NO2 , NO and total NOx were 0.46 

ppm, 10.1 ppb, 16.1 ppb and 26.2 ppb respectively. NO contributed approximately 

61% to the mean of total NOx but approximately 77% to the maximum total NOx. The 

annual mean concentration o f PMio of 25.5 )ag/m  ̂ measured by the TEOM agreed
•5

remarkably well with the annual mean concentration of PMio of 25.6 p.g/m measured 

by Partisol. The roundabout TEOM was operated at 40°C, whereas the motorway 

TEOM was operated at 50°C. The annual mean concentration of PMio was below the 

limit value o f 40 ng/m^ There were fewer than 35 days over the year when observed 

PMio concentrations exceeded the limit value for 24 hour PMio concentrations o f 50 

^g/m^ set by the EU Daughter Directive (CEC, 1999), however there were more than 

35 days when observed PMio concentrations exceeded the UAT of 30 ng/m*. This 

indicates that monitoring will be required at the roundabout from the attainment date of 

January 2005, when the margin of tolerance is reduced to zero and the limit value 

comes into full effect.
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Comparison between the roundabout and motorway situations

Mean observed concentrations were 2% to 40% higher at the roundabout than at the 

motorway. This may be influenced by the differences not only in traffic flows but also 

in driving mode and average speed between the motorway and the roundabout. The 

peak hour traffic flow  was 30% higher at the roundabout than at the motorway. The 

proportion o f  NO 2 to NO was higher at the motorway than at the roundabout (1;1 at the 

motorway, compared to 2:3 at the roundabout). At both sites, the maximum observed 

NOx was more influenced by elevated concentrations o f  NO than o f  NO 2 . At both sites, 

the relatively high concentrations observed for winds from the northeast (which were 

rare) were influenced by the very low wind speeds associated with that wind direction. 

At both sites, the mean winter observed concentration was greater than the mean 

summer concentration, for CO, NO 2 and PM 10.

Not only the absolute concentrations, but also the diurnal range between concentrations 

during hours o f  low  traffic flow s and o f  high traffic flows (weak and strong sources) 

were greater at the roundabout than the motorway. This indicates that the source effect 

was stronger at the roundabout, due in part to the higher peak hour traffic flows: 3900  

vph at the roundabout compared to 2700 vph at the motorway.

At both sites, the diurnal variation in observed concentrations and in traffic flows 

differed between weekends and weekdays, and also differed between Saturdays and 

Sundays. At both sites, for observed CO and PMio concentrations there was an 

enhanced evening peak and an apparent background during the night. These were also 

observed for NOx at the motorway but not at the roundabout. This persistence in 

elevated concentrations beyond the hours o f  elevated traffic flow , which was observed 

at the motorway, was not observed at the roundabout.

Background concentrations

At both sites, background concentrations were estimated from the annual average o f  

hourly pollutant concentrations when the source had least influence. For the traffic 

source this was taken to be the concentration for the hour when traffic was at a 

minimum. At both sites, the traffic was lowest for the hour ending 05:00, at
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approximately 100 vph. The concentrations were also examined with regard to wind 

direction, and the minima generally agreed diumally and directionally, though at the 

roundabout the directional minimum for CO was 33% greater than the diurnal 

minimum. At the motorway, the background concentrations were modelled as 0.23 

ppm CO, 10 ppb NO2 and 11.9 îg/m  ̂ PMio respectively. At the roundabout, the 

background concentrations were modelled as 0.18 ppm CO, 10 ppb NO2 , and 13 |xg/m 

PMio respectively.

Minimisation o f  monitoring periods

Observed concentrations for comparison with limit values for CO, NO2 and PMio were 

estimated by consideration o f only the first six months of monitoring data to within 

±13% of concentrations for the full year. The observed concentration of maximum 8 

hour CO was slightly underestimated by consideration o f only the first six months of 

monitoring data, despite the inclusion of the winter period. The observed annual mean 

NO2 and PMio were slightly overestimated by consideration o f only the first six months 

of monitoring data.

One month’s monitoring was more than normal practice for EISs for Irish road schemes 

between 1989 and 1999. The ratios of monthly average concentrations compared to the 

annual average concentration were generally similar between pollutants for any sample 

month. These ratios can be used with short term monitoring to estimate annual mean 

concentrations from mensual mean concentrations. The site-specificity of the ratios of 

monthly and annual concentrations can be reduced by combining the ratios from the 

roundabout and motorway sites.

The non-site-specific ratios for CO, NO2 and for PMio were used with one sample 

month of monitoring o f CO, NO2 and PMio to estimate the annual mean concentrations 

of CO and NO2 to within 4% of those observed and o f PMio to within 7% of those 

observed, at both sites. The use of pollutant-specific ratios led to better estimates of 

annual mean concentrations of CO, NO2 and PMio from the sample month of 

monitoring, than the use of the non-pollutant-specific ratios (within 7% compared to 

14%). These ratios could be a useful tool in the estimation o f long term concentrations 

when only short term monitoring data is available. Further analysis could be done to
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assess the ratios for each month (not only the sample month analysed) and to 

investigate the application o f  these ratios to other sites and years.

11.1.2.3 DMRB modelling

The DM RB is a screening model and, unlike CALINE4, does not allow  for analysis o f  

diurnal, directional or seasonal variation. The year, site geometry, the traffic flow, its 

basic profile and speed are combined with information on background concentrations. 

Em ission factors are not required as input parameters for DMRB m odelling, since it is a 

combined emissions and dispersion model which estimates ambient pollutant 

concentrations from traffic data (vehicle flow and speed) alone. Corrections are applied 

for different percentages o f  LDVs and HDVs.

The DMRB predicts annual mean concentrations for CO, benzene, total NOxand PMjo. 

The maximum 8 hour mean CO, the maximum running annual mean benzene, the 

annual mean NO 2 and the 90̂ *̂  percentile o f  daily mean PMio are also predicted, for 

comparison with limit values.

At the motorway, CO, benzene and PMio were overpredicted by 24% to 201% o f  the 

observed concentrations, which errs on the side o f  caution, but concentrations were 

both observed and predicted to be less than 60% o f  the limit value. At the motorway, 

NO 2 was predicted to exceed the limit value by 46% but was observed to be only 48%  

o f  the limit value.

The major difference between modelling the roundabout compared to the motorway 

was the use o f  five links rather than one. At the roundabout, CO, NO 2 and PMio were 

all overpredicted by two to ten times the observed concentrations. While 

concentrations were observed to be between 29% and 79% o f  the limit value, the 

modelling predicted exceedances o f  between two to five times the limit values. At both 

sites, NO 2 was predicted to exceed the limit value but was observed to be less than half 

o f  the limit value.
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11.1.2.4 CALINE4 modelling

Emission factors

Com posite emission factors were derived from the UK EFD to be 6.62 g/m ile CO and 

2.24 g/m ile NOx at both sites, 0.19 g/m ile PM|o at the motorway site and 0.09 g/mile 

PMio at the roundabout site.

Pollutant concentrations: diurnal variation

The range in predicted concentrations was wider at the motorway than at the 

roundabout for CO, NO 2 and PMio, but the observed range was narrower. At the 

roundabout, the diumal variation in traffic flow  was reflected in the diumal variation in 

both observed and predicted concentrations for CO, NO 2 and PMio. At the motorway, 

by contrast, the CO and NO 2 peak concentrations were observed to be lower and later 

than the predicted peaks; only the morning NO 2 observed and predicted peaks 

coincided, though again the observed concentration was lower than the predicted 

concentration; the high CO concentrations observed after 20:00 were not predicted.

Pollutant concentrations: directional variation

At both sites, the highest predicted concentrations o f  CO, NO 2 and PMio occurred 

when winds were near parallel to the road. At both sites, the highest observed 

concentrations occurred when winds were from the northeast, (and from the northwest 

for CO at the roundabout). At both sites, winds from the northeast were rare and o f  

low  wind speed. At the roundabout site, winds from the northeast were also near 

parallel to the N 6 Dublin Road. At the motorway, maximum predicted concentrations 

occurred when winds were near parallel to the road and from the south. For winds that 

were near parallel to the road, NO 2 concentrations were greatly overpredicted at both 

sites, whereas at the roundabout, concentrations o f  CO and especially o f  PMio were 

underpredicted.
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Pollutant concentrations: seasonal variation

At both sites, the observed concentrations were higher in winter than summer, for all 

pollutants. At the motorway, predicted concentrations were also higher in winter than 

summer. At the roundabout, predicted concentrations were lower in winter than 

summer, although for CO and PMio the seasonal difference was not significant in 

comparison to the absolute concentrations observed. At both sites, predicted and 

observed concentrations of NO2 were closer in winter than summer. At the motorway, 

predicted and observed concentrations of CO and PMio were also closer in winter than 

summer.

Pollutant concentrations: statistical analysis

The maximum 8 hour CO concentrations were overpredicted at the motorway, and 

underpredicted at the roundabout. The annual mean NO2 concentrations were 

overpredicted at both sites. At both sites, the “annual mean” PMjo concentration was 

predicted to be lower for the winter analysis than for the annual analysis (by -1% at the 

motorway and by -4% at the roundabout), whereas the observed concentrations were 

higher for the winter analysis than for the annual analysis (by +14% at the motorway 

and by +15% at the roundabout). The annual mean PMio concentration was well 

predicted at the motorway (112% of observed concentration) and underpredicted at the 

roundabout (60% of observed concentration).

Comparison o f CALINE4 modelling with DMRB modelling

At both sites, concentrations were observed to be less than the limit values set by the 

EU Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000). At the motorway, the predicted 

concentrations agreed with the observed concentrations that limit values were not 

exceeded, except for the DMRB prediction of the exceedance of the limit value for the 

annual mean concentration of NO2 . At the roundabout, the CALINE4 predictions 

agreed with observed concentrations that limit values were not exceeded, whereas all of 

the DMRB predictions suggested exceedance of the limit values.
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DMRB modelling predicted the concentrations to be 37% to 485% of the limit values. 

CALINE4 modelling predicted the concentrations to be 12% to 69% of the limit values. 

Observed concentrations were 26% to 79% of the limit values.

Concentrations were observed to exceed the UATs for the 36̂  ̂ highest and the annual 

mean concentration of PMio at the roundabout. This indicates that monitoring will be 

required at the roundabout from the attainment date of 1®* January 2005, when the 

margin of tolerance is reduced to zero and the limit value comes into full effect. These 

observed exceedances at the roundabout of the PMio UATs were predicted by DMRB 

modelling but not by CALINE4 modelling. Concentrations were predicted by DMRB 

modelling also to exceed the UAT for the annual mean concentration o f NO2 at both 

sites, whereas no exceedance o f the UAT was observed at either site.

11.1.2.5 Model sensitivity

Stability at the motorway

The observed concentrations of CO, NO2 and PMio were lowest during neutral 

conditions (rather than stable or unstable conditions). The mean wind speed was higher 

during neutral conditions (than stable or unstable conditions). The influence of the 

wind speed was more evident in the observed concentrations than in those predicted. 

The observed concentrations of CO, NO2 and PMio were highest during stable 

conditions, but the predicted concentrations were generally higher (or as high) during 

unstable conditions (as during stable conditions). This suggests that the modelling did 

not adequately reflect the influence o f (the lack of) convective turbulence.

For stability class C particularly, (which is averaged from a reasonable number of 

hours, and can be observed for a longer period of the day than stability class B) the 

trend in CO concentration is remarkably well predicted between 06:00 and 11:00 and 

again between 14:00 and 21:00, but the absolute concentrations cannot be as well 

predicted for both using the same background concentration. The conditions that give 

rise to the observed concentrations can be better predicted either early in the day or 

later, but not both unless the background concentration is varied.
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Traffic is not dependent on stability class but does vary with stability class. Traffic was 

higher for unstable than stable conditions since unstable conditions occurred during 

daylight hours which was when most traffic flowed, whereas stable conditions occurred 

overnight, when traffic flows were low. Em issions were therefore expected to be 

higher for unstable conditions than stable conditions because traffic flows were higher, 

but the ambient concentrations may be lower for stable conditions since unstable 

conditions result in higher dispersion than under stable conditions.

Concentrations o f  CO, NO 2 and PMio were observed to be highest during highly stable 

conditions, whereas predicted concentrations varied little with stability class; though 

predicted concentrations for unstable conditions were slightly higher (between 0.46 

ppm CO and 0.48 ppm CO for A-C) than for neutral and stable conditions (between 

0.34 ppm CO and 0.43 ppm CO for D-G). Differences between observed and predicted 

concentrations were probably due to the higher traffic flows during hours o f  unstable 

conditions (daytime) than during stable (overnight) and neutral (anytime) conditions. 

Also, mean wind speeds were highest for neutral conditions (D), which would increase 

dispersion and reduce concentrations. Although mean wind speeds were lowest for 

highly stable conditions (G), since stable conditions only occurred overnight the traffic 

source was at its lowest.

The range in observed concentrations was greater than that o f  predicted concentrations: 

0.23 (D) to 0.92 (G) compared to 0.34 (G) to 0.48 (B). The highest concentrations 

were observed for the most stable conditions, when concentrations were predicted to be 

lowest. These high concentrations were probably due to lack o f  dispersion, rather than 

the concurrent traffic source, and therefore could not be predicted by the model.

Concentrations were generally overpredicted during unstable, neutral or slightly stable 

conditions and underpredicted for stable conditions. Exceptions to this were the 

maximum CO during stable conditions (F), which was slightly overpredicted (22%), 

and PMio (mean and maximum) during unstable conditions, which was slightly 

underpredicted (-4% to -19% ). All maximum and mean predictions were within a 

factor o f  two o f  observations, except for the maximum CO concentration under highly 

unstable conditions (A), which was overpredicted by 124%.
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Emission factors fo r  the DMRB and CALINE4

Concentrations predicted by the DMRB decrease from 2001 to 2002 and 2003 since 

improved vehicle technology is expected to reduce unit em issions o f  all the pollutants 

modelled. CO CEFs for the motorway from the UK EFD in Autumn 2001 were higher 

than CO CEFs from the updated UK EFD and COPERT III. The lower CO CEFs led 

to closer mean predicted and observed concentrations.

At the roundabout, in winter the use o f  the higher NOx CEF from the UK EFD in 

Autumn 2001 led to better model evaluation parameters. However in summer the lower 

NOx CEF from COPERT III gives a better comparison. In both winter and summer, the 

observed differences in model evaluation parameters are small relative to the large 

difference in CEFs.

Link geometry

CALINE4 predictions were higher for the motorway as one link than as two links, for 

11 out o f  12 sample hours. The exception was the hour that showed the highest 

predicted concentration. DMRB predictions showed little change when the motorway 

was modelled as four separate traffic flows, with the same overall road width and total 

traffic flow.

Leeward analysis o f  CALINE4 modelling at the motorway

M odelling correctly predicted higher concentrations for the leeward case. However, the 

difference between the predicted profiles for the two wind direction ranges was much 

greater than the difference between the observed profiles. In general, agreement 

between the predicted and observed profiles was no better for the leeward analysis than 

for the analysis o f  the whole year’s data.

The difference between modelling inert and reactive pollutants was noted: for winds 

from receptor towards source (280-360°), the CO and PMjo concentrations were almost 

always equal to the assumed background concentrations, whereas NO 2 was predicted to
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be lower than the background concentration, due to low concentrations of the primary 

pollutant NO.

CAL1NE4 modelling predicted the highest concentrations o f pollutants at the receptor 

for wind directions which were near parallel with the road. For these wind directions, 

the area of road upwind o f the receptor is maximised. CALINE4 modelling predicted 

the worst case concentrations for the motorway for wind directions within 40° to the 

south of the road bearing (i.e. 85° to 125° and 225° to 265°), whereas wind directions 

outside the wind sector 85° to 265° resulted in predicted concentrations of zero.

One hour versus eight hour runs fo r  CALINE4 modelling at both sites

At the motorway, the CAL1NE4 standard run hourly predicted concentrations and the 8 

hour averaged predicted concentrations generally overestimated the observed CO 

concentrations. The worst case wind angle option exacerbated this for both averaging 

periods. At the roundabout, CALINE4 modelling considered the effect on air quality of 

emissions from each link separately, and these were summed to give the total predicted 

concentration. The 8 hour averages agreed well with the measured concentrations. At 

both sites, predictions for the worst case wind direction overestimated the observed 

concentrations.

11.1.2.6 Collaborative modelling exercise

The collaborative modelling exercise demonstrated that even with access to exactly the 

same information about a site, predictions will differ between modellers, due to 

variations in both operational and scientific performance. Conflicting conclusions from 

the two analyses o f the same exercise predictions indicated that the reported accuracy 

o f modelling performance depends on the criteria used for analysis. With regard to 

EISs, the planning authority should be made aware o f the estimated accuracy o f 

modelling predictions and the criteria used for such analysis, in order to judge the value 

of modelling predictions upon which their planning decisions are based.
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Predictions from two short term models indicated that maximum NO2 concentrations
3 3were in the range 30 to 50 |xg/m , which is well within the limit value of 200 |J.g/m . In 

such situations, detailed modelling may not be warranted and a simple screening model 

such as DMRB may be sufficient. However, DMRB modelling was shown to be least 

reliable for NO2 (compared to CO and PMio). Model precision should agree with that 

o f the available input data (traffic, emission factors and meteorological data), therefore 

simple modelling is often justified.

The databases collated for the motorway and roundabout are a valuable resource. The 

importance o f a comprehensive and compatible monitoring network should be 

emphasised, from which data can be readily compared across a range o f sites and years, 

not only for pollutant concentrations, but also for the meteorological and (e.g. traffic) 

source conditions which influenced the air quality observed. Irish databases of 

calibrated background concentrations (for rural, urban and suburban situations) and of 

regulatory emission factors (comparable to the US MOBILE and the UK EFD and 

DMRB) would reduce the disparity between modellers’ assumptions.

From the collaborative modelling exercise, according to comparison of limit values 

with the predicted concentrations relative to observed concentrations (Section 10.3.4), 

modelling performed better for prediction of NO2 and PMio than of CO. 

Concentrations of NO2 and PMjo are of more concern than concentrations of CO since 

NO2 and PMio are closer than CO to their respective limit values. NO2 and PMio are 

considered by the EPA to present the greatest challenges in meeting the EU standards 

(EPA, 2000). Therefore it is of great interest that modelling of NO2 (specifically the 

19* highest hourly NO2 concentration or 99.8* percentile) and o f PMio (specifically the 

annual mean PMio concentration) were shovm to be the most accurate.

It was surprising that modelling performed better for prediction o f NO2 and PMio than 

of CO because modelling of CO and PMio are simpler than modelling o f NO2 (since 

CO and PMio are inert, whereas modelling of NO2 is complicated by consideration of 

photochemical transformation of NOx). A second analysis suggested that modelling 

was better for CO and PMio than for NO2 : according to comparison of predicted 

concentrations relative to limit values with observed concentrations relative to limit 

values (Table 10.17), modelling performed better for prediction o f CO and PMio than 

of NO2, which was the conclusion to be expected.
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Further workshops on air quality m odelling could be coordinated by the EPA, as the 

regulatory authority o f  air quality, in conjunction with local authorities and An Bord 

Pleanala, as the regulatory authorities for planning decisions based on Irish EISs for 

road schemes. This proposal is detailed in Section 11.3 on recommendations for 

further work.

11.1.2.7 Observations on modelling

M odelling must consider the emissions from the source, their dispersion and potential 

transformation, and their relative contribution to the ambient concentration compared to 

the background concentration that is independent o f  the source. It is more conservative 

(and desirable) that m odelling should overpredict than underpredict compared to 

observed concentrations, but not to the extent that unnecessary monitoring is indicated.

Elevated concentrations were not always predicted for the times and conditions during 

which elevated concentrations were observed. In particular, m odelling could not reflect 

the high concentrations observed at the motorway overnight, since these were not due 

directly to the traffic source but were highly dependent on the meteorological 

conditions, particularly the stability class.

Estimation o f  the background concentrations is a crucial factor in the accuracy o f  

predictions, particularly when the source effect is weak, and the background 

concentration has such a significant contribution to the observed concentrations, as at 

the motorway and roundabout sites.

11.2 Conclusions

1) One analysis o f  results from the collaborative m odelling exercise indicated that 

modelling performed better for prediction o f  NO 2 and PMio than o f  CO. 

Concentrations o f  NO 2 and PMio are o f  more concern than concentrations o f  CO 

since NO2 and PMio are closer to their respective limit values than CO is. NO 2 and 

PMio are considered by the EPA to present the greatest challenges in meeting the 

EU standards (EPA, 2000). Therefore it is o f  great interest that m odelling o f  NO 2
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(specifically the 19*̂  highest hourly NO2 concentration or 99.8* percentile) and of 

PMio (specifically the annual mean PMio concentration) were shown to be the most 

accurate.

2) A second analysis suggested that modelling was better for CO and PMio than for 

NO2 , which was the conclusion to be expected because modelling of CO and PMio 

are simpler than modelling of NO2 (since CO and PMio are inert, whereas 

modelling o f NO2 is complicated by consideration of photochemical transformation 

ofNOx).

3) DMRB modelling predictions were within 1% to 436% of observed concentrations 

(relative to the limit values). CALINE4 modelling predictions were within -45% to 

20% of observed concentrations (relative to the limit values). Predictions by other 

modellers (using ADMS and CAL3QHCR in the collaborative modelling exercise) 

were within -48% to 30% of observed concentrations (relative to the limit values).

4) Using the DMRB, at both sites NO2 was predicted to exceed the limit value but was 

observed to be less than half of the limit value. At the roundabout, CO and PMio 

were also predicted to exceed the limit value but were observed to be between 29% 

and 79% of the limit value. Although the DMRB is a screening model (designed to 

predict worst case concentrations to indicate whether monitoring or more detailed 

modelling are required) and although some overprediction is desirable in modelling 

(to err on the side of caution), this is excessive since predicted breaches o f the limit 

values that falsely indicate the need for monitoring would result in unnecessary 

cost.

5) Model precision should agree with that o f the available input data (traffic, emission 

factors and meteorological data), therefore simple modelling is often justified. 

Modelling predictions of air quality are used in EISs for road schemes, from which 

planning decisions are made. The collaborative modelling exercise showed that 

predictions by current practitioners from screening or short term modelling can vary 

despite access to the same data. It is therefore essential that those making planning 

decisions based on such predictions should be aware o f the uncertainty implicit in 

modelling results.
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6) The databases (of traffic flows, meteorological conditions and pollutant 

concentrations) collated for the motorway and roundabout are a valuable resource.

7) Irish databases o f calibrated background concentrations (for rural, urban and 

suburban situations) and o f regulatory emission factors (comparable to the US 

MOBILE and the UK EFD and DMRB) would reduce the disparity between 

modellers’ assumptions.

8) Pollutant-specific, non-site-specific, mensual ratios could be a useful tool in the 

estimation o f  long term concentrations when only short term monitoring data is 

available.

9) The absolute values o f concentrations o f CO, NO2 and PMio were low at both sites 

compared to the limit values, except for PMio at the roundabout which will require 

monitoring to comply with the EU Daughter Directive (CEC, 1999). The source 

effect was clearly discernible but often low, thus the background concentrations 

were crucial for accurate predictions.

11.3 Recommendations for further work

I) Background concentrations

Investigation o f  the influence o f  background concentrations and persistence on ambient 

air quality, particularly fo r  an urban motorway.

The motorway site studied has a low source effect, and the background concentration 

was as significant as the source effect. It would be useful to examine a motorway that 

is closer to urban sources, perhaps with periodic congestion, for comparison with the 

motorway and roundabout results. One potential site is the junction o f the M50 

motorway and the N4/M4, since it is designed to be free-flowing but is regularly 

congested, and since it borders a residential and commercial suburb o f  Dublin city.

Modelling could not reflect the high concentrations observed at the motorway 

overnight, since these were not due directly to the traffic source but were highly
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dependent on the meteorological conditions, particularly the stability class. 

Concentrations were generally overpredicted during unstable, neutral or slightly stable 

conditions and underpredicted for stable conditions. This suggests that the background 

concentration could be varied with both stability class and time of day. One 

simplification of the modelling requirements might be to assume that the stability class 

is always D, but to vary the background according to the time of day. If the stability 

class is known, the background concentration could also be varied according to the 

stability class.

II) Monitoring period

Assessment o f  the minimum monitoring period required for reliable estimation o f  

concentrations and o f meteorological variability at a site. In particular, investigation 

o f the application o f ratios o f  mensual to annual pollutant concentration, as identified 

in Section 6.2.5; specifically the transferability to other sites and years.

The pollutant-specific, non-site-specific ratios for CO, NO2 and for PMio were used 

with one sample month o f monitoring of CO, NO2 and PMio to estimate the annual 

mean concentrations of CO and NO2 to within 4% of those observed and of PMio to 

within 7% of those observed, at both sites. Further analysis could be done to assess the 

ratios for each month (not only the sample month analysed), the site-specificity of the 

ratios and the variation between years. The fundamental caveat in long term prediction 

based on short term measurements is the stochastic nature of meteorological conditions.

Simpson (1984) found that continuous monitoring for one week out o f four, over one 

year, yielded cost-effective and very good results, and that for seasonal and diurnal 

effects to be represented, random sampling should not be restricted. Data for O3 , NO2 

and total suspended particulates (TSP) were compared with continuous monitoring 

throughout the year and with random sampling (at any time) and random sampling on 

weekdays between 09:00 and 17:00.

The potential could be investigated for adaptation of the detrending technique presented 

by Kuebler et at. (2001), to identify long-term trends in primary and secondary 

pollutants (CO, NOx and O3) from short-term and yearly variations, and its application 

to short-term monitoring for long term predictions. Simple, empirical models (such as
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the mensual to annual ratios) might allow prediction o f  future long term average 

concentrations from short term monitoring. Stedman et al.'s  (2001) urban roadside 

NOx concentration predictions for 2005 and 2009 will soon be comparable with 

measurements. This empirical model used NOx em issions to predict annual mean N O 2 

concentrations and these linear relationships may be applicable in Ireland.

These could also be compared with the work o f  Carslaw et al. (2001), who calculated 

NOx frequency distributions for 2005 from hourly average NOx and NO 2 

concentrations, and predicted that the NO 2 limit values will be exceeded in much o f  

central and inner London. This work predates the reduction in road traffic due to 

tolling, which was introduced in January 2003 (BBC, 2001). Their empirical approach 

related annual mean NO2 to annual mean NOx using N 0 2 ;N0 x hourly relationships and 

frequency distributions from site measurements, which again may be applicable in 

Ireland.

There is also potential for the assessment o f  meteorological data at a distance from the 

nearest meteorological station, and investigation o f  the minimum on-site monitoring 

required to relate site-specific data (such as that from the motorway and roundabout) to 

remote data (such as that from Met Eireann’s synoptic stations at Casement, Dublin and 

Shannon Airports). Prendergast (1982) argued that an increase in data does not 

automatically equate to an increase in accuracy. He found that “annual average 

concentrations obtained with a simple windrose model, although overpredicting by a 

factor o f  three, are not particularly sensitive to the amount o f  meteorological data used 

to represent the frequency distribution o f  wind and stability.” He used wind velocity  

and stability at 8 locations within a range o f  2 km to 21 km from the source to predict 

meteorological data “for a proposed site for which no meteorological data exist.” The 

idea that the use o f  a small data set can be just as accurate (or inaccurate) as a larger 

one is pertinent to the input requirements for m odelling o f  road schemes at locations 

which have no historical data set.

Davies and Thomson (1997) investigated the sensitivity o f  ADM S predictions for two 

stationary sources to variations in meteorological parameters such as hour-by-hour 

versus statistical data, different meteorological sites and different data periods. Using  

one year o f  data was not found to be sufficient to give accurate predictions o f  long-term
t h

mean and 98 p>ercentile concentrations, whereas three years o f  statistical
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meteorological data produced long term mean concentrations accurate to 3% to 6%. 

Low-level source (factor)') concentrations were predicted accurate to 10% for 

meteorological data from 70 km away, whereas for the high-level source (power 

station), meteorological data from 20 km away gave concentrations accurate to 13%. 

Generally predictions for the high-level source were more sensitive than for the low- 

level source, which may be considered closer to the mobile source scenario, while 

bearing in mind the local effects due to the movement o f  vehicles.

III) Street canyon

M odelling o f  an urban street canyon, rather than the urban''suburban roundabout and  

non-urban motorway, both o f  which were bordered by green space and low rise, 

relatively low density building.

The absolute concentrations at the motorway were low, however concentrations o f  

PMio at the roundabout approached the limit value. This suggests that m odelling o f  

suburban and urban situations will be o f  more importance, in regulatory terms, than the 

simpler, Irish motorway scenarios which are predominantly in rural settings. Relevant 

work was done by Bogo et al. (2001) in Buenos Aires, and their study is also o f  interest 

in the investigation o f  background concentrations, particularly in urban areas, where the 

street canyon effect limits dispersion o f  pollutants. A suitable model might be the 

Operational Street Pollution Model (OSPM) which was found to be good for CO and 

NOx m odelling in Finland, though N O 2 was overpredicted (Kukkonen et a l ,  2001a; 

2003). Such a study could also draw on the work o f  the Street Em issions Ceiling 

exercise reported by Olesen (2004), among others, at the 9* International Conference 

on “Harmonisation within Atmospheric Dispersion M odelling for Regulatory 

Purposes” (Topic 5: urban scale and street canyon modelling, www.harmo.org, view ed  

29.ix.2004).

IV) A ir quality management and emissions reduction strategy

Application o f  m odelling to pred ic t impacts on a ir quality o f  changes in driving cycles 

(due to traffic calm ing measures) and in commuter f le e t p ro fde  (from priva te  cars to 

pu blic  transport).
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Mean observed concentrations were 2% to 40% higher at the roundabout than at the 

motorway. This may be due to the differences in driving mode and average speed (and 

thus in unit vehicle emissions) between the motorway and the roundabout. Observed 

concentrations and population exposure are both greater at the suburban/urban 

roundabout than the non-urban motorway, which maximises the risk. Modelling could 

be applied to investigate the potentially negative effect on air quality o f traffic calming 

measures (particularly in residential areas) but also the potentially positive effect on air 

quality of encouraging modal change in commuter transport.

Traffic calming measures (such as series of ramps) that are designed to reduce speeds, 

also result in driving cycles which are worst for emissions: rapid deceleration and rapid 

acceleration, or deceleration and acceleration with low speed cruising. Thus the 

benefits in terms of safety from speed reduction are offset by the deterioration in air 

quality and the increased exposure to emissions. The risk is maximised since these 

measures are implemented in areas o f high population density, thus increasing the 

exposure of the vulnerable population. Work has been done in the UK by the TRL to 

assess changes in emissions due to traffic calming measures and car parking regulations 

(Boulter and Webster, 1997).

Car-driving restrictions, which have been implemented in London’s city centre, were 

not practical in Denver (for example), but may be applicable in Dublin and a tolled 

central cordon has been mooted. (BBC, 2001; Blanken et a i ,  2001; O’Cearbhaill, 

2004). Such measures could improve ambient air quality but health risks also depend 

on personal exposure. Chan and Liu (2001) measured in-vehicle CO concentration for 

commuters in air-conditioned buses (overall average 1.8 ppm), minibuses (2.9 ppm) 

and taxis (3.3 ppm). For non-air-conditioned vehicles, the in-vehicle CO concentration 

was found to follow the external CO concentration variation. This may be another 

argument to encourage transfer to public transport, since travelling by bus results in 

lower exposure than travelling by car. Air-conditioning was found to make no 

significant difference, and reduction in its use would reduce power-demands on the 

engine and therefore reduce emissions. Commuter exposure in a tunnel was found to 

be potentially two to three times higher than on other roads, which is o f interest as the 

Dublin Port Tunnel nears completion.
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V) Modelling workshops

Further workshops on air quality modelling could be coordinated by the EPA, as the 

regulatory authority of air quality, in conjunction with local authorities and An Bord 

Pleanala, as the regulatory authorities for planning decisions based on Irish EISs for 

road schemes. Assumptions by modellers, sources and limitations o f data (whether for 

emission factors, background concentrations, traffic flows, fleet profiles or 

meteorological conditions) could be discussed. The detailing (within the air quality 

section of an EIS) of such assumptions and sources for input parameters, along with the 

implications of such assumptions, is to be recommended.

Such workshops would allow conferral between modellers on methodology and on 

sources of data for modelling, and between modellers and those who collect such data. 

Those involved in making planning decisions on the basis o f modellers’ predictions 

would have an opportunity to discuss the content of the air quality sections required in 

EISs. Simplification of these sections by standardisation o f the information required 

would be in the interests of both modellers and decision-makers. The predictions 

provided, the source data on which they were based and the reporting of this source 

data varied widely between EISs reviewed (Section 3.7). The standardisation of the 

predictions required has been simplified by the specification o f limit values by the EU 

Daughter Directives (CEC, 1999; 2000) but the extent (or lack thereof) of reporting of 

data sources and modelling assumptions have not been addressed. The training of 

those involved in planning decisions in the use of models and in the limitations of their 

predictions is of obvious significance, and is in the interests of both the EPA and local 

authorities as the regulatory bodies with responsibility for air quality.

The workshops could be held on an annual basis, to allow for changes in regulatory 

limits, in modelling capabilities, in monitoring networks and in human resources. This 

would be particularly relevant to decision-makers in local authorities who must 

consider all aspects of an EIS without necessarily having any prior, specific knowledge 

of air quality management. At present there is no Irish forum for modellers, nor for 

conferral between modellers and those who operate the monitoring networks, nor for 

conferral between modellers and those who must interpret their predictions to make 

planning decisions in order to avoid having “smoke-smuggered stars” (Seuss, 1971).
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APPENDIX A MODELS, MODEL CATALOGUES, EMISSION FACTOR 

DATABASES AND POLLUTANTS

Models

ADMS-Urban

CALINE

CAR

CAR-FMI

CLS California Line Source (model)

DGV Digitalized Graz Method

DMRB Design Manual for Roads and Bridges

Graz

Hermes

HIWAY

Ku

Matzoros’

Models-3 US EPA

MUPPETS

OSPM Danish street canyon dispersion model

PMLINE combination o f CPBM and a modified CALrNE4

RAM/UAM Regulatory Air/Urban Airshed Model

Simple Line Source Model 

TEXIN Texas Intersection

UAM Urban Airshed Model

Model catalogues

Kupiszewska

LAQM Local Air Quality Management

MDS Model Documentation System

SCRAM Support Center for Regulatory Air Models

A1 Models...



Emission factor databases

COPERT Computer Programme to calculate Emissions from Road Transport

EFD Emission Factor Database

EMFAC Californian Air Resources Board emission factor database

HBEFA Handbook o f Emission Factors for Road Transport

MOBILE 

MODEM

NAEI National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory

PMFAC

UK EFD see EFD

Pollutants

CO carbon monoxide

CO2 carbon dioxide

HC hydrocarbon(s)

NMVOC non-methane volatile organic compounds

NO nitric oxide

NOx oxides of nitrogen

NO2 nitrogen dioxide

PM particulate matter

SO2 sulphur dioxide

VOC volatile organic compound(s)

A2 Models.



APPENDIX B EISS FOR ROAD SCHEMES IN IRELAND

This appendix consists of a table presenting the review o f Irish Environmental Impact 

Statements between 1989 and 1999 which related to road schemes. The table should be 

read in conjunction with Section 3.7 o f the literature review, which discusses air quality 

monitoring and modelling in ElSs for road schemes in Ireland.

B l EISs



EIS Date Project Submitted to: Consultant

50 Mar-90 Northern Cross Motorway Dublin CC Dublin CC 
Eolas (air)

70 Jun-89 Portlaoise Bypass Laois CC Laois CC

106 Feb-91 Blackpool Bypass Cork Corp Eolas

109 Jun-91 North Road, Finglas Bypass

Estimated traffic flow =24,000 vehicles per day 
lOYoHGVs

Worst case: I hr. period with 25% o f  total daily traffic

Dublin Corp Dublin CC 
Eolas (air)

189 Dec-91 South Ring Road, Stage VI 
& River Lee Tunnel

Worst case: 1 hr. period with 10% o f total daily traffic

Cork Corp Eolas

216 Apr-91 Southern Cross Motorway 

Standard exceededfor NO ̂

Dublin CC Dublin CC 
Eolas (air)

293 Feb-93 Dunleer-Dundalk Motorway Project Louth CC EPA Environmental 
Research Unit

301 Jul-93 Kildare Town Bypass 
Worst case: I hr. period with 10% o f total daily traffic

Kildare CC Eolas

303 Jun-93 Eastern Approach Road (Phase III) Galway CC/Corp EPA Environmental 
Research Unit

B2 EISs



EIS Model Emission factors Calculated Time average

50 N ot stated Handbook o f  Emission Factors 
Ministry o f  Health and 

Environmental Protection 

Netherlands

CO
HC
N O ,

SO 2

Pb
Smoke

Max. hourly concn.
t l

H

M

II

70 N ot stated N ot stated CO
HC
N O ,
SO 2

Pb
Smoke

106 N ot stated Not stated CO
HC

N O ,
SO 2

Pb
Smoke

T09 HIW AY2 (in 
UNAMAP series 
from US-EPA)

Handbook o f  Emission Factors 
Ministry o f  Health and 

Environmental Protection 

Netherlands

CO
HC (benzene) 

N O ,

SO 2

Pb
Smoke

Max. hourly concn.

189 N ot stated N ot stated CO
HC (benzene) 

N O ,

SO 2

Pb
Smoke

Max. hourly concn.

216 HIW AY2 
(version80346) 
from UNAMAP

"EC emission factors" 
(table given, 

but no reference)

CO
HC
N O ,

SO 2

Pb
Suspended particulates

Max. hourly concn.
f l

H

M

H

»

293 N ot stated N ot stated CO Av. peak hr concn.

301

303 N ot stated N ot stated CO Annual av. peak hr concn.

B3 EISs



EIS Standards No. of receptors Measured Monitoring period No. of locations

50 Air Pollution Act, 1987 6 CO April-June 1989 6
•t HC
It N O ,
II SO 2

II Pb
II Smoke

70 EEC, W HO 
•1
M

It

II

If

19

106 EEC, W HO 8 CO 19.i.-6.iv.90 10
II X
II X
II S0 2

II Pb
II Smoke

109 W HO 6 X

UK (benzene) X

EC X
fl SO 2 1973-85 1 (permanent)
II

X
It Suspended particulates

189 W HO 7 CO 3 weeks in Aug. 1991 2

UK (benzene) HC (benzene) & 1988-90
EC N O , (1

II SO 2
II 1 (permanent)

tl Pb It

II Smoke II

216 W HO (for CO) 45 CO Once in O ctober 4
Air Pollution Act, 1987 HC 1990, once

and EC N O , in February 1991
II SO 2

II Pb
" Suspended particulates

293 18 SO 2 1 (permanent)
Smoke

301 EC & WHO 7

303 2 2

B4 ElSs



EIS Date Project Submitted to: Consultant

309 Apr-93 Arklow Bypass Wicklow CC 
Wexford CC 
Arklow UDC

ESBi 
Atkins International

430 Mar-95 Northern Motorway Fingal CC Fingal CC

476 Nov-95 Church Road Improvement DLRCC DLRCC

48S Aug-95 Northern Motorway (Gormanstown-Monasterboice) Meath CC 
Louth CC 

Drogheda Corp

Forbairt

551
(also
1002)

Jun-96 Dublin Port Tunnel Dublin Corp Geoconsult-Arup JV 
NRA 

Forbairt

585
(also
1011
138)

Nov-96 Sligo Collooney Road Sligo CC McCarthy & Partners 
Eolas 

Sligo Corp

643 Dec-96 Piltdown-Fiddown Bypass Kilkenny CC McCarthy & Partners 
RPS Cairns

671 May-97 Bloomfield Interchange Sliproads CorkCB*** RPS Cairns

689 Sep-97 South Eastern Motorway DLRCC DLRCC
Forbairt

H5 ElSs



EIS Model Emission factors Calculated Time average

309 UK-TRRL's graphical 
screening method, 

using CO as indicator

UK W arren Spring Lab. CO Av. peak hrly concn.

430 DMRB DMRB CO
HC
N O ,

Annual max. 8hr. av. 
Av, peak hr concn. 

98th% ile o f  hrly concn.

476 DMRB " 1994 vehicle emissions" CO
HC (benzene) 

N O j

Annual max. 8hr. av. 
Annual av. (benzene) 

98th% ile o f  hrly concn.

488 "A state o f  the art 
com puter model 

developed by the 
US-EPA"

Not stated CO
HC
N O ,

SO2

Pb
Suspended particulates

551
(also
1002)

D M R B & P A L 2  1 DMRB CO 
Benzene 

N O 2 

SO2 

Pb 
Total PM

585
(also
1011
138)

N ot stated N ot stated

643 N ot stated N ot stated

671 DMRB DMRB CO 
HC (NM HC) 
HC (benzene) 

N O ,
PM

Annual max. 8hr. av. 
Annual max. 3 hr. av. 
M ean annual concn. 

98th%i!e o f  hrly concn. 
95th% ile o f  daily concn. 
& mean annual concn.

689 CALINE4 CORINAIR 1990 CO
HC

N O 2

SO2

Pb
Particulates

Max. peak hr concn.
r«

I I

I I

TlSs



EIS Standards No. of receptors Measured Monitoring period No. of locations

309 W HO (for CO) 4 at 25,50,100 
and 200m. from 

bypass centreline

430 US-NAAQ
H

EC

6

476 W HO (for CO) 
EU

M

3
at 25m. from 

road centre

488 WHO
none

E C fo rN O j
EC

l(

n

18 CO
HC

N O 2

SO 2

Pb
Suspended particulates

8hr. daylight period, 
Nov.-Dec. 1993

13

551
(also
1002)

UK

EC
II

It

II

22 CO
HC total and benzene 

N O 2  

SO 2  

Pb 
Total PM

15.xi-l.xii.95 20

585
(also
1011
138)

SO 2

Pb
Suspended particulates

May-July 1990 2

643 W HO, EU

671 9ppm 
240ppm 

5ppm 
lOSppb 
300ppb 
150ppb

3

689 WHO 
W HO (toluene)

Air Pollution Act, 1987 
and W HO

II

II

33

X

X

CO
HC

N O 2

SO 2

Pb
Particulates

Spring 1993,
W inter 1994 &

Dec-96

23

TT?--------------------------------------------------------------- T m



EIS Date Project Submitted to: Consultant

701 Jun-97 N7 Realignment Limerick Corp Limerick Corp

799 Dec-98 M50 2nd Liffey Valley Bridge Fingal CC Ove Arup

935 Sep-96 N8 Cork CC RPS Cairns

936 Jun-98 North King Street Dublin Corp Dublin Corp 
Forbairt (air)

937 May-98 Mixed use development at Fassaroe Wicklow CC Reid Associates & 
National Environmental 

Services (air)

943 Jul-98 M4 Celbridge Interchange Kildare CC Kildare CC

1002 Jul-98 Dublin Port Tunnel Dublin Corp Geoconsult-Arup JV

1010 Jun-99 N i l ,  Newtownmountkennedy to Ballynabamey Wicklow CC McCarthy & Partners 
RPS Cairns

B8 EISs



EIS Model Emission factors Calculated Time average

701 DM RB DMRB CO Annual max. 8hr. av.
HC Av. peak hr concn. 
NOx 98th%ile o f  hrly concn.

799 CAL1NE4 CORINAIR, COPERT II CO 1 hr. max. concn
VOC *?=*Max. hourly concn. 
N O 2  

SO 2  

Pb 
PM,o

935 DM RB DM RB CO
HC

N O ,

936 BREEZEW AY & N ot stated CO M ax w orst case 1 hr. - 
CAL3QHC VOC (toluene) ground level concn.

NO 2

SO 2

PM,o

937 DM RB DMRB CO Annual max. 8hr. av.
HC Annual benzene concn. 

NOx 98th% ile o f  hrly concn. 

x
PM  95th% ile o f  daily concn.

& mean annual concn.

943 N ot stated N ot stated CO Max w orst case 1 hr.
HC
N O 2

SO 2

1002 D M R B & P A L 2.1  DM RB CO
HC total & benzene 

N O 2  

PM 
CO 2

1010 DM RB & "Air N ot stated CO 
Quality Assessment HC 
System" version 1.0 N O ,

PM

B9 EISs



EIS Standards No. of receptors Measured Monitoring period No. of locations

701 US-NAAQ
(I

EU (Reg.85/203/EEC)

2

799 WHO 
W HO (toluene)

Air Pollution Act, 1987 

and EU,
(new and current)

M

6

935 US-NAAQ
X

EU (Reg.85/203/EEC)

10
BTX 3hrs (11-16:00)

17,24 June, 8 July 1994

2

936 WHO 
WHO (toluene)

Air Pollution Act, 1987 
and EU,

(new and current)

18

937 US-NAAQ
EPA

EU (Reg.85/203/EEC)

EU
EU

CO
TOC (BTEX) 

N O ,

SO 2

Pb
PM

2

943 Air Pollution Act, 1987
and W HO 

(1

H

CO
HC total & benzene 

NO 2  

SO 2  

Particulates

5

1002 4 to  6

1010 17

BIO ElSs



APPENDIX C CALINE4 INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES

Contents: C .l M otorway CO

C.2 M otorway NO 2

C.3 M otorway PMjo

C.4 Roundabout CO

“ LeixlipCO.dat” 

“ LeixlipCO.out” 

“ LeixIiplCO .out” 

“ LeixIip2CO.out” 

“ L eixlipN 02.dat” 

“ L eixlipN 02.out” 

“ LeixlipPM .dat” 

“LeixlipPM .out” 

“G alwayCO .dat” 

“G alwayCO .out” 

“G alw aylhrC O .dat” 

“GaIway8hrCO.dat” 

“G alw aylhrC O .out” 

“GalwayShrCO.out” 

“G alw ayN 02.dat” 

“G alw ayN 02.out” 

Roundabout PMio “G alwayPM .dat” 

“GalwayPM .out”

C.5 Roundabout NO 2

C.6

C .l M otorway CO  

“LeixlipCO.dat”

Leixlip
ICarbon monoxide
25.0 28.0 0.0 0.0 1 1 1.0 1 1 50.0 
Recpt 1
298.0 50.0 1.8 
Link A
1 0.0 0.0 600.0 60.0 0.0 26.0 0.0 0.0 0 
lllOlHour 1
1481.0 
6. 62
203.0 0.2 7 1000.0 5.0 0.0 3.7 

“LeixlipCO.out”

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION

C l CALINE4 Inpiit&Output



PAGE 1

JOB: Leixlip 
RUN: Hour 1 

POLLUTANT: Carbon monoxide

I. SITE VARIABLES

U= .2 M/S Z0= 25. CM
BRG= 203.0 DEGREES VD= .0 CM/S

CLAS= 7 (G) VS= .0 CM/S
MIXH= 1000. M AMB= .0 PPM
SIGTH= 5. DEGREES TEMP= 3.7 DEGREE

II. LINK VARIABLES

LINK * LINK COORDINATES (M) * EF H W
DESCRIPTION * XI Y1 X2 Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M) (M)

A. Link A * 0 0 600 60 * AG 1481
26.0

III. RECEPTOR LOCATIONS AND MODEL RESULTS
★ * PRED
■ie COORDINATES (M) CONC

RECEPTOR ★ X Y Z •k (PPM)

. Recpt 1 ■If 298 50 1.8 * .5

“LeixIiplCO.out”

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION 
PAGE 1

JOB: Leixlip 
RUN: Hour 1 

POLLUTANT: Carbon monoxide

I. SITE VARIABLES

U= .6 M/S 
BRG= 2 62.1 DEGREES 

CLAS= 4 (D)
MIXH= 1000. M 
SIGTH= 10. DEGREES

Z0= 25. CM
VD= .0 CM/S
VS= .0 CM/S

AMB= .0 PPM
TEMP= 1.9 DEGREE

ALT= 50. (M)

C)

II. LINK VARIABLES

LINK * LINK COORDINATES (M) * EF H W
DESCRIPTION * XI Y1 X2 Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M) (M)

C2 CALINE4 Input&Output



A. Link A 
26.0

0 0 600 60 * AG 2380 6.6 .0

III. RECEPTOR LOCATIONS AND MODEL RESULTS

* * PRED
* COORDINATES (M) * CONC

RECEPTOR * X Y Z * (PPM)

1. Recpt 1 * 298 50 1.8 * .5

“Leixlip2CO.out”

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION 
PAGE 1

JOB: Leixlip 
RUN: Hour 1 

POLLUTANT: Carbon monoxide

I. SITE VARIABLES

u= . 6 M/S Z0= 25. CM
BRG= 262.1 DEGREES VD= .0 CM/S

CLAS= 4 (D) VS = .0 CM/S
MIXH= 1000. M AMB= .0 PPM
SIGTH= 10. DEGREES TEMP= 1.9 DEGREE (C)

ALT= 50. (M)

II. LINK VARIABLES

LINK
DESCRIPTION

LINK COORDINATES (M) 
XI Y1 X2 Y2 TYPE VPH

EF H
(G/MI) (M)

W
(M)

A. Westbound 
16.0
B. Eastbound 
16.0

0

10

600

600

60

70

AG

AG

675

1705

6.6

6.6

.0

.0

III. RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

* COORDINATES (M) 
RECEPTOR * X Y Z

1. Recpt 1 * 297 60 1.8

IV. MODEL RESULTS (PRED. CONC. INCLUDES AMB.)

* PRED * CONC/LINK
* CONC * (PPM)

RECEPTOR * (PPM) * A B

CJ CALINE4 Inpiit&Oulput



1. Recpt 1 * .4 * .0 .3

C.2 Motorway NO2 

“LeixlipN02.dat”

Leixlip 17 August 2001 
2Nitrogen Dioxide
25.0 46.0 0.0 0.0 1 1 1.0 1 1 50.0 
Recpt 1
298.0 50.0 1.80 
Link A
1 0.0 0.0 600.0 60.0 0.0 26.0 0.0 0.0 0
lllOlHour 1
2906
2.24
170.0 4.0 4 1000.0 10.0 15.00 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.0010 

“LeixlipN02.out”

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION 
PAGE 1

JOB; Leixlip 17 August 2001 
RUN; Hour 1 

POLLUTANT: Nitrogen Dioxide

I. SITE VARIABLES

U= 4.0 M/S 
BRG= 17 0.0 DEGREES 

CLAS= 4 (D)
MIXH= 1000. M 
SIGTH= 10. DEGREES

NOX VARIABLES

N02= .00 PPM N0=
1/SEC

II. LINK VARIABLES

LINK * LINK COORDINATES (M) * EF H W
DESCRIPTION * XI Y1 X2 Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M) (M)

A. Link A * 0 0 600 60 * AG 2906 2.24 .0
26.0

III. RECEPTOR LOCATIONS AND MODEL RESULTS

* * PRED
* COORDINATES (M) * CONC

Z0= 25. CM ALT= 50. (M)
VD= .0 CM/S 
VS= .0 CM/S 

TEMP= 15.0 DEGREE (C)

,00 PPM 03= .03 PPM KR= .001

C4 CALINE4 Input&Output



RECEPTOR * X Y Z * (PPM)

1. Recpt 1 * 298 50 1.8 * .02

C.3 Motorway PMio 

“LeixlipPM.dat”

Leixlip
4Particulate
25.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 1 1 1.0 1 1 50.0 
Recpt 1
298.0 50.0 1.8 
Link A
1 0.0 0.0 600.0 60.0 0.0 26.0 0.0 0.0 0 
lllOlHour 1
1481.0
0.19
203.0 0.2 7 1000.0 5.0 0.0 3.7

“LeixlipPM.out”

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL 
JUNE 1989 VERSION 
PAGE 1

JOB: Leixlip 
RUN: Hour 1 

POLLUTANT: Particulate
(NOTE: OUTPUT IN MICRO-GRAMS/METER**3. IGNORE PPM LABEL)

I. SITE VARIABLES

U= .2 M/S 
BRG= 203.0 DEGREES 
CLAS= 7 (G)
MIXH= 1000. M 
SIGTH= 5. DEGREES

II. LINK VARIABLES

LINK * LINK COORDINATES (M) * EF H W
DESCRIPTION * XI Y1 X2 Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M) (M)

A. Link A * 0 0 600 60 * AG 1481 .2 .0
26.0

III. RECEPTOR LOCATIONS AND MODEL RESULTS

* * PRED
* COORDINATES (M) * CONC

RECEPTOR * X Y Z * (PPM)

Z0= 25. CM ALT= 50. (M)
VD= .0 CM/S
VS= .0 CM/S

AMB= .0 PPM
TEMP= 3.7 DEGREE (C)

CJ CALINE4 Input&Output



1. Recpt 1 * 298 50 1.8 * 19.1

C,4 Roundabout CO 

“GalwayCO.dat”

Galway
ICarbon monoxide
25.0 28.0 0.0 0.0 1 5 1.0 1 1 50.0 
Recpt 1
64.0 -23.0 2.00 
N84-Headford Rd 
N6
Sandy Rd 
N6-Headford Rd 
Menlo Rd
1 0.0 0.0 126.8 271.9 0.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 14.2 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 64.3 -76.6 0.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 -102.6 -281.9 0.0 14.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 -245.7 172.1 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0 
lllOlHour 1
2253 2253 2253 2253 2253 
6.620 6.620 6.620 6.620 6.620
90.0 1.0 4 1000.0 10.0 0.0 8.0

“GalwayCO.out”

CALINE4; CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION 
PAGE 1

JOB: Galway 
RUN: Hour 1 

POLLUTANT: Carbon monoxide

I. SITE VARIABLES

U= 1.0 M/S Z0= 25. CM ALT= 50
BRG= 90.0 DEGREES VD= .0 CM/S
CLAS= 4 (D) VS= .0 CM/S
MIXH= 1000. M AMB= .0 PPM
SIGTH= 10. DEGREES TEMP= oCO DEGREE (C)

II. LINK VARIABLES

LINK * LINK 
DESCRIPTION * XI

COORDINATES 
Y1 X2

(M)
Y2

ikr

TYPE VPH
EF

(G/MI)
H
(M)

A. N84-Headford * 0 0 127 272 AG 2253 6.6 .0
11.0
B. N6 * 0 0 300 0 •Jr AG 2253 6.6 .0
14.2
C. Sandy Rd * 0 0 64 -77 AG 2253 6.6 .0

11.0

C6 CALINE4 Input&Output



D. N6-Headford * 0 0 -103 -282 * AG
14.0
E. Menlo Rd * 0 0 -246 172 * AG
10.0

III. RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

* COORDINATES (M) 
RECEPTOR * X Y Z

1. Recpt 1 * 64 -2 3 2.0

IV. MODEL RESULTS (PRED. CONC. INCLUDES AMB.)

* PRED * CONC/LINK
* CONC * (PPM)

RECEPTOR * (PPM) * A B C D E

1. Recpt 1 *  .1* .0 .1 .0 .0 .0

“GalwaylhrCO.dat”

ICarbon Monoxide
25.0 28.0 0.0 0.0 1 5 1.0 1 1 50.0 
Recpt 1
64.0 -23.0 2.0 
Link A
Link B 
Link C 
Link D 
Link E
1 0.0 0.0 126.8 271.9 0.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 14.2 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 64.3 -76.6 0.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 -102.6 -281.9 0.0 14.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 -245.7 172.1 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0 
lllOlHour 1
886.0 2003.0 739.0 2700.0 682.0 
6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6
113.0 3.5 4 1000.0 10.0 0.2 5.8

“Galway8hrCO.dat”
ICarbon Monoxide
25.0 28.0 0.0 0.0 1 5 1.0 1 1 50.0 
Recpt 1
64.0 -23.0 2.0 
Link A
Link B 
Link C 
Link D 
Link E
1 0.0 0.0 126.8 271.9 0.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 14.2 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 64.3 -76.6 0.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 -102.6 -281.9 0.0 14.0 0.0 0.0 0

2253 6.6 .0

2253 6.6 .0

C7 CALINE4 Inpiit&Output



1 0.0 0.0 -245.7 172.1 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0 
41101Hour 1
826.0 1312.0 832.0 2141.0 445.0 
66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2
113.0 1.8 4 1000.0 10.0 0.0 6.4 
41101Hour 2
857.0 1394.0 858.0 2368.0 517.0 
66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2
128.0 1.4 4 1000.0 10.0 0.0 7.8 
41101Hour 3
918.0 1582.0 943.0 2460.0 535.0 
66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2
130.0 1.4 4 1000.0 10.0 0.0 8.3 
41101Hour 4
933.0 1674.0 1006.0 2594.0 645.0 
66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2
120.0 3.3 4 1000.0 10.0 0.0 7.9 
41101Hour 5
1014.0 1634.0 950.0 2640.0 652.0 
66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2
119.0 3.5 4 1000.0 10.0 0.0 8.7 
41101Hour 6
1040.0 1579.0 997.0 2550.0 592.0 
66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2
129.0 2.4 4 1000.0 10.0 0.0 8.5 
41101Hour 7
1137.0 2005.0 894.0 2820.0 666.0 
66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2
153.0 1.6 4 1000.0 10.0 0.0 8.4 
91101Hour 8
1427.0 2058.0 855.0 2723.0 761.0 
66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2 66.2
143.0 1.6 4 1000.0 10.0 0.0 6.8

“Galway IhrCO.out”

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION 
PAGE 1

JOB:
RUN: Hour 1 

POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide

I. SITE VARIABLES

U= 3.5 M/S Z0= 25. CM ALT= 50. (M)
BRG= 113.0 DEGREES VD= .0 CM/S
CLAS= 4 (D) VS= .0 CM/S
MIXH= 1000. M AMB= .2 PPM
SIGTH= 10. DEGREES TEMP= 5.8 DEGREE (C)

II. LINK VARIABLES

LINK * LINK COORDINATES (M) * EF H W
DESCRIPTION * XI Y1 X2 Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M) (M)

C8 CALINE4 Input&Output



A. Link A
11.,0
B. Link B
14 .,2
C.. Link C
11.,0
D., Link D
14 .,0
E., Link E
10.,0

0 0 127 272 * AG 886 6.6 .0

0 0 300 0 + AG 2003 6.6 .0

0 0 64 -77 AG 739 6. 6 .0

0 0 -103 -282 ■k AG 2700 6.6 .0

0 0 -246 172 ikr AG 682 6.6 .0

III. RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

RECEPTOR 

1. Recpt 1

COORDINATES (M) 
X Y Z

64 -23 2.0

IV. MODEL RESULTS (PRED. CONC. INCLUDES AMB.)

RECEPTOR 

1. Recpt 1

* PRED
* CONC
* (PPM) A

.0

CONC/LINK
(PPM)

B C D E

.0.2 * .0 .0 .0

“GalwayShrCO.out”

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION 
PAGE 1

JOB:
RUN: (MULTI-RUN/WORST CASE HYBRID)

POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide

I. SITE VARIABLES

VD= .0 CM/S Z0= 25. CM ALT= 50.
VS= .0 CM/S

II. METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

RUN *
* _

U
(M/S)

BRG
(DEG)

CLASS AMB
(PPM)

MIXH
(M)

SIGTH
(DEG)

TEMP
(C)

1 . Hour 1 1.8 WORST 4 (D) .0 1000. 10.00 6.4
2. Hour 2 1.4 WORST 4 (D) .0 1000. 10.00 7.8
3. Hour 3 •>lr 1.4 WORST 4 (D) .0 1000. 10.00 8.3
4. Hour 4 -A- 3.3 WORST 4 (D) .0 1000. 10.00 7.9
5. Hour 5 ★ 3.5 WORST 4 (D) .0 1000. 10.00 8.7
6. Hour 6 2.4 WORST 4 (D) .0 1000. 10.00 8.5
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7. Hour 7 * 1.6 WORST 4 (D) .0 1000. 10.00 8.4
8. Hour 8 * 1.6 WORST 4 (D) .0 1000. 10.00 6.8

III. LINK GEOMETRY

LINK * LINK COORDINATES (M) * H W
DESCRIPTION * XI Y1 X2 Y2 * TYPE (M) (M)

A. Link A * 0 0 127 272 * AG .0 11.0
B. Link B * 0 0 300 0 * AG .0 14 .2
C. Link C 0 0 64 -77 AG .0 11.0
D. Link D 0 0 -103 -282 ■ie AG .0 14 .0
E. Link E + 0 0 -246 172 ■ie AG .0 10.0

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL 
JUNE 1989 VERSION 
PAGE 2

JOB:
RUN: (MULTI-RUN/WORST CASE HYBRID)

POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide

IV. EMISSIONS AND VEHICLE VOLUMES

RUN
■k

A B
LINK
C D E

1 VPH
■k

826 1312 832 2141 445
EF +

■Jr

66. 66. 66. 66. 66.

2 VPH •k 857 1394 858 2368 517
EF ■k

'ie

66. 66. 66. 66. 66.

3 VPH * 918 1582 943 2460 535
EF ■Ar

Sk’
66. 66. 66. 66. 66.

4 VPH + 933 1674 1006 2594 645
EF ilr 66. 66. 66. 66. 66.

5 VPH * 1014 1634 950 2640 652
EF •k

-k

66. 66. 66. 66. 66.

6 VPH k 1040 1579 997 2550 592
EF k

■k

66. 66. 66. 66. 66.

7 VPH ■k 1137 2005 894 2820 666
EF ■k

k

66. 66. 66. 66. 66.

8 VPH k 1427 2058 855 2723 761
EF + 66. 66. 66. 66. 66.

V. RECEPTOR LOCATIONS AND MULTI-RUN AVERAGE CONCENTRATIONS

* COORDINATES (M) * AVG
RECEPTOR * X Y Z * (PPM)
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1. Recpt 1 * 64 -23 2.0 * 2.8

C.5 Roundabout NO2 

“GaIwayN02.dat”

Galway
2Nitrogen Dioxide
25.0 46.0 0.0 0.0 1 5 1.0 1 1 50.0 
Recpt 1
64.0 -23.0 2.00 
N84-Headford Rd 
N6
Sandy Rd 
N6-Headford Rd 
Menlo Rd
1 0.0 0.0 126.8 271.9 0.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 14.2 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 64.3 -76.6 0.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 -102.6 -281.9 0.0 14.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 -245.7 172.1 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0 
lllOlHour 1
2253 2253 2253 2253 2253 
6.620 6.620 6.620 6.620 6.620
90.0 1.0 4 1000.0 10.0 8.0 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.0010

“G alwayN02.out”

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION 
PAGE 1

JOB: Galway 
RUN: Hour 1 

POLLUTANT: Nitrogen Dioxide

I. SITE VARIABLES

U= 1.0 M/S Z0=
BRG= 90.0 DEGREES VD=
CLAS= 4 (D) VS=
MIXH= 1000. M TEMP=
SIGTH= 10. DEGREES

NOX VARIABLES

N02= .00 PPM N0= .00 PPM 03= .03 PPM KR= .001
1/SEC

II. LINK VARIABLES

LINK * LINK COORDINATES (M) * EF H W

25. CM ALT= 50. (M)
.0 CM/S 
.0 CM/S 

8.0 DEGREE (C)
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DESCRIPTION * XI Y1 X2 Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M) (M)

A. N84-Headford 
11.0

* 0 0 127 272 AG 2253 6. 62 .0

B. N6 
14.2

•Jr 0 0 300 0 * AG 2253 6.62 .0

C. Sandy Rd 
11.0

★ 0 0 64 -77 AG 2253 6. 62 .0

D. N6-Headford 
14.0

0 0 -103 -282 AG 2253 6. 62 .0

E . Menlo Rd 
10.0

* 0 0 -246 172 •k AG 2253 6. 62 .0

III. RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

* COORDINATES (M) 
RECEPTOR * X Y Z

1. Recpt 1 * 64 -23 2.0

IV. MODEL RESULTS (PRED. CONC. INCLUDES AMB.)

* PRED * CONC/LINK
* CONC * (PPM)

RECEPTOR * (PPM) * A B C D E

1. Recpt 1 * .02 * .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

C.6 Roundabout PMio 

“GalwayPM.dat”

Galway
4Particulate
25.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 1 5 1.0 1 1 50.0 
Recpt 1
64.0 -23.0 2.00 
N84-Headford Rd 
N6
Sandy Rd 
N6-Headford Rd 
Menlo Rd
1 0.0 0.0 126.8 271.9 0.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 300.0 0.0 0.0 14.2 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 64.3 -76.6 0.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 -102.6 -281.9 0.0 14.0 0.0 0.0 0 
1 0.0 0.0 -245.7 172.1 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0 
lllOlHour 1
2253 2253 2253 2253 2253
0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086
90.0 1.0 4 1000.0 10.0 0.0 8.0
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“GalwayPM.out”

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION 
PAGE 1

JOB: Galway 
RUN: Hour 1 

POLLUTANT: Particulate
(NOTE: OUTPUT IN MICRO-GRAMS/METER**3. IGNORE PPM LABEL) 

I. SITE VARIABLES

U= 1.0 M/S Z0= 25. CM ALT= 50
BRG= 90.0 DEGREES VD= .0 CM/S

CLAS= 4 (D) VS = .0 CM/S
MIXH= 1000. M AMB= .0 PPM
SIGTH= 10. DEGREES TEMP= o00 DEGREE (C)

II. LINK VARIABLES

LINK * LINK 
DESCRIPTION * XI

COORDINATES 
Y1 X2

(M)
Y2

•k

* TYPE VPH
EF

(G/MI)
H
(M)

_
A. N84-Headford 
11.0

* 0 0 127 272 •k AG 2253 .0 .0

B. N6 
14.2

* 0 0 300 0 •k AG 2253 .0 .0

C. Sandy Rd 
11.0

★ 0 0 64 -77 -k AG 2253 .0 . 0

D. N6-Headford 
14 .0

■k 0 0 -103 -282 •k AG 2253 .0 .0

E . Menlo Rd 
10.0

•Jf 0 0 -246 172 ■k AG 2253 .0 .0

III. RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

* COORDINATES (M) 
RECEPTOR * X Y Z

1. Recpt 1 * 64 -23 2.0

IV. MODEL RESULTS (PRED. CONC. INCLUDES AMB.)

■k PRED 4: CONC/LINK
k CONC k (PPM)

RECEPTOR * (PPM) ■k A B C D E

1. Recpt 1 * 1.6 •k .0 1.6 .0 .0 .0
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APPENDIX D CALINE4 FORTRAN FILES

Contents: D .l M otorway CO “infile I.for” 

“in filel.for” 

“outfile I .for

D.2 M otorway NO 2 “in filel.for”

D.3 M otorway PMio “infilel.for”

D.4 Roundabout CO “in filel.for”

D.5 Roundabout NO 2 “in filel.for”

D.6 Roundabout PMio “in filel.for”

D .l M otorway CO

“infile I.for”

c

c

integer line,flow,fileid,stab

real emfac,wdir,wspd,mixh,stddev,backgd,temp

character*50 text 
character*! stabch

open (unit=99,file='input.dat') 
open (unit=98,file='metdata.prn')

C
C
C *** looping over all input files ***
C

do 800 fileid = 7,96 
open (unit = fileid)

C
C *** reading/writing universal data lines ***
C

do 100 line =1,8 
read (99,990) text 
write (fileid,*) text 

100 continue 
C
C *** reading hour-specific data ***
C

read (98,991) flow,stabch,wdir,wspd,temp
C
C *** convert alphabetical stability class to numerical and std dev
*  -* *  *

C
if (stabch.eq.'A') then 
stab = 1 
stddev = 20
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elseif (stabch.eq.'B') then 
stab = 2 
stddev = 20 

elseif {stabch.eq.'C ') then 
stab = 3 
stddev = 15 

elseif (stabch.eq.'D') then 
stab = 4 
stddev = 10 

elseif (stabch.eq.'E') then 
stab = 5 
stddev = 5 

elseif (stabch.e q F ' ) then 
stab = 6 
stddev = 5 

elseif (stabch.eq.'G') then 
stab = 7 
stddev = 5 

end if
C
C

emfac = 6.62 
itiixh = 1000 
backgd = 0

C
C *** correcting incompatible windspeed and stability class ***
C

if ((stab.eq.5).and.(wspd.ge.5.5)) then 
stab = 4 
end if

C
if ((stab.eq.6).and.(wspd.ge.4.5)) then 
stab = 4 
end i f

C
C *** correcting zero windspeed to O.lm/s***
C

if (wspd.It.0.1) then 
wspd = 0.1 
end i f

C
C * * *  writing hour-specific data lines ***
C

write (fileid,101) flow 
write (fileid,102) emfac
write (fileid,103) wdir,wspd,stab,mixh,stddev,backgd,temp

C
rewind 99
close (unit = fileid)

800 continue
C
C
101 format (14)
102 format (F4.2)
103 format (F5.1, Ix, F4 .1, Ix, 11, Ix, F6.1, Ix, F4 .1,
990 format (A50)
991 format (4x, 14, Al, lOx, F5.1, 4x, F4 .1, Ix, F7 .3)
C

stop
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end

“infile2.for”

integer line,flow,fileid,stab,methr,prevhr
C

real emfac,wdir,wspd,mixh,stddev,backgd,temp
C

character*50 text 
character*! stabch

C
open (unit=99,file='input.dat') 
open (unit=98,file='metdata.prn')

C
C *** move to correct start line in metdata file * * * *

C
prevhr = 90

C
do 90 methr = 1,prevhr 
read (98,*)

90 continue
C
C
C *** looping over all input files ***
C

do 800 fileid = 7,96 
open (unit = fileid)

C
C *** reading/writing universal data lines ***
C

do 100 line = 1,8 
read (99,990) text 
write (fileid,*) text 

100 continue
C
C *** reading hour-specific data ***
C

read (98,991) flow,stabch,wdir,wspd,temp
C
C *** convert alphabetical stability class to numerical and std dev
•k -k -k -ie

C
if (stabch.eq.'A') then 

stab = 1 
stddev = 2 0  

elseif (stabch.eq.'B') then 
stab = 2 
stddev = 20 

elseif (stabch.eq.'C ') then 
stab = 3 
stddev = 15 

elseif (stabch.eq.'D') then 
stab = 4 
stddev = 10 

elseif (stabch.eq.'E ') then 
stab = 5 
stddev = 5 

elseif (stabch.eq.'F') then
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stab = 6 
stddev = 5 

elseif (stabch.eq.'G ') then 
stab = 7 
stddev = 5 

end if
C
C

eitifac = 6.62 
mixh = 1000 
backgd = 0

C
C *** correcting incompatible windspeed and stability class
C

if {(stab.eq.5).and.(wspd.ge.5.5)) then 
stab = 4 
end if

C
if {(stab.eq.6).and.(wspd.ge.4.5)) then 
stab = 4 
end if

C
C *** correcting zero windspeed to O.lm/s***
C

if (wspd.It.0.1) then 
wspd = 0.1 
end i f

C
C *** writing hour-specific data lines ***
C

write (fileid,101) flow 
write (fileid,102) emfac
write (fileid,103) wdir,wspd,stab,mixh,stddev,backgd,temp

C
rewind 99
close (unit = fileid)

800 continue
C
C
101 format (14)
102 format (F4.2)
103 format (F5 .1, Ix, F4 .1, Ix, 11, Ix, F6 . 1, Ix, F4 .1, Ix, F3 .1, Ix, F4 .1)
990 format (A50)
991 format (4x,14,A1,lOx,F5.1,4x,F4.1,Ix,F7.3)
C

stop
end

“outfilel.for”

integer line,fileid,hour
C

real conc
C

character*10 text 
character*l stab

C
open (unit=99, file='results.dat')
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c
c
C *** loop over all output files ***
C
C ***** START COPY *****
C

fileid = 7
open (unit=fileid, file='output07.dat')

C
do 107 line = 1,38 

read (fileid,*)
107 continue 
C

read (fileid,101) text,conc
C

hour = fileid-6
write (99,102) hour,conc

C
close (unit=fileid)

C
c ***** end copy *****
C ***** START COPY *****
C

fileid = 8
open (unit=fileid, file='outputOS.dat')

C
do 108 line = 1,38 

read (fileid,*)
108 continue 
C

read (fileid,101) text,conc
C

hour = fileid-6
write (99,102) hour,conc

C
close (unit=fileid)

C
C ***** end COPY *****

Repeated fo r  “file id ” from 7 to 96...

C ***** START COPY *****
C

fileid = 96
open (unit=fileid, file='output96.dat')

C
do 196 line = 1,38 

read (fileid,*)
196 continue 
C

read (fileid,101) text,conc
C

hour = fileid-6
write (99,102) hour,conc

C
close (unit=fileid)

C
c ***** end copy *****
C
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101 format (A39,F4.1)
102 format (I3,2x,F4.1) 
C
C

stop
end

D.2 M otorway NO2 

“infile l.for”

integer line,flow,fileid,stab
C

real emfac,wdir,wspd,mixh,stddev,temp,ozbac,nobac,noobac,prate
C

character*50 text 
character*l stabch

C
open (unit=99,file='input.dat' ) 
open (unit=98,file='metdata.prn')

C
C
C * * *  looping over all input files ***
C

do 800 fileid = 7,96 
open (unit = fileid)

C
C *** reading/writing universal data lines ***
C

do 100 line = 1,8 
read (99,990) text 
write (fileid,*) text 

100 continue 
C
C *** reading hour-specific data ***
C

read (98,991) flow,stabch,wdir,wspd,temp
C
C *** convert alphabetical stability class to numerical and std dev
+ + * *

C
if (stabch.eq.'A') then 

stab = 1 
stddev = 20 

elseif (stabch.eq.'B ') then 
stab = 2 
stddev = 2 0  

elseif (stabch.eq.'C) then 
stab = 3 
stddev = 15 

elseif (stabch.eq.'D ') then 
stab = 4 
stddev = 10 

elseif (stabch.eq.'E') then 
stab = 5 
stddev = 5 

elseif (stabch.eq.'F') then
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stab = 6 
stddev = 5 

elseif (stabch.eq.'G') then 
stab = 7 
stddev = 5 

end if
C
C

emfac = 5.84 
mixh = 1000 
ozbac = 0.03 
nobac = 0.01 
noobac = 0.01 
prate = 0.0010

C
C *** correcting incompatible windspeed and stability class ***
C

if {(stab.eq.5).and.(wspd.ge.5.5)) then 
stab = 4 
end if

C
if ((stab.eq.6).and.(wspd.ge.4.5)) then 
stab = 4 
end if

C
C *** correcting zero windspeed to O.lm/s***
C

if (wspd.It.0.1) then 
wspd = 0.1 
end if

C
C *** writing hour-specific data lines ***
C

write (fileid,101) flow 
write (fileid,102) emfac
write (fileid,103) wdir,wspd,stab,mixh,stddev,temp,ozbac,
.nobac,noobac,prate

C
rewind 99
close (unit = fileid)

800 continue
C
C
101 format (14)
102 format (F4.2)
103 format (F5 .1, Ix, F4 .1, Ix, 11, Ix, F6 .1, Ix, F4 .1, Ix, F4 .1, Ix, F4 . 2,

. Ix, F4.2, Ix,F4.2,Ix,F6 . 4)
990 format (A50)
991 format (4x,14,A1,lOx,F5.1,4x,F4.1,Ix,F7.3)
C

stop
end

D.3 Motorway PMio 

“infilel.for”
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integer line,flow,fileid,stab
C

real emfac,wdir,wspd,mixh,stddev,backgd,temp
C

character*50 text 
character*l stabch

C
open (unit=99,file='input.dat') 
open (unit=98,file='metdata.prn')

C
C
C *** looping over all input files ***
C

do 800 fileid = 7,96 
open (unit = fileid)

C
C *** reading/writing universal data lines ***
C

do 100 line = 1,8 
read (99,990) text 
write (fileid,*) text 

100 continue 
C
C *** reading hour-specific data ***
C

read (98,991) flow,stabch,wdir,wspd,temp
C
C *** convert alphabetical stability class to numerical and std dev
-A- +  *

c
if (stabch.eq.'A') then 

stab = 1 
stddev = 20 

elseif (stabch.e q B ') then 
stab = 2 
stddev = 20 

elseif (stabch.eq.'C') then 
stab = 3 
stddev = 15 

elseif (stabch.e q D ') then 
stab = 4 
stddev = 10 

elseif (stabch.eq.'E') then 
stab = 5 
stddev = 5 

elseif {stabch.eq.'F') then 
stab = 6 
stddev = 5 

elseif (stabch.eq.'G ') then 
stab = 7 
stddev = 5 

end if
C
C

emfac = 0.19 
mixh = 1000 
backgd = 0

C
C *** correcting incompatible windspeed and stability class ***
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c
if {(stab.eq.5).and.(wspd.ge.5.5)) then 
stab = 4 
end if

C
if ((stab.eq.6).and.(wspd.ge.4.5)) then 
stab = 4 
end if

C
C *** correcting zero windspeed to O.lm/s***
C

if (wspd.it.0.1) then 
wspd = 0.1 
end if

C
C *** writing hour-specific data lines ***
C

write (fileid,101) flow 
write (fileid,102) emfac
write (fileid,103) wdir,wspd,stab,mixh,stddev,backgd,temp

C
rewind 99
close (unit = fileid)

800 continue
C
C
101 format (14)
102 format (F4.2)
103 format (F5.1,lx,F4.1, Ix, 11, Ix, F6.1, Ix, F4 .1,
990 format (A50)
991 format (4x,14,Al,lOx, F5.1,4x,F4.1,lx,F7.3)
C

stop
end

D.4 Roundabout CO 

“infilel.for”

integer line,flow,fileid,stab,methr,prevhr 
integer flowl,flow2,flowS,flow4,flow5

C
real emfac,wdir,wspd,mixh,stddev,backgd,temp

C
character*50 text 
character*l stabch

C
open (unit=99,file='input.dat') 
open (unit=98,file='metdata.prn')

C
C *** move to correct start line in metdata file ****
C

prevhr = 0
C

do 90 methr = 1,prevhr 
read (98,*)

90 continue
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c
c
C *** looping over all input files ***
C

do 800 fileid = 7,96 
open (unit = fileid)

C
C * * *  reading/writing universal data lines * * *

C
do 100 line = 1,16 
read (99,990) text 
write (fileid,*) text 

100 continue 
C
C *** reading hour-specific data ***
C

read (98,991) flowl,flow2,flow3,flow4,flow5,
.stabch,wdir,wspd,temp

C
C *** convert alphabetical stability class to numerical and std dev
+ + * *

C
if (stabch.eq.'A') then 

stab = 1 
stddev = 20 

elseif (stabch.eq.'B') then 
stab = 2 
stddev = 20 

elseif (stabch.eq.'C ') then 
stab = 3 
stddev = 15 

elseif (stabch.eq.'D ') then 
stab = 4 
stddev = 10 

elseif (stabch.eq.'E ') then 
stab = 5 
stddev = 5 

elseif (stabch.eq.'F ') then 
stab = 6 
stddev = 5 

elseif (stabch.eq.'G') then 
stab = 7 
stddev = 5 

end if
C
C

emfac = 6.620 
mixh = 1000 
backgd = 0

C
C *** correcting incompatible windspeed and stability class ***
C

if ((stab.eq.5).and.(wspd.ge.5.5)) then 
stab = 4 
end if

C
if ((stab.eq.6).and.(wspd.ge.4.5)) then 
stab = 4 
end if
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c
C *** correcting zero windspeed to O.lm/s***
C

if (wspd.It.0.1) then 
wspd = 0.1 
end if

C
C *** writing hour-specific data lines ***
C

write (fileid,101) flowl,flow2,flow3,flow4,flow5 
write (fileid,102) emfac,emfac,emfac,emfac,emfac 
write (fileid,103) wdir,wspd,stab,mixh,stddev,backgd,temp

C
rewind 99
close (unit = fileid)

800 continue
C
C
101 format (14,Ix,14,Ix,14,Ix,14,Ix,14)
102 format (F5 . 3, Ix, F5 . 3, Ix, F5 . 3, Ix, F5 . 3, Ix, F5 . 3)
103 format (F5 .1, Ix, F4.1, Ix, II, Ix,F6.1,Ix,F4.1,Ix,F3.1,Ix,F4 .1)
990 format (A50)
991 format (4x,14,4x,14,4x,14,4x,14,4x,14,Al,lOx, 

.F5.1,4x,F4.1,lx,F7.3)
C

stop
end

D.5 Roundabout NO2 

“infilel.for”

integer line,fileid,stab,methr,prevhr 
integer flowl,flow2,flow3,flow4,flow5

C
real emfac,wdir,wspd,mixh,stddev,temp,ozbac,nobac,noobac,prate

C
character*50 text 
character*l stabch

C
open (unit=99,file='input.dat') 
open (unit=98,file='metdata.prn')

C
C *** move to correct start line in metdata file ****
C

prevhr = 0
C

do 90 methr = 1,prevhr 
read (98,*)

90 continue
C
C
C *** looping over all input files ***
C

do 800 fileid = 7,96 
open (unit = fileid)

C
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C *** reading/writing universal data lines ***
C

do 100 line = 1,16 
read (99,990) text 
write (fileid,*) text 

100 continue 
C
C *** reading hour-specific data ***
C

read (98,991) flowl,flow2,flow3,flow4,flow5,
.stabch,wdir,wspd,temp

C
C *** convert alphabetical stability class to numerical and std dev
+
C

if (stabch.eq.'A') then 
stab = 1 
stddev = 20 

elseif {stabch.eq.'B ') then 
stab = 2 
stddev = 20 

elseif (stabch.eq.'C) then 
stab = 3 
stddev = 15 

elseif (stabch.eq.'D ') then 
stab = 4 
stddev = 10 

elseif (stabch.eq.'E ') then 
stab = 5 
stddev = 5 

elseif (stabch.eq.'F ') then 
stab = 6 
stddev = 5 

elseif (stabch.eq.'G') then 
stab = 7 
stddev = 5 

end i f
C
C

emfac = 2.240 
mixh = 1000 
ozbac = 0.03 
nobac = 0.01 
noobac = 0.01 
prate = 0.0010

C
C *** correcting incompatible windspeed and stability class ***
C

if ((stab.eq.5).and.(wspd.ge.5.5)) then 
stab = 4 
end if

C
if ((stab.eq.6).and.(wspd.ge.4.5)) then 
stab = 4 
end if

C
C * * *  correcting zero windspeed to O.lm/s***
C

if (wspd.It.0.1) then
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wspd = 0.1 
end if

C
C *** writing hour-specific data lines ***
C

write (fileid,101) flowl,flow2,flow3,flow4,flow5 
write {fileid,102) emfac,emfac,emfac,emfac,emfac 
write (fileid, 103) wdir,wspd,stab,mixh,stddev,temp,ozbac,
.nobac,noobac,prate

C
rewind 99
close (unit = fileid)

800 continue
C
C
101 format (14,Ix,14,Ix,14,Ix,14,Ix,14)
102 format (F5 . 3, Ix, F5 . 3, Ix, F5 . 3, Ix, F5 . 3, Ix, F5 . 3)
103 format (F5 . 1, Ix, F4 .1, Ix, II, Ix, F6 . 1, Ix, F4 .1, Ix, F4 .1, Ix, F4 . 2,

. Ix, F4 .2, Ix, F4 .2, Ix, F6 . 4)
990 format (A50)
991 format (4x, 14, 4x, 14,4x,14, 4x,14,4x,I4,A1,lOx, 

,F5.1,4x,F4.1,lx,F7.3)
C

stop
end

D.6 Roundabout PMio 

“infile 1.for”

integer line,flow,fileid,stab,methr,prevhr 
integer flowl,flow2,flow3,flow4,flow5

C
real emfac,wdir,wspd,mixh,stddev,backgd,temp

C
character*50 text 
character*! stabch

C
open (unit=99,file='input.dat') 
open (unit=98,file='metdata.prn')

C
C *** move to correct start line in metdata file * * * *  
C

prevhr = 0
C

do 90 methr = 1,prevhr 
read (98,*)

90 continue
C
C
C *** looping over all input files ***
C

do 800 fileid = 7,96 
open (unit = fileid)

C
C * * *  reading/writing universal data lines ***
C
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do 100 line = 1,16 
read (99,990) text 
write (fileid,*) text 

100 continue 
C
C *** reading hour-specific data ***
C

read (98,991) flowl,flow2,flow3,flow4,flow5,
.stabch, wdir,wspd,temp

C
C * * *  convert alphabetical stability class to numerical and std dev

if (stabch.eq.'A') then 
stab = 1 
stddev = 2 0  

elseif (stabch.eq.'B') then 
stab = 2 
stddev = 20 

elseif (stabch.eq.'C) then 
stab = 3 
stddev = 15 

elseif (stabch.eq.'D') then 
stab = 4 
stddev = 10 

elseif (stabch.e q E ') then 
stab = 5 
stddev = 5 

elseif (stabch.eq.'F ') then 
stab = 6 
stddev = 5 

elseif (stabch.eq.'G ') then 
stab = 7 
stddev = 5 

end if
C
C

emfac = 0.086 
mixh = 1000 
backgd = 0

C
C *** correcting incompatible windspeed and stability class ***
C

if ((stab.eq.5).and.(wspd.ge.5.5)) then 
stab = 4 
end if

C
if ((stab.eq.6).and.(wspd.ge.4.5)) then 
stab = 4 
end if

C
C *** correcting zero windspeed to O.lm/s***
C

if (wspd.It.0.1) then 
wspd = 0.1 
end if

C
C * * *  writing hour-specific data lines ***
C
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write (fileid,101) flowl,flow2,flow3,flow4,flow5 
write (fileid,102) emfac,emfac,emfac,emfac,emfac 
write (fileid,103) wdir,wspd,stab,mixh,stddev,backgd,temp

C
rewind 99
close (unit = fileid)

800 continue
C
C
101 format (14,Ix,14,Ix,14,Ix,14,Ix,14)
102 format (F5 . 3, Ix, F5 . 3, Ix, F5 . 3, Ix, F5 . 3, Ix, F5 . 3)
103 format (F5 .1, Ix, F4 .1, Ix, II, Ix, F6.1, Ix, F4 .1, Ix, F3 .1, Ix, F4 .1)
990 format (A50)
991 format (4x,14, 4x,14,4x,14,4x,14,4x,14,Al,lOx, 

■F5.1,4x,F4.1,lx,F7.3)
C

stop
end
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E.l MOTORWAY METEOROLOGY

Wind direction at LeixMp

360

— Receptor (8222hrs.) 
ME (8221 hfs.)

180

Figure E .l: Wind direction at monitoring site (Receptor) and at Casement Aerodrome 

(ME) (as in Chapter 5, Figure 5.4, with 10° intervals)

E.l MOTORWAY POLLUTANT STATISTICS

Table E .l: A ir pollutant concentrations (24 hour averages)
24 HOUR (DAILY) NOx 2N0xN/S

CO N02 NO NOx N02 NO NOx TEOM Partisol
Mean 0.27 9.90 10.68 20 45 6.75 4.96 11.67 15.50 16.80
Mean (2N0xN) 0.34 10.94 8.42 19.36 9.98 8.45 18.38 17.80 23.31
Mean (2N0xN) 0.21 8.53 7.08 15.59 4.98 3.12 8.06 12.96 12.70
Max 1.18 29.16 122.80 149.19 26.19 35.49 53.57 47.27 92.50
Date 09/12/2001 31/12/2001 06/01/2002 06/01/2002 29/03/2002 26/03/2002 26/03/2002 12/09/2002 30/03/2002
Max (2N0xN period) 0.88 27 06 34.20 53.89 26.19 35.49 53.57
Date 29/03/2002 29/03/2002 26/03/2002 26/03/2002 29/03/2002 26/03/2002 26/03/2002
Max (2N0xS period) 0.48 25.80 24.44 40.33 24.00 20.95 36.43
Date 12/09/2002 12/09/2002 20/08/2002 20/08/2002 17/05/2002 26/07/2002 12/09/2002
5tli %ile 0.12 3.77 1.10 5.42 8.09 4.58
95th %ile 0.57 19.50 27.90 46.23 29.20 39.50
98tii %ile 0.74 21.70 38.86 64.06 34.60 49.17
5th %ile (2N0xN period) 0.17 2.85 0.98 5.23 1.57 0.95 4.58
95th %ile (2N0xN period) 0.65 21.23 23.29 2641 20.46 24.28 45.65
98th %ile (2N0xN period) 0.88 27.06 34.20 53.89 26.19 35.49 53.57
5th %iie (2N0xS period) 0.12 3.65 0.99 493 0.43 0.22 0.63
95th %iie (2N0xS period) 0.35 15.88 17.56 32.63 15.45 13.44 28.89
98th %iie (2N0xS period) 0.42 24.25 23.41 38.43 22.99 17.08 32.42
Data capture 0.93 0.94
Data capture (2NOxN)
Data capture (2N0xS)
No. of PM10 values p.a. exceeding 50 o q/m''3 over 24 hours 0 6
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Table E.2: A ir  pollutant concentrations (hourly averages)

HOURLY CONCN NOx 2N 0xN /S
CO N 0 2 NO NOx N 02 NO NOx TEOM

Mean 0 2 7 9.91 10.72 20.50 6.70 4.97 11.64 15.50
Mean (2N 0xN ) 0.34 11.08 8.54 19.62 9.96 8.58 18.52 17.83
Mean (NOxS) 021 8.59 7.09 15.67 5.03 3.12 8.12 13.07
Max 2.6 53.7 320.4 351.1 48.2 165.7 186.1 112.4
Date 15/12/2001 12/09/2002 05/01/2002 05/01/2002 21/08/2002 26/03/2002 26/03/2002 05/01/2002
Tinne (drivers') 02:00 22;00 23:00 23:00 17:00 08:00 08:00 02:00
Max (2NOxN period) 1.7 44.9 161.2 181.6 45.3 165.7 186 1 61.8
Date 11/04/2002 26/03/2002 26/03/2002 11/04/2002 26/03/2002 26/03/2002
Time (drivers') 00:00 08:00 08:00 00:00 08:00 08:00
Max (2N 0xS  period) 1 53.7 98 6 112.7 48.2 76.4 92.7 80.9
Date 12/09/2002 18/07/2002 18/07/2002 21/08/2002 26/08/2002 26/08/2002
Time (drivers') 22:00 07:00 07:00 17:00 08:00 08:00
5th %ile 0.1 1.8 0.1 2.1 0 0 0 5.1
95th %ile 0.6 25.4 38.5 62.9 23.4 20.6 42.4 31.7
98th %ile 0.9 30.3 71 6 95.7 28.8 37.6 63.7 43.6
5th %ile (2N 0xN  period) 1.6 0.2 2.3 0.4 0.1 0.9
95th %ile (2N 0xN  period) 28.3 34.1 60.9 27.7 34 60.5
98th %ile (2N 0xN  period) 32.3 55.3 83.7 32.3 55 82.4
5th %ile (2N 0xS  period) 1 8 0.1 2.2 0 0 0
95th %ile (2N 0xS  period) 21.2 22.9 42.1 18 13 30.1
98th %ile (2N 0xS  period) 26.4 35.2 56.5 24.3 23 44.5
Data capture 0.99 0.96 1 00 0.90
Data capture (2NOxN) 0.99
Data capture (2N 0xS ) 1.00
No. of TEOM values p.a. exceedinq 50 uq/m''3 over ONE hour 88

Table E.3: A ir pollutant concentrations (annual and mensual statistics)
HOURLY
Instrument/units/pollutanI Sep-01 Oct-01 Nov-01 Dec-01 Jan-02 Feb-02 Mar-02 Apr-02 May-02 Jun-02 Jul-02 Aufl-02 Sep-02 Sept 01-02
CO CO mean 028 0,22 0.25 041 0.34 0.24 0.36 0,33 0,23 0.19 019 0,23 0,27 0.27
ppm CO max 1 1.5 12 26 2.3 0.8 1.7 1,2 1 05 0.6 08 0,9 2.60
NOx N02 mean 1014 1049 9.63 11.72 12.62 826 11.67 10,28 9.29 7.41 780 8.72 11,89 9.99
ppb N02 max. 29.8 36 397 48.4 48.3 345 42 44,9 37.8 32,5 34.9 39.3 53,7 53,7

NO mean 11 24 1309 10 81 20.43 22.68 707 984 7,95 602 5.38 6.78 905 8.27 10,66
NO max 97.5 110.9 1249 262.1 3204 95.9 161.2 146.8 71.6 31 5 96.6 84,2 88.2 320,4
NOx mean 21.37 2357 20.17 3100 35.30 15.33 2152 18.23 15.29 12.79 14.57 17.77 20.14 20,54
NOx max 119.1 1239 164.7 291.6 351 1 1156 181 6 178,1 87.8 64 112.7 102.9 107.2 351.1

2NOXN/S N02 mean 2N0xN May e.42 2N0xS May 4 03 12.56 925 6.22 2.82 494 5.72 9.24 7.25
ppb N02 max 2N0xN May 36 3 2N0xS May 39 1 42.2 45.3 391 25.4 30.9 48.2 44.2 48.2

NO mean 2N0xN May 6.12 2N0xS May 1 03 11.90 7.93 3.57 1.11 340 4.49 5.87 547
NO max. 2N0xN May 74.9 2N0xS May 21.5 165.7 150.1 74.9 187 66.5 764 65 7 165.7
NOx mean 2N0xN May 14.54 2N0xS May 5.05 24.40 17.17 9.78 3.90 832 10.14 15.08 12.68
NOx max 2N0xN May 91.4 2N0xS May 58.8 1861 182,7 91.4 38,9 82.1 91.2 92.7 186 1

TEOM PM10 mean 17.93 15.40 14.57 18.34 18.92 1343 1804 18.12 1370 11,97 11.17 1349 18.89 1569
(ug/m'‘3) max 44.7 1064 53.4 84 6 112.4 44 8 50.2 61,8 39.3 31.9 39.6 45.7 80.9 112.4
24 HOUR (DAILY) 
CO CO mean 0.28 0.22 0.25 0.41 0.34 024 0.36 0.33 0.23 0,19 0.19 023 0.27 0.27
ppm CO max. 0.63 050 0.68 1.18 1.09 044 088 0.73 043 0.33 0.35 0.42 0.48 1 18
NOx N02 mean 10.29 10.51 9.63 11.72 12.49 8.27 11.39 10.42 9.29 7,41 780 8.72 11.91 9.99
ppb N02 max. 16.16 1844 19 58 29.16 28.70 1840 27.06 21.23 24.25 15,45 16.58 17.05 25.80 29.2

NO mean 11.25 12.85 10.80 20.43 22,29 7.07 9.60 8.06 6.02 5,38 6,79 9.04 8.30 10,61
NO max. 2965 26 60 30 08 97.71 122,80 32.22 34.20 26.41 23.08 10.73 2341 24.44 17.56 122,8
NOx mean 2154 2336 20.16 31.00 3477 15.34 20.99 18.47 15.29 12,79 14,58 17.75 20.18 20,48
NOx max. 45.82 41.05 45.28 11374 149.19 50.61 53.89 46.28 40.63 22.81 38.40 40.33 38.43 149,2

2N0XN/S N02 mean 2N0xN May 8.27 2N0xS May 358 12.14 9.46 6.25 2.82 494 5.72 9.25 7.23
ppb N02 max. 2N0xN May 16.69 2N0xS May 24.00 26.19 20.46 24.00 15.82 1545 14.50 22.99 26,2

NO mean 2N0xN May 6 05 2N0xS May 0.95 11.01 8.03 3.57 1 11 3.39 4.49 5.89 536
NO max. 2N0xN May 23.65 2N0xS May 564 35,49 26.43 23.65 5.68 17.08 20.95 14.00 35,5
NOx mean 2N0xN May 14.31 2N0xS May 453 2301 17.48 9,81 3.90 832 10.14 15.10 12,54
NOx max. 2N0xN May 40.24 2N0xS May 2963 53,57 45-65 40.24 21.50 32.42 3241 36.43 53.6

TEOM PM10 mean 1800 15.38 14.87 18.37 18.90 1332 18.07 17.92 13.73 11.96 11,14 13.38 19.07 15.70
(ug/m"3) max 28.05 21.00 24.96 36.77 48.24 27 34 29,20 4359 26,74 20.55 20,21 22 48 47.27 47.3
Partlsol PM10 mean 19.75 1496 16.01 21.56 14.52 16.x 31 94 1932 13.24 12.39 1099 12,16 19.69 17,14
(uB/m*3) max. 31.29 25.58 25,25 50.21 6308 34.00 92.50 49.17 3083 23.33 24,17 22 08 58.75 92,50
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E.3 ROUNDABOUT TRAFFIC FLOWS

Galway, Thursday 30 May 2002
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Figure E.2: Diurnal variation in (15 minute) traffic flow s at the roundabout on Thursday

30'^ M ay 2002
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Figure E.2: Diurnal variation in (30 minute) traffic flow s at the roundabout on Thursday

30'^ M ay 2002
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E.4 ROUNDABOUT POLLUTANT CONCENTRATIONS

NO concentrationA/vind 
direction profile a t the  N6 site
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Figure E.4: Variation o f NO concentration with wind direction at the roundabout
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Figure E.5: Variation o f PMio concentration with wind direction at the roundabout
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Figure E. 6: Seasonal variation o f NO concentration with wind direction at the roundabout
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Figure E.7: Seasonal variation o f PMio concentration with wind direction at the 

roundabout
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E.5 MODELLING RESULTS

Measured and modelled CO, Lelxlip, 15.ix.2001 to 15.lx.2002
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Figure E.8: S ca tter P lot C O

M easured and modelled N02, Lelxlip, 15.lx.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure E.9: S ca tter P lot N O 2
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Measured and modelled PM10, Leixlip, 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure E. 10: Scatter Plot PMjo

E.6 STABILITY

% frequency of Pasquill Stability C lasses A to C by wind direction 
Leixlip, 15.lx.2001 to 15.lx.2002
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Figure E. l l :  Relative frequency o f  directional variation fo r  Pasquill Stability Classes A to 

C
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% frequency of Pasquill Stability C lasses C to E by wind direction 
Leixlip, 15.lx.2001 to 15.ix.2002

Figure E. 12: Relative frequency o f  directional variation fo r  Pasquill Stability Classes C to 

E

% frequency of Pasquill Stability C lasses E to G by wind direction 
Leixlip, 15.ix.2001 to15.ix.2002

Figure E.13: Relative frequency o f  directional variation fo r  Pasquill Stability Classes E to 

G
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Diurnal variation In relative contribution to observed N02 concentration by Pasquill Stability
C lasses
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Figure E. 14: D iurnal variation in observed  N O 2 by  s tab ility  class

Diurnal variation in relative contribution to predicted N02 concentration by Pasquill Stability
C lasses

Lelxllp (Met Eireann a t C asem ent Aerodrome) 15.ix.2001 to 1S.ix.2002
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Figure E. 15: D iurnal variation in p red ic te d  N O 2 by  stab ility  class
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v.re E. 16: D iurnal variation in observed PMjo by stability class
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Figure E. 17; Diurnal variation in predicted PMjo by stability class
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Diurnal vaiiatton in N02 concentration for Pasquill Stability Class A 
Leixilp (Met Eireann at Casement Aerodrome) 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure E. 18: D iurnal variation in observed and predicted N 02 fo r PSC A

Diurnal variation in N02 concentration for Pasquill Stability Class B 
Lelxlip (Met Eireann at Casement Aerodrome) 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure E.19: D iurnal variation in observed and predicted N 02 fo r PSC B
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Diurnal variation in N02 concentration for Pasqulll Stability Class C 
Lelxlip (Met Elreann at Casement Aerodrome) 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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vre E.20: D iurnal variation in observed and predicted N O 2  fo r  PSC C

Diurnal variation in N02 concentration for Pasquili Stabiiity Class D 
Leixlip (Met Eireann at Casement Aerodrome) 15.IX.2001 to 1 S.ix.2002
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Figure E.21: D iurnal variation in observed and predicted N O  2 fo r  PSC D
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Diurnal variation In N02 concentration for Pasqulll Stability Class E 
Leixlip(Met Eireann at Casement Aerodrome) 15.lx.2001 to15.lx.2002
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lire E.22: D iurnal variation in observed and predicted N O  2 fo r  PSC E

Diurnal variation in N02 concentration for Pasqulll Stability Class F 
Leixilp (Met Eireann at Casement Aerodrome) 15.lx.2001 to 15.lx.2002
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Figure E.23: D iurnal variation in observed and predicted N O  2 fo r  PSC F
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Diurnal variation in N02 concentration for Pasquiil Stabiiity Class G 
Leixiip (Met Eireann at Casement Aerodrome) 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure E.24: D iurnal variation in observed and predicted N O 2 fo r  PSC G

Diurnal variation In PM10 concentration for Pasquiil Stability Class A 
Lelxllp (Met Eireann at Casement Aerodrome) 1S.lx.2001 to 15.lx.2002
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Figure E.25: D iurnal variation in observed and predicted P M  10 fo r  PSC A
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Diurnal variation in PM10 concentration for Pasquili Stability Class B 
Lelxlip (Met Elreann at Casement Aerodrome) 15.lx.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure E.26: D ium al variation in observed and predicted PM jo for PSC B
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DIumai variation in PM10 concentration for Pasquili Stability Class C 
Lelxlip (Met Elreann at Casement Aerodrome) 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure E.27: D ium al variation in observed and predicted PMio fo r  PSC C
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Diurnal variation In PM10 concentration for Pasquill Stability Class D 
Leixllp (Met Eireann at Casement Aerodrome) 15.lx.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure E.28: D iurnal variation in observed and predicted P M jo fo r PSC D
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Diurnal variation in PM10 concentration for Pasquill Stability Class E 
Leixllp (Met Eireann at Casement Aerodrome) 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure E.29: D iurnal variation in observed and predicted PMio fo r  PSC E
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Diurnal variation in PM10 concentration for Pasquill Stability Class F 
Leixlip (Met Eireann at Casement Aerodrome) 15.ix.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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vre E.30: D iurnal variation in observed and predicted PMjo fo r  PSC F

Diurnal variation In PM10 concentration for Pasquill Stability Class G 
Leixiip (Met Eireann at Casement Aerodrome) 15.lx.2001 to 15.ix.2002
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Figure E.31: D iurnal variation in observed and predicted PMio fo r  PSC G
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Variation in maximum CO concentration by stability class, Leixllp 15.ix.2001 to 15.lx.2002
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Figure E.32: Variation in observed and predicted maximum CO with stab ility  class

Variation In maximum N02 concentration by stability class, Leixllp 15.lx.2001 to15.ix.2002
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Figure E.33: Variation in observed and predicted maximum NO 2 with stab ility  class
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Figure E.34: Variation in observed and predicted maximum PM w with stability class
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E.7 EM ISSION FACTORS

Table E.4: DMRB results for the roundabout for 2001

2001 CO Benzene NO , PMio
(mg/m^) (Hg/m^) (jig/m')

Contribution from all roads 1.88 12.14 763.22 32.01
Background contribution 0.21 0.40 11.73 12.90
Total annual mean (incl. background) 2.09 12.54 774.95 44.91
M aximum 8-hr mean 20.93 ♦ ♦

M aximum running annual mean ♦ 13.79 * *

Annual mean NOz * ♦ 193.95 *

90*'’% ile of daily means * ♦ * 80.38

Table E.5: DMRB results for the roundabout for 2002

2002 CO Benzene NO, PM.o
(mg/m^) (H8/m') (^ig/m^) (^lg/m^)

Contribution from all roads 1.68 10.27 691.81 27.92
Background contribution 0.21 0.40 11.73 12.90
Total annual mean (incl. background) 1.89 10.67 703.54 40.82
Maximum 8-hr mean 18.88 * * *
M aximum running annual mean 11.74 * ♦

Annual mean NO 2 * ♦ 181.27 *

90*''%ile of daily means * * * 73.06

Table E.6: DMRB results for the roundabout for 2003

2003 CO Benzene NO , PMio
(mg/m^) (^ig/m^) (^ig/m^)

Contribution from all roads 1.50 8.68 629.03 24.43
Background contribution 0.21 0.40 11.73 12.90
Total annual mean (incl. background) 1.71 9.08 640.76 37.33
M aximum 8-hr mean 17.13 ♦ * *

M aximum running annual mean * 9.99 * *

Annual mean NO 2 ♦ * 169.79 *

9G*''%ile of daily means * ♦ ♦ 66.82

E2l Further graphs and tables



E.8 COLLABORATIVE MODELLING EXERCISE RESULTS

Table E. 7: Predictions fo r  the motorway and roundabout, relative to limit values (derived 
from Table 10.15 o f predictions relative to observed concentrations)______ ________

LV O/LV Observed A/LV B/LV C/LV D/LV DMRB
/LV

CO 10 mg/m^
M’way 24% 1.88 ppm 5% 4% 6% 12% 35%
R’bout 29% 2.40 ppm 12% 8% 17% 13% 212%
NO 2 1 200{ig/m^
M’way 44% 45.4 ppb 20% 26% 42% 48% *

R’bout 48% 48.6 ppb 24% 29% 78% 38% *

NO 2 II 40
M’way 55% 11.2 ppb 46% 37% 53% 97% 166%
R’bout 55% 11.2 ppb 29% 62% 69% 76% 539%
PM 101 50 |ig/m^
M’way 50% 25 fig/m’ 43% 28% 62% 60% 62%
R’bout 89% 44.7|^g/m’ 69% 41% 61% 69% 181%
P M ,o il 40 }.ig/m^
M ’way 41% 16.4ng/m'^ 52% 32% 62% 60% 42%
R’bout 86% 34.4^gW 71% 39% 62% 80% 151%

Table E.8: Differences between predictions and observed concentrations, relative to limit 
values (e.g. A = A/LV - 0/LV)__________ _____________ ______________________

LV O/LV Observed A B C D DMRB

CO 10 mg/m^
M ’way 24% 1.88 ppm -19% -20% -18% -12% 11%
R’bout 29% 2.40 ppm -17% -21% -12% -16% 183%
NO 2 I 200)xg/m^
M ’way 44% 45.4 ppb -24% -18% -2% 4% *

R’bout 48% 48.6 ppb -24% -19% 30% -10% *

NO 2 II 40 ^ig/m^
M ’way 55% 11.2 ppb -9% -18% -2% 42% 111%
R’bout 55% 11.2 ppb -26% 7% 14% 21% 484%
PM ioI 50 )xg/m^
M ’way 50% 25 (ig/m^ -7% -22% 12% 10% 12%
R’bout 89% 44.7)j.g/m^ -20% -48% -28% -20% 92%
PM  10II 40 ^ig/m^
M ’way 41% 16.4|j,g/m^ 11% -9% 21% 19% 1%
R’bout 86% 3A.A\iglm^ -15% -47% -24% -6% 65%

E22 Further graphs and tables



APPENDIX F CONVERSION FACTOR

Ideal Gas Law  PV = nRT

P = pressure (atmospheres)

V = volume (litres) 

n = number of moles

R = universal gas constant = 8.205 x 10'^ m^ atm mol ' K ’

T = absolute temperature (K) = °C + 273 K

MW = molecular weight e.g. MW CO = 28 g/mol

For gases, volume ratio = molar ratio _n_ = P

V RT

e.g.

8.8 ppbv NO2 for P = 1 atm and T = 14°C (287 K)

MW NO2 = 46 g/mol

8.8 ppbv = 8.8 m  ̂ NO?

10^ m^ air

n = VP = 8.8 m^ NO, H atm)___________________________= 3.7 x lO’’ mol NO 2 / m^ air

RT 10^ m^ air (8.205 x 10'^ m  ̂ atm mol’' K '') (287 K)

3.7 x 10'^ mol NO? (46 g NO?) (10^ M̂ g/g) = 17.2 }j,g NO 2 / m^ air = 17.2 (xgW

1 m  ̂air mol NO2

i.e. }ig/m^ NO 2 = ppb NO2 (46 g/mol) (0.0425 mol/m^)

Conversion factor:

mg/m^ (or ng/m^) = ppm (or ppb) * MW (g) * 0.0425

FI Conversion factor



APPENDIX G STATISTICS

( c - c j c - c )
1. Pearson’s Coefficient R = ------------   —

where C^, C„are predicted and observed concentration (ppb); Cp,C^axQ  average 

predicted and observed concentration (ppb); and <j  ̂ ,<j  ̂ are the standard deviation o f  

predicted and observed concentration.
Fluctuations in predicted concentrations versus fluctuations in observed concentrations.
- 1  < /? < 1, ±1 means a perfect correlation and 0 means no correlation.

(c -c y
2. N SM E (m icrostatistics) ’’

C  C^  p ^ O

Comparison o f  individual correlations datum by datum.
0 < NSME  < 0 0 , 0 perfect agreement and 0.5 means a factor o f  2 between predicted and 
observed values.

(T
3. Fractional Bias (m icrostatistics) FB = 2 ~ — =

4. Fractional Variance FS = 2 —  ------- ^
O', + cr„

- 2 <  FB < 2 ,  where - 2  means under prediction, 2 means over prediction and 0 means 
perfect.

5. Factor o f  two FAC2: 0.5 < —  < 2

0 < F AC 2  <  1, where 1 means all the data is within FAC2 and 0 means none o f  the data is 
within FAC2.

G l Statistics



APPENDIX H COLLABORATIVE MODELLING EXERCISE

H.1 STAGE I

H.2 STAGE II

H.3 WORKSHOP AGENDA

H.1 STAGE I:

Project Objectives:
The project seeks to vahdate the use of dispersion modelling software in predicting the 
impacts o f road traffic emissions on air quality. Two separate situations are considered: a 
free-flowing motorway and a periodically-congested roundabout. Model accuracy is 
assessed by comparing ambient concentration measurements with model predictions based 
on locally relevant input data.

Collaborative Modelling Objectives:
The objectives o f this collaborative modelling exercise are
i. To maximise the value o f the air monitoring data collected by making these data

available to other parties;
ii. To establish the current state-of-the practice in Ireland;
iii. To improve the evaluation o f dispersion model accuracy by employing the 

modelling results o f as many participants as possible;
iv. To ensure that the project results are effectively disseminated to relevant parties.

Participants:
Environmental consultants known to have relevant experience in the field are invited to 
participate.

Tasks:
• Use atmospheric dispersion models with suitable input data (traffic, emission factors, 

meteorological conditions) to determine pollutant concentrations due to vehicle 
emissions at two locations: the M4 motorway at Leixlip and a roundabout on the N6 in 
Galway City.

• Participants may undertake modelling for either or both sites, according to their own 
interests.

•  For both sites, the exercise will consist o f two separate stages (see below).
• Modelled results are to be submitted to the exercise co-ordinator (Dr Brian Broderick, 

TCD) for collation and comparison with measured concentrations. Measured 
concentrations will then be provided to the participants.

•  Collated results (in an anonymous format) will be presented at a Modelling Workshop 
to be held at TCD.

Study sites:
Site 1: M4 motorway at Leixlip (see attached plan)
Site 2 : Roundabout on the N6 in Galway City (see attached plan)

HI Collaborative modelling exercise



• Air quality monitoring commenced at both sites in the Summer of 2001. The following 
concentration measurements are obtained at both sites.

Pollutant Instrument Method Sampling interval
CO API Model 300 Infrared absorption 1 hour, 15 minutes
NO, API Model 300 Chemiluminescence 1 hour, 15 minutes
PM,o R&P TEOM Oscillation frequency 30 minutes
PM,o R&P Partisol Gravimefric 24 hours

• Local wind speed and direction are also recorded at both sites. Hydrocarbon 
concentrations (27 compounds including BTX) are also measured at the motorway site.

•  At the motorway site, hour-by-hour and lane-by-lane traffic flow is obtained from 
automatic vehicle detectors maintained by the NRA. At the roundabout site, traffic data 
is limited to manual counts.

Exercise Stages:
Stage I: Participants calculate pollutant concentrations according to their normal

practice, using data available to them. These data might include 
meterological conditions, emission factors or traffic characteristics. Where a 
participant requires additional information, this can be provided by 
TCD/NUIG. Participants are invited to discuss their requirements with the 
exercise co-ordinator. Results to be sent to TCD.
The objective o f this stage is to establish the current state-of-the practice in 
the field, and the models and sources of input data employed.

Stage II: Participants calculate pollutant concentrations at the monitoring site
(sample intake) using meteorological and traffic data supplied by 
TCD/NUIG. Resuhs to be sent to TCD.
The objective of this stage is to evaluate dispersion model accuracv under 
controlled conditions, i.e. all participants will employ the same input data 
and seek to calculate the same results.

Note: Because o f  the different input data employed, modelling results from Stage I are not
expected to compare well with the measured concentrations. In.itead, the approach to the 
modelling problem and the techniques employed are o f  more interest. At Stage II, the more 
accurate input data should lead to closer agreement between measured and modelled 
concentrations, however substantial differences are still expected due to the contribution o f  
emissions from non-target sources.

Schedule:
February 2002:
February-March
April-May:
June:
July/August:

H2 Collaborative modelling exercise
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Stage II
Comparison of measured and modelled data 
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H.2 STAGE II:

Introduction:
This document describes the input data and concentration predictions required for the M4 
Motorway site at LeixUp. Pollutant concentrations, meteorological conditions and traffic 
flow have been recorded continuously over a 6 month period. Participants are asked to 
calculate ambient concentrations for a receptor defined at the sampling point, using the 
measured meteorological and traffic data. On receipt o f these predictions, the measured 
pollutant concentrations will be sent to each participant for comparison.

Receptor location:
Pollutant monitoring took place at Leixlip Water Treatment Plant. The sampling point was 
located 25m North of the edge of the eastbound carraigeway of the M4 (i.e. 25m from the 
inside edge o f the slow lane), at a height of 3.5m above the roadway.

Meteorological measurements were obtained in the same position as the pollutant 
samphng, but at a height o f 5.2m.

Target Source:
The M4 motorway has two eastbound and two westbound lanes with a central median. The 
road is straight, with a bearing o f 86 degrees -  264 degrees. Note that there is a small 
gradient on the roadway adjacent to the monitoring location. This is estimated as 
approximately 2% to the East o f the receptor, reducing to 1 % to West.

Monitoring period:
Monitoring commenced in May 2001 and is scheduled to finish in September 2002. For 
this exercise, however, only the six month period from September 15‘'̂  2001 to March 15* 
2002 is considered.

Monitoring data:
Monitoring data is stored in the Excel file: ‘Modelling Exercise Data -  Participants’, which 
is sent to all participants. This file contains two worksheets: ‘Leixlip’ and ‘Leixlip met 
data’. There are some blank columns for periods when no measurements were obtained. 
Participants should use their own judgement on how to handle these.

The contents of the worksheets are:

‘Leixlip’ Worksheet:
Column A: 
Column B: 
Columns C-G:

Column H:

Driver’s date and time (local time, allowing for daylight saving)
GMT
Measured pollutant concentrations (NO2, NO, NOx, CO and PMio). 
Most o f the data in these columns has been omitted. A complete file will 
be sent to participants on receipt o f model results. However, data for the 
first 12 days of monitoring has been included. This gives an indication 
of the data available and may be of use when estimating background 
concentrations.
Seperator/title column
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Columns 1-S:

Column T : 
Columns U-W: 
Column X: 
Column Y : 
Columns Z-AF:

Hourly vehicle flow  and % HGVs on each lane for each hour o f  the 
monitoring period. This data has been provided by the N R A  and should  
only be used in the context o f  this m odelling exercise.
Blank
Simple statistical variables from the hourly traffic data.
Blank
Seperator/title column
M eteorological data from Casement Aerodrome (located approximately 
1km South o f  the receptor). Participants may wish to use the Pasquill 
Stability Index data provided here. However, the wind speed and 
direction data should not be used; rather the local data given on the 
‘Leixlip met data’ worksheet should be em ployed. This data has been  
provided by Met Eireann, and should only be used in the context o f  this 
m odelling exercise.

‘Leixlip met data’ Worksheet:
Columns A-I: The column headings in this worksheet are self-explanatory. Values o f

four m eteorological variables (temperature, humidity, wind speed and 
wind direction) are given at 15 minute intervals.

Other input data:
N o data on background concentrations are provided. Participants should make their own  
assumptions on these, possibly em ploying the 12 days o f  concentration measurements 
provided in columns C-G o f  the ‘Leixlip’ worksheet.

Global radiation data obtained by Met Eireann at Dublin airport can be provided on 
request.

N o preferred em ission factors are identified. Participants should use their own values in 
selecting the best values to use.

Model calculations:
Participants are invited to calculate ambient concentrations o f  CO, N O 2 , and PMio at the 
receptor described above. NO  and NOx concentrations can also be calculated, i f  possible.

Where short-term m odelling is em ployed, participants should return predicted  
concentrations for each m odelled hour. The follow ing statistics should also be calculated:

i. For all pollutants: mean value, median value, maximum value (identifying date and 
time o f  occurrence), 90*  and 95*  percentile values.

ii. For carbon dioxide: the mean median and maximum 8-hour rolling average value.
iii. For PMio: the mean, median and maximum 24-hour averages, plus the and 17*- 

highest 24-hour average.
iv. For N O 2 : the 9*-highest hourly value.

If long-term m odelling is em ployed, participants should return all results obtained, as w ell 
as their best estimate o f  each o f  the values listed in i-iv above.
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H.3 WORKSHOP AGENDA:

EPA Project 2000-LS-6.3-M1 
Validation o f  air pollution dispersion modelling for the road transport sector

under Irish conditions

Workshop on Model Validation Studies 

Wednesday 16*̂  October 2002, 2pm

Department o f  Civil, Structural & Environmental Engineering, TCD 

Venue: Civil Engineering Library, Museum Building, TCD

PROGRAMME 

2 .00-2 .15  Welcome and coffee

2 .15- 2.30 Introduction to the project and an outline of the seminar programme

2.30 - 3.30 The motorway case study (N4, Leixlip)

TCD will summarise the site layout, monitoring data and modelling results. 
This will be followed by a 5 minute presentation from each o f the 
participants summarising their modelling results. This session will conclude 
with a 20 minute discussion on the overall findings o f the model validation 
exercise at the motorway site.

3 .30-3 .45  Tea, coffee

3.45 - 4.45 The roundabout case study (N6, Galway)

NUI Galway will summarise the site layout and monitoring data. Following 
a brief presentation by TCD on its initial modelling results fo r  the 
roundabout site, each o f the other participants will make 5 minute 
presentation o f their modelling results. This session will conclude with a 20 
minute discussion on the overall findings o f the model validation exercise at 
the roundabout site.

4.45 - 5.00 Wrap-up and conclusions
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